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Summary

Evolving wireless technologies such as multi-antenna systems, state of the art cod-

ing techniques, diversity combining schemes, etc., constantly strive to achieve the

capacity limits of wireless communication systems. On the other hand, it is a well-

known fact that information theory holds the secret of describing the fundamental

limits for reliable communication over the wireless medium. Information-theoretic

analysis of mobile fading channels not only provides an insight into the potential

and limitations of fading channels, but also provides a yardstick to design efficient

wireless communication systems. The capacity is considered to be one of the most

important information-theoretic measures of fading channels. The channel capac-

ity evolves in time as a random process and can be described using appropriate

stochastic models. Hence, studies pertaining to unveil thedynamics of the channel

capacity can be very helpful to achieve higher data rates while keeping the prob-

ability of errors as low as possible. Statistical properties, such as mean, variance,

probability density function (PDF), and cumulative distribution function (CDF) ad-

equately characterize the channel capacity. However, these statistical quantities do

not provide an insight into the temporal behavior of the channel capacity, which

is imperative for the efficient design of future mobile communication systems. It

is therefore, absolutely necessary to study, in addition tothe first order statistical

properties of the channel capacity, also the second order statistical properties, such

as the level-crossing rate (LCR) and the average duration offades (ADF).

In wireless communication systems, the random amplitude fluctuations of the

received signal can be described with the help of proper statistical channel models.

For single-input single-output (SISO) systems, modeling and capacity analysis of

mobile fading channels are extensively studied topics. However, there still exist a

few unsolved problems in this domain. Specifically, the literature lacks informa-

tion regarding the influence of important phenomena, such asthe severity of fading,

shadowing, number of multipath components, and the amplitude of LOS compo-

nents on the statistical properties of the channel capacity. This dissertation aims to

address these problems by studying the capacity of specific SISO channels, namely

multipath fading channels, Rice-m channels, and land mobile terrestrial channels.

A fruitful method to obtain increased spectral efficiency and improved link qual-

ity by utilizing the existing resources of the wireless network is known as cooper-

ative communications. In relay-based cooperative networks, single-antenna mobile

stations assist each other to relay the transmitted signal from the source mobile

station (SMS) to the destination mobile station (DMS). Suchsystems are also re-
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ferred to as multihop communication systems. This kind of communication scheme

promises an increased network coverage, enhanced mobility, and improved system

performance. It has applications in wireless local area networks (WLANs), cellular

networks, ad-hoc networks, and hybrid networks. This dissertation studies the ca-

pacity of multihop communication systems employing amplify-and-forward-based

blind relays under various propagation scenarios.

The performance of wireless communication systems is greatly affected by the

multipath fading phenomenon. The received signal impairments, caused by mul-

tipath fading, can be reduced by diversity combining methods, such as maximal

ratio combining (MRC) and equal gain combining (EGC). In diversity combin-

ing schemes, the received signals in different diversity branches are combined in

a way that results in an increased signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Hence, such methods

increase the system throughput and therefore enhance the overall system perfor-

mance. Motivated by the advantages of using diversity combining schemes, this

dissertation also includes the analysis pertaining to the statistical properties of the

capacity of fading channels in systems employing MRC and EGC. In addition, the

case when diversity branches are spatially correlated, is also investigated.

Designing very high-speed wireless links that offer good quality-of-service (QoS)

constitutes a significant research and engineering challenge. To perform this task,

particularly in power and bandwidth limited systems, multiple-input multiple-output

(MIMO) technology was proposed in the literature. By employing multiple anten-

nas at the transmitter and the receiver, MIMO systems can provide remarkable gain

in the spectral efficiency of wireless communication systems. The enormous spec-

tral efficiency originally attributed to MIMO systems was based on the premise of

a rich scattering environment, providing independent transmission paths between

the transmitter and receiver antennas. Under such ideal conditions, a linear increase

in the channel capacity w.r.t. the increase in the minimum ofthe number of trans-

mitter and receiver antennas was observed. However, such idealized propagation

conditions are rarely met in real life. Due to the spatial correlation between sub-

channels, realistic MIMO channels show a reduced channel capacity. It is therefore

of great practical and theoretical interest to study the capacity of MIMO systems

when the elements of the channel matrix are correlated. Hence, in this disserta-

tion, a special emphasis has been put on the statistical analysis of the capacity of

spatially correlated MIMO channels. To achieve the desiredcapacity in MIMO

channels, space-time coding techniques, such as orthogonal space-time block codes

(OSTBC) are considered to be an effective method. Therefore, in this PhD thesis,

the capacity analysis of both correlated and uncorrelated OSTBC MIMO channels

xiv



is presented.

In summary, this dissertation deals with the derivation andanalysis of the first

order as well as the second order statistical properties of the capacity of mobile

fading channels in various wireless communication systems. The topics studied in

depth include the capacity of specific SISO channels, amplify-and-forward channels

in cooperative networks, fading channels in spatial diversity combining systems,

and MIMO channels.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

To provide high data rate communication with higher spectral efficiency, both in

cellular mobile networks and wireless local area networks (WLANs), is one of the

epic challenges faced by the next generation (4G1) wireless communication sys-

tems. One of the motivations behind this strive is to cope with the rapidly grow-

ing desire of replacing cables with high-speed wireless connectors. Moreover, the

availability of recently popular high-definition (HD) audio/video [1] over the inter-

net as well as the presence of high-definition television (HDTV) networks [2, 3]

are among the other reasons which have triggered an enormoushike in the con-

sumers’ demands for higher data rates. The modern technological advancements

in electronic platforms enable users to transfer/share rich media content (e.g., high-

quality audio/video) in wired networks. However, performing this task over the

wireless medium requires high-speed wireless links, whichare not provided by the

prevailing 3G2 cellular networks (e.g., HSDPA3 by 3GPP4 [4], which support up

to 10 Mb/s [5, 6]) and WLANs (offering up to 50 Mb/s [7, 8]). Hence, in order to

accommodate a large amount of data traffic in wireless networks with seamless con-

nectivity, future mobile communication systems are expected to provide data rates

much higher than 100 Mb/s and spectral efficiencies far greater than 10 b/s/Hz [8].

In the following, those peculiar aspects of wireless communications will be re-

viewed, which provide a basis for the analysis and improvement of the system per-

formance.

14G stands for fourth generation
23G stands for third generation
3HSDPA corresponds to high speed downlink packet access
43GPP is an abbreviation of third-generation partnership project

1
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1.1 Channel Capacity: Overview, Definition,

Importance, and Statistical Properties

One of the reasons behind the limited success of 3G technology in achieving high

data rates is mainly a lack in the understanding of the underlying fading chan-

nel characteristics, leading to the unavailability of realistic channel models [9, 10,

11]. Moreover, the unavailability of information-theoretic tools for the analysis and

cross-layer optimization of wireless communication systems has also been a bottle

neck in maximizing the transmission rates. Since its adventby Shannon in 1948

[12, 13], information theory has found diverse applications in the fields of commu-

nications [14], economics [15], biology [16, 17], etc. In wireless communications,

information theory has widely been used in the past to study fading phenomena

[18]. However, it is relatively recently that the information-theoretic analysis of

complex (but realistic) fading channel models is attracting the researchers’ interest

[19]. Harnessing information-theoretic tools for the investigation of mobile fading

channels not only provides an insight into the potential andlimitations of fading

channels, but also provides a yardstick to design efficient wireless communication

systems [18, 20, 21].

The framework of information theory, established by Shannon for wireless com-

munications, describes the fundamental limits for reliable communication over the

wireless medium [12, 13]. This theory is based on the notion of channel capacity,

which sets an upper bound on the maximum amount of information that can be re-

liably transmitted over a channel with a negligible probability of error. Specifically,

the channel capacity determines the maximum transmission rate that a wireless

channel can sustain with a negligible error probability in terms of bits per second

per unit bandwidth. For the case of an ideal channel, where the only impairment in

the wireless channel is the introduction of additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN),

the channel capacity is given by Shannon’s well-known formula [12, 13]

C= log2(1+ γ) (bits/s/Hz) (1)

whereγ is the ratio of the received signal power to the AWGN power, also known

as the received signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). The consequence of Shannon’s mathe-

matical construct was the Shannon coding theorem and its converse. The Shannon

coding theorem proves that there exists a code, which if utilized, allows to transmit

data without errors at a rater (bits/s/Hz) as long asr < C. While, the converse

theorem showed that the error probability is always larger than zero if the transmis-

sion rater is higher than the capacityC. In addition, Shannon demonstrated that
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the channel capacity can be achieved with a negligible errorprobability by coding

the transmitted data with infinitely long random codes. However, there exists no

specification for designing such codes. In addition, infinitely long random codes

are practically not realizable due to the enormous effort required for their decod-

ing. Moreover, utilization of such lengthy codes also introduces intolerable delays

in communication. For decades, the efforts of coding theorists were mainly focused

to find practical codes. Finally, this problem was solved by the emergence of very

effective coding techniques, such as turbo codes [22] and low density parity check

(LDPC) codes [23, 24], which approach the Shannon’s capacity limit very closely.

The channel capacity formula in (1) considers a simple scenario, by assuming

an ideal AWGN channel. However, a realistic description of wireless propagation

environment is far more complex. Mobile fading channels, particularly in urban

environments, are generally classified as time-variant multipath fading channels,

which can well be characterized with the help of proper statistical channel models.

The dynamic behavior of mobile fading channels in turn results in a time-varying

channel capacity [25], which evolves in time as a random process. For such chan-

nels, the channel capacity is described not only in terms of the received SNRγ,

but it also incorporates the information regarding the statistics of the received sig-

nal envelope (see, e.g., (2)–(7), in the subsequent sections). It is demonstrated via

various examples in [26, Section 4.2.6] that the actual capacity of mobile fading

channels is much less than the one predicted in (1). Therefore, to get the knowledge

of maximum achievable transmission rates in practical systems, it is important to

study the channel capacity by considering realistic propagation conditions. Since

future mobile communication systems aim to maximize the transmission rate, much

consideration has been put on the analysis of the channel capacity in recent years.

A large number of articles can be found in the literature thathighlight the signifi-

cance of using the channel capacity and its statistics as a tool for the analysis and

optimization of mobile communication systems (e.g., [27, 28, 19]). Hence, in ad-

dition to the knowledge of underlying fading channel characteristics, a profound

understanding of the channel capacity and its statistics isequally important.

The well-known statistical quantities describing the random behavior of the

channel capacity include the mean channel capacity (or the ergodic capacity), the

outage capacity, the probability density function (PDF), and the cumulative distri-

bution function (CDF) of the channel capacity [29, 25, 28]. Among these statistical

quantities, the ergodic capacity and the outage capacity are very widely explored by

researchers in the literature due to their importance from the performance analysis

point of view. The ergodic capacity provides the information regarding the average
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data rate offered by a wireless link (where the average is taken over all the real-

izations of the channel capacity) [21, 29]. On the other hand, the outage capacity

quantifies the capacity (or the data rate) that is guaranteedwith a certain level of re-

liability [21, 29]. However, these two aforementioned statistical measures describe

the capacity behavior on the average sense, e.g., the outagecapacity gives an idea

regarding the probability of a specific percentage of capacity outage, but it does not

give any indication of the spread of the outage intervals or the rate at which these

outage durations occur over the time scale. Whereas, the information regarding the

temporal behavior of the channel capacity is very useful forthe improvement of the

system performance [28].

A decrease in the channel capacity below a certain desired level results in a ca-

pacity outage, which in turn causes burst errors. In the past, the level-crossing and

outage duration analysis have been carried out merely for the received signal enve-

lope to study hand-off algorithms in cellular networks as well as to design channel

coding schemes to minimize burst errors [30, 31]. However, for systems employing

multiple antennas (specifically at the receiver), the authors in [28] provide sufficient

evidence to choose the channel capacity as a more pragmatic performance merit

than the received signal envelope. Therein, the significance of studies pertaining

to the analysis of the level-crossing rate (LCR) of the channel capacity can easily

be witnessed for the cross-layer optimization of overall network performance. In a

similar fashion, for multi-antenna systems, the importance of investigating the aver-

age duration of fades (ADF) of the channel capacity for the burst error analysis can

be argued. The LCR of the channel capacity is a measure of the expected number of

up-crossings (or down-crossings) of the channel capacity through a certain thresh-

old level in a time interval of one second. While, the ADF of the channel capacity

describes the average duration of the time interval over which the channel capacity

is below a given level [32, 33]. It is here noteworthy that theLCR and ADF of the

channel capacity are the important statistical quantitiesthat describe the dynamic

nature of the channel capacity. Hence, studies pertaining to unveil the dynamics of

the channel capacity are cardinal to meet the data rate requirements of future mobile

communication systems.

In the subsequent sections, some of the key technologies of wireless communi-

cations will be introduced that carry a fundamental importance in the literature and

have been thoroughly investigated in this dissertation.
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1.1.1 Single-Input Single-Output Systems

Single-input single-output (SISO) systems are the conventional means for wireless

communications, employing single antennas at the transmitter and the receiver. The

random amplitude fluctuations of the received signal in suchsystems can be mod-

eled by using an appropriate stochastic process. If the channel is unknown to the

transmitter but the receiver has perfect channel state information (CSI), the capacity

of SISO systems, assuming flat fading5, can be expressed as [34]

C(t) = log2

(
1+ γ |h(t)|2

)
(bits/s/Hz). (2)

Throughout this dissertation, we have considered flat fading channels, assuming

perfect CSI at the receiver. In accordance with the definition given in [34, 35, 36,

37], in this dissertation, we refer toC(t) as the channel capacity. However, in the

literature, it is also known to as the instantaneous channelcapacity [38, 39] or the

mutual information [40, 41, 42, 43]. In (2),γ denotes the average received SNR,h(t)

is a stochastic process, which describes the fading behavior in SISO channels, and

|h(t)| denotes the envelope of the processh(t). Forh(t), a large number of models

have been proposed in the literature. The widely used SISO channel models include

the Nakagami-m [44], Rice [45], and Rayleigh [46, 47, 48] processes. The Rice

and Rayleigh models have applications in line-of-sight (LOS) and non-line-of-sight

(NLOS) propagation environments, respectively. While, the Nakagami-m process

represents a more general channel model, which can be utilized to study scenarios

where the fading is more (or less) severe compared to Rayleigh fading. Moreover,

the Nakagami-m model reduces to the Rayleigh and one-sided Gaussian models

in special cases. Another class of channel models, which provide a deep insight

into the fundamental multipath propagation characteristics are known as multipath

channel models. Such models (e.g., the sum-of-cisoids (SOC) model [49, 50, 51]),

are not only accurate in modeling SISO fading channels, but also provide a clearer

physical interpretation in terms of the wave propagation phenomena.

The aforementioned models however, do not incorporate the shadowing effect in

land mobile terrestrial channels. For overcoming this problem, a Suzuki process is

considered to be a more suitable statistical channel model [52]. The shadowing ef-

fect can be adequately modeled by a lognormal process, whichcan be incorporated

in the channel model as a multiplicative process. Thus, the Suzuki process is gener-

ated by taking the product of a Rayleigh and a lognormal process [53]. However, by

employing a Nakagami-m process instead of the Rayleigh process in a Suzuki pro-

5In flat fading, the coherence bandwidth of the channel is larger than the bandwidth of the signal,
therefore all frequency components of the signal will experience the same magnitude of fading.
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cess, a more general channel model referred to as the Nakagami-lognormal (NLN)

model [54, 55] is obtained, which contains the Suzuki process as a special case.

Hence, by using the NLN process as a channel model, the impactof shadowing on

the channel capacity can be studied under different fading conditions. Moreover,

the effects of severity of fading on the channel capacity canalso be studied.

Although, modeling and capacity analysis of SISO channels are widely explored

topics, without leaving much room for further research, there exist a few unsolved

problems in this domain. Specifically, the literature lacksinformation regarding the

influence of important phenomena, such as the severity of fading, shadowing, the

number of multipath components, and the amplitude of LOS components on the

statistical properties of the channel capacity. This dissertation aims to address these

problems by studying the capacity of specific SISO channels,namely multipath

fading channels, Rice-m channels, and land mobile terrestrial channels.

1.1.2 Cooperative Communication Systems

A fruitful method to obtain increased spectral efficiency and improved link qual-

ity by utilizing the existing resources of the wireless network is known as coop-

erative communications [56, 57, 58]. In cooperative networks, a diversity gain is

attained when single-antenna mobile stations collaboratetogether and share their

antennas to form a so-called virtual multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) system

[59]. In such scenarios, mobile stations not only transmit their own data, but also

act as a relay node for other mobile stations. Hence, the transmitted signal from the

source mobile station (SMS) is received at the destination mobile station (DMS) via

multiple relays. This cooperation between mobile stationsresults in an increased

network coverage with enhanced mobility support.

The simplest configuration of such relay-based cooperativenetworks is shown

in Fig. 1.1, employing single mobile relay (MR). In the scenario depicted here,

it is assumed that the direct transmission link between the SMS and DMS is not

available. The MR receives the transmitted signal and forwards it to the DMS. For

such systems, the channel capacity can be written similarlyto (2) as

C(t) =
1
2

log2

(
1+ γ

∣∣heq(t)
∣∣2
)

(bits/s/Hz). (3)

Here,γ denotes the average received SNR at the DMS, whileheq(t) describes the

overall SMS-DMS channel. The factor 1/2 in (3) is due to the fact that the MR

in Fig. 1.1 is assumed to be operating in a half-duplex mode, and hence the signal

transmitted from the SMS is received at the DMS in two time slots. Such channels
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Source mobile

station

(SMS)

Mobile relay

(MR)

Destination mobile 

station

(DMS)

SMS-MR link MR-DMS link

Figure 1.1: The propagation scenario describing a relay-based cooperative commu-
nication system.

are usually modeled with the help of cascaded channel modelsand will be discussed

in detail in Chapter 3.

Figure 1.1 merely depicts a simple propagation scenario, while in practice,

multiple relays exist in a relay-based cooperative network. Such systems are usually

referred to as multihop communication systems. Multihop communication systems

have applications in WLANs [60], cellular networks [61], ad-hoc networks [62, 63],

and hybrid networks [64]. Based on the amount of signal processing used for relay-

ing the received signal, the relays can generally be classified into two types, namely

amplify-and-forward (or non-regenerative) relays [65, 66] and decode-and-forward

(or regenerative) relays [67]. The relay nodes in multihop communication systems

can further be categorized into channel state information (CSI) assisted relays [68],

which employ the CSI to calculate the relay gains and blind relays with fixed relay

gains [69]. This dissertation studies the capacity of multihop communication sys-

tems employing amplify-and-forward-based blind relays under various propagation

scenarios.

1.1.3 Spatial Diversity Combining Systems

The performance of wireless communication systems is greatly affected by the mul-

tipath fading phenomenon. The aim of spatial diversity combining techniques is to

combat multipath fading in contrast to modern MIMO systems which benefit from

it [70, 71]. Due to this reason, spatial diversity combiningprovides a logarithmic

increase in the spectral efficiency as compared to a linear gain (w.r.t. the number of

antennas) expected from future MIMO wireless communication systems. Despite

providing a limited gain in the spectral efficiency, spatialdiversity combining is

widely accepted to be an effective method to mitigate the effects of fading [70, 71]

and has been explored quite thoroughly by researchers (see,e.g., [72, 73, 74, 75]).

Figure 1.2 shows a block diagram representation of theL-branch spatial diver-
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Figure 1.2: The block diagram representation of a diversitycombining system.

sity combining system. Here,s(t) denotes the transmitted signal, the received sig-

nals at the combiner input are represented byxl (t) (l = 1,2, . . . ,L), y(t) is the output

of the diversity combiner ands′(t) is the detected signal. The complex random chan-

nel gains, characterizing the fading behavior in thel th diversity branch, are denoted

by hl (t) (l = 1,2, . . . ,L), andnl (t) (l = 1,2, . . . ,L) designates the corresponding

AWGN. In spatial diversity combining, such as maximal ratiocombining (MRC)

and equal gain combining (EGC), the received signalsxl (t) (l = 1,2, . . . ,L) in dif-

ferent diversity branches are combined in such a way that results in an increased

overall received SNR [70]. Hence, the system throughput increases and therefore

the performance of the mobile communication system improves. The channel ca-

pacity of systems with MRC is given by [70, 34]

C(t) = log2

(
1+ γ

L

∑
l=1

|hl(t)|2
)

(bits/s/Hz). (4)

On the other hand, when EGC is employed, the channel capacityis expressed as

[70, 34]

C(t) = log2


1+ γ

(
L

∑
l=1

|hl (t)|
)2

 (bits/s/Hz). (5)

In (4) and (5),γ denotes the average received SNR of each branch. This dissertation

includes the analysis pertaining to the statistical properties of the channel capacity

of diversity combining systems, for both MRC and EGC. The formulas in (4) and

(5) assume spatially uncorrelated diversity branches. However, studies show that

the spatial correlation has a significant influence on the capacity of diversity com-

bining systems. Therefore, in this dissertation, the case when diversity branches are

spatially correlated is also considered. To keep the simplicity in presentation, the
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expressions for the capacity of systems with spatially correlated diversity branches

are not presented here. However, they can be found in Paper X included in Ap-

pendix J.

1.1.4 Multiple-Input Multiple-Output Systems

Designing high-speed wireless links that offer good quality-of-service (QoS), specif-

ically in NLOS environments constitutes a significant research and engineering

challenge. This task is particularly more complicated in systems with limited power

and bandwidth. The scarcity of available recourses has in turn led the wireless com-

munication system designers to explore new realms in the wireless domain, in order

to satiate the ever growing consumers’ demands for high datarates. One of the sig-

nificant breakthroughs in this regard was the emergence of the MIMO technology,

which employs multiple antennas at the transmitter and the receiver. MIMO sys-

tems provide remarkable gain in the spectral efficiency of wireless communication

systems [34, 40]. This discovery resulted in a significant upsurge of interest towards

MIMO systems, and since then, a large number of articles havebeen published in

the literature dealing with MIMO channel modeling and performance analysis (see,

e.g., [76, 77, 78, 36], and the references therein).

A typical block diagram representation of MIMO systems is shown in Fig. 1.3.

Here,TX represents the transmitter withNT antennas andRX denotes the receiver

with NR antennas. A MIMO channel is usually described by anNR×NT MIMO

channel matrixH(t) with complex random entrieshi, j(t), which model the fading

behavior in the channel between theith receiver andjth transmitter antenna. In the

literature,hi, j(t) are also referred to as MIMO channel coefficients, channel gains,

or MIMO sub-channels. In general, the capacity of MIMO channels is given by

RN
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Figure 1.3: The block diagram representation of MIMO systems.
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[34]

C(t) = log2

[
det

(
INR+

γ
NT

H(t)HH(t)

)]
(bits/s/Hz) (6)

whereINR is anNR×NR identity matrix,γ represents the average received SNR, and

(·)H denotes the Hermitian operator. The enormous spectral efficiency attributed to

MIMO systems by the pioneering works of Foschini [34] and Telatar [40] is based

on the premise of a rich scattering environment, providing independent transmis-

sion paths between the transmitter and receiver antennas. Hence, it results in a

full-ranked channel matrixH(t) with independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.)

entrieshi, j(t). Under such ideal conditions, a linear increase in the channel capac-

ity w.r.t. the increase in the minimum of the number of transmitter and receiver

antennas was observed [40, 34]. However, such idealized propagation conditions

can rarely be found in practice. It is shown in [79] and multiple references therein

that due to the spatial correlation between the MIMO channelcoefficients, realistic

MIMO channels show a reduced channel capacity as compared tothe results found

under ideal conditions assumed in [40] and [34]. It is therefore of great practical and

theoretical interest to study the capacity of MIMO systems when the elements of the

channel matrix are correlated. Hence, this dissertation puts a special emphasis on

the statistical analysis of the capacity of spatially correlated MIMO channels. In or-

der to address the problem of correlated fading in MIMO channels, one of the most

commonly used channel models known as the Kronecker model [80, 81, 82, 36, 42]

is employed. This model, though restrictive to some cases, provides an adequate

framework for the capacity analysis of MIMO channels.

Due to the exceptional spectral efficiency, employment of the MIMO architec-

ture in the system design constitutes one of the major distinctions between 3G and

4G wireless communication systems [83]. There are many efforts underway to de-

sign high-speed wireless links in cellular networks and WLANs using MIMO tech-

nology. To name a few standards, the IEEE6 802.11n for WLANs [84, 7, 85] and

IEEE 802.16e (also known as WiMAX: worldwide interoperability for microwave

access) for broadband cellular networks [86, 87, 83] are under investigation. In ad-

dition, the 3GPP EUTRA7 standard LTE8-Advanced (LTE-A) also aims to employ

the MIMO architecture in order to achieve higher data rates over large distances

[88, 89]. For NLOS environments, the IEEE 802.16 based systems have already

been deployed, offering a peak spectral efficiency of 12 b/s/Hz [87, 8].

To increase the capacity in MIMO channels, space-time coding techniques, such

6IEEE corresponds to Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
7Evolved universal terrestrial radio access is abbreviatedas EUTRA
8LTE stands for long term evolution
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as space-time trellis codes (STTC) [90] or space-time blockcodes (STBC) [91, 92]

are considered to be an effective method. Among different space-time coding tech-

niques, orthogonal-STBC (OSTBC) has gained much attentionin recent years due

to its orthogonal structure, which allows to use maximum likelihood decoding at

the receiver [92]. Hence, it results in a decrease in the complexity of the receiver

structure. Another advantage of using OSTBC is that it transforms MIMO fading

channels into equivalent SISO channels, which significantly simplifies the mathe-

matical formulation of MIMO channels [93]. When using OSTBC, the capacity of

MIMO channels in (6) reduces to [29]

C(t) = log2

(
1+

γ
NT

hH(t)h(t)
)

(bits/s/Hz) (7)

whereh(t) represents theNRNT ×1 vector formed by stacking the columns of the

NR×NT matrixH(t) one below the other. Due to the aforementioned advantages of

using OSTBC in MIMO channels, it is of utmost importance to perform the capacity

analysis of OSTBC MIMO channels. The analysis in this dissertation covers the

capacity studies of both correlated and uncorrelated OSTBCMIMO channels.

1.2 Organization of the Dissertation

The exposition in this dissertation deals with the derivation and analysis of the first

order as well as the second order statistical properties of the capacity of mobile

fading channels. The topics studied in depth include the capacity of specific SISO

channels, amplify-and-forward channels in cooperative networks, fading channels

in spatial diversity combining systems, and MIMO channels.

The dissertation is organized as an assortment of fourteen technical papers.

These technical papers are included at the end of this dissertation as Appendices A–N.

Those papers which focus on similar topics are collected together to form chapters.

The concordance between different papers is highlighted inthe chapters. The dis-

sertation is organized as follows:

• Chapter 2 presents a brief discussion regarding the statistical analysis of the

capacity of some specific SISO channels. The considered channels include

multipath fading channels, Rice-mchannels, and land mobile terrestrial chan-

nels. Therein, the peculiar characteristics as well as advantages of employing

the corresponding SISO channel models are also highlighted. An overview of

the Papers I–IV (Appendices A–D) is presented in this chapter dealing with

the analysis of the influence of real-world phenomena, such as the severity of
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fading, shadowing, number of multipath components, and theamplitude of

LOS components on the statistical properties of the channelcapacity.

• Chapter 3 sheds light on the major contributions of the Papers V–VII (Ap-

pendices E–G). These papers deal with the capacity studies of amplify-and-

forward relay-based multihop communication systems undervarious propa-

gation scenarios. Chapter 3 is an effort to highlight the keyfactors (e.g., the

severity of fading, number of hops, and LOS components) influencing the

statistical properties of the capacity of multihop communication systems.

• Chapter 4 is a compendium of the capacity analysis of fading channels in

spatial diversity combining systems. Spatial diversity combining is widely ac-

cepted to be an effective method to mitigate the effects of fading and has been

explored thoroughly in the literature. The Papers VIII–X (Appendices H–J)

deal with a comprehensive statistical analysis of the capacity of fading chan-

nels for two different diversity combining methods, namelyMRC and EGC.

In addition, the influence of the LOS components as well as thespatial cor-

relation on the channel capacity is also studied. This chapter is dedicated to

review the main findings of these papers.

• Chapter 5 is devoted to summarize important results of the Papers XI – XIV

(Appendices K–N), which deal with the derivation and analysis of the statis-

tical properties of the capacity of MIMO channels. This chapter puts a spe-

cial emphasis on the statistical analysis of the capacity ofspatially correlated

MIMO channels. In addition, it also presents a brief discussion pertaining

to the capacity analysis of both correlated and uncorrelated OSTBC MIMO

channels.

• Chapter 6 recapitulates the major contributions of this dissertation. It also

highlights various important but unaddressed issues that need further research

work.

Each chapter comprises various sections that discuss the sub-topics addressed

in the chapter. The layout for each chapter has the followingstructure.

• Introduction provides an overview and state of the art of the main topic of

the chapter.

• SectionN presents a joint discussion of those papers which address a similar

sub-topic under the umbrella of the main topic of the chapter. Specifically,
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– Each section begins with a short introduction of the sub-topic.

– It then presents the problem description followed by a briefdiscussion

on the motivation behind the problem(s) of interest. Additionally, the

significance of the expected outcome(s) is elucidated.

– Afterwards, the main results of the paper(s) are reviewed. The discus-

sion includes advantages and disadvantages of the proposedmethod.

Moreover, the connection between different papers addressing a sub-

topic is also elaborated.

• Chapter Summary and Conclusionhighlights the peculiar findings of the

chapter.
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Chapter 2

Capacity Studies of Specific SISO

Channels

2.1 Introduction

The statistical analysis of the capacity of mobile fading channels has been a very ac-

tive area of research in recent years. It is an established fact that for the development

of future mobile communication systems a thorough understanding of underlying

multipath fading channel characteristics is essential. Inaddition, it is also gain-

ing recognition that a profound knowledge of channel capacity and its statistics are

equally important to improve the system performance and to increase the spectral

efficiency. Keeping in view the importance of capacity studies of mobile fading

channels, this chapter is dedicated to the statistical analysis of the capacity of some

specific SISO channels. In the following, we will articulatesome of the salient

features of specific SISO fading channels of interest and their respective channel

models. Thereafter, in the subsequent sections, an extensive statistical analysis of

the capacity of the considered fading channels will be presented.

2.1.1 Multipath Fading Channels

In wireless communications, typically in urban environments, the transmitted sig-

nal propagates to the receiver through a multitude of paths.So, the received signal

is in general a superposition of a large number of multipath components. Mobile

fading channels which are statistically characterized in terms of these multipath

components are usually referred to as multipath fading channels. Multipath fading

channel models not only describe the propagation environment accurately, but also

give a deep insight into the fundamental multipath propagation characteristics. The

15
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development of accurate and efficient channel models for theanalysis of multipath

fading channels has gained considerable attention in past years. Different meth-

ods have been proposed in the literature over the last few decades that deal with

the design and analysis of channel models for different radio environments. One

of the very promising techniques employs the sum-of-sinusoids (SOS) method to

model colored Gaussian processes [94, 95]. The SOS method, originally proposed

by Rice [94, 95], has been widely used by researchers ever since due to its simplic-

ity in implementation, accuracy, and flexibility to model nearly all kinds of fading

channels [96]. The versatility of this model also derives from the fact that many

well-known channels, namely the Nakagami-m [97], Rice [98], Rayleigh [70], log-

normal [99], and Suzuki [53] channels can be derived with thehelp of Gaussian

processes. Hence, the SOS method provides the basis for the design of efficient

mobile fading channel models.

The SOS-based channel models are generally designed with the assumption of

symmetrical Doppler power spectral density (DPSD), for isotropic scattering en-

vironments. However, it has been shown in [100, 101, 102, 103] that the real-

world channels have asymmetrical DPSDs due to non-isotropic scattering condi-

tions. Therefore, in order to model such real-world channels, a new class of channel

models known as the SOC model has been introduced in the literature [49, 50, 51].

Such SOC-based multipath channel models provide the flexibility of having cor-

related in-phase and quadrature phase components of the received signal, which

is a main requirement for the synthesis of channels characterized by asymmetri-

cal DPSD. Apart from the accuracy in modeling non-isotropicscattering environ-

ments, the SOC model also provides a clearer physical interpretation in terms of

wave propagation phenomena when viewed in line with the plane wave propaga-

tion model [104]. The SOC model has its basis in the central limit theorem [99, p.

278] and the Clarke’s scattering propagation model [49], which allows to express

the channel’s diffuse part in terms of a sum of scattered azimuthal plane waves

[105]. The performance of the SOC model heavily relies on a careful selection of

model parameters. By choosing the model parameters appropriately, it is shown in

[105] that the SOC model with a small number of multipath components performs

equally well as its reference model, which employs an infinite number of multipath

components. The first and second order statistical properties of the SOC model are

thoroughly investigated in [51] and [106]. Moreover, a detailed note on the state of

the art regarding the design and analysis of the SOC model canbe found in [105].

As mentioned in Chapter 1, the statistical analysis of the channel capacity is

very important for the improvement in the system performance. However, to the
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best of the author’s knowledge, the statistical analysis ofthe capacity of multipath

fading channels represented by an SOC model, under LOS conditions, is still an

open problem. Motivated by the work presented in [105], we have adopted the SOC

model as an appropriate stochastic model for multipath fading channels. Section 2.2

provides a brief account of our work pertaining to the analysis of the statistical

properties of the capacity of multipath fading channels. The statistical properties of

interest include the PDF, CDF, LCR, and the ADF of the channelcapacity.

2.1.2 Rice-m Channels

Even after decades of research, the researchers of future mobile communication

systems are still aiming to provide solutions to attain the maximum possible infor-

mation transfer rate in communication links. The goal is to provide a better and

more general description of the wireless propagation environment compared to the

existing channel models, e.g., the Rice and Rayleigh channel models. The Rice

and Rayleigh distributions are widely accepted as suitablefrequency-nonselective

channel models for modeling the fading behavior in dispersive urban environments.

However, it has been reported in the literature that it is very common to come across

scenarios where the fading is more (or less severe) as compared to the Rayleigh fad-

ing [107, 108]. Thus, in order to study more realistic fadingscenarios, a more gen-

eral channel model compared to the Rayleigh model is required. For this reason, the

Nakagami-mprocess has gained much attention in recent years due to its flexibility

of modeling different fading conditions, mathematical ease, and good fitness with

experimental data [107, 108, 97]. The generality of this model also derives from the

fact that it incorporates Rayleigh and one-sided Gaussian models as special cases.

The second order statistical properties of Nakagami-m channels are investigated in

[97]. Moreover, a large number of articles can be found in theliterature dealing with

the analysis of the capacity of Rice and Rayleigh channels [36, 33, 43, 109]. Fur-

thermore, the statistical analysis of the channel capacityof Nakagami-m channels

can be found in [110, 111]. Although there exist a large number of channel models,

there is still a need for a better description of the mobile radio environment.

Propelled by the advantages of using a general model for describing the channel

statistics, the work summarized in Section 2.3 proposes a channel model referred to

as the Rice-m channel model. In the literature, the presented Rice-m model is also

termed as the Rice model of order 2m [112] or the non-central chi model [113]. It

is worth mentioning here that for the integer values of 2m, the Nakagami-m pro-

cess can be represented as a square root of a sum of 2m squared zero-mean i.i.d.

Gaussian processes [97]. As the novelty of the Rice-m channel model comes from
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the assumption that the underlying random processes in the Nakagami-m channel

model are i.i.d. Gaussian processes, each with non-zero mean. Hence, the received

signal envelope in Rice-m channels is modeled as the square root of a sum of 2m

squared non-zero mean i.i.d. Gaussian processes. The proposed channel model

includes the Nakagami-m, Rice, Rayleigh and one-sided Gaussian fading channel

models as special cases.

2.1.3 Land Mobile Terrestrial Channels

As mentioned earlier, the random amplitude fluctuations of the received signal can

be modeled using an appropriate stochastic process. Moreover, it is also an estab-

lished fact that for urban and suburban areas, where the LOS signal component is

blocked by obstacles, the Rayleigh process is a suitable stochastic process to model

the channel [46, 47, 48]. Furthermore, in rural regions, theLOS component is of-

ten a part of the received signal, so that the Rice process is an appropriate choice

for modeling such channels. However, the validity of Rice and Rayleigh channel

models is limited to small areas having dimensions in the order of a few tens of

wavelengths. It is also assumed that the local mean of the received signal envelope

remains approximately constant in these areas [70]. On the other hand, in land mo-

bile terrestrial channels, the local mean fluctuates in large areas due to shadowing

effects. It has widely been reported in the literature that shadowing can adequately

be modeled by a lognormal process [114, 115, 116, 117]. Therefore, for the case

of land mobile terrestrial channels, a Suzuki process is considered to be a more

suitable statistical channel model [52].

The Suzuki process is generated by taking the product of a Rayleigh and a log-

normal process [53]. Therefore, modeling the channel by a Suzuki process enables

us to study the combined effects of shadowing and fast fadingon the statistics of

the received signal envelope [52]. In the preceding section, it was pointed out that

there exist scenarios where the fading is more (or less) severe than Rayleigh fad-

ing. In addition, the previous section also convincingly argued on the generality

of the Nakagami-m model, since it contains the Rayleigh and one-sided Gaussian

processes as special cases (i.e., form= 1 andm= 0.5, respectively). Therefore, it

is more appropriate to use a Nakagami-m process instead of the Rayleigh process

to model fast fading [44, 107, 97, 118]. Hence, by employing aNakagami-m pro-

cess instead of the Rayleigh process in a Suzuki process, we obtain a more general

channel model referred to as the NLN channel model [54, 55], which contains the

Suzuki process as a special case whenm= 1. By using the NLN process as a chan-

nel model, the impact of shadowing and severity of fading on the received signal
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envelope can be studied.

The analysis of the PDF, CDF, LCR, and ADF of the channel capacity of fast

fading channels, like Rayleigh channels can easily be foundin the literature, e.g.,

in [33, 36, 32, 35, 119]. However, there is a lack of information regarding the

combined effects of shadowing and fast fading on the channelcapacity. Section 2.4

aims to fill this gap by studying the statistical properties of the capacity of Suzuki

channels. Moreover, to go a step further, the analysis is extended to the case of NLN

channels to study the influence of severity of fading on the channel capacity in land

mobile terrestrial channels.

2.2 Statistical Analysis of the Capacity of Multipath

Fading Channels

In Section 2.1.1, the distinctive features of multipath fading channel models were

explicated. Therein, the advantages of using the SOC-basedchannel modeling ap-

proach were highlighted. Motivated by these advantages, Paper I employs an SOC

model for the characterization of multipath fading channels under LOS conditions.

Thereafter, the statistical properties of the channel capacity are investigated. This

section aims to summarize the discussion presented in PaperI that can be found in

full in Appendix A [120]. Therein, the scattered component of the received signal

in a multipath fading channel is modeled as a weighted sum ofN complex expo-

nentials, also known as cisoids. As mentioned in Section 2.1.1, this model is based

on the Clarke’s scattering propagation model [49], which represents the channel’s

diffuse part in terms of a sum of scattered azimuthal plane waves [105]. So, each

cisoid in the SOC model characterizes a plane wave with the help of the model pa-

rameters, namely the gains, phases and Doppler frequencies. Based on the nature

(i.e., either deterministic or random) of these model parameters, the SOC model

can be classified into different categories (consult [105, Table 3.1] for details). In

Paper I, we have assumed constant gains, constant Doppler frequencies, but random

phases uniformly distributed over the interval(0,2π ]. Under LOS conditions with

N → ∞, it follows from the central limit theorem that the receivedsignal envelope

described by an SOC model using specific values of gains follows the classical Rice

PDF [51]. In our work, this constitutes the reference model for the SOC model. The

reference model (which arises whenN → ∞ in the SOC model) serves as a bench-

mark for the performance evaluation of the SOC model. Specifically, the aim is to

choose the model parameters in such a way that the SOC model with least possible

number of cisoidsN produces similar results as the reference model.
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The values of the gains and Doppler frequencies can be found with the help of

an appropriate parameter computation method. Depending onthe propagation con-

ditions, there exist numerous methods in the literature forthe computation of the

SOC model parameters (see, e.g., [105, Chapter 4] and [51, 106, 121]). Although

the SOC model can efficiently be used to characterize channels having asymmetrical

DPSDs, we have restricted our analysis in Paper I to the case of isotropic scattering

conditions to keep the simplicity in presentation. However, it is noteworthy that

the presented results in Paper I do not alter for non-isotropic scattering scenarios.

Instead, for such cases, it is only needed to use a suitable parameter computation

method to find the respective values of the underlying model parameters. To find

the gains and Doppler frequencies, the extended method of exact Doppler spread

(EMEDS) [106, 105] is employed. It is due to the reason that the EMEDS, intro-

duced in [122], is considered to be a very efficient method to reproduce the Doppler

spreads of isotropic scattering channels [105].

Paper I is aimed at the derivation and analysis of the statistical properties of the

capacity of multipath fading channels represented by an SOCmodel, under LOS

conditions. The statistical properties studied in depth include the PDF, CDF, LCR,

and ADF of the channel capacity. The mean channel capacity and spread of the

channel capacity can be studied with the help of the PDF and CDF of the channel

capacity. While, the LCR and ADF of the channel capacity are important statistical

quantities that give an insight into the temporal behavior of the channel capacity

[36, 33]. As stated in Chapter 1, the LCR is a measure of the average rate of the up-

crossings (or down-crossing) of the capacity through a certain threshold level in one

second. On the other hand, the ADF determines the average duration of time over

which the channel capacity is below a certain threshold level [33]. In Paper I, exact

analytical expressions for the PDF, CDF, LCR, and ADF of the channel capacity

are derived. The mathematical developments can be found in the paper included

in Appendix A. In this section, only the major contributionsof the paper are high-

lighted. The results are studied for different values(N) of the number of multipath

components (cisoids) in the SOC model. The results for the reference model are

also presented, which can be obtained from the SOC model whenN → ∞. It has

been observed that as the value ofN increases, the results obtained using the SOC

model approach to those of the reference model. Specifically, for N ≥ 10, a very

good fitting between the reference model and the SOC model is observed. It is also

observed that the parameterN has more influence on the statistical properties of the

capacity of the channels with a lower value of the amplitude of the LOS component

ρ (e.g., ρ = 0) than the channels with higher values ofρ (e.g., ρ = 2). All the
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results show that the presented SOC model with 10 cisoids canbe very effectively

used for the statistical analysis of the capacity of multipath fading channels.

2.3 Statistical Analysis of the Envelope and the

Capacity of Rice-mChannels

In Section 2.1.2, the need for an efficient and general channel model was empha-

sized that can be applied to a variety of propagation scenarios as well as incorpo-

rates the well-known classical channel models, such as the Nakagami-m, Rice, and

Rayleigh models as special cases. In order to fulfil this need, the Rice-m model is

introduced in Paper II as a more general and appropriate channel model than the

aforementioned classical channel models. This section aims to sum up the findings

of Paper II included in Appendix B [123] of this dissertation. As stated previously,

the received signal envelope in Rice-m channels is modeled as the square root of

a sum of 2m squared non-zero mean i.i.d. Gaussian processes. It is important to

mention here that the Rice-m model has two important parameters, namelym and

ρ . From the model perspective, the parameterm sets the order of the Rice process

[112], while in terms of physical phenomenon it controls theseverity of fading in

Rice-m channels. Specifically, as the value ofm increases, the fading severity de-

creases and vice versa. On the other hand, the parameterρ can be termed as the

noncentrality parameter [112] and is dependent on the mean values of the underly-

ing Gaussian processes. By increasing the mean values of theunderlying Gaussian

processes, the value ofρ increases and vice versa. Form= 1, it can be observed

that the Rice-m channel reduces to the classical Rice channel. Moreover, itcan be

proved that forρ → 0, the Rice-mmodel tends to the Nakagami-mmodel presented

in [97, Eqs. (7a,b)]. Furthermore, the Rice-m channel equals the Rayleigh channel

if m= 1 andρ → 0.

Paper II presents a thorough statistical analysis of the capacity of channels de-

scribed using the Rice-m model. Exact analytical closed-form expressions are de-

rived for the statistical properties of the envelope and thecapacity of Rice-m chan-

nels. The validity of the analytical results is verified withthe help of simulations,

whereby a very good fitting is observed. Mostly in this dissertation, for simulation

purposes, the underlying uncorrelated Gaussian distributed waveforms are simu-

lated by employing the SOS model [94, 95, 96], which was discussed briefly in

Section 2.1.1. The motivation behind choosing an SOS-basedchannel simulator is

that it is widely acknowledged for its simplicity in implementation, accuracy, and

flexibility to simulate nearly all kinds of fading channels under isotropic scattering
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conditions [96]. The SOS model is based on the superpositionprinciple stating that

a superposition of infinitely large number of weighted harmonic wave forms re-

sults in a stochastic Gaussian process. The harmonic waveforms are describe with

the help of model parameters, namely the gains, frequenciesand phases. Alike

the SOC model considered in Section 2.1.1, the performance of the SOS model

is strongly dependent on the parameters computation method. We have employed

an SOS model with constant gains, constant frequencies and random phases uni-

formly distributed over the interval(0,2π ]. To calculate the suitable values for

the gains and frequencies we have used the generalized method of exact Doppler

spread (GMEDS1) [121]. The GMEDS is considered to be an extremely efficient

method for the generation of an unlimited number of uncorrelated Gaussian wave-

forms [121]. In addition, it also includes the EMEDS (introduced in the previous

section) as a special case.

To present a complete picture, Paper II also illustrates theresults of the afore-

mentioned special cases of Rice-m channels, namely Nakagami-m channels(ρ →
0), Rice channels(m= 1), and Rayleigh channels(ρ → 0, m= 1). The study shows

that the mean values of the underlying Gaussian processes and the severity of fad-

ing have a significant influence on the statistical properties of the channel capacity.

Specifically, it is observed that an increase in the mean values of the underlying

Gaussian processes or a decrease in the severity of fading increases the mean chan-

nel capacity. While, the spread of the channel capacity decreases. Moreover, at

higher levels, the LCR of the capacity of Nakagami-m channels is lower as com-

pared to that of Rice-m channels. The importance of the analysis in Paper II lies

in merging the Nakagami-m and classical Rice channel characteristics into a new

channel model, which has thus a higher flexibility than the two former ones.

2.4 Statistical Analysis of the Capacity of Land

Mobile Terrestrial Channels
The works summarized in the preceding two sections only consider fast fading in

mobile fading channels due to multipath propagation in dispersive urban environ-

ments. For fast fading channels, the Rice and Rayleigh distributions are widely

accepted as suitable frequency-nonselective channel models for modeling the fad-

ing behavior. Moreover, for such channels, the previous section convincingly ar-

ticulated the advantages of employing more general channelmodels such as the

Nakagami-mor Rice-m models. However, the validity of the aforementioned chan-

nel models, specifically the Rice and Rayleigh channel models, is limited to small

areas where the local mean of the received signal envelope remains approximately
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constant [70]. As highlighted in Section 2.1.3, in land mobile terrestrial channels,

the local mean fluctuates in large areas due to shadowing effects [124]. It is re-

ported in the literature that shadowing can adequately be modeled by a lognormal

process and can be incorporated in the channel model as a multiplicative process

[124, 52, 54, 55]. Therefore, for land mobile terrestrial channels, the Suzuki pro-

cess is considered to be a more appropriate channel model [52]. A Suzuki process

can be expressed as a product of a Rayleigh process and a lognormal process. Due

to the assumption of isotropic scattering, the underlying Gaussian processes in the

Suzuki process possess a symmetric power spectral density (PSD) [49, 70]. For this

reason, the widely used Jakes PSD is employed for the underlying Gaussian process

in the Rayleigh process. Whereas, for the spectral shape of the Gaussian process in

the lognormal process, various models have been proposed inthe literature [125].

One of these models employs a Gaussian PSD, which is also usedin our study in

Paper III.

Paper III included in Appendix C [126] investigates the influence of shadowing

on the statistical properties of the channel capacity. The problem is addressed by us-

ing a Suzuki process as an appropriate statistical channel model for land mobile ter-

restrial channels. Using this model, exact expressions forthe PDF, CDF, LCR, and

ADF of the channel capacity are derived. In a Suzuki process,the shadowing effect

is controlled by the parameterσL, known as the shadow standard deviation. Previ-

ous studies show that the shadow standard deviation can havea wide range of values

depending on the terrestrial environment [114]. Specifically, it has been shown in

[114] thatσL = 4.3 dB can be chosen as a suitable value for urban environments,

whereasσL = 7.5 dB is an appropriate value for suburban areas. Therefore, it is im-

portant to study the statistical properties of the channel capacity for different values

of the shadow standard deviation. Paper III takes into account different values ofσL,

ranging from 1 dB to 10 dB. Moreover, the results obtained forσL = 4.3 dB (urban

environment [114]) andσL = 7.5 dB (suburban environment [114]) are also shown.

In addition, some special cases, e.g., Rayleigh fading(σL → 0 dB) and lognormal

fading(σ2
0 = 0) are also included, for comparison purposes. Here, the parameterσ2

0

denotes the variance of the underlying Gaussian processes in the Rayleigh process.

The theoretical results have been verified by simulations, where the simulation

results match the theoretical expectations very closely. In order to obtain simulation

results, a high-performance stochastic channel simulatorbased on the SOS princi-

ple [94, 95, 96] was employed. The resulting structure of thesimulation model for

the analysis of the capacity of Suzuki channels is shown in Fig. C.1 in Appendix C.

For the underlying Gaussian processes in the Rayleigh process, the model param-
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eters (i.e., the gains and the frequencies) are calculated using the GMEDS1 [121].

Whereas, for the case of lognormal processes, the SOS model employs the mod-

ified method of equal areas (MMEA) [127] to simulate the underlying Gaussian

process. One of the reasons behind choosing the MMEA insteadof the GMEDS

for simulating Gaussian processes with a Gaussian PSD is that the GMEDS was

developed especially for the commonly used Jakes PSD [96]. On the other hand,

the developments in the MMEA do not assume any specific PSD as astarting point.

However, it is worth mentioning that by doing slight modification in the GMEDS,

similar results obtained using the MMEA can be found from theGMEDS. In other

words, the GMEDS includes the MMEA as a special case.

The study in Paper III revealed that the variance as well as the maximum value

of the PDF and LCR of the channel capacity, respectively, arehighly influenced by

the shadow standard deviation. Results show that as the value of the shadow stan-

dard deviation increases the variance of the channel capacity increases. However,

this parameter has only a minor effect on the mean channel capacity. It is also ob-

served that as the shadow standard deviation approaches 0 dB, the statistics of the

channel capacity of Suzuki channels approaches to that of Rayleigh channels. Al-

though the findings of Paper III are very helpful for analyzing the dynamic behavior

of the channel capacity for land mobile terrestrial channels in different terrestrial

environments, they do not provide an insight into the influence of severity of fading

on the channel capacity. This shortcoming of the Suzuki channel model can be re-

moved by employing a more general channel model, which is thetopic of Paper IV

included in Appendix D [128].

Paper IV employs a Nakagami-m process instead of the Rayleigh process in

a Suzuki process to obtain a more general channel model referred to as the NLN

channel model [54, 55]. The NLN channel model contains the Suzuki process as

a special case, i.e., whenm= 1. It was already emphasized in the previous sec-

tion that it is more appropriate to use a Nakagami-m process instead of a Rayleigh

process to model fast fading. In addition, the Nakagami-m process contains the

Rayleigh process as special case. Hence, by using the NLN process as a channel

model, the impact of shadowing on the channel capacity can bestudied under dif-

ferent fading conditions. Moreover, the effects of severity of fading on the channel

capacity can also be studied. Motivated by the advantages ofusing the NLN channel

model, the work presented in Paper III is extended to the caseof NLN channels in

Paper IV. Specifically, analytical expressions for the PDF,CDF, LCR, and ADF of

the capacity of NLN channels are derived, to investigate theinfluence of the shad-

owing effect and the severity of fading on the statistical properties of the channel
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capacity. It has been observed that if the fading is less severe as compared to the

Rayleigh fading, the spread of the PDF and the maximum value of the LCR of the

channel capacity decrease, while the mean channel capacityincreases. On the other

hand, increasing the shadowing standard deviation increases the spread of the PDF,

while it decreases the maximum value of the LCR of the channelcapacity. How-

ever, the shadowing standard deviation has no effect on the mean channel capacity

for any fading condition. The results presented in Paper IV provide a flexibility to

the communication system designers to choose between different fading conditions,

corresponding to different terrestrial environments, andare hence quite useful for

the design and analysis of land mobile terrestrial channels. All analytical results

obtained in Paper IV are verified by simulations where a very good fitting between

theoretical and simulation results is found. Here, the simulation results are gener-

ated with the help of an SOS-based channel simulator [94, 95,96], while the model

parameters are calculated by using the GMEDS1 [121].

2.5 Chapter Summary and Conclusion
Future wireless communication systems demand a comprehensive as well as generic

description of real-world propagation environments, incorporating the most distinc-

tive propagation characteristics. To achieve this goal, numerous statistical models

have been published in the literature for the characterization of mobile fading chan-

nels. In addition, it is also gaining recognition that the studies pertaining to the

statistical analysis of the channel capacity not only provide the information regard-

ing the potential and limitations of the fading channels butalso help to improve the

system performance. For this reason, the current chapter was dedicated to the statis-

tical analysis of the capacity of specific SISO channels thatare of great theoretical

and practical interest.

This chapter started by stressing the motivation behind theinvestigation of some

specific SISO channels. Therein, the peculiar characteristics as well as advan-

tages of employing the corresponding SISO channel models were also highlighted.

Thereafter, the need for the analysis of multipath fading channels was emphasized.

It was mentioned that multipath channel models, such as the SOC model, provide a

deep insight into the fundamental multipath propagation characteristics. However,

to know the potential limits in terms of the spectral efficiency of such fading chan-

nels, a solid understanding of the statistical properties of the channel capacity is

cardinal. Hence, a thorough statistical analysis of the channel capacity of multipath

fading channels described using an SOC model under LOS propagation conditions

was carried out. This work illustrated the influence of the number of multipath com-
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ponents and the amplitude of the LOS components on the channel capacity. It was

observed that the number of multipath components has more influence on the statis-

tical properties of the capacity of the channels with a lowervalue of the amplitude

of the LOS componentρ (e.g.,ρ = 0) than on the channels with higher values ofρ
(e.g.,ρ = 2). This study also revealed that the presented SOC model with 10 cisoids

can be very effectively used for the statistical analysis ofthe capacity of multipath

fading channels. This chapter merely summarized the important results of the work

related to the capacity analysis of multipath fading channels; however, the details

can be found in Paper I included in Appendix A.

The chapter then articulated the reasons behind using a moregeneral channel

model than the Rice and Rayleigh models. Propelled by those reasons, this chapter

introduced the Rice-mmodel as a more general and appropriate channel model than

the aforementioned classical channel models. Afterwards,the statistical properties

of the capacity of Rice-m channels were briefly discussed. This chapter highlighted

the important finding of Paper II (Appendix B), which deals with the derivation

and analysis of the statistical properties of the envelope and the capacity of Rice-m

channels. The statistical properties studied in depth include the PDF, CDF, LCR,

and ADF of the channel capacity. The importance of the work presented in Paper II

lies in merging the Nakagami-m and classical Rice channel characteristics into the

Rice-mchannel model, thus providing a higher flexibility than the two former ones.

The chapter ended by summing up the main findings of Papers IIIand IV (Ap-

pendices C and D), which deal with the capacity studies of land mobile terrestrial

channels. It was pointed out that in land mobile terrestrialchannels, the local mean

of the received signal envelope fluctuates due to the shadowing effect. However, the

well-known channel models, namely the Nakagami-m, Rice, and Rayleigh models,

only consider fast fading. Hence, to study the influence of shadowing on the statis-

tical properties of the channel capacity, Paper III employsthe Suzuki process as an

appropriate channel model for land mobile terrestrial channels. Our study revealed

that the variance and the maximum value of the PDF and LCR of the channel capac-

ity, respectively, are highly influenced by the shadow standard deviation. However,

the flexibility of the results presented in Paper III is limited due to the fact that

these results do not provide an insight into the influence of severity of fading on the

channel capacity. This limitation of the Suzuki channel model was removed by em-

ploying a more general channel model referred to as the NLN model, which is the

topic of Paper IV included in Appendix D. By using the NLN process as a channel

model, the impact of shadowing and severity of fading on the statistical properties

of the channel capacity was investigated.



Chapter 3

Capacity Studies of

Amplify-and-Forward Channels

in Cooperative Networks

3.1 Introduction

Increased network coverage, improved link quality, and provision of new applica-

tions with increased mobility support are the basic demandsimposed on future mo-

bile communication systems. One promising solution to fulfil these requirements

by utilizing the existing resources of the wireless networks is the use of cooperative

diversity techniques [56, 57, 58]. Single-antenna mobile stations in cooperative net-

works assist each other to relay the transmitted signal fromthe SMS to the DMS.

Such a cooperation between mobile stations results in an increased network cover-

age with enhanced mobility support.

In relay-based cooperative networks, the transmitted signal from the SMS is

received at the DMS via MRs. Based on the amount of signal processing used for

relaying the received signal, the relays can generally be classified into two types,

namely amplify-and-forward (or non-regenerative) relays[65, 66] and decode-and-

forward (or regenerative) relays [67]. The relay nodes in such cooperative networks

can further be categorized into CSI assisted relays [68], which employ the CSI to

calculate the relay gains and blind relays with fixed relay gains [69]. This chapter is

devoted to the capacity studies of cooperative communication systems employing

amplify-and-forward-based blind relays under various propagation scenarios.

For the development and analysis of wireless communicationsystems that ex-

ploit cooperative diversity, a profound knowledge of the multipath fading channel

characteristics is required. Recent studies illustrate that mobile-to-mobile (M2M)

27
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fading channels associated with relay-based cooperative networks under NLOS

propagation conditions in different propagation scenarios can be modeled either

as a double Rayleigh process [129, 130, 131, 132] or an NLOS second-order scat-

tering (NLSS) process [133]. On the other hand, different scenarios under LOS

propagation conditions lead to modeling the overall M2M fading channel either

by a double Rice process [134], a single-LOS double-scattering (SLDS) process

[135], a single-LOS second-order scattering (SLSS) process [133], or a multiple-

LOS second-order scattering (MLSS) process [136, 137]. These studies provide

results for the statistical characterization of M2M fadingchannels in cooperative

networks under different propagation conditions.

The previously mentioned channel models (e.g., the double Rice and double

Rayleigh models) belong to the class of cascaded fading channel models. For the

case of amplify-and-forward-based cooperative networks employing single relay,

cascaded channel models represent the overall channel between the SMS and the

DMS via an MR as a concatenation of the SMS-MR and MR-DMS channels. For

such dualhop communication systems, the overall SMS-DMS channel under LOS

(or NLOS) propagation conditions can be described using a double Rice (or double

Rayleigh) process. The impact of double Rayleigh fading on the performance of

a communication system is investigated in [138]. Moreover,studies pertaining to

the analysis of the outage capacity of double Rayleigh channels can be found in

[139, 140]. Even with all this research going on, the important question regard-

ing the maximum possible information transfer rate in such fading channels is still

unanswered. Specifically, to the best of the author’s knowledge, the statistical prop-

erties of the capacity of double Rice channels have never been investigated. Thus,

the purpose of the work summarized in Section 3.2 is to fill in this gap in informa-

tion regarding the capacity of amplify-and-forward channels in dualhop cooperative

networks. Therein, we have briefly discussed the influence ofthe amplitude of LOS

components, corresponding to the two transmission links ofdouble Rice fading

channels, on the channel capacity.

As mentioned at multiple occasions in this dissertation, the Nakagami-m pro-

cess is considered to be a more general channel model as compared to the Rayleigh

process. Due to this reason, the double Rayleigh model has been extended to the

double Nakagami-m channel model in [141]. Moreover, second order statistics for

the double Nakagami-m process can be found in [142]. To generalize the discus-

sion regarding the capacity of amplify-and-forward channels in dualhop cooperative

networks, the statistical analysis of the capacity of double Nakagami-mchannels is

performed. Section 3.3 presents an overview of this work pertaining to the analy-
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sis of the statistical properties of the capacity of double Nakagami-mchannels. It is

worth mentioning that cascaded channel models not only find application in dualhop

communication systems [129, 143, 144, 134], but are also widely acknowledged for

their use in keyhole channels [138, 142]. It is shown in [131,145] that in the pres-

ence of a keyhole, the fading between each transmit and receive antenna pair in a

MIMO system can be characterized using a double Rayleigh process. In [138], the

authors have listed a few real-world scenarios which give rise to the keyhole effect.

Two such scenarios include diffraction through the street edges in urban microcel-

lular environments [131] and traversal of the propagation paths through a narrow

space for the case when the distance between the rings of scatterers around the

transmitter and receiver is large [140]. Hence, our work pertaining to the analysis

of the capacity of double Nakagami-m channels can be adapted accordingly to the

case of keyhole channels.

The dualhop scenario described above constitutes the simplest configuration

of cooperative networks, comprising a transmitting terminal, a receiving terminal,

and a relaying node. However, in practice, there can exist more than one relay

in amplify-and-forward channels in cooperative networks.Such systems are com-

monly referred to as multihop communication systems. Multihop communication

promises an increased network coverage and enhanced mobility. It has applications

in WLANs [60], cellular networks [61], ad-hoc networks [62,63], and hybrid net-

works [64]. To characterize the fading in the end-to-end link between the SMS

and the DMS in a multihop communication system, the authors in [143] have pro-

posed theN∗Nakagami-m channel model, assuming that the fading in each link

between the wireless nodes can be modeled by a Nakagami-mprocess. The second

order statistical properties of multihop Rayleigh fading channels have been studied

in [144]. Moreover, the performance analysis of multihop communication systems

for different kinds of relaying can be found in [146, 69, 65, 66], and multiple ref-

erences therein. Hence, to extend our work dealing with the capacity analysis of

double Nakagami-m channels to the case of multihop communication systems, the

statistical properties of the capacity ofN∗Nakagami-m channels are studied. This

work is reviewed briefly in Section 3.4. In addition to provide a broader perspec-

tive of amplify-and-forward channels in cooperative networks, theN∗Nakagami-m

channel model includes the double Nakagami-mmodel as a special case.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.2 articulates

important results related to the capacity studies of doubleRice channels. Thereafter,

statistical properties of the capacity of double Nakagami-m channels are studied in

Section 3.3. An extension of this work is presented in Section 3.4, which deals with
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the capacity analysis ofN∗Nakagami-m channels. Finally, the chapter summary is

given in Section 3.5.

3.2 Statistical Analysis of the Capacity of Double Rice

Channels

Amplify-and-forward channels in cooperative networks provide a promising im-

provement in the network coverage and system throughput. Figure 3.1 depicts an

example of the transmission link from the SMS to the DMS via anMR in such

amplify-and-forward relay-based cooperative networks. It is noteworthy that the

considered scenario assumes the absence of a direct transmission link between the

SMS and the DMS. As mentioned in the preceding section, such channels can be

described using cascaded channel models, where the overallchannel between the

SMS and the DMS via an MR is represented as a concatenation of the SMS-MR

and MR-DMS channels [134, 132]. Under LOS propagation conditions, the fading

in the SMS-MR and MR-DMS links is characterized using statistically independent

non-zero-mean complex Gaussian processesµ(1)
ρ (t) andµ(2)

ρ (t), respectively. Thus,

the overall fading channel describing the SMS-DMS link is modeled as a product of

two non-zero-mean complex Gaussian processesµ(i)
ρ (t) (i = 1,2). The envelope of

the product-process, describing the SMS-DMS fading channel, results in a double

Rice process [134, 132].

This section presents an overview of the work dealing with the capacity analysis
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Figure 3.1: The propagation scenario describing dualhop fading channels.
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of double Rice channels. The detailed discussion on this topic can be found in Pa-

per V included in Appendix E [147]. Paper V presents the derivation of analytical

expressions for the PDF, CDF, LCR, and ADF of the channel capacity. The obtained

results are studied for different values of the amplitudes of the LOS components in

the two transmission links of double Rice fading channels. The statistical prop-

erties of the capacity of double Rice channels reduce to those of double Rayleigh

channels by setting the amplitude of the LOS components in the SMS-MR and MR-

DMS links equal to zero. In this study, the results for doubleRayleigh channels are

included as a special case. Additionally, Paper V also presents the statistical proper-

ties of the capacity of classical Rice and classical Rayleigh channels for comparison

purposes.

It has been observed that the statistics of the capacity of double Rice fading

channels are quite different from those of double Rayleigh,classical Rice, and clas-

sical Rayleigh fading channels. Specifically, the presenceof an LOS component

in one or both of the links (i.e., the SMS-MR and MR-DMS links)increases the

mean channel capacity. Hence, double Rayleigh channels have a lower mean chan-

nel capacity compared to double Rice channels. It is also observed that the capacity

of classical Rice channels has a lower mean value and a lower capacity variance

as compared to that of double Rice channels. This is because Paper V assumes

that the MR operates in a full-duplex mode, which allows it toreceive and trans-

mit at the same time. On the other hand, when the MR operates ina half-duplex

mode, the mean capacity of double Rice channels is expected to be lower than that

of classical Rice channels. In practical systems, the full-duplex assumption is very

difficult to fulfil. Therefore, to study realistic scenarios, half-duplex relaying should

be considered. This drawback of Paper V is removed in Paper VI, which considers

a half-duplex MR. The important findings of Paper VI will be reviewed in the next

section.

Results in Paper V also reveal that for medium and high levels, the presence

of LOS components in the two cascaded transmission links increases the LCR of

the channel capacity. However, it results in a decrease in the ADF of the channel

capacity. It is also observed that the LCR of the capacity of classical Rice channels

is much lower compared to that of double Rice channels. Studyin Paper V also re-

vealed that the LCR and ADF of the capacity of double Rice channels are strongly

dependent on the Doppler frequencies of the MR and the DMS. The correctness of

the derived results is checked by simulations, whereby a very good fitting between

the analytical and simulation results is found. A high-performance channel simula-

tor is employed to obtain the simulation results. The channel simulator operates on
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the SOS principle [94, 95, 96] to simulate the underlying Gaussian processes that

make up the overall double Rice process. The parameters of the channel simulator

are computed using the GMEDS1 [121].

3.3 Statistical Analysis of the Capacity of Double

Nakagami-mChannels

The previous section dealt with the capacity analysis of double Rice channels. The

double Rice channel model allows to study the statistical properties of the chan-

nel capacity of amplify-and-forward channels under LOS propagation conditions.

In addition, the results can easily be reduced to double Rayleigh channels in the

absence of LOS components in both the transmission links of double Rice chan-

nels. Despite of having profound theoretical and practicalimportance, the results

presented in the preceding section only consider similar fading conditions (e.g.,

Rayleigh fading) in both the links of the dualhop communication system. How-

ever, there exist studies in the literature reporting the possibility to come across

scenarios where the fading is more (or less severe) as compared to the Rayleigh

fading [107, 108]. For this reason, it is proposed in the literature to employ the

Nakagami-m process as a more appropriate channel model. In a similar fashion,

the possibility of having different fading conditions (e.g., due to dissimilar propa-

gation environments) in the two transmission links of dualhop communication sys-

tems can be argued. Due to this reason, the double Nakagami-mchannel model has

been adopted as a more suitable model for amplify-and-forward channels than the

one studied in the previous section. By employing the doubleNakagami-m chan-

nel model, we can study the influence of severity fading, in the two transmission

links of dualhop communication systems, on the channel capacity. Moreover, as

mentioned earlier, double Nakagami-m channel model is also useful for modeling

real-world scenarios such as keyhole channels [141, 142]. Though a lot of papers

have been published in the literature employing the cascaded fading channel model,

the statistical properties of the capacity of double Nakagami-m channels have not

been investigated so far, which finds applications both in keyhole channels and du-

alhop communication systems [142]. To address this problem, a thorough statistical

analysis of the capacity of double Nakagami-m channels is performed in Paper VI,

which can be found in Appendix F [148] of this dissertation.

This section aims to present a brief overview of Paper VI (Appendix F). Therein,

we have considered a similar dualhop communication system as shown in Fig. 3.1.

However, in this case the fading in theith (i = 1,2) transmission link is modeled
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by Nakagami-m processesχi(t) (i = 1,2), instead of the non-zero-mean complex

Gaussian processesµ(i)
ρ (t) (i = 1,2). Hence, the overall fading channel describing

the SMS-DMS link is characterized by a double Nakagami-m process. Moreover,

in contrast to Paper V, Paper VI considers a more realistic scenario by assuming

that the MR operates in a half-duplex mode. Paper VI deals with the derivation and

analysis of the PDF, CDF, LCR, and ADF of the capacity of double Nakagami-m

channels. Moreover, the influence of the severity of fading on the statistical proper-

ties of the channel capacity has been investigated. It is worth mentioning that in the

Nakagami-mmodel, the parametermcontrols the severity of fading. Specifically, as

the value ofm increases, the fading severity decreases and vice versa. Itis observed

that an increase in the severity of fading in one or both transmission links of double

Nakagami-m channels decreases the mean channel capacity, while it results in an

increase in the ADF of the channel capacity. Moreover, at lower levels, this effect

increases the LCR of the channel capacity. Results also showthat the mobility of

the MR and DMS has a significant influence on the LCR and ADF of the channel

capacity. Specifically, an increase in the maximum Doppler frequencies of the MR

and DMS increases the LCR, while it has an opposite influence on the ADF of the

channel capacity. The theoretical results are validated with the help of simulations.

The underlying uncorrelated Gaussian processes that make up Nakagami-mproces-

ses are simulated by exploiting the SOS concept [94, 95, 96].The parameters of the

SOS-based simulator are calculated using the GMEDS1 [121]. A very good fitting

between the simulation and theoretical results confirm the correctness of derived

expressions.

3.4 Statistical Analysis of the Capacity of

N∗Nakagami-mChannels

The dualhop scenario considered in the previous sections only takes into account

one relaying node, however there can exist more than one relay in amplify-and-

forward channels in cooperative networks. To address this problem, multihop com-

munication in cooperative networks was introduced in Section 3.1, where several re-

lays assist each other by relaying the transmitted signal from the SMS to the DMS

in amplify-and-forward channels. This kind of communication scheme promises

an increased network coverage, enhanced mobility, and improved system perfor-

mance. It has applications in WLANs [60], cellular networks[61], ad-hoc networks

[62, 63], and hybrid networks [64].

In order to characterize the fading in the end-to-end link between the SMS and
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the DMS in a multihop communication system withN hops, the authors in [143]

have proposed theN∗Nakagami-mchannel model, assuming that the fading in each

link between the wireless nodes can be modeled by a Nakagami-m process. The

propagation scenario describingN∗Nakagami-m channels is illustrated in Fig. 3.2.

The considered multihop communication system consists of an SMS, a DMS, and

N−1 blind mobile relays MRn (n= 1,2, ...,N−1), as shown in Fig. 3.2. Here, the

fading in the transmission links between the intermediate wireless nodes is charac-

terized by independent but not necessarily identical Nakagami-m processesχn(t)

(n = 1,2, ...,N). Moreover, we have assumed an absence of the direct transmis-

sion link between the SMS and the DMS. TheN∗Nakagami-m model considers a

general amplify-and-forward relay-based multihop scenario and can be reduced to

the special case of double Nakagami-m channels. Thus, to extend our work related

to the capacity analysis of double Nakagami-m channels, the statistical properties

of the capacity ofN∗Nakagami-m channels are investigated. The derivation and

analysis of the statistical properties of the capacity of such channels are presented

in detail in Paper VII, which is included in Appendix G [149].

This section aims to summarize the findings of Paper VII. Therein, exact ana-

lytical expressions are derived for the PDF, CDF, LCR, and ADF of the capacity of

N∗Nakagami-mchannels. The first order statistics, namely the PDF and the CDF of

the capacity ofN∗Nakagami-m channels can be expressed in terms of the Meijer’s

G-function [150, Eq. (9.301)]. Despite being in closed-form, the obtained results
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Figure 3.2: The propagation scenario describingN∗Nakagami-m fading channels.
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are mathematically intractable. In order to simplify the results, the central limit the-

orem of products [99] is applied, to obtain an accurate approximation for the PDF

of N∗Nakagami-m processes. The results revealed that the PDF ofN∗Nakagami-m

processes gets very closely fitted to the lognormal distribution as the number of hops

(N) increases. Thereafter, assuming that the fading amplitudeof N∗Nakagami-m

channels can be modeled as a lognormal process, the first order statistics of the

channel capacity are studied for a large number of hops. Alike first order statis-

tics, the exact solution for the LCR of the channel capacity is also mathematically

very complex, since it contains multifold integrals. Hence, to reduce the analytical

complexity, an accurate closed-form approximation has been derived for the LCR

of the channel capacity. The results are studied for different values of the number

of hops as well as for different values of the Nakagami parameters, controlling the

severity of fading in different transmission links of the multihop communication

system. The results show that an increase in the number of hops or the severity of

fading decreases the mean channel capacity, while the ADF ofthe channel capacity

increases. Moreover, an increase in the severity of fading or the number of hops

decreases the LCR of the capacity of Nakagami-m channels at higher levels. The

converse statement is true for lower levels. The presented results provide an insight

into the influence of the number of hops and the severity of fading on the channel

capacity, and hence they are very useful for the design and performance analysis of

the multihop communication systems.

3.5 Chapter Summary and Conclusion

By utilizing the existing resources of wireless networks, amplify-and-forward chan-

nels in cooperative networks promise an increased network coverage with enhanced

mobility support. Single-antenna mobile stations in amplify-and-forward relay-

based cooperative networks assist each other to relay the transmitted signal from

the SMS to the DMS. This chapter dealt with the capacity analysis of such coop-

erative networks. The chapter began with the analysis of dualhop communication

systems, comprising an SMS, a DMS, and an MR. Such channels can be described

using cascaded channel models, where the overall channel between the SMS and the

DMS via an MR was represented as a concatenation of the SMS-MRand MR-DMS

channels. Therefore, under LOS propagation conditions, the overall fading channel

describing the SMS-DMS link was modeled by a double Rice process. This chapter

presented an insightful review regarding the influence of the LOS components, in

the two transmission links of double Rice fading channels, on the channel capac-
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ity. In addition, the results pertaining to the statisticalproperties of the capacity

of double Rayleigh, classical Rice and classical Rayleigh channels were also dis-

cussed for comparison purposes. The obtained results illustrate that the statistics of

the capacity of double Rice fading channels are quite different from those of dou-

ble Rayleigh fading channels. Specifically, the presence ofan LOS component in

one or both of the links (i.e., the SMS-MR and MR-DMS links) increases the mean

channel capacity, while the ADF of the channel capacity decreases. However, this

effect increases the LCR of the channel capacity at only medium and high levels.

The detailed analysis of these results can be found in Paper V(Appendix E).

Afterwards, the chapter highlighted the motivation and advantages behind ex-

tending the previously mentioned work to the case of double Nakagami-mchannels.

It was reported that by employing the double Nakagami-m channel model, we can

study the influence of severity fading, in the two transmission links of dualhop com-

munication systems, on the channel capacity. In addition, the double Nakagami-m

channel model is also useful for modeling real-world scenarios such as keyhole

channels. Paper VI (Appendix F) presents the derivation andanalysis of the sta-

tistical properties of the capacity of double Nakagami-m channels. Whereas, this

chapter merely articulated the important findings of Paper VI.

The chapter ended with a discussion regarding the capacity of multihop com-

munication systems, which constitutes a more general scenario in amplify-and-

forward-based cooperative networks. The considered multihop communication sys-

tem consists of an SMS, a DMS, andN−1 blind mobile relays. In order to char-

acterize the fading in the end-to-end link between the SMS and the DMS in such

channels, theN∗Nakagami-m model was employed. Thereafter, exact analytical

expressions for the PDF, CDF, LCR, and ADF of the capacity ofN∗Nakagami-m

channels were derived. In addition, accurate approximations for the PDF, CDF,

and LCR of the channel capacity were also derived to reduce the complexity of the

exact results. The statistical properties of the channel capacity were studied for dif-

ferent values of the number of hops as well as for different values of the Nakagami

parameters controlling the severity of fading in differentlinks of the multihop com-

munication system. This chapter presents a summary of the obtained results, while

this work can be found in full in Paper VII (Appendix G).



Chapter 4

Capacity Studies of Fading Channels

in Spatial Diversity Combining

Systems

4.1 Introduction

The performance of wireless communication systems is greatly affected by the mul-

tipath fading phenomenon. In order to mitigate the effects of fading, spatial diver-

sity combining is widely accepted to be an effective method [70, 71]. In diversity

combining schemes, the received signals of all diversity branches are combined

in an intelligent way which results in an increase in the average received SNR

[151, 70, 71, 72] and hence the system throughput increases.Two of such com-

bining techniques include MRC and EGC [70, 71]. In MRC, originally proposed

by Kahn [152], the co-phased received signals in the diversity branches are first

weighted in accordance with the SNRs of the individual branches and then summed.

Such a scheme results in an SNR at the combiner output which isequal to the sum

of individual SNRs of the diversity branches. MRC constitutes the most optimal

method of diversity combining [70] and has been thoroughly investigated in the lit-

erature (see, e.g., [153, 154, 155, 75, 72]). Other advantages of this method include

the analytical tractability and the realizable implementation in practical receivers,

such as the RAKE receiver [156]. On the other hand, EGC offersa simpler solution

by summing the co-phased received signals in the diversity branches with a unit

weighting factor, which significantly simplifies the practical implementation. In ad-

dition, the performance of EGC is also found to be quite closeto the optimal MRC.

However, the associated price for such ease in the system design is the intricacy

of the analytical treatment. This complexity stems from thedifficulty in finding the

37
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PDF of a sum of received signal envelopes in the diversity branches. The exact solu-

tion to this problem is still unknown, since it contains multifold integrals due to the

convolution of PDFs of the received signal envelopes. Nevertheless, there exist nu-

merous papers that propose approximate solutions to this problem [157, 158, 159].

Spatial diversity combining techniques, specifically MRC and EGC, have gained

considerable attention in the past few decades due to their potential to improve the

overall system performance. The authors in [160] have accentuated the significance

of such studies in Rice channels. Therein, some practical propagation scenarios are

listed where the specular components cannot be neglected. Hence, for such cases,

received signal envelopes in diversity branches are assumed to follow the Rice dis-

tribution [45, 160]. For Rice channels, the performance analysis of MRC and EGC

is presented in [74, 161]. On the other hand, the performanceanalysis of EGC in

Rayleigh channels can be found in [73, 162, 163]. Moreover, the capacity of Rice

and Rayleigh channels with MRC is studied in [72, 75, 155]. However, no study has

been conducted so far to investigate the statistical properties of the capacity of Rice

(or Rayleigh) channels in systems employing MRC or EGC. The work summarized

in Section 4.2 addresses this problem by presenting the derivation and analysis of

the PDF, CDF, LCR, and ADF of the capacity Rice channels for both MRC and

EGC schemes.

The widely acknowledged features of the Nakagami-m model, such as versatil-

ity, analytical tractability, and experimental validity have inspired the researchers

to employ the Nakagami-m process as an appropriate channel model for a variety

of propagation scenarios. For such reasons, a large number of papers have been

published in the past decade, highlighting the importance of studies pertaining to

the analysis of Nakagami-m channels in systems with spatial diversity combining

[164, 151, 165, 161, 166]. In addition, as a special case, theresults obtained using

the Nakagami-m model reduce to those of Rayleigh channels in an exact manner.

Hence, to extend the work related to the capacity analysis ofRice and Rayleigh

channels, statistical properties of the capacity of Nakagami-m channels with MRC

and EGC are studied. The peculiar findings of this work are discussed in Sec-

tion 4.3. The importance of this study lies in the fact that itprovides the flexibility

to analyze the channel capacity in different fading conditions. In the literature, it is

usually assumed that the received signals in diversity branches are spatially uncor-

related. Analogously, the analyses presented in Sections 4.3 and 4.2 also consider

spatially uncorrelated diversity branches. This assumption is acceptable if the re-

ceiver antennas separation is far more than the carrier wavelength of the received

signal [167]. However, due to the scarcity of space on small mobile devices, this
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requirement cannot always be fulfilled. Thus, due to the spatial geometry of the

receiver antenna array, the receiver antennas are spatially correlated. Moreover,

it is an established fact that the spatial correlation has a significant influence on

the performance of mobile communication systems employingdiversity combining

techniques [168, 169, 73]. Therefore, in order to study a more realistic scenario,

it is necessary to consider spatially correlated diversitybranches. To address this

problem, the statistical analysis of the capacity of spatially correlated Nakagami-m

channels is performed for both MRC and EGC. This is the topic of the work briefly

discussed in Subsection 4.3.1.

The rest of the chapter is structured as follows. Section 4.2studies the statistical

properties of the capacity of Rice channels with MRC and EGC.In Section 4.3,

an insightful review regarding the influence of severity of fading on the capacity of

Nakagami-m channels is presented for both MRC and EGC schemes. Thereafter,

Subsection 4.3.1 highlights the important findings of the work dealing with the ca-

pacity analysis of spatially correlated Nakagami-m channels with MRC and EGC.

The chapter summary is given in Section 4.4.

4.2 Statistical Analysis of the Capacity of Rice

Channels with MRC and EGC

The previous section highlighted the significance of the capacity analysis of Rice

channels in systems with MRC and EGC. This section aims to summarize the work

in Paper VIII, which is included in Appendix H [170] of this dissertation. Paper VIII

deals with the analysis of the statistical properties of thecapacity of Rice channels

with MRC and EGC. Therein, anL-branch diversity system is considered, in which

it is assumed that the received signals at the combiner inputexperience flat fading

in all fading branches. Due to the assumption of LOS propagation conditions, the

received signal envelopes in the fading branches are characterized by statistically

independent Rice processes. Exact analytical expressionsare derived for the PDF,

CDF, LCR and ADF of the capacity of Rice channels for the case when MRC is em-

ployed. Whereas, when EGC is used, the analytical expressions for the PDF, CDF,

LCR, and ADF of the channel capacity are derived using an approximation for the

PDF of a sum of Rice processes. This is due to the reason that the exact solution

for the PDF of a sum of Rice processes is still unknown. However, to overcome this

problem, different approximations have been proposed in the literature [157, 158].

We have employed the approximation suggested in [157] for the PDF of a sum of

Rice processes. This approximation makes use of nonlinear least squares fitting
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with the exact PDF, based on the interior-reflective Newton method [171]. By using

this method, appropriate values of three constant terms in the approximate expres-

sion for the PDF are calculated. The values of these constants are given in Table H.1

(Appendix H) for different values of the number of diversitybranches(L) and the

amplitude of the LOS components(ρ) in different Rice branches. The accuracy

of the approximate analytical expressions is tested by exact simulation results. In

addition, the correctness of exact analytical expressionsis also confirmed via sim-

ulations. To obtain the simulation results, a high-performance SOS-based channel

simulator is employed. Meaning thereby, the SOS principle [94, 95, 96] is exploited

to simulate the underlying Gaussian processes making up thereceived signal en-

velopes in the fading branches. The model parameters of the channel simulator are

calculated by utilizing the GMEDS1 [121].

The results are studied for different values ofL andρ . For comparison pur-

poses, the results for Rayleigh channels(ρ → 0) are shown for both MRC and

EGC. Moreover, the results for the classical Rayleigh and Rice channels are also

presented, which arise whenL = 1. It is observed that the amplitude of the LOS

components and the number of diversity branches have a significant effect on the

statistics of the channel capacity. Specifically, an increase in the value ofL or ρ
increases the mean channel capacity for both MRC and EGC. However, it results in

a decrease in the variance of the channel capacity. It is alsoobserved that for any

of the two aforementioned combining methods, the capacity of Rice channels with

a lower value ofL or ρ has a higher LCR at low and medium levels. The ADF of

the channel capacity, on the other hand, decreases with an increase in the value of

the parametersL or ρ . The findings of Paper VIII also show that the MRC diversity

scheme outperforms the EGC diversity scheme w.r.t. the meanchannel capacity.

4.3 Statistical Analysis of the Capacity of Nakagami-m

Channels with MRC and EGC

In order to study a variety of fading conditions, a more general channel model com-

pared to the Rice or the Rayleigh model is required. This requirement is acknowl-

edged in numerous studies [107, 108]. For this reason, the Nakagami-m process

has gained much attention in recent years due to its flexibility of modeling differ-

ent fading conditions, mathematical ease, and good fitness with experimental data

[107, 108, 97]. Such distinctive characteristics have propelled numerous researchers

to study Nakagami-m channels with MRC and EGC [164, 151, 165, 161, 166].

However, the information regarding the statistical properties of the capacity of
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Nakagami-m channels with MRC and EGC is not available in the literature,which

calls for further research. Therefore, the aim of the work inPaper IX (Appendix I

[172]) is to fill in this gap of information. This section presents an overview of

Paper IX included in Appendix I of this dissertation.

Analogously to the procedure followed in the previous section, the statistical

properties of the capacity of Nakagami-m channels with EGC are derived in Pa-

per IX with the help of the PDF of a sum of fading envelopes in the diversity

branches. Alike the sum of Rice (or Rayleigh) processes, finding the exact solu-

tion for the PDF of a sum of Nakagami-m processes is an open problem. However,

for overcoming this problem, there exist highly-accurate closed-form approximate

solutions in the literature (e.g., [44, 173, 159]). In addition to produce accurate

results, these methods refrain from using the cumbersome curve-fitting techniques

used in the previous section for Rice processes. In Paper IX,a sum of Nakagami-m

processes is approximated by another Nakagami-m process, as suggested in [159].

Thereafter, based on this accurate approximation, resultsfor the statistical prop-

erties of the capacity of Nakagami-m channels with EGC are obtained. On the

other hand, when MRC is employed, exact analytical expressions are derived for

the PDF, CDF, LCR and ADF of the channel capacity. An excellent fitting between

theoretical and simulation results verifies the correctness of derived expressions. An

SOS-based channel simulator has been employed to simulate the underlying Gaus-

sian processes in Nakagami-mprocesses [94, 95, 96]. In this work, the GMEDS1 is

used to compute the simulation model parameters [121].

The statistical properties of the channel capacity are studied for different values

of the number of diversity branchesL and for different values of the Nakagami pa-

rameterm, controlling the severity of fading in Nakagami-mchannels. In this study,

the results for Rayleigh channels (which arise for the case whenm= 1) are also

included for comparison purposes. It is observed that for both MRC and EGC, an

increase in the number of diversity branchesL increases the mean channel capacity,

while the variance and the ADF of the channel capacity decrease. Moreover, an

increase in the severity of fading results in a decrease in the mean channel capacity,

however the variance and ADF of the channel capacity increase. It is also observed

that at lower levels, the LCR is higher for channels with smaller values ofL or

higher severity levels of fading than for channels with higher values ofL or lower

severity levels of fading. This work constitutes a general framework, providing the

flexibility to study the statistical properties of the capacity of fading channels in

systems with diversity combining under a variety of fading conditions. However,

it lacks information regarding the impact of spatial correlation, between diversity
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branches, on the channel capacity. The next subsection summarizes the work that

attempts to overcome this drawback.

4.3.1 The Influence of Spatial Correlation on the Statistical

Properties of the Capacity of Nakagami-mChannels

with MRC and EGC

The final remarks of Section 4.3 highlighted a limitation of the work summarized in

the previous section. This limitation stems from the assumption of spatially uncor-

related fading branches. Alike the analyses presented in Sections 4.3 and 4.2, most

of the published works also assume that the fading envelopesin diversity branches

are spatially uncorrelated. However, due to the scarcity ofspace on the small mo-

bile devices, the receiver antennas are generally spatially correlated. Therefore, in

order to study a more realistic scenario, it is necessary to take into account spatially

correlated fading branches. For this reason, the statistical properties of the capacity

of spatially correlated Nakagami-mchannels with MRC and EGC are studied in Pa-

per X included in Appendix J. By considering spatially correlated fading branches,

this work eliminates the previously mentioned drawback of Paper IX (Appendix I).

Paper X (Appendix J) presents a profound statistical analysis of the channel ca-

pacity for different values of the number of diversity branches as well as for different

values of the receiver antennas separation. The receiver antennas separation controls

the spatial correlation in diversity branches. Specifically, as the receiver antennas

separation increases, the spatial correlation decreases and vice versa. The statistical

properties of interest include the PDF, CDF, LCR, and ADF of the channel capacity.

In order to study spatially correlated Nakagami-m channels, the problem formula-

tion in Paper X makes use of the well-known Kronecker model [80, 81, 82, 36, 42],

which is more comprehensively discussed in Section 5.2 of the next chapter. It is

worth mentioning that the presented results are also usefulto investigate the effect

of severity of fading on the statistics of the channel capacity. Moreover, for com-

parison purposes, Paper X also presents the results for the mean and variance of

the capacity of spatially correlated Rayleigh channels with MRC and EGC (which

arise whenm= 1). The results show that an increase in the spatial correlation in the

diversity branches of an MRC system increases the variance as well as the LCR of

the channel capacity, while the ADF of the channel capacity decreases. On the other

hand, for the case of EGC, increasing the receiver antennas separation increases the

mean channel capacity, whereas the ADF of the channel capacity decreases. More-

over, an increase in the spatial correlation increases the LCR of the channel capacity
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only at lower levels.

An excellent fitting between theoretical and simulation results proves the cor-

rectness of analytical expressions. The simulation results are obtained by utilizing

an SOS-based channel simulator [94, 95, 96]. The model parameters of the channel

simulator are obtained using the GMEDS1 [121]. The importance of the presented

results is reflected from the fact that they provide a deep insight into the influence of

spatial correlation and the severity of fading on the capacity of Nakagami-m chan-

nels in systems with diversity combining. Moreover, in special cases, the results

can be reduced to those obtained for spatially uncorrelatedNakagami-m channels

in Section 4.3 as well as for Rayleigh channels.

4.4 Chapter Summary and Conclusion

Diversity combining is an effective method to mitigate the effects of fading in wire-

less propagation environments. If, for example, spatial diversity techniques are

used, the received signals of all diversity branches are combined in an intelligent

way which results in an increase in the average received SNR and hence the system

throughput increases. Spatial diversity combining techniques, such as MRC and

EGC, have been thoroughly investigated by researchers in past few decades due to

their potential to improve the overall system performance.To get a deep insight

into the potential and capacity limits of wireless communication systems employ-

ing spatial diversity combining, a solid knowledge of the statistical properties of

channel capacity is of vital importance. In addition, capacity studies of such sys-

tems are very helpful to optimize the overall system performance. Therefore, this

chapter was devoted to analyze the statistical properties of the channel capacity of

wireless communication systems for both cases, namely MRC and EGC.

The chapter began with an overview regarding the capacity analysis of Rice

channels with MRC and EGC. It was elucidated that in many propagation scenarios

specular components cannot be neglected. Hence, for such cases, the Rice process

is considered to be an appropriate model to describe the fading behavior. There-

after, important observations regarding the influence of LOS components on the

PDF, CDF, LCR, and ADF of the channel capacity are articulated. The discussion

included a brief analysis of obtained results, for both MRC and EGC. It was illus-

trated that the LOS components significantly influence the statistics of the channel

capacity. The detailed discussion on this topic can be foundin Paper VIII, which is

included in Appendix H.

Afterwards, the chapter presented the statistical analysis of the capacity of Naka-
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gami-m channels with MRC and EGC. By offering the flexibility to study different

fading conditions, this work provides a general framework for the capacity analysis

of wireless communication systems with MRC and EGC. The statistical properties

of the channel capacity are studied for different values of the number of diversity

branchesL and for different values of the Nakagami parameterm, controlling the

severity of fading in Nakagami-mchannels. The important findings are highlighted

in this chapter, while a comprehensive analysis of these results is reported in Pa-

per IX (Appendix I). Papers VIII and IX only consider spatially uncorrelated fading

branches. However, this not an acceptable assumption in many practical systems.

This problem is addressed in Paper X (Appendix J), which is summarized in the last

section of this chapter. Paper X eliminates the limitationsof Papers VIII and IX by

considering spatially correlated fading branches.



Chapter 5

Capacity Studies of MIMO channels

5.1 Introduction

Future mobile communication systems are expected to provide higher data rates

with higher spectral efficiency. However, designing wireless links that offer good

QoS as well as high data rates, especially in NLOS environments, constitutes a sig-

nificant research and engineering challenge. This task is particularly more compli-

cated for power and bandwidth limited systems. The conventional communication

means, employing single-antenna terminals at the transmitter and the receiver, do

not provide the desired spectral efficiency envisioned for the next generation mo-

bile communication systems. Due to the scarcity of available resources, researchers

came up with an innovative idea of exploiting the spatial diversity by employing

multiple antennas at both the transmitter and the receiver [34, 40]. Such a tech-

nological breakthrough showed great improvement in the link reliability, increased

the overall system capacity, and provided remarkable gain in the spectral efficiency

[34, 40]. Utilization of multiple antennas at the transmitter and receiver facilitated

the design of MIMO systems in order to increase the spectral efficiency and to ac-

quire a diversity gain [174]. This discovery resulted in a significant upsurge of

interest towards MIMO systems, and since then, a large number of articles have

been published in the literature dealing with MIMO channel modeling and perfor-

mance analysis (see, e.g., [76, 77, 78, 36], and the references therein). Due to the

provision of exceptional gain in the capacity, the employment of the MIMO archi-

tecture in the system design constitutes one of the major distinctions between 3G

and 4G wireless communication systems [83].

The enormous spectral efficiency ascribed to MIMO systems inthe seminal

works of Foschini [34] and Telatar [40] is based on the premise of a rich scatter-

ing environment, providing independent transmission paths between the transmitter

45
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and receiver antennas. Hence, it results in a full-ranked channel matrix with i.i.d.

entries. Under such ideal conditions, a linear increase in the channel capacity w.r.t.

the increase in the minimum of the number of transmitter and receiver antennas was

observed [40, 34]. However, such idealized propagation conditions are rarely met

in real practice. It is shown in [175, 176, 79] and multiple references therein that

due to the spatial correlation between MIMO channel coefficients, realistic MIMO

channels show a reduced channel capacity. It is therefore ofgreat practical and the-

oretical interest to study MIMO systems when the elements ofthe channel matrix

are spatially correlated.

In recent years, it is increasingly gaining recognition that the studies pertaining

to unveil the dynamics of the capacity of MIMO channels can bevery helpful to

achieve higher data rates while keeping the probability of errors as low as possible.

Statistical properties, such as mean, variance, PDF, and CDF adequately character-

ize the channel capacity. However, these statistical quantities do not provide an in-

sight into the temporal behavior of the channel capacity, which is imperative for the

efficient design of future mobile communication systems. Anevidence supporting

this fact can be found in [28], where the authors have utilized the LCR of the chan-

nel capacity for the cross-layer optimization of the overall network performance. In

addition to the LCR, the ADF of the channel capacity is another important statisti-

cal quantity that gives an insight into the temporal behavior of the channel capacity

[32, 33]. Therefore, a major portion of this chapter deals with the analysis of the

PDF, CDF, LCR, and ADF of the capacity of spatially correlated MIMO channels.

In order to address the problem of correlated fading in MIMO channels, we have

employed one of the most commonly used channel models known as the Kronecker

model [80, 81, 82, 36, 42]. The underlying principle behind this modeling approach

is elaborated in Section 5.2. This model, though restrictive to some cases, provides

an adequate framework for the capacity analysis of MIMO channels.

One promising method to increase the capacity in MIMO channels is to use

space-time coding techniques, such as STTC [90] or STBC [91,92]. Among dif-

ferent space-time coding techniques, OSTBC has gained muchattention in recent

years. One of the advantages of using OSTBC is that it transforms MIMO chan-

nels into equivalent SISO channels, which significantly simplifies the mathematical

formulation of MIMO systems [93]. Moreover, being orthogonal in structure, max-

imum likelihood decoding can be applied at the receiver thatresults in a significant

decrease in the complexity of the receiver structure, compared to the prevailing

coding techniques (e.g., STTC) [92]. Due to the aforementioned advantages of

using OSTBC in MIMO channels, it is of utmost importance to perform the capac-
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ity analysis of OSTBC MIMO channels. Studies pertaining to the analysis of the

capacity of OSTBC MIMO channels can be found in [177, 178]. Moreover, the

outage performance and the error probability analysis of OSTBC MIMO systems

have been studied in [179, 180, 181]. However, the absence oftreatises dealing

with the statistical properties of the capacity of OSTBC MIMO Nakagami-mchan-

nels demands further research work in this domain. This is the topic of our work

summarized in Section 5.4. Therein, the capacity studies ofboth correlated and

uncorrelated OSTBC MIMO channels are included.

The remaining part of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.2 presents

a brief discussion on the influence of spatial correlation onthe capacity of MIMO

Rice channels. In Section 5.3, the statistical properties of the capacity of spatially

correlated MIMO Nakagami-m channels are studied. Section 5.4 deals with the

statistical analysis of the capacity of OSTBC MIMO channels. In Section 5.4, both

spatially correlated as well as uncorrelated channels are analyzed. In addition, the

impact of shadowing on the statistical properties of the capacity of OSTBC MIMO

Nakagami-mchannels is investigated. In Section 5.5, the chapter summary is given.

5.2 Statistical Analysis of the Capacity of Spatially

Correlated MIMO Rice Channels

Since the pioneering works in [40, 34], there has been a tremendous amount of re-

search activity dealing with modeling and capacity analysis of MIMO channels.

However, most of the research work shares a common ground, assuming i.i.d.

Rayleigh MIMO channel coefficients. As mentioned in the preceding section, mea-

surements have shown that the i.i.d. assumption is not validin many realistic situ-

ations, e.g., when the separation between the antennas is small [80, 182, 167]. For

such cases, spatially correlated MIMO Rayleigh channels have been thoroughly in-

vestigated [183, 184, 37]. In addition to the spatial correlation, another factor influ-

encing the capacity of MIMO channels is the presence of the LOS component. Such

scenarios are usually studied with the help of the Rice channel model [45, 160]. The

Rice channel model not only provides a better description ofthe fading environ-

ment, it also includes the Rayleigh model as special case. Inpast few years, many

researchers have devoted their efforts to study the capacity of MIMO Rice channels

[43, 185, 186]. However, these results are very intricate and they do not provide in-

sight into the statistical properties of the channel capacity. Although various bounds

and approximations of the channel capacity have also been proposed in the literature

to reduce the mathematical complexity (see e.g., [187, 188,189]), there exists no
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study in the literature that deals with the analysis of the PDF, CDF, LCR, and ADF

of the capacity of spatially correlated MIMO Rice channels.Paper XI, included in

the Appendix K [190] of this dissertation, addresses this problem by studying the

statistical properties of the capacity of spatially correlated MIMO Rice channels.

This section presents a summary of the work in Paper XI.

In Paper XI, an exact closed-form expression for the PDF and an exact expres-

sion for the CDF of the channel capacity is derived for single-input multiple-output

(SIMO1) and multiple-input single-output (MISO2) systems. Furthermore, an accu-

rate closed-form expression has been derived for the LCR andan accurate expres-

sion has been obtained for the ADF of the SIMO and MISO channelcapacities. For

the MIMO case, the PDF, CDF, LCR, and ADF are investigated based on a lower

bound on the channel capacity. This is due the mathematical intricacy involved in

finding the exact solution for the statistical properties ofthe capacity of spatially

correlated MIMO Rice channels. This lower bound was originally proposed in Pa-

per XII [110] and therefore will be discussed in detail in thenext section. The

results are studied for different number of transmit and receive antennas. However,

the proposed method can also be used to investigate the influence of some key pa-

rameters on the channel capacity, such as the antenna spacings of the transmitter

and the receiver antenna arrays, as well as the amplitude of the LOS component.

It is noteworthy that as the antennas separation increases,the spatial correlation

decreases and vice versa.

In the literature, different MIMO channel models have been proposed, which

take the correlations between the subchannels into account. An overview of the

most commonly used MIMO channel models can be found in [76]. In Paper XI, a

popular separable correlation model known as the Kroneckermodel [191, 82, 80] is

employed. The Kronecker model assumes that the transmitterhas no influence on

the spatial properties of the received signal. Therefore, it allows to express the full3

channel correlation matrix as a Kronecker product of the transmitter and receiver

correlation matrices [80]. Hence, the resulting MIMO channel model incorporates

the correlation properties at the transmitter and receiverside separately, which sig-

nificantly simplifies the mathematical formulation of spatially correlated MIMO

channels. Although it has been observed that the Kronecker model underestimates

the channel capacity in some environments [192], it remainsa cornerstone of a large

number of analyses [42]. The obtained results reveal that toincrease the channel

1SIMO systems employ single transmitter antenna and multiple receiver antennas.
2In MISO systems, multiple transmitter antennas and single receiver antenna are used.
3The full channel correlation matrix describes the correlation between all the possible pairs of

MIMO channel coefficients [79, 80].
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capacity, it is more important to have a high number of receive antennas rather than

a high number of transmit antennas. It is also observed that an increase in the spa-

tial correlation increases the spread of the channel capacity. The correctness of the

derived expressions is confirmed by simulation results, obtained by utilizing a high-

performance channel simulator. The channel simulator exploits the SOS principle

[94, 95, 96] to simulate the underlying Gaussian processes in the Rice processes.

The model parameters of the resulting SOS-based channel simulator are calculated

by using the GMEDS1 [121].

5.3 Statistical Analysis of the Capacity of Spatially

Correlated MIMO Nakagami- mChannels

Despite the popularity of the Rayleigh and Rice models for the characterization

of the fading behavior in MIMO systems, a more general channel model, namely

the Nakagami-m model has drawn much attention in recent years. Although Naka-

gami-m model was originally proposed long ago in [44], it has received much ac-

knowledgement relatively recently due to its applicationsin a variety of propagation

environments, tractable analytical form, and having good fitness with experimental

results [107, 108, 97, 118, 53, 193]. Additionally, the Nakagami-m model reduces

to the Rayleigh and one-sided Gaussian models in special cases. Propelled by the

advantages of using the Nakagami-m model, in the past few years, various articles

have been published in the literature aiming to explore the capacity limits of MIMO

Nakagami-m channels [78, 194, 177, 38, 195]. However, the statistical properties

of the capacity of spatially correlated MIMO Nakagami-m channels, such as the

PDF, CDF, LCR, and ADF have not been reported so far in the literature. To fill this

gap of information, a profound statistical analysis of the capacity of spatially cor-

related MIMO Nakagami-m channels is performed in Paper XII. This section aims

to summarize the discussion presented in Paper XII, which can be found in full in

Appendix L [110].

In Paper XII, the impact of the spatial correlation on the capacity of MIMO

Nakagami-m channels is studied. The exact solution for the PDF, CDF, LCR, and

ADF of the capacity of spatially correlated MIMO Nakagami-m channels is math-

ematically very complex to obtain. Hence, for overcoming this problem, Paper XII

proposes a tight lower bound on the capacity of MIMO Nakagami-m channels.

Recently, the authors in [78] have also suggested a lower bound on the MIMO

Nakagami-m channel capacity, obtained by utilizing various tools within the ma-

jorization theory framework [196]. A comparative study elucidates that our pro-
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posed lower bound is in exact accordance with the one presented in [78]. Moreover,

the authors in [78] have shown that this lower bound is very tight in the low SNR

regime. Based on this lower bound, closed-form analytical expressions for the PDF,

CDF, LCR, and ADF of the capacity of spatially correlated MIMO Nakagami-m

channels are derived. The Kronecker model is used to addressthe problem of cor-

related fading in MIMO channels [80]. In order to study the influence of the spatial

correlation on the channel capacity, the analysis of the statistical properties of the

channel capacity is carried out for different receiver antenna spacings. It is observed

that the antenna spacing has a significant influence on the spread and maximum

value of the PDF and LCR. Specifically, an increase in the separation between re-

ceiver antennas results in a decrease in the capacity variance, while the maximum

value of the LCR increases. Moreover, increasing the receiver antenna spacing in-

creases the ADF of the channel capacity only at higher levels. Paper XII also studies

the channel capacity for different number of transmitter and receiver antennas. The

obtained results reveal that as the number of antennas increases, the capacity of the

system increases, whereas the spread of the PDF of the capacity decreases. On the

other hand, with an increase in the number of antennas, a decrease in the maximum

value of the LCR was observed. Analogously, the converse statement is true for the

ADF of the channel capacity. The proposed method can also be employed to study

the statistical properties of the capacity of MIMO channelsin different fading en-

vironments. A good correspondence between the simulation and analytical results

proves the correctness of derived expressions. To obtain the simulation results a

high-performance channel simulator is employed. The channel simulator operates

on the SOS-principle [94, 95, 96] to generate the underlyingGaussian processes,

which make up the Nakagami-mprocesses. To ensure the desired characteristics of

the simulated Gaussian processes, the model parameters of the channel simulator

are computed using the GMEDS1 [121].

5.4 Statistical Analysis of the Capacity of OSTBC

MIMO Channels

Section 5.1 highlighted that the performance of mobile communication systems can

be improved by exploiting the spatial diversity offered by the MIMO technology.

Without the expense of additional bandwidth, an OSTBC MIMO system fulfils this

task [91, 92]. Moreover, a lower implementation complexity(attained by, e.g., using

maximum likelihood decoding at the receiver) makes it more attractive compared

to other potential MIMO solutions. It is due to this reason, OSTBC MIMO systems
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have been thoroughly investigated in the literature. A few recent studies exploring

the capacity limits of OSTBC MIMO systems can be found in [197, 198, 177, 199,

200, 201]. Despite a widely explored topic, the statisticalproperties of the capacity

of OSTBC MIMO Nakagami-m channels have not been investigated so far. This

section highlights the main contributions of the papers pertaining to the statistical

analysis of the capacity of OSTBC MIMO Nakagami-mchannels.

5.4.1 The Impact of Spatial Correlation on the Statistical

Properties of the Capacity of OSTBC MIMO

Nakagami-mChannels

This section articulates important findings of the work presented in Paper XIII,

which can be found in Appendix M [111]. Paper XIII extends theanalysis of the

statistical properties of the capacity of uncorrelated OSTBC MIMO Rayleigh chan-

nels, presented in [197], to uncorrelated OSTBC MIMO Nakagami-m channels. A

widely documented reason behind this extension is the ability of the Nakagami-m

model to describe a wide range of fading conditions. Moreover, the Rayleigh and

one-sided Gaussian processes are inherently included in the Nakagami-m process

as special cases. In Paper XIII, analytical expressions forthe PDF, CDF, LCR,

and ADF of the capacity of uncorrelated OSTBC MIMO Nakagami-mchannels are

derived. Additionally, in Paper XIII, the capacity of spatially correlated OSTBC

MIMO Nakagami-m channels is also investigated. For correlated channels, firstly,

an approximate expression for the channel capacity is derived. Thereafter, the ex-

pressions for the PDF, CDF, LCR, and ADF of the channel capacity are found. This

approximation was originally proposed in [29, Eq. (4.40)] and is valid for spatially

correlated MIMO channels at high SNR. However, in Paper XIII, it is adapted ac-

cordingly for spatially correlated OSTBC MIMO channels.

The mean value and variance of the channel capacity has been analyzed with the

help of the PDF of the channel capacity. The aforementioned statistical quantities

are studied for different MIMO dimensions4 as well as for different values of the

Nakagami parameterm, controlling the severity of fading in Nakagami-mchannels.

In addition, the influence of spatial correlation on the statistical properties of the

channel capacity is investigated. It is worth mentioning that the results for the PDF,

CDF, LCR, and ADF of the capacity of OSTBC MIMO Rayleigh channels, reported

in [197], can be readily obtained as special cases from the results in Paper XIII by

4In this dissertation, the MIMO dimension corresponds toNR×NT , whereNR is the number of
receive antennas andNT denotes the number of transmit antennas.
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settingm= 1. It is observed that an increase in the MIMO dimension or a decrease

in the severity of fading results in an increase in the mean channel capacity. The

obtained results show that the spatial correlation significantly reduces the mean

channel capacity, while it increases the ADF of the channel capacity. Moreover,

at lower levels, the LCR of the capacity of spatially correlated MIMO channels

is higher compared to uncorrelated channels. Theoretical results are verified by

simulations, whereby a very good fitting is observed. The simulation results were

generated with the help of an SOS-based channel simulator [94, 95, 96], whereas

the model parameters of the channel simulator were obtainedusing the GMEDS1
[121].

5.4.2 The Influence of Shadowing on the Statistical Properties

of the Capacity of OSTBC MIMO Nakagami-mChannels

The analysis presented in the previous section only considers fast fading in MIMO

channels, where the local mean of the received signal envelope is assumed to be

constant [70]. While for land mobile terrestrial channels,the local mean fluctuates

due to shadowing effects [124]. To study such channels, Chapter 2 convincingly

introduced the Suzuki as well as the NLN channel models in Section 2.1.3, by high-

lighting the need and significance of using such channel models. However, the ca-

pacity analysis of the Suzuki and NLN channels presented in Chapter 2 was limited

to only SISO channels. In order to eliminate this limitation, a MIMO channel model

is utilized in Paper XIV [202], which takes into account the joint effects of shadow-

ing and fast fading in MIMO channels. The employed channel model is based on

the one proposed in [203], which was also used later in [204] to study the outage

performance in OSTBC MIMO channels. However, the analyses in [203] and [204]

is restricted to only MIMO Rayleigh channels. While in PaperXIV, a more general

channel model referred to as MIMO NLN channel model is considered, where the

fast fading in MIMO channels is modeled by Nakagami-m processes in contrast to

Rayleigh processes used in [203]. To the best of the author’sknowledge, the sta-

tistical properties of the capacity of OSTBC MIMO NLN channels have not been

investigated so far. Therefore, in Paper XIV, the statistical properties of the capacity

of MIMO NLN channels are analyzed for the case when OSTBC is employed. The

MIMO NLN channel model provides the flexibility to study the impact of shadow-

ing on the channel capacity under different fading conditions. Moreover, the effects

of severity of fading on the channel capacity can also be studied. The details of this

work can be found in Paper XIV included in Appendix N [202] of this dissertation.

This section aims to highlight the important findings of thispaper.
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Paper XIV analyzes the statistical properties of the capacity of OSTBC MIMO

NLN channels for various levels of shadowing and for different MIMO dimensions.

Exact analytical expressions are derived for the PDF, CDF, LCR, and ADF of the

capacity of MIMO NLN channels. The mean value and variance ofthe channel

capacity has been analyzed with the help of the PDF of the channel capacity. On

the other hand, the analysis of the LCR and ADF of the channel capacity is very

helpful to study the temporal behavior of the channel capacity. The obtained results

illustrate that an increase in the MIMO dimension or a decrease in the severity of

fading results in an increase in the mean channel capacity, while the variance of the

channel capacity decreases. Moreover, the shadowing effect has no influence on the

mean channel capacity, whereas an increase in the shadowingstandard deviation

increases the spread of the channel capacity. It is also observed that an increase in

either the shadow standard deviation or the MIMO dimension decreases the maxi-

mum value of the LCR of the channel capacity. However, this effect decreases the

ADF of the channel capacity at only higher levels. Paper XIV also presents approx-

imation results for the statistical properties of the channel capacity obtained using

the Gauss-Hermite integration method [205]. It is observedthat the approximation

results not only reduce the intricacy, but also have a very good fitting with the exact

results. Here simulation results are considered as the trueresults. This allows us to

check the correctness of the derived expressions as well as to study the accuracy of

the approximation results. The simulation results are obtained using an SOS-based

channel simulator [94, 95, 96], which generates the underlying Gaussian processes

making up the Nakagami-mand lognormal processes. The model parameters of the

simulator are computed using the GMEDS1 [121]. All the presented results show a

very good fitting with the simulation results.

5.5 Chapter Summary and Conclusion
MIMO systems exploit spatial diversity by utilizing multiple antennas at the trans-

mitter and receiver in order to increase the spectral efficiency and to acquire a di-

versity gain. To transmit close to the capacity limit of MIMOsystems, a profound

knowledge of the channel capacity and its statistics is imperative. Studies pertain-

ing to unveil the dynamics of the capacity of MIMO channels can be very helpful

to achieve higher data rates while keeping the probability of errors as low as pos-

sible. Under ideal propagation conditions, i.e., when the channel matrix has i.i.d.

entries, the MIMO channel capacity increases linearly withthe minimum of the

number of transmitter and receiver antennas. However, it isalso well known that

the gains in the MIMO channel capacity are sensitive to the presence of spatial cor-
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relation between MIMO sub-channels. Therefore, it is of great importance to study

the MIMO channel capacity under non-idealized propagationconditions, i.e., when

the elements of the channel matrix are correlated. Hence, a major portion of this

chapter was dedicated to study the capacity of spatially correlated MIMO channels.

One promising method to increase the capacity of MIMO systems is to use space-

time coding techniques, such as OSTBC. In this chapter, capacity analysis of both

correlated and uncorrelated OSTBC MIMO channels is presented.

The chapter began by highlighting the need for the capacity analysis of spatially

correlated MIMO Rice channels. Thereafter, the important findings of the work

related to the analysis of the statistical properties of thecapacity of spatially cor-

related MIMO Rice channels were briefly reviewed. The detailed analysis on this

topic is presented in Paper XI (Appendix K). Therein, the results are studied for

different numbers of transmit and receive antennas. However, the proposed method

can also be used to investigate the influence of some key parameters on the channel

capacity, such as the antenna spacings of the transmitter and the receiver antenna

arrays, and the amplitude of the LOS component.

The chapter then summarized the work presented in Paper XII (Appendix L),

which deals with the statistical analysis of the capacity ofspatially correlated MIMO

Nakagami-m channels. The results are based on a lower bound on the channel ca-

pacity, which is very tight in the low SNR regime. In order to study the effect of the

spatial correlation on the channel capacity, the analysis of the statistical properties

of the channel capacity was carried out for different receiver antenna spacings. Re-

sults showed that the antenna spacing has a significant influence on the statistics of

the channel capacity.

The chapter ended with a discussion on the statistical properties of the capacity

of OSTBC MIMO channels. Firstly, the main findings of Paper XIII (Appendix M)

were summarized. Paper XIII is aimed at the derivation and analysis of the PDF,

CDF, LCR, and ADF of the capacity of spatially uncorrelated OSTBC MIMO

Nakagami-m channels. In addition, the capacity of spatially correlated OSTBC

MIMO Nakagami-m channels was also investigated, by making use of an approxi-

mate expression for the channel capacity. Thereafter, important results of Paper XIV

(Appendix N) were discussed, which gave an insight into the impact of shadowing

on the statistical properties of the capacity of spatially uncorrelated OSTBC MIMO

Nakagami-m channels. The findings of Paper XIII and Paper XIV elucidatedthat

real-world phenomena, such as the severity of fading, spatial correlation, and shad-

owing substantially influence the statistical properties of the capacity of OSTBC

MIMO Nakagami-mchannels.



Chapter 6

Summary of Contributions and

Outlook

6.1 Major Contributions

This dissertation dealt with the capacity analysis of mobile fading channels. Specif-

ically, the first order as well as the second order statistical properties of the channel

capacity were derived and thoroughly investigated. The topics studied in depth

include the capacity analysis of specific SISO channels, amplify-and-forward chan-

nels in cooperative networks, fading channels in spatial diversity combining sys-

tems, and MIMO channels. In this regard, the most peculiar developments made in

this dissertation are summarized as follows:

• It is well known that frequency-nonselective multipath fading channels can be

modeled using an SOC-based channel model, which not only is very accurate

in modeling the non-isotropic scattering environments butalso provides a

clearer physical interpretation in terms of the wave propagation phenomena

when viewed in line with the plane wave propagation model. This dissertation

presented a thorough statistical analysis of the capacity of multipath fading

channels represented by an SOC model, under LOS conditions.

• Statistical properties of the capacity of Rice-m channels were extensively

studied. The importance of this study lies in merging the Nakagami-m and

classical Rice channel characteristics into a new channel model, which has

thus a higher flexibility than the two former ones. In addition, the Rice-m

model includes the Nakagami-m, classical Rice, and classical Rayleigh mod-

els as special cases.

55
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• In order to study the capacity of land mobile terrestrial channels, statistical

anlysis of the capacity of Suzuki channels was performed. The key objective

of this study was to investigate the influence of shadowing onthe statistical

properties of the channel capacity.

• The results obtained for Suzuki channels were extended to a more general

case of NLN channels. The NLN channel model allows to study the combined

effects of severity of fading and shadowing on the capacity of land mobile

terrestrial channels. Moreover, it includes the Suzuki model as a special case.

• To optimize the performance of amplify-and-forward channels in cooperative

networks under LOS propagation conditions, an extensive capacity analysis

of double Rice channels is required. To fill this gap of knowledge, the deriva-

tion and analysis of the first and second order statistical properties of the

capacity of double Rice channels was presented.

• As an extension to the capacity analysis of double Rice model, the statistical

properties of the capacity of double Nakagami-m channels were analyzed.

Here, the main emphasis was on the investigation of the impact of severity

of fading on the statistics of the channel capacity. The double Nakagami-m

channel model has applications in amplify-and-forward relay-based dualhop

cooperative networks. Moreover, it is also useful for modeling real-world

scenarios, such as keyhole channels.

• In practice, there can exist more than one relay in amplify-and-forward chan-

nels in cooperative networks. Such systems are commonly referred to as mul-

tihop communication systems. To generalize the aforementioned works in

amplify-and-forward relay-based cooperative networks, athorough statistical

analysis of the capacity ofN∗Nakagami-m channels was performed.

• Diversity combining is a well known method to mitigate the effects of fading

in wireless propagation environments. Due to its importance and extensive

use in wireless communications, the statistical properties of the capacity of

Rice channels with MRC and EGC were analyzed. This work was then ex-

tended to the case of Nakagami-m channels for both MRC and EGC. It is

widely reported in the literature that the spatial correlation has a significant

influence on the performance of mobile communication systems employing

diversity combining techniques. Hence, a further extension was made to study

the statistical properties of the capacity of Nakagami-m channels with MRC

and EGC when diversity branches were spatially correlated.
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• For MIMO systems, a tight lower bound on the capacity of spatially correlated

MIMO Rice as well as Nakagami-m channels was presented. Based on this

lower bound, the derivation and analysis of the statisticalproperties of the

channel capacity was carried out.

• OSTBC is considered to be an effective method to increase thecapacity in

MIMO channels. Due to numerous advantages of using OSTBC in MIMO

channels, it is of great theoretical and practical interestto study the statistical

properties of the capacity of OSTBC MIMO channels. In this dissertation,

a detailed statistical analysis of the capacity of OSTBC MIMO Nakagami-m

channels was presented. Moreover, the influence of spatial correlation on the

statistical properties of the channel capacity was also explored. As mentioned

previously, the NLN process is a suitable channel model for land mobile ter-

restrial channels. In order to study the capacity of MIMO systems in land mo-

bile terrestrial channels, the statistical properties of the capacity of OSTBC

NLN MIMO channels were analyzed. It allowed to investigate the influence

of shadowing, severity of fading, and MIMO dimension on the statistics of

the channel capacity.

6.2 Outlook

This dissertation was primarily aimed at the statistical analysis of the capacity of

various mobile fading channels under a variety of propagation scenarios. Although

the discussion covered various peculiar aspects of mobile communication systems,

there are still numerous problems that remain unaddressed.In the following, some

of these problems are highlighted.

• This dissertation only considers narrowband wide-sense stationary (WSS)

mobile fading channels. However, in practice, it is common to come across

scenarios where either the stationary property is not validor channels can only

be assumed stationary for very short time intervals. Moreover, real-world

channels also exhibit frequency selectivity. Therefore, efforts are required

to extend the analysis in this dissertation for the case of frequency selective

non-stationary mobile fading channels.

• For the case of cooperative networks, only amplify-and-forward-based blind

relays were considered. However, to achieve better performance advanced

relaying mechanisms such as CSI-assisted relays should be employed. In

addition, this dissertation assumes an arbitrary noise power at the DMS in
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such cooperative networks. Whereas, by employing an exact figure for the

noise power at the DMS, the influence of the number of relays and the relay

gains on the channel capacity can be studied in an accurate manner.

• The entire dissertation was devoted for the analysis of the statistical proper-

ties of the channel capacity in a variety of propagation scenarios. Various

studies in the literature suggest that the statistics of thechannel capacity can

be used for the performance analysis and cross-layer optimization of wireless

communication systems. However, this problem was out of thescope of this

dissertation, therefore it was not addressed in this work.

• Multihop communication systems addressed in this dissertation assume that

relays are connected in a cascade. This topology gives rise to an exceptional

increase in the network coverage with the mobility support.However, in

practical cooperative communication systems, multiple relays can transmit in

parallel and the receiver can make use of diversity combining techniques by

employing multiple antennas to obtain a diversity gain. Such kind of relaying

mechanism was not studied in this dissertation, hence this topic needs further

investigation.

• In the literature, numerous real-world scenarios are reported which give rise

to the keyhole effect. For MIMO channels, the key hole effectreduces the

rank of the MIMO channel matrix, that degrades the system performance.

Therefore, studies pertaining to the analysis of the capacity of MIMO key-

hole channels are of great importance. In addition to the amplify-and-forward

channels, the double Nakagami-mchannel model explored in this dissertation

is also useful for modeling SISO keyhole channels. However,it requires fur-

ther research to study the capacity of MIMO keyhole channels.

• The results for the statistical properties of the capacity of spatially correlated

MIMO channels were based on a tight lower bound on the channelcapac-

ity. More efforts are required to find the exact results for the statistics of the

channel capacity for such MIMO channels.
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Abstract — It is well known that a frequency-nonselective multipath fading

channel can be modeled by a sum of complex sinusoids, also called sum-of-

cisoids (SOC). By using the SOC, we can efficiently model the scattered com-

ponent of the received signal in non-isotropic scattering environments. Such

SOC-based multipath channel models provide the flexibilityof having corre-

lated in-phase and quadrature phase components of the received signal. This

paper presents the derivation and analysis of the statistical properties of the ca-

pacity of multipath fading channels under LOS conditions. As an appropriate

stochastic model for the multipath fading channel, we have adopted the SOC

model. We have derived the exact analytical expressions forthe probability

density function (PDF), cumulative distribution function (CDF), level-crossing

rate (LCR), and average duration of fades (ADF) of the channel capacity. The

statistical behavior of the channel capacity is studied fordifferent values of the

number of multipaths (cisoids) in the SOC model and the results are compared

with the reference model which can be obtained by using an infinite number of

cisoids. It is shown that the SOC model with ten cisoids produces results very

close to the reference model. The validity of all the theoretical expressions is

tested with the help of simulations.

I. INTRODUCTION

Development of accurate and efficient channel models for theanalysis of mobile

fading channels has gained considerable attention in recent years. Different meth-

ods have been proposed in the literature over the last few decades that deal with the

design and analysis of channel models for different radio environments. One of the

very promising techniques employs the sum-of-sinusoids (SOS) method to model

colored Gaussian processes. The SOS method, originally proposed by Rice [16, 17],
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has been widely used by researchers ever since due to its simplicity in implemen-

tation, accuracy, and flexibility to model nearly all kinds of fading channels [10].

The versatility of this model also derives from the fact thatmany well-known chan-

nels, namely Rayleigh [7], Rice [18], lognormal [9], Suzuki[20], and Nakagami-m

[21] channels can be derived with the help of Gaussian processes. Hence, SOS

method provides the basis for the design of efficient mobile fading channel models.

However, SOS-based channel models are generally designed with the assumption

of symmetrical Doppler power spectral density (DPSD), for isotropic scattering en-

vironments. While, it has been shown in [8, 1, 22, 2] that the real-world channels

have asymmetrical DPSDs due to non-isotropic scattering conditions. Therefore,

in order to model such real-world channels a new class of channel models known

as sum-of-cisoids (SOC) has been introduced in the literature [3, 12, 13]. Apart

from the accuracy in modeling the non-isotropic scatteringenvironments, the SOC

model also provides a clearer physical interpretation in terms of the wave propaga-

tion phenomena when viewed in line with the plane wave propagation model [19].

The first and second order statistical properties of the SOC model are thoroughly

investigated in [13] and [11].

In this article, we have studied the statistical propertiesof the capacity of mul-

tipath fading channels represented by an SOC model, under line-of-sight (LOS)

conditions. We have derived the exact analytical expressions for the PDF, CDF,

LCR, and ADF of the channel capacity. The mean channel capacity and spread

of the channel capacity can be studied with the help of the PDFand CDF of the

channel capacity. While, the LCR and ADF of the channel capacity are important

statistical quantities that give an insight into the temporal behavior of the channel

capacity [4, 6]. The LCR is a measure of the average rate of theup-crossings (or

down-crossing) of the capacity through a certain thresholdlevel in one second. The

ADF on the other hand determines the average duration of timeover which the

channel capacity is below a certain threshold level [6]. We have studied the results

for different values(N) of the number of multipath components (cisoids) in the

SOC model. We have also presented the results for the reference model, which can

be obtained from the SOC model whenN → ∞. It has been observed that as the

value ofN increases, the results obtained using the SOC model approach to those

of the reference model. Specifically forN ≥ 10, a very good fitting between the ref-

erence model and SOC model is observed. The correctness of the presented results

is verified using simulations.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we will

briefly describe the SOC model. We will present some of the statistical properties
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of the SOC model which are used thereafter in Section III to derive the statisti-

cal properties of the capacity of multipath fading channelsrepresented by an SOC

model. Section IV presents the reference model for the capacity of multipath fading

channels. In Section V, we will discuss and compare the analytical and simulation

results. Finally, the conclusions are drawn in Section VI.

II. THE SOC-BASED MULTIPATH FADING CHANNEL MODEL

Consider a procesŝµ(t) for modeling the scattered component of the received signal

in a mobile fading channel in the complex baseband. The process µ̂(t) can be

expressed as [13, 11]

µ̂(t) =
N

∑
n=1

cnej(2π fnt+θn) (1)

wherecn, fn, andθn represent the gains, Doppler frequencies, and phases of the

nth propagation path, respectively. Here,cn and fn are assumed to be constants.

However,θn are considered to be independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.)

random variables, uniformly distributed over the interval(0,2π ]. By applying the

central limit theorem, the processµ̂(t) = µ̂1(t)+ j µ̂2(t) tends to a zero-mean com-

plex Gaussian process with variance 2σ2
0 asN → ∞. The autocorrelation function

of the procesŝµ(t) is given by [13]

r µ̂ µ̂(τ) =
N

∑
n=1

c2
nej2π fnτ . (2)

Moreover, the autocorrelation function and cross-correlation function of the inphase

and quadrature components of the processµ̂(t) is given by [13]

r µ̂i µ̂i(τ) =
1
2

Re
{

r µ̂ µ̂(τ)
}
=

N

∑
n=1

c2
n

2
cos(2π fnτ) (3)

for i = 1,2, and

r µ̂1µ̂2(τ) =
1
2

Im
{

r µ̂ µ̂(τ)
}
=

N

∑
n=1

c2
n

2
sin(2π fnτ) (4)

respectively. Under LOS conditions, the envelopeξ̂ (t) of the received signal can be

expressed as

ξ̂ (t) =
∣∣µ̂ρ(t)

∣∣= |µ̂(t)+m| (5)

wherem= ρejθρ represents the line-of-sight (LOS) component. Here,ρ andθρ

denote the amplitude and phase of the LOS component, respectively. In order to
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derive the statistical properties of the capacity of multipath channels, provided that

the received signal envelopêξ (t) is given by (5), we need to find the joint PDF

p
ξ̂ 2 ˙̂ξ 2(z, ż) of the procesŝξ 2(t) and its time derivativė̂ξ 2(t) as well as the PDF

pξ̂ 2(z) of the procesŝξ 2(t). In this article, we represent the time derivative of a

process by a raised dot. The joint PDFp
ξ̂ 2 ˙̂ξ 2(z, ż) can be obtained by employing the

concept of transformation of random variables [9] and by using the expression for

the joint PDFp
ξ̂ ˙̂ξ
(z, ż) presented in [11, Eq. (20)] as follows

p
ξ̂ 2 ˙̂ξ 2(z, ż) =

1
4z

p
ξ̂ ˙̂ξ
(
√

z,
ż

2
√

z
)

=
π

2
√

z

∞∫

0

∞∫

−∞

w

[
N

∏
n=1

J0
(
4π2 |cn fn|w

)
]

J0


2πw

√
ż2

4z
+ θ̇2z


dθ̇dw

×pξ̂ (z), z≥ 0, |ż|< ∞. (6)

Moreover, the PDFpξ̂ 2(z) can be found using the PDFpξ̂ (z) given in [13, Eq. (26)]

as

pξ̂ 2(z) =
1

2
√

z
pξ̂ (

√
z)

= (2π)2
∞∫

0

[
N

∏
n=1

J0(2π |cn|x)
]

J0
(
2π

√
zx
)

J0(2πρx)xdx, z≥ 0 (7)

whereJ0(·) represents the Bessel function of the first kind of order zero[5]. In

the next section, we will first define the capacity of multipath fading channels de-

scribed using the SOC model given in (5). Thereafter, the statistical properties of

the channel capacity will be derived.

III. STATISTICAL PROPERTIES OF THECAPACITY OF MULTIPATH FADING

CHANNELS

The instantaneous capacitŷC(t) of the multipath fading channels with the re-

ceived signal envelopêξ (t) can be expressed as

Ĉ(t) = log2

(
1+ γsξ̂ 2(t)

)
(bits/s/Hz) (8)

whereγs denotes the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). In order to derivethe PDFpĈ(r)

of the channel capacitŷC(t), we will make use of the expression (7) and will apply

the concept of transformation of random variables [9] according to the mapping of
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random variables in (8) as follows

pĈ(r) =
2r ln(2)

γs
pξ̂ 2

(
2r −1

γs

)

=
2r+1 ln(2)π2

γs

∞∫

0

[
N

∏
n=1

J0(2π |cn|x)
]

J0(2πρx)J0

(
2π

√
(2r −1)

γs
x

)
xdx

(9)

for r ≥ 0. The CDFFĈ(r) of the channel capacitŷC(t) can be obtained using the

PDF pĈ(r) as [9]

FĈ(r) =

r∫

0

pĈ(z)dz. (10)

After substituting (9) in (10), the resulting simplified expression for the CDFFĈ(r)

of the channel capacity is given by

FĈ(r) = 2π

√
(2r −1)

γs

∞∫

0

[
N

∏
n=1

J0(2π |cn|x)
]

J0(2πρx)J1

(
2π

√
(2r −1)

γs
x

)
dx,

r ≥ 0 (11)

whereJ1(·) represents the Bessel function of the first kind of order one [5]. The

LCR NĈ(r) of the channel capacitŷC(t) is defined as [6]

NĈ(r) =

∞∫

0

ż p
Ĉ ˙̂C

(r, ż)dż, r ≥ 0 (12)

wherepCĊ(z, ż) is the joint PDF of the channel capacityĈ(t) and its time derivative
˙̂C(t). The joint PDFp

Ĉ ˙̂C
(z, ż) can be obtained by employing (6) and by applying

the concept of transformation of random variables as

p
Ĉ ˙̂C

(z, ż) =

(
2z ln(2)

/
γs
)2π

2
√

(2z−1)
/

γs

pξ̂

(√
(2z−1)

γs

) ∞∫

0

∞∫

−∞

w

[
N

∏
n=1

J0
(
4π2 |cn fn|w

)
]

×J0


2πw

√
(2z ln(2)ż)2

4γs(2z−1)
+ θ̇2(2

z−1)
γs


dθ̇dw (13)

for z≥ 0 and|ż| < ∞. By inserting (13) in (12) and by employing the relationship

presented in (A.3), the LCRNĈ(r) can be expressed as
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NĈ(r) = 2π pξ̂

(√
(2z−1)

γs

) ∞∫

0

∞∫

0

[
N

∏
n=1

J0(2π|cn fn|w)
]

J0(2πwy)wy2dydw,

r ≥ 0. (14)

The ADFTĈ(r) of the channel capacitŷC(t) is finally obtained using

TĈ(r) =
FĈ(r)

NĈ(r)
(15)

whereFĈ(r) andNĈ(r) represent the CDF and LCR of the channel capacity given

in (11) and (14), respectively.

IV. REFERENCEMODEL FOR THESOC MODEL

In this section, we will present the reference model for the SOC model described

in Section II. We will present the expressions for the statistical properties of the

channel capacity of the reference model. These results willbe studied in the next

section along with the results obtained using the SOC model for comparison pur-

poses. It is shown in [13] that the PDFpξ̂ (z) of the envelopêξ (t) of the SOC model

approaches to that of the classical Rice PDF forcn = σ0

√
2
/

N andN → ∞, which

is considered as a reference model for (5). Hence, by settingcn = σ0

√
2
/

N and

N → ∞ the PDF, CDF, and LCR of the channel capacityĈ(t) of multipath fading

channels can be expressed as

pĈ(r) |N→∞ =
2r ln(2)

2γsσ2
0

e
− 2r−1+γsρ2

2σ2
0 γs I0

(√
(2r −1)ρ2

σ4
0γs

)
, r ≥ 0 (16)

FĈ(r) |N→∞ = 1−Q1

(
ρ
σ0

,

√
(2r −1)

σ2
0γs

)
, r ≥ 0 (17)

and

NĈ(r) |N→∞ =

√
(2r −1)

σ4
0γs

e
− 2r−1+γsρ2

2σ2
0γs

√
2π
/

β
I0

(√
(2r −1)

σ4
0γs
/

ρ2

)
, r ≥ 0 (18)

respectively. In (17),Q1(·, ·) represents the Marcum Q-function [15, Eq. (2-1-122)].

In (18), β = −r̈µi µi (0), whererµi µi (τ) denotes the autocorrelation function of the

inphase component(i = 1) or the quadrature component(i = 2) of the underlying
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complex Gaussian processµ(t) = µ1(t)+ jµ2(t). For isotropic scattering condi-

tions, one obtainsβ = 2(π fmaxσ0)
2, where fmax denotes the maximum Doppler

frequency. It can be proved that the expressions (16)–(18) represent the PDF, CDF,

and LCR of the channel capacity of the reference model (i.e.,classical Rice chan-

nels). Moreover, it can also easily be proved that the results for the PDF, CDF, and

LCR of the channel capacity of the SOC model as well as reference model approach

to that of the Rayleigh process for the case whenρ → 0.

V. NUMERICAL RESULTS

This section aims at the verification and analysis of the findings of the previous

sections with the help of an SOC-based channel simulator presented in [11, Fig. 1].

The model parameterscn and fn in (1) are calculated using the extended method of

exact Doppler spread (EMEDS) [14] according to

cn = σ0

√
2
N

(19)

fn = fmaxcos

[
2π
N

(
n− 1

4

)]
(20)

respectively, forn = 1,2, ...,N. The results are studied for different values of the

amplitude of the LOS componentρ , especially the Rayleigh channel (i.e.,ρ = 0)

and the Rice channel (forρ = 1 and 2). In order to generate the processµ̂(t), three

different values i.e.,N = 3,5, and 10, were chosen as the number of cisoids in the

SOC model for comparison purposes. The maximum Doppler frequency fmax was

91 Hz, the SNRγs = 15 dB, and the parameterσ0 was chosen to be equal to unity.

Finally, using the SOC-based channel simulator [11, Fig. 1]in conjunction with (8)

the simulation results for the statistical properties of the channel capacitŷC(t) of

multipath fading channels were obtained.

The PDFspξ̂ (t) of the envelopêξ (t) of the SOC model and the reference model

are shown in Fig. A.1 for different values of the number of cisoidsN and the am-

plitude of the LOS componentρ . We have also presented the simulation results

obtained from the SOC-based channel simulator. It can be observed that the results

from the reference model and the SOC model match quite closely as the value of

the parameterN increases. Specifically forN = 10, a very good fitting between the

PDF curves obtained from the reference model and SOC model isobserved. Hence,

the SOC model withN = 10 can be used quite effectively to model Rice channels.

Figures A.2 and A.3 present the PDF and CDF respectively, of the capacity

of multipath fading channels for different values(N) of the number of multipaths
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Figure A.1: The PDFpξ̂ (z) of the envelopêξ (t) of the SOC model for different
values of the number of cisoidsN.
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Figure A.2: The PDFpC(r) of the capacity of multipath fading channels.

(cisoids). It is observed that the number of cisoidsN has a more significant effect on

the capacity of channels with no LOS component (i.e.,ξ̂ (t) for ρ = 0) as compared

to those with the LOS component (e.g.,ρ = 1 and 2). It can also be seen that the

PDF of the channel capacity is more sensitive to the parameter N than the CDF of

the channel capacity. Moreover, the curves in both the figures support the fact that

N = 10 is a suitable value for the SOC model for the analysis of thecapacity of
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Figure A.4: The LCRNC(r) of the capacity of multipath fading channels.

multipath fading channels.

Figures A.4 and A.5 show the LCR and ADF respectively, of the channel ca-

pacity of the reference model and the SOC model. It can be concluded from these

figures that the LCR and ADF of the channel capacity of the SOC model is quite

close to that of the reference model forN ≥ 10. However, it can be seen that the

change in the value of the parameterN has more influence on the LCR than the ADF
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of the channel capacity for low and medium signal levelsr. The correctness of the

theoretical results is verified using the simulations, whereby a very good fitting is

observed.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this article, we have presented the statistical properties of the capacity of the

multipath fading channels represented by an SOC model. We have derived the

exact analytical expressions for the PDF, CDF, LCR, and the ADF of the capacity

of multipath fading channels. We have also presented the theoretical expressions for

the reference model for comparison purposes. All the theoretical results obtained

for the statistical properties of the channel capacity are confirmed with the help of

simulations. We have studied the results for different values of the LOS component

as well as for the SOC model parameterN. We have shown that the results for the

statistical properties of the channel capacity obtained using the SOC model match

quite closely to those of the reference model ifN ≥ 10. It is also observed that the

parameterN has more influence on the statistical properties of the capacity of the

channels with a lower value of the amplitude of the LOS componentρ (e.g.,ρ = 0)

than the channels with higher values ofρ (e.g.,ρ = 2). All the results show that the

presented SOC model with 10 cisoids can be very effectively used for the statistical

analysis of the capacity of multipath fading channels.
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A. A Proof of (14)

Let

I =

∞∫

0

∞∫

−∞

żJ0


2πw

√
(2zln(2)ż)2

4γs(2z−1)
+ θ̇2(2

z−1)
γs


dθ̇dż. (A.1)

By substituting ˙z 2zln(2)
/

γs = Ẋ and
(

2z−1
/

γs
)

2θ̇ = Ẏ, we can write

I =

(
2zln(2)

/
γs
)−2

2
(
2z−1

/
γs
)

∞∫

0

∞∫

−∞

ẊJ0


2πw

√
Ẋ2+Ẏ2

√(
2z−1

/
γs
)


dẎdẊ. (A.2)

Transforming the Cartesian coordinates
(
Ẏ, Ẋ

)
to polar coordinates(x,θ) usingẎ =

xsinθ andẊ = xcosθ allows us to express the equation (A.2) as

I =

(
2zln(2)

/
γs
)−2

2
(

2z−1
/

γs
)

∞∫

0

x2J0


 2πwx√

2z−1
/

γs


dx. (A.3)
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Abstract — In this paper, we have introduced a new channel model referred

to as the Rice-m channel model for frequency non-selective fading channels.

The Rice-mchannel model is defined as the Euclidean norm of a vector process

consisting of2m real-valued non-zero mean Gaussian processes. The general-

ity of this model comes from the fact that it inherently incorporates the classi-

cal Rice channel and the Nakagami-m channel as special cases. The proposed

channel model is employed for the statistical analysis of the received signal

envelope and the channel capacity. We present exact closed-form analytical

expressions for the probability density function (PDF), cumulative distribu-

tion function (CDF), level-crossing rate (LCR), and average duration of fades

(ADF) of both the signal envelope as well as the channel capacity of Rice-m

channels. The results are analyzed for different values of the fading param-

eter m and the mean values of the underlying Gaussian processes. Wewill

show that the statistical properties of the envelope and thecapacity of Rice-m

channels are quite different from those of Nakagami-m channels. Specifically,

Rice-m channels have a higher mean channel capacity and a lower spread of

the channel capacity. The correctness of the theoretical results is verified by

simulations. The importance of this study lies in merging the classical Rice

and Nakagami-mchannel characteristics into a new channel model, which has

thus a higher flexibility than the two former ones.

I. INTRODUCTION

The statistical analysis of the channel capacity of mobile fading channels has been

a very active area of research in the past decade. Especially, since the pioneering

works of Foschini and Gans [5] as well as Telatar [22], numerous articles have been

published dealing with the analysis of the channel capacityof Rayleigh and Ricean

channels [6, 8, 10, 11]. The Rayleigh and Rice distributionsare widely accepted as

suitable frequency-nonselective channel models for modeling the fading behavior in
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dispersive urban environments. However, it has been reported in the literature that it

is very common to come across scenarios where the fading is more (or less severe)

as compared to the Rayleigh fading [3, 4]. Thus, in order to study more realistic

fading scenarios, a more general channel model compared to the Rayleigh model

is required. For this reason, the Nakagami-m process has gained much attention

in recent years due to its flexibility of modeling different fading conditions, math-

ematical ease, and good fitness with experimental data [3, 4,23]. The statistical

analysis of the channel capacity of Nakagami-m channels can be found in [16, 19].

Moreover, in land mobile terrestrial channels, the combined effects of severity of

fading and shadowing on the channel capacity has been studied in [17] by employ-

ing the Nakagami-lognormal channel model. Even with all this research going on,

the communication engineers are still striving to provide abetter description of the

wireless fading channel to provide the basis for a realisticstudy of the performance

of wireless communication systems.

In this article, we have proposed a channel model referred toas the Rice-mchan-

nel model. The novelty in this channel model comes from the assumption that the

underlying random processes in the Nakagami-m channel model are independent

and identically distributed (i.i.d.) Gaussian processes,each with non-zero mean.

Hence, the received signal envelope of the Rice-mchannel is modeled as the square

root of a sum of 2m squared non-zero mean i.i.d. Gaussian processes. The pro-

posed channel model includes the Nakagami-m, Rice, and Rayleigh fading channel

models as special cases. We have derived closed-form analytical expressions for

the statistical properties of both the envelope and the capacity of Rice-m channels.

The analysis of the received signal envelope and the channelcapacity for different

levels of the severity of fading as well as for different meanvalues of the underly-

ing Gaussian processes is presented in this paper. It is observed that the statistics of

the envelope and the channel capacity of Rice-m channels are quite different from

those of the Nakagami-mchannels. The obtained results show that the spread of the

received signal envelope decreases with a decrease in the severity of fading. More-

over, the received signal envelope corresponding to Rice-m channels has a higher

mean value as compared to that of Nakagami-m channels. It is also observed that

the channel capacity of the Nakagami-m channels has a lower mean and broader

spread as compared to that of Rice-m channels. Moreover, at medium and high

signal levels, the ADF of the channel capacity of Nakagami-m channels is higher

than the ADF corresponding to Rice-m channels. In order to check the correctness

of the derived theoretical expressions, we have used a high performance channel

simulator.
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we will briefly de-

scribe the Rice-m channel model. Here, we will also present the PDF and the CDF

of the Rice-m process along with the LCR and the ADF. The statistical properties

of the channel capacity of Rice-mchannels are derived in Section III. In Section IV,

some special cases of the Rice-m process are discussed. Section V deals with the

analysis of the theoretical and simulation results. Finally, the conclusions are pre-

sented in Section VI.

II. THE RICE-m CHANNEL MODEL

Let us consider a vector processX(t) = [x1(t)x2(t) · · · x2m(t)]
T , wherexi(t)

(i = 1,2, ...,2m) are i.i.d. real-valued Gaussian processes with zero-mean and vari-

anceσ2
0 /m and a vectormX = [mx1 mx2 · · · mx2m]

T with real constant entriesmxi

(i = 1,2, ...,2m). Here, 2m≥ 1 is a positive integer and(·)T represents the matrix

transposition. The underlying Gaussian processesxi(t) have the same autocorrela-

tion function (ACF) denoted byrxixi(τ) for i = 1,2, ...,2m. From [23] we know that

the Euclidean norm‖X(t)‖ of the processX(t) follows the Nakagami-m distribu-

tion. The Rice-m process is defined as

χ(t) = ‖X(t)+mX‖

=
√

χ2
1(t)+χ2

2(t)+ · · ·+χ2
2m(t) (1)

whereχi(t) = xi(t)+mxi (i = 1,2, ...,2m). The processχ(t) can be interpreted as

a Rice process of order 2m [21]. Here, the parameterm controls the severity of the

fading. As the value ofm increases, the fading severity decreases and vice versa.

The PDFpχ(z) of the Rice-m processχ(t) is given by [21, Eq. (2.21)]

pχ(z) =
mzm

σ2
0 ρm−1

e
− z2+ρ2

2σ2
0 Im−1

(
zρ m

σ2
0

)
, z≥ 0 (2)

whereρ = ‖mX‖ andIn(·) is the modified Bessel function of the first kind of order

n [7]. By usingm= 1 in (2), it can be observed that the PDFpχ(z) reduces to the

classical Rice distribution given by [12, Eq. (6-74)]. Moreover, by using the small

argument representation of the modified Bessel function [1,Eq. (9.6.7)], it can be

proved that forρ → 0 the PDFpχ(z) is equal to the Nakagami-m distribution pre-

sented in [12, Eq. (4-45)]. Similarly, form= 1 andρ → 0 in (2), the Rayleigh

distribution is obtained. It can be seen here that the mean values of the underly-

ing Gaussian processesxi(t) (i = 1,2, ...,2m) control the parameterρ . Hence, by

increasing the mean values of the underlying Gaussian processes, the value ofρ in-

creases and vice versa. The CDFFχ(r) of the Rice-m processχ(t) can be obtained
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usingFχ(z) =
∫ z

0 pχ(x)dx. The expression for the CDFFχ(z) can be found in [21,

Eq. (2.22)].

One of the most important characteristic statistical quantities of fading channels

is the LCR, which provides an insight into the fading rate of the channel. The LCR

is defined as the average number of up-crossings (or down crossings) of the received

signal envelope through a certain threshold in a time duration of one second [13].

In order to find the LCR of the Rice-m channel, we need the joint PDFpχχ̇(z, ż) of

χ(t) and its time derivativėχ(t) at the same point in time. Throughout this paper,

we will represent the time derivative of a process by a raiseddot. The joint PDF

pχχ̇(z, ż) can be found using a similar procedure found in [2] as

pχχ̇(z, ż) =
mzm√

2πβσ2
0ρm−1

e−
ż2
2β e

− z2+ρ2

2σ2
0/m Im−1

(
zρ m

σ2
0

)

= pχ(z)

√
1

2πβ
e−

ż2
2β , z≥ 0, |ż|< ∞ (3)

whereβ = −r̈xixi (0). Under the assumption of isotropic scattering, the quantity

β is given by 2(πσ0 fmax)
2 /m [13]. Here, fmax represents the maximum Doppler

frequency. The LCRNχ(r) of the Rice-m processχ(t) can be obtained by using

[20]

Nχ(r) =

∞∫

0

ż pχχ̇(r, ż)dż (4)

as follows

Nχ(r) =

√
β
2π

pχ(z), r ≥ 0. (5)

The ADF of the received signal envelope in a fading channel represents the average

duration of time over which the signal is below a certain threshold level. It can be

expressed as [9, Eq. (1.3-41)]

Tχ(r) =
Fχ(r)

Nχ(r)
(6)

whereFχ(r) andNχ(r) are given by [21, Eq. (2.22)] and (5). In the next section, we

will study the statistical properties of the capacity of Rice-m channels.
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III. STATISTICAL PROPERTIES OF THECAPACITY OF RICE-m CHANNELS

The instantaneous capacityC(t) of Rice-m channels can be expressed as [5]

C(t) = log2

(
1+ γsχ2(t)

)
(bits/s/Hz) (7)

whereγs denotes the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). The above expression can be con-

sidered as a mapping of a random processχ(t) to another random processC(t).

Hence, the statistical properties of the channel capacity can be found with the help

of the statistical properties of the processχ(t). In order to find the PDF of the

channel capacity, we first need to find the PDFpχ2(z) of the processχ2(t), which

can be achieved by using the relationpχ2(z) = pχ(
√

z)
/

2
√

z. Thereafter, the PDF

pC(r) of the channel capacityC(t) is obtained using the concept of transformation

of random variables [12] as

pC(r) =
2r ln(2)

γs
pχ2

(
2r −1

γs

)

=
2r ln(2)(2r −1)

m−1
2

(ρ2γs)
m−1

2 2γsσ2
0 /m

Im−1

(√
(2r −1)ρ2

σ4
0 γs
/

m2

)
e
− 2r−1+γsρ2

2σ2
0 γs/m , r ≥ 0. (8)

The CDFFC(r) of the channel capacityC(t) can now be obtained by solving the

following integral [12]

FC(r) =

r∫

0

pC(z)dz. (9)

By inserting the expression of the PDFpC(r) from (8) in (9) allows us to express

the CDFFC(r) as

FC(r) = 1−Qm

(√
mρ
σ0

,

√
(2r −1)

σ2
0γs/m

)
, r ≥ 0 (10)

whereQm(·, ·) represents the Marcum Q-function [15, Eq. (2-1-122)]. Analogously

to (4), the LCRNC(r) of the channel capacityC(t) is defined as

NC(r) =

∞∫

0

ż pCĊ(r, ż)dż, r ≥ 0 (11)

where pCĊ(z, ż) denotes the joint PDF of the channel capacityC(t) and its time

derivativeĊ(t). Using (3) and by applying the concept of transformation of random

variables, we can express the joint PDFpCĊ(z, ż) as
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pCĊ(z, ż) =

(
2zln(2)

γs

)2

pχ2χ̇2

(
2z−1

γs
,
2zżln(2)

γs

)

=

(
2zln(2)

γs

)2 m
(

2r −1
/

γs
)m

2 −1

4σ2
0 ρm−1

√
2πβ

e
− 2z−1+γsρ2

2σ2
0 γs/m e−

(2zżln(2))2

8β (2z−1)γs Im−1

(√
(2z−1)ρ2

σ4
0γs
/

m2

)

(12)

for z≥ 0 and|ż| < ∞. By substituting (12) in (11), the resulting expression of the

LCR NC(r) can be presented in closed form as

NC(r) =

√
β
2π

m
(

2r −1
/

γs
)m/2

σ2
0ρm−1

e
− 2r−1+γsρ2

2σ2
0 γs/m Im−1

(√
(2r −1)ρ2

σ4
0γs
/

m2

)
, r ≥ 0. (13)

Finally, the ADFTC(r) of the channel capacityC(t) can be obtained using

TC(r) =
FC(r)
NC(r)

(14)

whereFC(r) andNC(r) are given by (10) and (13), respectively.

IV. SPECIAL CASES OF THERICE-m CHANNEL MODEL

In this section, we will discuss some of the special cases of the Rice-m channel

model. We will present the conditions in which the statistical properties of the ca-

pacity of Rice-m channels are equal to that of the Nakagami-m, Rice, and Rayleigh

channels. To the best of our knowledge the analytical expressions for the PDF, CDF,

and LCR of the channel capacity of classical Rice and Nakagami-mchannels are not

published in the literature.

A. The Rice Channel

The Rice-m channel model reduces to the classical Rice channel model for the

special case whenm= 1. Hence, by settingm to 1 in (8), (10), and (13), the PDF,

CDF, and LCR of the capacity of the Rice-m channel can be expressed as

pC(r) |m=1 =
2r ln(2)

2γsσ2
0

e
− 2r−1+γsρ2

2σ2
0γs I0

(√
(2r −1)ρ2

σ4
0 γs

)
, r ≥ 0 (15)

FC(r) |m=1 = 1−Q1

(
ρ
σ0

,

√
(2r −1)

σ2
0 γs

)
, r ≥ 0 (16)
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and

NC(r) |m=1 =

√
(2r −1)β
π2σ4

0γs
e
− 2r−1+γsρ2

2σ2
0 γs I0

(√
(2r −1)

σ4
0γs
/

ρ2

)
, r ≥ 0 (17)

respectively. The expressions presented in (15)–(17) correspond to the statistical

properties of the capacity of Rice channels.

B. The Nakagami-m Channel

Let ρ → 0, then the Rice-mchannel reduces to the Nakagami-mchannel. In this

case, the PDF, CDF, and LCR of the capacity of the Rice-m channel can be written

as

pC(r)
∣∣ρ→0 =

2r ln(2)mm

γsΓ(m)Ωm

(
2r −1

γs

)m−1

e−
m(2r−1)

Ωγs , r ≥ 0 (18)

FC(r)
∣∣ρ→0 = 1−

Γ
(

m, m(2r−1)
Ωγs

)

Γ(m)
, r ≥ 0 (19)

and

NC(r)
∣∣ρ→0 =

2
√

β
(
2r −1

/
γs
)m− 1

2

√
2π Γ(m)

(
Ω
/

m
)m e−

m(2r−1)
Ωγs , r ≥ 0 (20)

respectively. Starting from the Nakagami-m channel, it can be proved that (18),

(19), and (20) indeed correspond to the PDF, CDF, and LCR, respectively, of the

channel capacity of Nakagami-m channels. Hence, the statistical properties of the

capacity of Rice-m channels approach to that of Nakagami-mchannels asρ → 0.

C. The Rayleigh Channel

The Rice-mchannel equals the Rayleigh channel ifm= 1 andρ → 0. Hence, the

expressions for the PDF, CDF, and LCR of the capacity of Rayleigh channels can

be obtained as a special case of the previously derived expressions in (8), (10), and

(13), respectively, by settingm= 1 andρ → 0. The expressions for the PDF, CDF,

and LCR of the capacity of Rayleigh channels can be found in [18, Eqs. (23–25)],

respectively.

V. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section, we will discuss the analytical results obtained in the previous sec-

tions. The validity of the analytical results will be verified with the help of simu-

lations. For comparison purposes, we have also shown the results of some special

cases, such as Nakagami-mchannels(ρ → 0), Rice channels(m= 1), and Rayleigh

channels(ρ → 0, m= 1). In order to generate the Gaussian distributed waveforms

xi(t) (i = 1,2, ...,2m), we have employed the sum-of-sinusoids model [13]. The
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model parameters were calculated using the generalized method of exact Doppler

spread (GMEDS1) [14]. The number of sinusoids for the generation of Gaussian

distributed waveformsxi(t) was chosen to beNi = 29+ i for i = 1,2, ...,2m. The

maximum Doppler frequencyfmax was 91 Hz, the SNRγs was equal to 15 dB, and

the parameterσ0 was set to unity. Finally, using (1) and (7) the simulation results

for the statistical properties of the channel capacityC(t) of Rice-m channelsχ(t)
were obtained.

The PDFpχ(x) of the Rice-m processesχ(t) is shown in Fig. B.1 for different

values of the fading parameterm and the parameterρ . It can be seen that for any

value ofm, increasing the value ofρ increases the spread of the PDF of Rice-m

processesχ(t). However, for any value ofρ , an increase in the severity of fading

(i.e., decreasing the value of the parameterm) increases the spread of the PDF. The

PDF pC(r) of the capacityC(t) of Rice-m channelsχ(t) is presented in Fig. B.2.

It is observed that for any value ofρ , a decrease in the severity of fading (i.e., in-

creasing the value of the parameterm) results in an increase in the mean channel

capacity for small values ofm, saym≤ 4. However, for large values ofm, the

severity of fading has no influence on the mean channel capacity. Figure B.3 illus-

trates the same effect, where the mean channel capacity is plotted in terms of the

fading parameterm for two different values ofρ . It is also clear from Fig. B.3 that

Nakagami-m channels have a lower mean channel capacity as compared to Rice-m

channels. Figure B.2 is also helpful for understanding the relationship between the

spread of the channel capacity and the severity of fading fordifferent values of the
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parameterρ . It can be noticed that increasing the value ofmdecreases the spread of

the channel capacity. It is also observed that the capacity of Nakagami-m channels

has a broader spread as compared to the Rice-m channels(ρ = 2). The LCR of

the channel capacity is studied in Fig. B.4. It is observed that for any value ofρ , a

decrease in the severity of fading decreases the LCR of the channel capacity. More-

over, at higher signal levels, we can observe that Rice-m channels have a higher

LCR of the channel capacity as compared to that of Nakagami-m channels. Fur-
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thermore, the maximum value of the LCR of the capacity of Nakagami-m channels

is higher as compared to that of Rice-m channels.

Finally, the ADF of the channel capacity is shown in Fig. B.5.It can be seen

that for any value ofρ , the channels with high values ofm have a higher ADF of

the channel capacity and vice versa. It is also observed thatfor medium and higher

signal levelsr, channels with low values ofρ have a higher ADF of the channel

capacity. However, at low signal levels, the value of the parameterρ does not have
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a significant influence on the ADF of the channel capacity. Similar observations

have been made for the ADF of Rice and Rayleigh channels in [13, p. 45].

VI. CONCLUSION

In this article, we have proposed a general channel model referred to as the Rice-m

channel model. The proposed channel model assumes that the underlying Gaussian

processes in the Nakagami-m channel model have non-zero mean values. The re-

ceived signal envelope in the Rice-m channel model is obtained as the square root

of a sum of 2m squared non-zero mean i.i.d. Gaussian processes. The general-

ity of the channel model comes from the fact that it contains Rice, Rayleigh, and

Nakagami-m channels as special cases. We have derived exact analyticalclosed-

form expressions for the statistical properties of the envelope and the channel ca-

pacity of Rice-m channels. Our study shows that the mean value of the underlying

Gaussian processes and the severity of fading have a significant influence on the

statistical properties of the channel capacity. Specifically, we have observed that

increasing the mean values of the underlying Gaussian processes (or decreasing

the severity of fading) increases the mean channel capacity. While, the spread of

the channel capacity decreases. Moreover at higher signal levels, the LCR of the

channel capacity of Nakagami-m channels is lower as compared to that of Rice-m

channels. The ADF of the channel capacity of Nakagami-m channels on the other

hand, is higher for medium and high signal levels as comparedto that of Rice-m

channels. However, the mean values of the underlying Gaussian processes have no

influence on the ADF of the channel capacity at low signal levels. The correctness

of the theoretical results is confirmed by simulations.
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Abstract — This paper1 studies the influence of shadowing on the statistical

properties of the channel capacity. The problem is addressed by using a Suzuki

process as an appropriate statistical channel model for land mobile terrestrial

channels. Using this model, exact solutions for the probability density function

(PDF), cumulative distribution function (CDF), level-crossing rate (LCR), and

average duration of fades (ADF) of the channel capacity are derived. The re-

sults are studied for different levels of shadowing, corresponding to different

terrestrial environments. It is observed that the shadowing effect has a signifi-

cant influence on the variance and the maximum value of the PDFand LCR of

the channel capacity, but it has almost no impact on the mean capacity of the

channel. The correctness of the theoretical results is confirmed by simulation

using a stochastic channel simulator based on the sum-of-sinusoids principle.

Keywords—Land mobile terrestrial channels, channel capacity, shadowing ef-

fects, lognormal process, Suzuki process, level-crossingrate, average duration of

fades.

I. INTRODUCTION

The channel capacity can be considered as a measure of how much information can

be transmitted over a channel with a negligible probabilityof error [8]. The pre-

cise knowledge of the statistical properties of the channelcapacity is indispensable

for the development of future mobile communication systems. While studying the

1The material in this paper is based on “The Impact of Shadowing on the Capacity of Mobile
Fading Channels”, by Gulzaib Rafiq and Matthias Pätzold which appeared in the proceedings of 4th
IEEE International Symposium on Wireless Communication Systems, ISWCS 2007, Trondheim,
Norway, October 2007.
c© 2007 IEEE.
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capacity of mobile fading channels, the dynamic behavior ofthe channel is gen-

erally ignored. However, for the development of future optimized heterogeneous

multiuser communication networks, it is important to know how fast the channel

capacity changes with time. Therefore, studies pertainingto unveil the dynamics of

the channel capacity can be very helpful to achieve higher data rates while keep-

ing the probability of error as low as possible. In mobile communication systems,

the LCR and ADF of the channel capacity are important characteristic quantities

which provide insight into the dynamic behavior of the channel capacity [7], [4].

The LCR of the channel capacity describes the average numberof up-crossings (or

down-crossings) of the capacity through a fixed level withina time interval of one

second. Analogously, the ADF of the channel capacity is the expected value of the

length of the time intervals in which the capacity is below a given level [7, 4, 6].

The random amplitude fluctuations of the received signal canbe modeled using

an appropriate stochastic process. It has widely been accepted that for urban and

suburban areas, where the line-of-sight (LOS) signal component is blocked by ob-

stacles, the Rayleigh process is a suitable stochastic process to model the channel

[21, 11, 12]. In rural regions, however, the LOS component isoften a part of the

received signal, so that the Rice process is an appropriate choice for modeling such

channels. The validity of Rayleigh and Rice channel models is limited to small ar-

eas having dimensions in the order of a few tens of wavelengths. The local mean

of the received signal envelope remains approximately constant in these areas [10].

The local mean, however, fluctuates in large areas due to shadowing effects. It has

widely been reported in the literature that shadowing can adequately be modeled by

a lognormal process [5, 1, 18, 9]. Therefore, for the case of land mobile terrestrial

channels, a Suzuki process is considered to be a more suitable statistical channel

model [15]. The Suzuki process is generated by taking the product of a Rayleigh

and a lognormal process [20]. The analysis of the PDF, CDF, LCR, and ADF of the

channel capacity of fast fading channels, like Rayleigh channels can be found, e.g.,

in [7, 4, 6], [19], [3]. However, there is a lack of information regarding the com-

bined effects of shadowing and fast fading on the channel capacity. The purpose of

this paper is to close this gap by using a Suzuki process as an appropriate channel

model.

The paper studies the influence of shadowing on the channel capacity. In par-

ticular, we have derived analytical expressions for the PDF, CDF, LCR, and ADF

of the capacity of Suzuki channels. Previous studies show that the shadow standard

deviation can have a wide range of values depending on the terrestrial environment

[5]. Therefore, it is important to study the statistical properties of the channel capac-
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ity for different values of the shadow standard deviation. Our analysis has revealed

that the variance and the maximum value of the PDF and LCR of the channel capac-

ity, respectively, are highly influenced by the shadow standard deviation. However,

this parameter has nearly no effect on the mean channel capacity.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, wereview briefly

the Suzuki process. The statistical properties of the channel capacity for this model

are analyzed in Section 3. Section 4 introduces some specialcases of the presented

channel model. The simulation model used to verify the theoretical results is intro-

duced in Section 5. In Section 6, the theoretical and simulation results are discussed.

Finally, the conclusions are given in Section 7.

II. THE SUZUKI CHANNEL MODEL

In this section, we will describe the Suzuki processη(t), which is considered as a

proper statistical channel model for our problem. The Suzuki process is defined by

[20]

η(t) = ζ (t) ·λ (t) (1)

whereζ (t) represents a Rayleigh process andλ (t) denotes a lognormal process.

The Rayleigh processζ (t) can be described as

ζ (t) = |µ(t)| (2)

whereµ(t) is a complex Gaussian process, i.e.,

µ(t) = µ1(t)+ jµ2(t). (3)

In (3), µ1(t) andµ2(t) are uncorrelated zero-mean real-valued Gaussian processes

with identical variancesσ2
0 . Under the assumption of isotropic scattering, the au-

tocorrelation function (ACF)rµµ(τ) of the complex Gaussian processµ(t) is given

by [14]

rµµ(τ) = rµ1µ1(τ)+ rµ2µ2(τ) (4)

where

rµi µi(τ) = σ2
0J0(2π fmaxτ) , i = 1,2. (5)

In (5), J0(·) denotes the 0th-order Bessel function of the first kind,rµi µi(τ) is the

ACF of the processµi(t), and fmax represents the maximum Doppler frequency.

The lognormal processλ (t) in (1) can be expressed as

λ (t) = 10[σLν3(t)+mL]/20 (6)
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whereν3(t) is a zero-mean real-valued Gaussian process with unit variance. The

third Gaussian processν3(t) is statistically independent of the other two Gaussian

processesµ1(t) andµ2(t). The parametersσL andmL are called the shadow stan-

dard deviation and the area mean, respectively. It has been observed that the shadow

standard deviation depends on the terrestrial environment[5]. Specifically, it has

been shown in [5] thatσL = 4.3 dB can be chosen as a suitable value for urban

environments, whereasσL = 7.5 dB is an appropriate value for suburban areas. The

PDF pλ (z) of the lognormal processλ (t) is given by

pλ (z) =
20√

2π ln(10)σLz
e
− (20log(z)−mL)

2

2σ2
L , z≥ 0. (7)

For the spectral shape of the processν3(t) in (6), we have assumed a Gaussian

power spectral density (PSD) given by [15], [17]

Sν3ν3
( f ) =

1√
2πσc

e
− f2

2σ2
c (8)

whereσc is related to the 3 dB cutoff frequencyfc by fc=σc
√

2ln(2). It is assumed

that fc is much smaller thanfmax, i.e., κc = fmax/ fc ≫ 1. The inverse Fourier

transform ofSν3ν3
( f ) in (8) results in the ACFrν3ν3

(τ) of the processν3(t) as

rν3ν3
(τ) = e−2(πσcτ)2. (9)

The time derivative of the Suzuki processη(t) is represented bẏη(t).2 In order to

analyze the statistical properties of the Suzuki channel capacity (see Section 3), it

is necessary to find the joint PDFpη2η̇2(z, ż) of η2(t) andη̇2(t). This problem can

be solved by first finding the joint PDFpηη̇ (z, ż) of η(t) andη̇(t) at the same time

t. Thereafter, using the obtained expression forpηη̇(z, ż), the joint PDFpη2η̇2(z, ż)

can be found by applying the concept of transformation of random variables [13].

After some algebraic manipulations on the results found in [15], the PDFpη(z) of

η(t) can be written as

pη(z) =
20·z

ln(10)
√

2πσ2
0 σL

∞∫

0

1
y3 ·e

−
(

z√
2σ0y

)2

e
−
(

20log(y)−mL√
2σL

)2

dy, z≥ 0. (10)

2Throughout this paper, we will represent the time derivative of a process by an overdot.
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Similarly, the joint PDFpηη̇ (z, ż) can be expressed as [15]

pηη̇ (z, ż) =
20·z

2π ln(10)
√

βσ2
0 σL

∞∫

0

e
−
(

z√
2σ0y

)2

e
−
(

20log(y)−mL√
2σL

)2

y4K(z,y)
e
−
(

ż√
2βyK(z,y)

)2

dy,

z≥ 0, |ż|< ∞ (11a)

where

K(z,y) =

√

1+
γ
β

(
zσL ln(10)

20y

)2

(11b)

and

β = −r̈µi µi(0) = 2(π fmaxσ0)
2 , i = 1,2 (11c)

γ = −r̈ν3ν3
(0) = (2πσc)

2 . (11d)

Here,β represents the negative curvature of the ACFrµi µi
(τ) of µi (t) at the origin

[14], i.e.,

β = − d2

dτ2 rµi µi
(τ)
∣∣∣∣
τ=0

=−r̈µi µi(0), i = 1,2. (12)

In accordance with (12), the parameterγ is defined.

In order to find the joint PDFpη2η̇2(z, ż), the concept of transform-ation of

random variables [13] is applied. Hence, by using the relationshippη2η̇2(z, ż) =

(1/4z)× pηη̇(
√

z, ż/2
√

z), we can write by using (11a)

pη2η̇2(z, ż) =
5
/√

βz

2π ln(10)σ2
0σL

∞∫

0

e
−
( √

z√
2σ0y

)2

e
−
(

20log(y)−mL√
2σL

)2

y4K(
√

z,y)
e
−
(

ż√
8βzyK(

√
z,y)

)2

dy

z≥ 0, |ż|< ∞. (13)

The expression forpη2η̇2(z, ż) in (13) will be used in the next section for the calcu-

lation of the LCR of the channel capacity. From (13), it can beobserved thatη2(t)

andη̇2(t) are not statistically independent processes, since their joint PDF cannot

be written as a product of the marginal PDFspη2(z) andpη̇2(ż). By using (13) in

pη2(z) =
∫ ∞
−∞ pη2η̇2(z, ż)dż, the PDFpη2(z) of η2(t) can be written as

pη2(z) =
10√

2π ln(10)σ2
0σL

∞∫

0

e
−
( √

z√
2σ0y

)2

e
−
(

20log(y)−mL√
2σL

)2

y3 dy, z≥ 0. (14)
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The formula presented above will be used in the next section to calculate the PDF

of the channel capacity.

III. STATISTICAL PROPERTIES OF THECAPACITY OF SUZUKI CHANNELS

In this section, we will first introduce the capacity of the channel described by

Suzuki processes. Thereafter, the expressions for the statistical properties of the

channel capacity will be derived using the results obtainedin the previous section.

The expression for the channel capacityC(t) of an additive white Gaussian noise

(AWGN) channel can be written using the Shannon capacity formula [2] as

C(t) = log2

(
1+ γs|H(t)|2

)
(bits/sec/Hz) (15)

where the quantityγs is the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). In (15),H(t) represents

the random complex channel gain described using any suitable stochastic channel

model. In this article, we have represented the random channel H(t) by a Suzuki

processη(t). From the fact that the Suzuki processη(t) is a real-valued random

process, the instantaneous capacity of the Suzuki channel in (15) can be expressed

as

C(t) = log2

(
1+ γsη2(t)

)
. (16)

The expression presented in (16) can be considered as a mapping of the random

processη(t) to another random processC(t). Therefore, by applying the concept of

transformation of random variables [13], the PDFpC,η(r) of the channel capacity

C(t) can be written by substituting (14) in the expressionpC,η(r) = (2r ln(2)/γs)×
pη2 (2r −1/γs) as

pC,η(r) =
2r ln(2)10√

2π ln(10)γsσ2
0σL

∞∫

0

e
−
( √

2r−1√
2γsσ0y

)2

e
−
(

20log(y)−mL√
2σL

)2

y3 dy, r ≥ 0. (17)

The CDF FC,η(r) of the channel capacityC(t) can now be expressed by using

FC,η(r) =
∫ r

0 pC,η(x)dxas

FC,η(r) =
20√

2π ln(10)σL

∞∫

0

1
y
·e

−
(

20log(y)−mL√
2 σL

)2[
1−e

−
( √

2r−1√
2γsσ0y

)2
]

dy, r ≥ 0. (18)

The LCRNC,η(r) of the channel capacityC(t) is defined as [7]
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NC,η(r) =

∞∫

0

żpCĊ,η(r, ż)dż, r ≥ 0. (19)

Thus, in order to find the LCRNC,η(r), the joint PDFpCĊ,η(z, ż) of C(t) and

Ċ(t) is required. Applying the concept of transformation of random variables [13],

pCĊ,η(z, ż) can be expressed after substituting (13) inpCĊ,η(z, ż) = (2zln(2)/γs)
2×

pη2η̇2 (2z−1/γs,2zżln(2)/γs) as

pCĊ,η(z, ż) =
5× (2zln(2))2

2π
√

2z−1 ln(10)γ
3
2
s
√

βσ2
0 σL

∞∫

0

e
−
( √

2z−1√
2γsσ0y

)2

y4K
(√

2z−1
γs

,y
)e

−
(

20log(y)−mL√
2σL

)2

×e
−



 ż(2z ln(2))

y
√

8βγs(2z−1)K

(√
2z−1

γs ,y

)




2

dy, z≥ 0, |ż|< ∞ (20)

whereK (·, ·) is the function introduced in (11b).

After substituting (20) in (19) and carrying out some algebraic calculations, we

obtain

NC,η(r) =
20
√

β (2r −1)

2π ln(10)
√γsσ2

0 σL

∞∫

0

e
−
( √

2r−1√
2γsσ0y

)2

e
−
(

20log(y)−mL√
2σL

)2

y2 K

(√
2r −1

γs
,y

)
dy,

r ≥ 0. (21)

Due to the quantityβ , appearing in the numerator of (21), it is observed that the

LCR NC,η(r) of the channel capacityC(t) is proportional to the maximum Doppler

frequencyfmax. This can be seen by replacingβ in (21) by the expression presented

in (11c). Thus, by normalizingNC,η(r) on fmax, the influence of the mobile speed

on the LCR can be removed.

Finally, from (18) and (21), the ADFTC,η(r) of the channel capacityC(t) can

be obtained using [7]

TC,η(r) =
FC,η(r)

NC,η(r)
. (22)

IV. SPECIAL CASES OF THESUZUKI CHANNEL MODEL

In this section, we will derive the statistical properties of the channel capacity of

Rayleigh and lognormal processes. It will be shown that the corresponding statis-

tical quantities like the PDF, CDF, LCR, and ADF of the channel capacity can be

obtained as special cases of the respective results derivedfor Suzuki processes in
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the previous section. The detailed discussion on the relationships between the sta-

tistical properties of channel capacity of Suzuki, Rayleigh, and lognormal processes

can be found in Section 6.

A. The Channel Capacity of Rayleigh Processes

Let σL → 0 andmL = 1 (unit area mean), then the PDF, CDF, and LCR of the

channel capacity of Suzuki channels can be written as

pC,η(r)

∣∣∣∣σL→0
mL=1

=
2r ln(2)

2γsσ2
0

e
−
(

2r−1
2γsσ2

0

)

, r ≥ 0 (23)

FC,η(r)

∣∣∣∣σL→0
mL=1

= 1−e
−
(

2r−1
2γsσ2

0

)

, r ≥ 0 (24)

and

NC,η(r)

∣∣∣∣σL→0
mL=1

=
1

σ2
0

√
β (2r −1)

2πγs
e
−
(

2r−1
2γsσ2

0

)

, r ≥ 0 (25)

respectively. It can be observed that the expressions presented above correspond to

those known for the channel capacity of Rayleigh channels [7]. Hence, the Rayleigh

process is a special case of the Suzuki process whenσL → 0 andmL = 1.

B. The Channel Capacity of Lognormal Processes

In order to derive the expressions for the statistical properties of the capacity

of lognormal channels, a similar procedure can be applied asdeveloped here for

Suzuki channels. By using the result for the joint PDFpλλ̇ (z, ż) of λ (t) andλ̇ (t)
in [15] and following similar steps from (13) to (21), the expressions for the PDF,

CDF, and LCR of the capacity of lognormal channels can be expressed as

pC,λ (r) =
2r ln(2)10√

2π ln(10)(2r −1)σL
e
−




20log

(√
2r−1

γs

)
−mL

√
2σL




2

, r ≥ 0 (26)

FC,λ (r) =
ln(2)10√

2π ln(10)σL

r∫

0

2x

(2x−1)
·e

−




20log

(√
2x−1

γs

)
−mL

√
2σL




2

dx, r ≥ 0 (27)

and

NC,λ (r) =
√γ
2π

e
−




20log

(√
2r−1

γs

)
−mL

√
2σL




2

, r ≥ 0 (28)
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respectively. Furthermore, the ADF of the capacity of lognormal channels can be

found using (22), (27), and (28). Alternatively, one can show that the expressions

(26)–(28) can be obtained by settingσ2
0 = 0 in (17)–(21).

V. THE SIMULATION MODEL

In this section, the analytical results derived in the previous section will be verified

by simulation. We have employed a stochastic channel simulator based on the sum-

of-sinusoids principle [14]. The resulting structure of the simulation model for

the analysis of the capacity of Suzuki channels is shown in Fig. C.1. Here, the

hat(ˆ) symbolizes the fact that the underlying stochastic processes are modeled by

( )

2010

2

2log (1 )s

1,1c

ˆ( )t

3,2 3,2 )cos(2 tf

3,1 3,1)cos(2 tf
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Figure C.1: The stochastic simulation model for the capacity analysis of Suzuki
channels.

applying the sum-of-sinusoids method with constant gainsci,n, constant frequencies

fi,n, and random phasesθi,n, respectively. The phasesθi,n are independent and

identically distributed (i.i.d.) random variables, each having a uniform distribution

over the interval (0,2π ]. For the stochastic processesµ̂1(t) and µ̂2(t) in Fig. C.1,

the parametersfi,n andci,n are calculated using the generalized method of exact

Doppler spread (GMEDS1) [16]. Whereas, for the stochastic processν̂3(t), these

parameters are calculated by applying the modified method ofequal areas (MMEA)

[17]. In Fig. C.1, the mapping of the Suzuki processη̂(t) to the capacityĈ(t) is
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also shown. Finally, by using this model, all simulation results presented in the next

section are obtained by averaging over 15 sample functions of the capacityĈ(t).

VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section, we will discuss the analytical and simulation results for the statistical

properties of the channel capacity. In order to illustrate the influence of the shadow-

ing effect on the statistics of the channel capacity, we havetaken into account differ-

ent values ofσL, ranging from 1 dB to 10 dB. We have also included some special

cases, e.g., Rayleigh fading(σL → 0 dB) and lognormal fading(σ2
0 = 0), in our

study for comparison purposes. Moreover, the results obtained forσL = 4.3 dB (ur-

ban environment [5]) andσL = 7.5 dB (suburban environment [5]) are also shown.

For the simulation model presented in Fig. C.1, we have usedN1 = 30, N2 = 31,

andN3 = 32. The maximum Doppler frequencyfmax was chosen to be 91 Hz. The

value for the parameterκc was taken as 5 and the value forσ2
0 and area meanmL

was set to unity. Unless otherwise stated, the value of the SNR γs was set to 25 dB.

Firstly, the PDFs of the lognormal and Suzuki processes are shown in Figs. C.2

and C.3, respectively. These figures demonstrate that the shadow standard deviation

σL has a dominant effect on the spread and the peak value of the PDFs of these

processes. The PDF and CDF of the capacity of the Suzuki process are presented

in Figs. C.4 and C.5, respectively. Results for the special cases, i.e., forσL → 0 dB

andσ2
0 = 0, are also shown in these figures. From these results it can beobserved

that, as the value ofσL approaches 0 dB, the statistics of the capacity of the Suzuki
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process approaches the statistics of the capacity of the Rayleigh process.

The mean capacityE [C(t)] of the Suzuki process is shown in Fig. C.6 for dif-

ferent values of the SNRγs. From Figs. C.4 and C.6, it can easily be seen that the

shadow standard deviationσL has nearly no influence on the mean capacity of the

Suzuki process. The variance of the channel capacity is presented in Fig. C.7. It

is quite evident that an increase in the shadow standard deviationσL increases the

variance of the channel capacity. This observation is in accordance with the results
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presented in Fig. C.4. Similarly, the same effect can be observed by increasing the

value of the SNRγs. In Figs. C.8 and C.9, the normalized LCR and ADF of the

channel capacity are shown, respectively. It can be observed that the Rayleigh and

lognormal processes set an upper and a lower bound, respectively, on the LCR of

the capacity of the Suzuki process. For low and medium signallevelsr, the LCR

of the capacity of the lognormal process is lower than the LCRof the capacity of

the Suzuki and Rayleigh processes. However, for high signallevelsr, the LCR of
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the capacity of the lognormal process is higher than that of the Suzuki and Rayleigh

processes. Analogously, the converse statement is true forthe ADF of the channel

capacity. It is also observed from Figs. C.4 and C.8 that increasing the value of the

shadow standard deviationσL results in an increase of the spread of the PDF and

LCR of the channel capacity, where the peak value of these quantities decreases.

From the results presented in Figs. C.4–C.9, we gain an insight into how the statis-

tics of the Suzuki channel capacity approaches those of the Rayleigh and lognormal
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channels.

VII. CONCLUSION

In all results presented here, the simulation results are found to be in a very good

correspondence with the analytical results. In this paper,we have studied the statis-

tical properties of the capacity of Suzuki channels. We havederived exact analytical

expressions for the PDF, CDF, LCR, and ADF of the channel capacity. Moreover,

the influence of shadowing on the statistics of the channel capacity has been inves-

tigated. It has been observed that the variance and the maximum value of the PDF

and LCR of the channel capacity, respectively, are highly influenced by the shadow

standard deviation. It has been shown that as the value of shadow standard deviation

increases the variance of the channel capacity increases. However, this parameter

has only a minor effect on the mean channel capacity. It has also been observed

that as the shadow standard deviation approaches 0 dB, the statistics of the channel

capacity of Suzuki channels approaches to that of Rayleigh channels. Findings of

this paper are helpful for analyzing the dynamic behavior ofthe channel capacity

for land mobile terrestrial channels in different terrestrial environments. The the-

oretical results obtained have been verified by simulations, where the simulation

results match the theoretical expectations very closely.
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Abstract — This paper deals with the study of the statistical properties of

the capacity of Nakagami-lognormal (NLN) channels for various fading envi-

ronments. Specifically, the impact of shadowing and the severity of fading on

the channel capacity is investigated. We have derived analytical expressions

for the probability density function (PDF), cumulative distribution function

(CDF), level-crossing rate (LCR), and average duration of fades (ADF) of the

channel capacity. These results are analyzed for differentlevels of shadow-

ing and for various fading conditions, corresponding to different terrestrial

environments. It is observed that the severity of fading andshadowing has a

significant influence on the spread and the maximum value of the PDF and

LCR of the channel capacity. Moreover, it is also observed that if the fading

gets less severe as compared to the Rayleigh fading, the meanchannel capacity

increases. However, the shadowing effect has no impact on the mean channel

capacity. The validity of all analytical results is confirmed by simulations.

I. INTRODUCTION

Even after decades of research, the researchers of future mobile communication

systems are still aiming to provide solutions to attain the maximum possible in-

formation transfer rate in communication links. Keeping the probability of error

negligible, the maximum attainable information transfer rate over a channel is re-

ferred to as the channel capacity [9]. Due to the time-varying nature of mobile

communication channels, the channel capacity is a random process. Thus, to cope

with the high data rate requirements of new mobile communication systems, the

analysis of the dynamic behavior of the channel capacity is inevitable. The statisti-

cal characterization of the channel capacity can be done with the help of the mean,

variance, PDF, and CDF of the channel capacity [10]. However, these statistics do
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not provide any insight into the temporal behavior of the channel capacity. In order

to get the information pertaining to the fading behavior of the channel capacity, the

LCR and the ADF of the channel capacity can be studied [8, 4]. The LCR of the

channel capacity is a quantity that describes the average number of times the ran-

dom capacity crosses a certain threshold level from up to down (or vice versa) per

second. Whereas the ADF is defined as the expected value of thetime period over

which the channel capacity is below a certain threshold level [8, 7].

For land mobile terrestrial channels, the Suzuki process isconsidered to be a

more appropriate channel model as the Rayleigh or Rice process [14]. A Suzuki

process can be expressed as a product of a Rayleigh process and a lognormal pro-

cess. Therefore, modeling the channel by a Suzuki process enables us to study

the combined effects of shadowing and fast fading on the channel capacity. It is

however, very common to find scenarios where the fading is more (or less) severe

as Rayleigh fading. For such cases, it is more appropriate touse a Nakagami-m

process instead of the Rayleigh process to model fast fading[11, 2, 19, 1]. The

Nakagami-m process is considered to be a more general channel model since it

contains the Rayleigh and Gaussian process as special cases(i.e., for m= 1 and

m= 0.5, respectively). Moreover, the Nakagami-m process can be used for cases

when the fading is less severe as Rayleigh fading (e.g., form> 1) [19]. Therefore,

by employing a Nakagami-m process instead of the Rayleigh process in a Suzuki

process, we obtain a more general channel model referred to as the NLN channel

model [18, 17], which contains the Suzuki process as a special case whenm= 1.

Hence, by using the NLN process as a channel model, the impactof shadowing on

the channel capacity can be studied under different fading conditions. Moreover,

the effects of severity of fading on the channel capacity canalso be studied.

This paper is aimed at analyzing the statistical propertiesof the channel ca-

pacity for various levels of shadowing under different fading conditions. We have

employed the NLN channel model, which allows us to pose more fading conditions

on the channel capacity as compared to the amount of fading that can be achieved

by using the classical Suzuki channel model. We have derivedanalytical expres-

sions for the PDF, CDF, LCR, and ADF of the capacity of NLN channels. All these

results are investigated for different levels of shadowing. Our results show that the

severity of fading and the shadowing effect dominantly influence the spread and the

maximum value of the PDF and LCR. It is also observed that, as the severity of

fading increases, the mean channel capacity decreases, while the shadowing effect

has no influence on the mean channel capacity.
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we present the

NLN process and some of its statistical properties. The statistical properties of

the capacity of the NLN channels are studied in Section III. Numerical results are

discussed in Section IV. Finally, the concluding remarks are given in Section V.

II. THE NLN CHANNEL MODEL

In this section, we will review the NLN process, which is a product process of a

Nakagami-m and a lognormal process [18, 17]. This process, in contradiction to

the classical Suzuki process, represents a more general model, where the fading can

be more (or less) severe as Rayleigh fading. The NLN processχ(t) is defined as

[18, 17]

χ(t) = X(t) ·λ (t) (1)

whereX(t) denotes a Nakagami-mprocess andλ (t) represents a lognormal process.

The PDFpX(z) of the Nakagami-mprocessX(t) is given by

pX(z) =
2mmz2m−1

Γ(m)Ωm e−
mz2
Ω , z≥ 0 (2)

whereΩ = E
{

z2
}

, m= Ω2
/

Var
{

z2
}

, andΓ(·) represents the gamma function [5].

The normalized autocorrelation function (ACF) of the squared Nakagami-mprocess

X2(t) under isotropic scattering conditions is given by [18]

ψ (τ) = 1+J2
0 (2π fmaxτ) (3)

whereJ0(·) is the Bessel function of the first kind of order zero [5] andfmax denotes

the maximum Doppler frequency. The joint PDF of the Nakagami-m processX(t)

and its time derivativėX(t)1 is given by [20]

pXẊ(z, ż) = pX(z) ·
√

m
ΩπβN

e
− mż

ΩβN (4)

whereβN is given by [18]

βN =−1
2

d2

dτ2ψ (τ)
∣∣∣∣
τ=0

= 2(π fmax)
2. (5)

In order to generate the lognormal processλ (t) in (1), we have used the following

expression

λ (t) = 10[σLν(t)+mL]/20 (6)

1Throughout this paper, we will represent the time derivative of a process by an overdot.
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whereσL represents the shadow standard deviation,mL denotes the area mean, and

ν(t) is a zero-mean real-valued Gaussian process with unit variance. The PDFpλ (z)

of the lognormal processλ (t) can be written as

pλ (z) =
20

zσL
√

2π ln(10)
e
− (20log(z)−mL)

2

2σ2
L , z≥ 0. (7)

In the literature, different models have been proposed for the spectral shape of the

Gaussian processν(t) in (6). In this article, we have assumed a Gaussian power

spectral density (PSD) for the Gaussian processν(t) given by [14], [16]

Sνν( f ) =
1√

2πσc
e
− f2

2σ2
c (8)

where the parameterσc controls the spread of the PSDSνν( f ) and can be expressed

in terms of the 3 dB cutoff frequencyfc asσc= fc/
√

2ln(2). We have assumed that

the value offc is much smaller thanfmax, i.e., fmax/ fc ≫ 1. By taking the inverse

Fourier transform ofSνν( f ), the ACFrνν(τ) of the processν(t) can be expressed

as

rνν(τ) = e−2(πσcτ)2. (9)

The PDFpχ(z) of the NLN processχ(t) is given by [17]

pχ(z) =
40·mmz2m−1

σL
√

2π ln(10)Γ(m)Ωm

∞∫

0

1
y2m+1 ·e

−mz2

Ωy2 e
−
(

20log(y)−mL√
2σL

)2

dy, z≥ 0. (10)

In order to derive the expressions for the statistical properties of the NLN channel

capacity, we require the expressions for the joint PDFpχ2χ̇2(z, ż) of χ2(t) andχ̇2(t)

and the PDFpχ2(z) of χ2(t). The joint PDFpχ2χ̇2(z, ż) can be obtained from the

joint PDF pχχ̇(z, ż), presented in [11, Eq. (6)], and by applying the concept of

transformation of random variables [12] as

pχ2χ̇2(z, ż) =
1
4z

pχχ̇(
√

z, ż/2
√

z)

=
5 ·zm−3/2mm

πσL
√

βN ln(10)Γ(m)Ωm

∞∫

0

e
− mz

Ωy2

y2m+2K(
√

z,y)
e
−
(

20log(y)−mL√
2σL

)2

×e
−
(

ż√
8βNzyK(

√
z,y)

)2

dy, z≥ 0, |ż|< ∞ (11)
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where

γ = − d2

dτ2 rνν(τ)
∣∣∣∣
τ=0

= (2πσc)
2 (12a)

and

K(z,y) =

√

1+
γ

βN

(
zσL ln(10)

20y

)2

. (12b)

From (11) it can clearly be seen that the joint PDFpχ2χ̇2(z, ż) cannot be written as

a product of the marginal PDFspχ2(z) andpχ̇2(ż). Hence, the processesχ2(t) and

χ̇2(t) are not statistically independent processes. Now, the PDFpχ2(z) of χ2(t) can

be found as follows

pχ2(z) =

∞∫

−∞

pχ2χ̇2(z, ż)dż

=
20·zm−1mm

√
2π ln(10)Γ(m)ΩmσL

∞∫

0

e
− mz

Ωy2

y2m+1e
−
(

20log(y)−mL√
2σL

)2

dy, z≥ 0. (13)

The expressions presented in (11) and (13) will be used in thenext section to calcu-

late the PDF and LCR of the channel capacity.

III. STATISTICAL PROPERTIES OF THECAPACITY OF NLN CHANNELS

The instantaneous channel capacityC(t) of the NLN channelχ(t) can be expressed

as [3]

C(t) = log2

(
1+ γsχ2(t)

)
(bits/sec/Hz). (14)

whereγs denotes the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). The above expression (14) repre-

sents the mapping of a random processχ(t) to another random processC(t). Hence,

using the concept of transformation of random variables [12], the PDFpC(r) of the

channel capacityC(t) can be found as

pC(r) =
2r ln(2)

γs
pχ2

(
2r −1

γs

)

=
20·2r (2r −1)m−1mm ln(2)

σL
√

2π ln(10)Γ(m)γm
s Ωm

∞∫

0

e
−m·2r−1

Ωγsy2

y2m+1 e
−
(

20log(y)−mL√
2σL

)2

dy, r ≥ 0. (15)

The CDFFC(r) of the channel capacityC(t) can be derived using (15) as follows

FC(r) =

r∫

0

pC(x)dx
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=
20
/

ln(10)

σL
√

2πΓ(m)

∞∫

0

e
−
(

20log(y)−mL√
2σL

)2

y

[
Γ(m)−Γ

(
m,

m·2r −1
Ωγsy2

)]
dy, r ≥ 0. (16)

The LCRNC(r) of the channel capacityC(t) is defined as [8]

NC(r) =

∞∫

0

żpCĊ(r, ż)dż, r ≥ 0. (17)

The joint PDFpCĊ(z, ż) of C(t) andĊ(t) in (17) can be obtained using (11) and by

applying the concept of transformation of random variables[12], as follows

pCĊ(z, ż) =

(
2zln(2)

γs

)2

pχ2χ̇2

(
2z−1

γs
,
2zżln(2)

γs

)

=
5(2zln(2))2mm(2z−1)m−3/2

πσL
√

βN ln(10)Γ(m)Ωmγm+1/2
s

∞∫

0

e
−m·2r−1

Ωγsy2

y2m+2K
(√

2z−1
γs

,y
)e

−
(

20log(y)−mL√
2σL

)2

×e
−


 ż(2z ln(2))

√
8βNγs(2z−1)yK

(√
2z−1

γs ,y

)




2

dy, z≥ 0, |ż|< ∞ (18)

whereK (·, ·) is defined in (12b). After substituting (18) in (17), the resulting sim-

plified expression of the LCRNC(r) of the channel capacityC(t) can be written

as

NC(r) =
5
√

βNmm(2z−1)m−1/2

πσL ln(10)Γ(m)γm−1/2
s Ωm

∞∫

0

e
−m·2r−1

Ωγsy2

y2m e
−
(

20log(y)−mL√
2σL

)2

K

(√
2r −1

γs
,y

)
dy,

(19)

for r ≥ 0. ReplacingβN in (19) by (5), it can be observed that the LCRNC(r) of

the channel capacityC(t) is proportional tofmax. However, the effect of the mobile

speed on the LCR can be removed by normalizingNC(r) by fmax.

Finally, the ADFTC(r) of the channel capacityC(t) can be obtained as follows

[8]

TC(r) =
FC(r)
NC(r)

(20)

whereFC(r) andNC(r) are given by (16) and (19), respectively.

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section, we will present the analytical and the simulation results for the statis-

tical properties of the capacity of NLN channels. In order toinvestigate the impact
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of shadowing on the capacity of NLN channels, we have studiedthe results ob-

tained in the previous section for different values of the shadow standard deviation

σL, ranging from 1 dB to 10 dB. Specifically, the results forσL = 4.3 dB (urban en-

vironment [6]) andσL = 7.5 dB (suburban environment [6]) are also shown. More-

over for comparison purposes, we have also included some special cases, such as the

Nakagami-m channels(σL → 0 dB) and the lognormal channels(Ω = 0). Further-

more, the statistical behavior of the channel capacity is investigated under different

fading conditions by using different values for the parameter m in the Nakagami-m

distribution.

In order to generate different Nakagami-m fading waveformsX(t), we have

applied the following model [19]

X(t) =

√√√√2×m

∑
i=1

r2
i (t) (21)

wherer i(t) (i = 1,2, ...,2m) are the Gaussian distributed random processes andm is

the parameter of the Nakagami-m distribution. In order to generate these Gaussian

distributed waveformsr i(t), we have employed the sum-of-sinusoids model [13].

For the computation of model parameters, we have used the generalized method of

exact Doppler spread (GMEDS1) [15]. The number of sinusoids for the generation

of Gaussian distributed waveformsr i(t) was chosen to beNi = 29+ i. The maxi-

mum Doppler frequencyfmax was 91 Hz, the SNRγs= 25 dB, the parameterΩ for

Nakagami-m distribution was set to be equal to 2×m, and the value for the area

meanmL was set to unity.

The underlying Gaussian processν(t) in the lognormal processλ (t) was also

generated by employing the sum-of-sinusoids model [13]. Inthis case, the model

parameters were calculated by applying the modified method of equal areas (MMEA)

[16]. The number of sinusoids for the Gaussian processν(t) was equal toN =

30+2m. The NLN process was finally generated according to (1).

The PDF of the NLN processes form=2 is shown in Fig. D.1, for various values

of the shadowing standard deviationσL. It can be seen that increasing the value of

shadowing standard deviationσL results in a prominent increase in the spreads of

the PDFs. The PDF and CDF of the capacity of the NLN process form= 2 are

presented in Figs. D.2 and D.3, respectively. It can be observed that as the value

of σL approaches 0 dB, the statistics of the capacity of NLN channels approach to

those of Nakagami-mchannels. The results for the case whenΩ= 0 (i.e., lognormal

process) are also shown in these figures. The mean channel capacity of the NLN
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Figure D.2: The PDF of the capacity of NLN and lognormal channels.

process is shown in Fig. D.4 for different values of the SNRγs. It can be seen that

for a given SNRγs the mean channel capacity remains constant for all the values of

the shadowing standard deviationσL. This fact can also be observed from Fig. D.2.

The LCR and ADF of the channel capacity form= 2 are shown in Figs. D.5

and D.6, respectively. It can be observed that increasing the value of the shadow-

ing standard deviationσL increases the spread of the LCR of the channel capacity,
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Figure D.4: The mean capacity of NLN channels for different values of SNR.

while it decreases the maximum value of LCR. Moreover, for medium signal levels,

the Nakagami-m process and the lognormal process set an upper and lower bound,

respectively, on the LCR of the channel capacity of the NLN channel. On the other

hand, the converse statement is true for the ADF of the channel capacity.

The PDF, CDF, LCR, and ADF of the capacity of the NLN channel for different

fading environments, (i.e., for different values ofm) are presented in Figs. D.7–

D.10, respectively. All these results are analyzed for urban (σL = 4.3 dB) and sub-
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urban (σL = 7.5 dB) areas. It is quite obvious from these results that the parameter

m has a prominent effect on the statistics of the channel capacity of the NLN chan-

nels. Increasing the value ofm results in the increase of the mean channel capacity

while the spread of the capacity decreases. For low signal levelsr, the LCR of the

channels with low values ofm is higher as compared to that of the channels with

higher values ofm. While, for high signal levelsr, the LCR of the channels with low

values ofm is lower as compared to the ones with higher values ofm. Analogously,
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the converse statement is true for the ADF of the channel capacity. Moreover, it can

also be seen that the maximum value of the LCR of the channel capacity decreases

with the increase in the value ofm. The mean channel capacity of the NLN channel

for different values ofm is shown in Fig. D.11. It is observed that the shadowing

standard deviationσL has no influence on the mean channel capacity for any value
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of m. Moreover, it can also be noticed that increasing the value of m results in an

increase of the mean channel capacity.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have studied the statistical properties ofthe capacity of NLN chan-

nels. We have derived analytical expressions for the PDF, CDF, LCR, and ADF of
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Figure D.11: The mean capacity of NLN channels for differentvalues ofm.

the capacity of the NLN channels. Moreover, the influence of the shadowing effect

and the severity of fading on the statistical properties of the channel capacity has

been investigated. It has been observed that if the fading isless severe as compared

to the Rayleigh fading, the spread of the PDF and the maximum value of the LCR of

channel capacity decrease, while the mean channel capacityincreases. On the other

hand, increasing the shadowing standard deviation increases the spread of the PDF,

while it decreases the maximum value of the LCR of the channelcapacity. How-

ever, the shadowing standard deviation has no effect on the mean channel capacity

for any fading condition. The results presented in this article provide a flexibility to

the communication system designers to choose between different fading conditions,

corresponding to different terrestrial environments, andare hence quite useful for

the design and analysis of land mobile terrestrial channels. All analytical results are

verified by simulations where a very good fitting between theoretical and simulation

results is found.
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Abstract — Amplify-and-forward channels in cooperative networks pro-

vide a promising improvement in the network coverage and system through-

put. Under line-of-sight (LOS) propagation conditions in such cooperative net-

works, the overall fading channel can be modeled by a double Rice process. In

this article1, we have studied the statistical properties of the capacityof dou-

ble Rice fading channels. We have derived the analytical expressions for the

probability density function (PDF), cumulative distribut ion function (CDF),

level-crossing rate (LCR), and average duration of fades (ADF) of the channel

capacity. The obtained results are studied for different values of the amplitudes

of the LOS components in the two links of double Rice fading channels. It has

been observed that the statistics of the capacity of double Rice fading chan-

nels are quite different from those of double Rayleigh and classical Rice fading

channels. Moreover, the presence of an LOS component in any of the two links

increases the mean channel capacity and the LCR of the channel capacity. The

validity of the theoretical results is confirmed by simulations. The results pre-

sented in this article can be very useful for communication system designers to

optimize the performance of cooperative networks in wireless communication

systems.

Keywords—Amplify-and-forward channels, channel capacity, cooperative net-

works, line-of-sight component, double Rice process, double Rayleigh process,

level-crossing rate, average duration of fades.

1The material in this paper is based on “On the Statistical Properties of the Capacity of Amplify-
and-Forward Channels Under LOS Conditions”, by Gulzaib Rafiq and Matthias Pätzold which ap-
peared in the proceedings of 11th IEEE International Conference on Communications Systems,
ICCS 2008, Guangzhou, China, November 2008.
c© 2008 IEEE.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Increased network coverage, improved link quality, and provision of new applica-

tions with increased mobility support are the basic demandsimposed on future wire-

less communication systems. One promising solution to fulfil these requirements

is the use of cooperative diversity techniques [20, 21, 12].Single-antenna mobile

stations in cooperative networks assist each other to relaythe transmitted signal

from the source mobile station (SMS) to the destination mobile station (DMS). The

cooperation of single-antenna mobile stations in such networks to share their an-

tennas for transmission of the signal makes it possible to form the so-called virtual

multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) system [3], thus, achieving the diversity

gain. Moreover, such a cooperation between mobile stationsresults in an increased

network coverage with enhanced mobility support.

For the development and analysis of wireless communicationsystems that ex-

ploit cooperative diversity, a solid knowledge of the multipath fading channel char-

acteristics is required. Recent studies illustrate that mobile-to-mobile (M2M) fading

channels associated with relay-based cooperative networks under non-line-of-sight

(NLOS) propagation conditions in different propagation scenarios can be modeled

either as a double Rayleigh process [2, 11, 4, 14] or an NLOS second-order scat-

tering (NLSS) process [19]. On the other hand, different scenarios under LOS

propagation conditions lead to modeling the overall M2M fading channel either

by a double Rice process [22], a single-LOS double-scattering (SLDS) process

[23], a single-LOS second-order scattering (SLSS) process[19], or a multiple-LOS

second-order scattering (MLSS) process [25, 24]. These studies provide results for

the statistical characterization of M2M fading channels incooperative networks un-

der different propagation conditions. The impact of doubleRayleigh fading on the

performance of a communication system is investigated in [18]. Even with all this

research going on, the important question regarding the maximum possible infor-

mation transfer rate in such fading channels is still unanswered. Thus, the purpose

of this paper is to fill in this gap in information regarding the capacity of amplify-

and-forward channels in cooperative networks.

Studies pertaining to the analysis of the outage capacity ofdouble Rayleigh

channels can be found in [1, 6]. However, to the best of the authors’ knowledge, the

statistical properties of the capacity of double Rice channels have never been inves-

tigated. The analysis of the statistical properties of the channel capacity can be very

helpful to study the dynamic behavior of the channel capacity. Here, the statistical

properties of interest include the PDF, CDF, LCR, and ADF of the channel capac-

ity. The PDF and CDF of the channel capacity provide the information regarding
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mean value and variance of the channel capacity. The LCR and ADF of the channel

capacity, on the other hand, give a deep insight into the temporal variations of the

channel capacity [7]. The LCR of the channel capacity is a measure of the rate at

which the channel capacity crosses a certain threshold level from up to down or vice

versa. However, the ADF of the channel capacity is defined as the average duration

of time over which the channel capacity is below a certain threshold level [9, 10].

In this paper, we have investigated the statistical properties of the capacity of

amplify-and-forward channels in cooperative networks. The transmitted signal from

the SMS is received at the DMS via a mobile relay (MR). The MR amplifies the

received signal and forwards it to the DMS. We have assumed that there is no direct

transmission link between the SMS and the DMS. Moreover, it is also assumed

that the LOS components exist in both of the transmission links, i.e., the SMS-MR

and MR-DMS links. Hence, the overall fading channel is modeled by a double

Rice process[22]. We have derived exact analytical expressions for the PDF, CDF,

LCR, and ADF of the channel capacity of double Rice channels.The results are

studied for different values of the amplitudes of the LOS components in the two

transmission links of double Rice channels. It has been observed that the statistics

of the capacity of double Rice channels are quite different from those of double

Rayleigh and classical Rice/Rayleigh channels. Specifically, for medium and high

signal levels, the presence of LOS components in the two cascaded transmission

links increases the mean channel capacity and the LCR of the channel capacity.

However, it results in a decrease in the ADF of the channel capacity.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we describe briefly

the double Rice channel model and some of its statistical properties. The statistical

properties of the capacity of double Rice channels are studied in Section III. Sec-

tion IV presents the statistical properties of the capacityof double Rayleigh chan-

nels. Numerical results are discussed in Section V. Finally, the concluding remarks

are given in Section VI.

II. THE DOUBLE RICE CHANNEL MODEL

In cooperative networks employing amplify-and-forward relay, the channel between

the SMS and the DMS via an MR can be represented as a concatenation of the SMS-

MR and MR-DMS channels [22, 14]. Figure E.1 depicts an example of the trans-

mission link from the SMS to the DMS via the MR in such amplify-and-forward

relay-based networks. For the case when an LOS component is present in both of

the transmission links, i.e., the SMS-MR link and the MR-DMSlink, the overall

fading channel can be modeled as a product of two non-zero-mean complex Gaus-
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Source mobile

station

(SMS)

Mobile relay

(MR)
Destination mobile 

station

(DMS)

(1) ( )t

SMS-MR link

MR-DMS link

(2) ( )t

Figure E.1: The propagation scenario describing double Rice fading channels.

sian processes given by [22]

χ(t) = AMR µ(2)
ρ (t)µ(1)

ρ (t) (1)

where AMR is a real positive constant representing the relay gain andµ(i)
ρ (t) =

µ(i)(t)+m(i)(t) (i = 1,2) models the fading in theith link. Here,µ(i)(t) denotes the

scattered component andm(i)(t) is the LOS component. The scattered component

µ(i)(t) can be modeled in the complex baseband as a complex Gaussian process

with zero mean and variance 2σ2
i , i.e., µ(i)(t) = µ(i)

1 (t)+ jµ(i)
2 (t) where,µ(i)

1 (t)

andµ(i)
2 (t) are the underlying zero-mean real-valued Gaussian processes. The LOS

componentm(i)(t) having amplitudeρi , Doppler frequencyfρi , and phaseθρi can

be expressed asm(i)(t) = ρiej(2π fρ it+θρ i). Let fρSMS, fρMR , and fρDMS represent the

respective Doppler frequencies of the SMS, MR, and DMS, thenit can be easily

observed from Fig. E.1 thatfρ1 = fρSMS+ fρMR and fρ2 = fρMR + fρDMS. The envelope

of the processχ(t) in (1) results in a double Rice process given by [22]

Ξ(t) = |χ(t)|=
∣∣∣AMR µ(1)

ρ (t)µ(2)
ρ (t)

∣∣∣
= AMR ξ1(t)ξ2(t) (2)

whereξi(t) (i = 1,2) represents the classical Rice process. The PDF of double Rice

processesΞ(t) is given by [22]
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where I0(·) is the modified Bessel function of the first kind of order zero [8],

σ2
MR = (AMR σ2)

2, andρMR = AMR ρ2. In order to derive the expressions for the sta-

tistical properties of the capacity of double Rice channels, we need the PDFpΞ2(z)

of the squared processΞ2(t) as well as the joint PDFpΞ2Ξ̇2(z, ż) of Ξ2(t) and its

time derivativeΞ̇2(t)2. The joint PDFpΞ2Ξ̇2(z, ż) can be found using the joint PDF

pΞΞ̇(z, ż) [22] and by using the concept of transformation of random variables [13]

as
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√
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where

β1 = 2(πσ1)
2( f 2

max1
+ f 2

max2

)
(5a)

β2 = 2(πσMR)
2( f 2

max2
+ f 2

max3

)
(5b)

and

K(z,y,θ1,θ2) =
2πρ1 fρ1y

2sinθ1+2πρMR fρ2zsinθ2√
β1zy4+β2z2

. (5c)

Here, fmax1, fmax2, and fmax3 denote the maximum Doppler frequencies of the SMS,

MR and DMS, respectively. The expression for the PDFpΞ2(z) can be obtained

by integrating the joint PDFpΞ2Ξ̇2(z, ż) over ż. Alternatively, in our case the PDF

pΞ2(z) can also be found from the PDFpΞ(z) in (3) using the concept of transform-

ation of random variables [13] as

pΞ2(z) =
1

2
√

z
pΞ(

√
z)

2Throughout this paper, we will represent the time derivative of a process by an overdot.
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=
1

2σ2
1 σ2

MR

∞∫

0
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e
−

z
/

y2+ρ2
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2σ2
1 e

− y2+ρ2
MR

2σ2
MR I0
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zρ1
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yρMR

σ2
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)
dy, z≥ 0. (6)

In the next section, we will derive the statistical properties of the capacity of double

Rice channels using the results found in this section.

III. STATISTICAL PROPERTIES OF THECAPACITY OF DOUBLE RICE

CHANNELS

The instantaneous capacityC(t) of double Rice channels can be expressed using a

similar formula found in [5] as

C(t) = log2

(
1+ γs|Ξ(t)|2

)

= log2

(
1+ γsΞ2(t)

)
(bits/sec/Hz) (7)

where γs denotes the average received signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) at the DMS.

Equation (7) can be considered as a mapping of a random process Ξ(t) to another

random processC(t). Hence, the expressions for the statistical properties of the

channel capacityC(t) can be derived by using the results for the statistical prop-

erties of the processΞ(t) obtained in the previous section. The PDFpC(r) of the

channel capacityC(t) can be found using (6), (7), and by applying the concept of

transformation of random variables as

pC(r) =
2r ln(2)

γs
pΞ2

(
2r −1

γs

)

=
2r ln(2)

2γsσ2
1 σ2

MR
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0
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e
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1 e

− y2+ρ2
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2σ2
MR I0
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1
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I0

(
yρMR

σ2
MR

)
dy, (8)

for r ≥ 0. The CDFFC(r) of the channel capacityC(t) can now be obtained by

solving the integral given by

FC(r) =

r∫

0

pC(z)dz. (9)

By substituting (8) in (9) and doing some mathematical manipulations, the CDF of

the channel capacity can be expressed as follows

FC(r) = 1− 1
σ2

MR

∞∫

0

ye
− y2+ρ2

MR
2σ2

MR I0

(
yρMR

σ2
MR

)
Q1

(
ρ1

σ1
,

√
2r −1

y
√γsσ1

)
dy, r ≥ 0 (10)
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whereQ1(·, ·) is the generalized Marcum Q-function [8]. The LCRNC(r) of the

channel capacityC(t) is defined as [10]

NC(r) =

∞∫

0

ż pCĊ(r, ż)dż, r ≥ 0 (11)

wherepCĊ(z, ż) represents the joint PDF ofC(t) and its time derivativėC(t). The

joint PDFpCĊ(z, ż) can be obtained from the joint PDFpΞ2Ξ̇2(z, ż) by applying again

the concept of transformation of random variables as
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)

dθ1dθ2dy, z≥ 0, |ż|< ∞ (12)

whereK (·, ·, ·, ·) is defined in (5c). After substituting (12) in (11) and carrying out

some algebraic calculations, we obtain

NC(r) =
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dθ1dθ2dy, (13)

for r ≥ 0, whereΦ(·) denotes the error function [8]. Finally, from (13) and (10),the

ADF TC(r) of the channel capacityC(t) can be obtained using [10]

TC(r) =
FC(r)
NC(r)

. (14)
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The results found in this section will be used in the following section to derive the

statistical properties of the capacity of double Rayleigh channels.

IV. STATISTICAL PROPERTIES OF THECAPACITY OF DOUBLE RAYLEIGH

CHANNELS

The double Rayleigh channel follows as a special case of the double Rice channel

whenρi → 0 (i = 1,2). Hence, by lettingρi → 0 (i = 1,2) in (8), (10), and (13),

the PDF, CDF, and LCR of the channel capacity of double Rayleigh channel can be

expressed as

pC(r)
∣∣ρi→0 =

2r ln(2)

2γsσ2
1σ2

MR
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e
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respectively. The ADF of the channel capacityC(t) of double Rayleigh channel can

be found using (14), (16), and (17).

V. STATISTICAL PROPERTIES OF THECAPACITY OF RAYLEIGH AND RICE

CHANNELS

In this section, we will present the PDF, CDF, and LCR of the capacity of Rayleigh

and Rice channels. We will study these results along with thestatistical properties

of the capacity of double Rice channels in the next section for comparison purposes.

The PDFpC(r) of the capacityC(t) of Rice channels can be found using the PDF

pξ 2(r) of the squared Rice processξ 2(t) and by employing the expression presented

in (7) corresponding to Rice processesξ (t) as

pC(r) =
2r ln(2)

γs
pξ 2

(
2r −1

γs

)

=
2r ln(2)

2γsσ2
0

e
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(√
(2r −1)ρ2

σ4
0γs

)
, r ≥ 0 (18)

whereρ represent the amplitude of the LOS component andσ2
0 denotes the variance

of the underlying Gaussian processes. By substituting (18)in FC(r) =
∫ r

0 pC(x)dx,
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the CDFFC(r) of the capacity ofC(t) of Rice channels can be written as

FC(r) = 1−Q1

(
ρ
σ0

,

√
(2r −1)

σ2
0 γs

)
, r ≥ 0. (19)

By solvingNC(r) =
∫ ∞

0 pCĊ(r, ż)dż, the LCRNC(r) of the capacity ofC(t) of Rice

channels can be represented by
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whereβ under isotropic scattering conditions is given byβ = 2(π fmaxσ0)
2. Here,

pCĊ(z, ż) represents the joint PDF of the capacityC(t) and its time derivativėC(t)

and fmax denotes the maximum Doppler frequency.

The results for the PDF, CDF, and LCR of the capacityC(t) of Rayleigh chan-

nels can be obtained from (18)–(20), respectively, by lettingρ → 0 as follows:

pC(r)
∣∣ρ→0 =

2r ln(2)

2γsσ2
0

e
−
(

2r−1
2γsσ2

0

)

, r ≥ 0 (21)

FC(r)
∣∣ρ→0 = 1−e

−
(

2r−1
2γsσ2

0

)

, r ≥ 0 (22)

NC(r)
∣∣ρ→0 =

1

σ2
0

√
β (2r −1)

2πγs
e
−
(

2r−1
2γsσ2

0

)

, r ≥ 0. (23)

The expressions (21)–(23) have already been presented in [17, Eqs. (23–25)]. How-

ever, we have presented these equations here for the sake of completeness.

VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS

This section aims at the validation and analysis of the analytical results pre-

sented in the previous section, using simulations. We have also included the results

for double Rayleigh, classical Rayleigh [10], and classical Rice channels in our

study for comparison purposes. For the case of classical Rice channels, we denote

the amplitude of the LOS component asρ . The Rice processesµ(i)
ρ (t) = µ(i)(t)+

m(i)(t) (i = 1,2) were simulated using the sum-of-sinusoids model [15]. The model

parameters were computed using the generalized method of exact Doppler spread

(GMEDS1) [16]. The number of sinusoids (N(i)
1 andN(i)

2 ) for the resulting determin-

istic processes̃µ(i)
1 (t) andµ̃(i)

2 (t) in GMEDS1 were chosen to beN(i)
1 =N(i)

2 = 20 for

i = 1,2, respectively. The maximum Doppler frequenciesfmax2 and fmax3 were taken

to be 91 and 125 Hz, respectively. We have assumed that the Doppler frequency
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fρSMS equals 0. Unless stated otherwise, the values of the DopplerfrequenciesfρMR

and fρDMS were set to be equal tofmax2 and fmax3, respectively. The SNRγs was set

to 20 dB. The parametersAMR andσi (i = 1,2) were chosen to be unity. Finally,

using (2) and (7) the simulation results for the statisticalproperties of the channel

capacity were found.

The PDFpΞ(z) of double Rice processesΞ(t) are shown in Fig. E.2 for different

values of the amplitudes of the LOS componentsρi (i = 1,2). In Fig. E.3, the PDF

of the double Rayleigh process is also shown, which represents a special case of

the double Rice process whenρ1 = ρ2 = 0. It is observed that the presence of the

LOS components has a dominant effect on the mean value and spread of the PDF

of double Rice processes. It can also be seen that the PDF of double Rice processes

is identical for the casesρ2 = 0; ρ1 = 2 andρ2 = 2; ρ1 = 0.

Figures E.3 and E.4 present the PDF and CDF of the capacity of double Rice

channels, respectively. It is observed that the amplitude of the LOS component has a

significant influence on the PDF and CDF of the channel capacity. Specifically, the

presence of an LOS component in one or both of the links (i.e.,the SMS-MR and

MR-DMS links) increases the mean channel capacity. Hence, double Rayleigh

channels have a lower mean channel capacity compared to double Rice channels

(e.g., whenρ2 = ρ1 = 2). It is also observed that the capacity of classical Rice

channels has a lower mean value compared to that of double Rice channels. These

facts are specifically studied in Fig. E.5, where the mean channel capacity of clas-

sical Rice as well as double Rice channels is studied for different values of the
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amplitudes of the LOS component. Figure E.6 shows the influence of the amplitude

of LOS component on the variance of the classical Rice and double Rice channels.

It is observed that increasing the value ofρ decreases the spread of the channel ca-

pacity for medium and large values ofρ , sayρ ≥ 1. Moreover, the variance of the

capacity of double Rice channels is much higher as compared to that of classical

Rice channels.
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The LCR and ADF of the channel capacity of double Rice channels are pre-

sented in Figs. E.7 and E.8, respectively. It is evident fromFig. E.7 that the max-

imum value of the LCR of the channel capacity increases with an increase in the

value of the amplitude of the LOS componentρi (i = 1,2). It is also observed that

the LCR of the capacity of classical Rice channels is much lower compared to that

of double Rice channels. The converse statements with respect to the LCR of the
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channel capacity are true for the ADF, as can be seen in Fig. E.8. Figures E.9 and

E.10 aim at illustrating the effect of the Doppler frequencyon the LCR and ADF of

the channel capacity. From Figs. E.9 and E.10, it can clearlybe seen that the LCR

and ADF are strongly dependent on the Doppler frequencies ofthe MR and the

DMS. It is observed that increasing the Doppler frequenciesfρMR and fρDMS from 0

to fmax2 and fmax3, respectively, results in a significant increase in the LCR.However,

the ADF decreases by increasing the Doppler frequencies of the MR and the DMS.
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VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have studied the statistical properties ofthe channel capacity of

the double Rice channels. We have derived analytical expressions for the PDF,

CDF, LCR, and ADF of the channel capacity. The findings of thispaper give a

deep insight into the influence of the LOS components, corresponding to the two

links of amplify-and-forward channels, on the statisticalproperties of the channel
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capacity. It has been observed that for medium and high signal levels, the presence

of the LOS components in one or both of the links of the double Rice channel model

increases the mean channel capacity and the LCR of the channel capacity. However,

it decreases the ADF of the channel capacity. Moreover, the Doppler frequencies

of the MR and the DMS have a significant impact on the LCR and ADFof the

channel capacity. The validity of all the presented analytical results is confirmed

by simulations, whereby a very good fitting between the analytical and simulation

results is found.
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Abstract — In this article, we have presented an extensive statistical analy-

sis of the capacity of double1 Nakagami-m channels. The double Nakagami-m

channel model has applications in keyhole channels and amplify-and-forward

relay based dualhop communication systems in cooperative networks. We have

derived exact analytical expressions for the probability density function (PDF),

the cumulative distribution function (CDF), the level-crossing rate (LCR), and

the average duration of fades (ADF) of the capacity of doubleNakagami-m

channels. Moreover, the influence of severity of fading on the statistical prop-

erties of the channel capacity has been studied. It is observed that an increase

in the severity of fading in one or both links in dualhop communication systems

decreases the mean channel capacity, while it results in an increase in the ADF

of the channel capacity. Moreover, this effect decreases the LCR of the channel

capacity at lower signal levels. The results presented in this paper also reveal

that an increase in the maximum Doppler frequencies of the wireless nodes in

a dualhop communication system increases the LCR of the channel capacity,

while it has an opposite influence on the ADF of the channel capacity. The

results presented in this article are useful for mobile communication system

engineers for the design and optimization of dualhop communication systems.

I. INTRODUCTION

The design and analysis of cascaded fading models has been anactive area of re-

search in recent years due to its applications in numerous real world scenarios such

as keyhole channels [20, 26], and multihop communication systems [2, 10, 24, 23].

1Throughout this paper, we will refer to a double process as the product of two independent but
may not necessarily identical processes.
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It is shown in [4, 3] that in the presence of a keyhole, the fading between each trans-

mit and receive antenna pair in a multi-input multi-output (MIMO) system can be

characterized using a double Rayleigh process. Afterwards, this model has been ex-

tended to the double Nakagami-m fading model in [22]. In [20], authors have listed

a few real world scenarios which give rise to the keyhole effect. Two such scenarios

include diffraction through the street edges in urban microcellular environments [4]

and traversal of the propagation paths through a narrow space for the case when the

distance between the rings of scatterers around the transmitter and receiver is large

[5].

Multihop communication systems on the other hand fall underthe category of

cooperative diversity techniques [21, 12]. In such systems, the wireless nodes (in a

cooperative network) assist each other by relaying the information from the source

mobile station (SMS) to the destination mobile station (DMS), hence improving the

network coverage quite significantly. The statistical analysis of the received sig-

nal envelope under non-line-of-sight (NLOS) propagation conditions in an amplify-

and-forward based dualhop communication system can be found in [16], where the

overall channel between the transmitter and the receiver ismodeled using a double

Rayleigh process. This model is then extended to the double Rice channel model

in [23], by taking the line-of-sight propagation conditions into account. The sta-

tistical properties of the capacity of double Rice channelshave been analyzed in

[19]. However, the Nakagami-mprocess is considered to be a more general channel

model as compared to the Rice and Rayleigh channel models. Hence, to gener-

alize all the aforementioned works in the regime of multihopcommunication, the

authors of [10] have presented the statistical analysis of theN∗Nakagami-m model

(i.e., a product ofN Nakagami-m processes). Moreover, second order statistics for

the double Nakagami-m process can be found in [26]. Though a lot of papers have

been published in the literature employing the cascaded fading channel model, the

statistical properties of the capacity of double Nakagami-m channels have not been

investigated so far, which finds applications both in keyhole channels and dualhop

communication systems [26].

In this article, we present the statistical properties of the capacity of double

Nakagami-m channels. Specifically, the influence of the severity of fading on the

statistical properties of the capacity of double Nakagami-m channels is analyzed.

We have derived exact analytical expressions for the PDF, CDF, LCR, and ADF of

the channel capacity. Here, the LCR and ADF of the channel capacity are important

characteristic quantities which provide insight into the temporal behavior of the

channel capacity [6], [8]. Our analysis has revealed that ifthe fading severity in one
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or both links of double Nakagami-mchannels decreases (i.e., increasing the value of

the severity parameterm in one or both of the cascaded Nakagami-mprocesses), the

mean channel capacity increases, while the ADF of the channel capacity decreases.

Moreover, this effect results in an increase in the LCR of thechannel capacity at

lower signal levels.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II briefly describes the

double Nakagami-m channel model and some of its statistical properties. In Sec-

tion III, the statistical properties of the capacity of double Nakagami-m channels

are presented. Numerical results are analyzed in Section IV. Finally, the concluding

remarks are given in Section V.

II. THE DOUBLE NAKAGAMI -m CHANNEL MODEL

A typical example of the transmission link from the SMS to theDMS via a mobile

relay (MR) in an amplify-and-forward relay-based dualhop communication system

is depicted in Fig. F.1. In such a scenario, the channel between the SMS and the

DMS via an MR can be represented as a concatenation of the SMS-MR and MR-

DMS channels [23, 16]. In this article, we have assumed that the fading in the SMS-

MR link and the MR-DMS link is characterized by Nakagami-mprocesses denoted

by χ1(t) andχ2(t), respectively. Hence, the overall fading channel describing the

SMS-DMS link can be modeled as a double Nakagami-mprocess given by [11, 26]

Ξ(t) = AMR χ1(t)χ2(t) (1)

whereAMR is a real positive constant representing the relay gain. Forthe case of

keyhole channels,AMR equals unity. The PDFpχi(z) of the Nakagami-m process

χi(t) (i = 1,2) is given by [14]

pχi(z) =
2mmi

i z2mi−1

Γ(mi)Ωmi
i

e−
mi z

2

Ωi , z≥ 0 (2)

whereΩi =E
{

χ2
i (t)

}
, mi =Ω2

i

/
Var
{

χ2
i (t)

}
, andΓ(·) represents the gamma func-

tion [7]. The parametermi controls the severity of the fading. Increasing the value

of mi , decreases the severity of fading and vice versa.

The PDF of double Nakagami-mprocessesΞ(t) is given by [10]

pΞ(z) =
4zm1+m2−1

2
∏
i=1

Γ(mi)
(

Ώi

/
mi

)(m1+m2)/2
Km1−m2

(
2z

2

∏
i=1

√
mi

Ώi

)
, z≥ 0 (3)
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Figure F.1: The propagation scenario describing double Nakagami-m fading chan-
nels.

whereΏ1 = A2
MRΩ1, Ώ2 = Ω2, andKn(·) denotes the modified Bessel function of

the second kind of ordern [7, Eq. (8.432/1)]. In order to derive the expressions for

the PDF, CDF, LCR, and ADF of the capacity of double Nakagami-mchannels, we

need the joint PDFpΞ2Ξ̇2(z, ż) of the squared processΞ2(t) and its time derivative

Ξ̇2(t), as well as the PDFpΞ2(z) of Ξ2(t). The joint PDFpΞ2Ξ̇2(z, ż) can be found

by following the procedure presented in [26] for the joint PDF pΞΞ̇(z, ż) and then

by using the concept of transformation of random variables [15, Eq. (7-8)], which

results in

pΞ2Ξ̇2(z, ż) =
1
4z

pΞΞ̇(
√

z,
ż

2
√

z
)

=
zm2−3/2
√

2π

[
2

∏
i=1

mmi
i

Ώi
mi Γ(mi)

] ∞∫

0

x2m1−2m2−1
√

zβ1
x2 +x2β2

e
− zm2

x2Ώ2 e
−


 ż2

8z

(
zβ1
x2 +x2β2

)+
x2m1
Ώ1




dx,

z≥ 0, |ż|< ∞ (4)

where

β1 =
Ώ1π2

m1

(
f 2
max1 + f 2

max2

)
(5a)

and

β2 =
Ώ2π2

m2

(
f 2
max2

+ f 2
max3

)
. (5b)
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Here, fmax1, fmax2, and fmax3 represent the maximum Doppler frequencies of the

SMS, MR, and DMS, respectively. The expression for the PDFpΞ2(z) can be

obtained by integrating the joint PDFpΞ2Ξ̇2(z, ż) over ż. Alternatively, the PDF

pΞ2(z) can also be found from the PDFpΞ(z) in (3) using the relationshippΞ2(z) =(
1
/

2
√

z
)

pΞ(
√

z).

III. STATISTICAL PROPERTIES OF THECAPACITY OF DOUBLE NAKAGAMI -m

CHANNELS

The instantaneous capacityC(t) of double Nakagami-mchannels is defined as [13]

C(t) =
1
2

log2

(
1+ γs|Ξ(t)|2

)

=
1
2

log2

(
1+ γsΞ2(t)

)
(bits/sec/Hz) (6)

whereγs denotes the average received signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) at the DMS. The

factor 1
/

2 in (6) is due to the fact that the MR in Fig. F.1 operates in a half-duplex

mode, and hence the signal transmitted from the SMS is received at the DMS in

two time slots. Equation (6) can be considered as a mapping ofa random process

Ξ(t) to another random processC(t). Hence, the expressions for the statistical

properties of the channel capacityC(t) can be found by using the results for the

statistical properties of the processΞ(t) obtained in the previous section. The PDF

pC(r) of the channel capacityC(t) can be found in closed form with the help of the

PDFpΞ2(z) and by applying the concept of transformation of random variables [15,

Eq. (7-8)] as

pC(r) =

(
22r+1 ln(2)

γs

)
pΞ2

(
22r −1

γs

)

=
22r+2 ln(2)

((
22r −1

)/
γs
)(m1+m2)/2

(2r −1)
2
∏
i=1

Γ(mi)
(

Ώi

/
mi

)(m1+m2)/2
Km1−m2

(
2

√
22r −1

γs

2

∏
i=1

√
mi

Ώi

)
(7)

for r ≥ 0. The CDFFC(r) of the channel capacityC(t) can now be derived by

integrating the PDFpC(r) and by making the use of relationships in [7, Eq. (9.34/3)]

and [1, Eq. (26)] as

FC(r) =
∫ r

0
pC(x)dx

=
1

2
∏
i=1

Γ(mi)

G2,1
1,3

[
22r −1

γs

2

∏
i=1

(
mi

Ώi

)∣∣∣∣∣
1

m1,m2,0

]
, r ≥ 0 (8)
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whereG[·] denotes the Meijer’sG-function [7, Eq. (9.301)]. The LCRNC(r) of the

channel capacity describes the average rate of up-crossings (or down-crossings) of

the capacity through a certain threshold levelr. In order to find the LCRNC(r), we

first need to find the joint PDFpCĊ(z, ż) of C(t) and its time derivativėC(t). The

joint PDF pCĊ(z, ż) can be obtained by using the joint PDFpΞ2Ξ̇2(z, ż) given in (4)

as

pCĊ(z, ż) =

(
22z+1 ln(2)

γs

)2

pΞ2Ξ̇2

(
22z−1

γs
,
2żln(2)

γs
/

22z

)

=

(
22z+1 ln(2)

)2(
22z−1

)m2− 3
2

√
2πγsγm2

s

[
2
∏
i=1

(
Ώi
mi

)mi
Γ(mi)

]
∞∫

0

x2m1−2m2−1
√

(22z−1)β1

γsx2 +x2β2

e
−
(

x2m1
Ώ1

+
(22z−1)m2

γsx2Ώ2

)

×e

−




(22z+1 ln(2)ż)
2

8γs(22z−1)

(
(22z−1)β1

γsx2 +x2β2

)




dx, z≥ 0, |ż|< ∞. (9)

Finally, the LCRNC(r) can be found as follows

NC(r) =
∫ ∞

0
ż pCĊ(r, ż)dż

=

√
8
π

(
22r −1

γs

)m2− 1
2
[

2

∏
i=1

mmi
i

Ώi
mi Γ(mi)

] ∞∫

0

e
−(

22r−1)m2
γsx2Ώ2 e

− x2m1
Ώ1

x1+2m2−2m1

×
√

(22r −1)β1

γsx2 +x2β2 dx, r ≥ 0. (10)

The ADF TC(r) of the channel capacityC(t) denotes the average duration of time

over which the capacity is below a given levelr [8, 9]. The ADF TC(r) of the

channel capacity can be expressed as [9]

TC(r) =
FC(r)
NC(r)

(11)

whereFC(r) andNC(r) are given by (8) and (10), respectively.

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section, we will discuss the analytical results obtained in the previous section.

The validity of the theoretical results is confirmed with thehelp of simulations. For

comparison purposes, we have also shown the results for double Rayleigh channels,
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which represent a special case of double Nakagami-mchannels. In order to generate

Nakagami-mprocessesχi(t), we have used the following relationship [25]

χi(t) =

√√√√
2×mi

∑
l=1

µ2
i,l (t) (12)

whereµi,l (t) (l = 1,2, ...,2mi; i = 1,2) are the underlying independent and identi-

cally distributed (i.i.d.) Gaussian processes, andmi is the parameter of the Nakagami-m

distribution associated with theith link of the dualhop communication systems. The

Gaussian processesµi,l (t), each with zero mean and variancesσ2
0 , were simulated

using the sum-of-sinusoids model [17]. The model parameters were computed using

the generalized method of exact Doppler spread (GMEDS1) [18]. The number of

sinusoids for the generation of Gaussian processesµi,l (t) was chosen to beN = 29.

The parameterΩi was chosen to be equal to 2miσ2
0 . Unless stated otherwise, the

values of the maximum Doppler frequenciesfmax1, fmax2, and fmax3 were taken to

be 0, 91, and 125 Hz, respectively. The SNRγs was set to 15 dB. The parameters

AMR andσ0 were chosen to be unity. Finally, using (12), (1), and (6), the simulation

results for the statistical properties of the channel capacity were found.

The PDF and CDF of the channel capacity of double Nakagami-m channels

are presented in Figs. F.2 and F.3, respectively. Both figures illustrate the fact that

increasing the value of the severity parametermi (i.e., a decrease in the level of the

severity of fading) in one or both links of the double Nakagami-m channels results

in an increase in the mean channel capacity. This result is specifically presented

in Fig. F.4, where the mean channel capacity is studied for different values of the

severity parametermi (i = 1,2). It can also be seen that double Rayleigh channels

(mi = 1; i = 1,2) have a lower mean channel capacity as compared to the mean

channel capacity of double Nakagami-m channels (mi = 2; i = 1,2). Moreover, it

can also be observed from Figs. F.2 and F.3 that increasing the value of the severity

parametermi decreases the variance of the channel capacity.

Figure F.5 presents the LCRNC(r) of the capacityC(t) of double Nakagami-m

channels. It is observed that an increase in the level of severity of fading in one or

both links of double Nakagami-mchannels increases the LCRNC(r) of the channel

capacity at low levelsr. Hence, at low levelsr, the LCRNC(r) of the capacity of

double Rayleigh channels (mi = 1; i = 1,2) is higher as compared to that of double

Nakagami-mchannels (mi = 2; i = 1,2). However, the converse statement is true for

higher levelsr. The ADF of the capacity of double Nakagami-mchannels is shown

in Fig. F.6. It is evident from this figure that the ADF of the capacity decreases with
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Figure F.3: The CDFFC(r) of the capacity of double Nakagami-mchannels.

an increase in the value of the severity parametermi (i = 1,2).

Figures F.7 and F.8 study the influence of the maximum Dopplerfrequencies of

the MR and the DMS on the LCR and ADF of the channel capacity. Itcan clearly be

observed in Figs. F.7 and F.8 that the LCR and ADF are stronglydependent on the

Doppler frequencies of the MR and the DMS. This means that themobility of the

MR and the DMS has a significant influence on the LCR and ADF of the channel

capacity. It is observed that increasing the maximum Doppler frequenciesfmax2 and
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Figure F.4: The mean channel capacity of double Nakagami-m channels for differ-
ent levels of fading severity.
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fmax3 results in a significant increase in the LCR. However, the ADFdecreases by

increasing the maximum Doppler frequencies of the MR and theDMS.

V. CONCLUSION

This article presents the derivation of exact analytical expressions for the statistical

properties of the capacity of double Nakagami-mchannels, which finds applications
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in cooperative networks and keyhole channels. We have studied the influence of the

severity of fading on the PDF, CDF, LCR, and ADF of the channelcapacity. It is

observed that an increase in the severity of fading in one or both links of double

Nakagami-m channels decreases the mean channel capacity, while it results in an

increase in the ADF of the channel capacity. Moreover, at lower signal levels, this

effects increases the LCR of the channel capacity. Results also show that the mo-

bility of the MR and DMS has a significant influence on the LCR and ADF of the
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channel capacity. Specifically, an increase in the maximum Doppler frequencies of

the MR and DMS increases the LCR, while it has an opposite influence on the ADF

of the channel capacity. The presented exact results are validated with the help of

simulations, whereby a very good fitting is observed.
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Abstract — This article deals with the derivation and analysis of the statis-

tical properties of the capacity ofN∗Nakagami-mchannels, which has been re-

cently introduced as a suitable stochastic model for multihop fading channels.

We have derived exact analytical expressions for the probability density func-

tion (PDF), cumulative distribution function (CDF), level-crossing rate (LCR),

and average duration of fades (ADF) of the capacity ofN∗Nakagami-m chan-

nels. For large number of multihops, we have studied the firstorder statistics

of the capacity by assuming that the fading amplitude of the channel can be

modeled as a lognormal process. Furthermore, an accurate closed-form ap-

proximation has been derived for the LCR of the capacity. Theresults are

studied for different values of the number of hops as well as for different val-

ues of the Nakagami parameters, controlling the severity offading in different

links of the multihop communication system. The results show that an increase

in the number of hops or the severity of fading decreases the mean channel ca-

pacity, while the ADF of the channel capacity increases. Moreover, an increase

in the severity of fading or the number of hops decreases the LCR of the capac-

ity of Nakagami-mchannels at higher levels. The converse statement is true for

lower levels. The presented results provide an insight intothe influence of the

number of hops and the severity of fading on the channel capacity, and hence

they are very useful for the design and performance analysisof the multihop

communication systems.

Index Terms—Multihop communication systems, channel capacity, probability den-

sity function, cumulative distribution function, level-crossing rate, average duration

of fades.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Multihop communication systems fall under the category of cooperative diversity

systems, in which the intermediate wireless network nodes assist each other by re-

laying the information from the source mobile station (SMS)to the destination mo-

bile station (DMS) [26, 30, 18]. This kind of communication scheme promises an

increased network coverage, enhanced mobility, and improved system performance.

It has applications in wireless local area networks (WLANs)[10], cellular networks

[27], ad-hoc networks [1, 2], and hybrid networks [6]. Basedon the amount of

signal processing used for relaying the received signal, the relays can generally be

classified into two types, namely amplify-and-forward (or non-regenerative) relays

[11, 12] and decode-and-forward (or regenerative) relays [8]. The relay nodes in

multihop communication systems can further be categorizedinto channel state in-

formation (CSI) assisted relays [4], which employ the CSI tocalculate the relay

gains and blind relays with fixed relay gains [16].

In order to characterize the fading in the end-to-end link between the SMS and

the DMS in a multihop communication system withN hops, the authors in [17] have

proposed theN∗Nakagami-m channel model, assuming that the fading in each link

between the wireless nodes can be modeled by a Nakagami-mprocess. The second

order statistical properties of multihop Rayleigh fading channels have been studied

in[28], while for dualhop Nakagami-m channels, the second order statistics of the

received signal envelope has been analyzed in [32]. Moreover, the performance

analysis of multihop communication systems for different kinds of relaying can be

found in [5, 16, 11, 12] and the multiple references therein.In [25], the authors

analyzed the statistical properties of the capacity of dualhop Rice channels employ-

ing amplify-and-forward based blind relays. An extension of the work in [25] to

the case of dualhop Nakagami-m channels has been presented in [24]. The ergodic

capacity of multihop Rayleigh fading channels has been studied in [7, 8]. Though

a lot of papers have been published in the literature dealingwith the performance

and analysis of multihop communication systems, the statistical properties of the

capacity ofN∗Nakagami-m channels have not been investigated so far. The aim of

this article is to fill in this gap of information.

In this paper, the statistical properties of the capacity ofN∗Nakagami-m chan-

nels are analyzed. The mean and the variance of the channel capacity are studied

with the help of the PDF of the channel capacity. To provide aninsight into the tem-

poral behavior of the channel capacity, we also investigatethe LCR and the ADF

of the channel capacity. The LCR of the channel capacity describes the average

rate of up-crossings (or down-crossings) of the capacity through a certain threshold
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level. The ADF of the channel capacity denotes the average duration of time over

which the capacity is below a given level [13, 14]. By using a feedback channel,

the statistical properties of the channel capacity can be useful for the transmitter

to determine the right modulation, coding, and power to maximize the amount of

information that can be transmitted over the wireless channel [19].

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we briefly describe

theN∗Nakagami-mchannel model and some of its statistical properties. Section III

presents the statistical properties of the capacity ofN∗Nakagami-m channels. A

study on the first order statical properties of the channel capacity for large number

of hopsN is presented in Section IV. The analysis of the obtained results is carried

out in Section V. The concluding remarks are finally stated inSection VI.

II. THE N∗NAKAGAMI -m CHANNEL MODEL

Amplify-and-forward relay-based multihop communicationsystems consist of

an SMS, a DMS, andN−1 blind mobile relays MRn (n= 1,2, . . . ,N−1), as de-

picted in Fig. G.1. In this article, we have assumed that the fading in the SMS–MR1
link, MRn–MRn+1 (n= 1,2, . . . ,N−2) links, and the MRN−1–DMS link is charac-

terized by independent but not necessarily identical Nakagami-mprocesses denoted

by χ1(t), χn+1(t) (n= 1,2, . . . ,N−2), andχN(t), respectively. The received signal

rn(t) at thenth mobile relay MRn (n= 1,2, . . . ,N−1) or the DMS(n= N) can be

expressed as [31]

rn(t) = Gn−1 χn(t) rn−1(t)+nn(t) (1)
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Figure G.1: The propagation scenario describingN∗Nakagami-m fading channels.
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wherenn(t) is the additive white Gaussian noise at thenth relay or the DMS with

zero mean and varianceN0,n, Gn−1 denotes the gain of the(n−1)th (n= 2,3, . . . ,N)

relay,r0(t) represents the signal transmitted from the SMS, andG0 equals unity. The

PDF pχn(z) of the Nakagami-mprocessχn(t) (n= 1,2, . . . ,N) is given by [20]

pχn(z) =
2mmn

n z2mn−1

Γ(mn)Ωmn
n

e−mnz2
Ωn , z≥ 0 (2)

whereΩn = E
{

χ2
n(t)

}
, mn = Ω2

n

/
Var
{

χ2
n(t)

}
, and Γ(·) represents the gamma

function [9]. The expectation and the variance operators are denoted byE{·} and

Var{·}, respectively. The parametermn controls the severity of the fading, associ-

ated with thenth link of the multihop communication system. Increasing the value

of mn, decreases the severity of fading and vice versa. The overall fading channel

describing the SMS–DMS link can be modeled as aN∗Nakagami-m process given

by [17, 28]

Ξ(t) =
N

∏
n=1

Gn−1 χn(t) =
N

∏
n=1

χ́n(t) (3)

where each of the processesχ́n(t) (n= 1,2, . . . ,N) follows the Nakagami-m distri-

bution pχ́n(z) with parametersmn andΏn = G2
n−1 Ωn. In order to derive an expres-

sion for the received instantaneous signal-to-noise ratio(SNR)γ(t) at the DMS, we

continue as follows. The overall instantaneous signal power S(t) at the DMS can be

expressed as

S(t) =
N

∏
n=1

G2
n−1 |χn(t)|2 . (4)

Similarly, the instantaneous noise powerN(t) at the DMS can be written as

N(t) = N0,1
(
G2

1G2
2 · · ·G2

N−1

)(
|χ2(t)|2 |χ3(t)|2 · · · |χN(t)|2

)

+N0,2
(
G2

2G2
3 · · ·G2

N−1

)(
|χ3(t)|2 |χ4(t)|2 · · · |χN(t)|2

)
+ · · ·+N0,N

=
N

∑
n=1

N0,n

(
N

∏
k=n+1

G2
k−1 |χk(t)|2

)
. (5)

The instantaneous SNRγ(t) at the DMS can now be expressed as

γ(t) =
S(t)
N(t)

=

N
∏

n=1
G2

n−1 |χn(t)|2

N
∑

n=1
N0,n

(
N
∏

k=n+1
G2

k−1 |χk(t)|2
) . (6)
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Dividing the numerator and the denominator in (6) by∏N
n=1N0,nG2

n−1 allows us to

write γ(t) as [12, Eqs. (12)–(14)]

γ(t) =

N
∏

n=1
γn(t)

N
∑

n=1

(
N
∏

k=n+1
γk(t)

/
n−1
∏

k=1
N0,kG2

k

) (7)

whereγn(t) = |χn(t)|2/N0,n represents the instantaneous SNR at thenth relay MRn.

By expanding the denominator in (7), it can be observed that,for fixed values of the

noise varianceN0,n, increasing the relay gainGn increases the instantaneous SNR

at the DMS. However, for any values oft, the value ofγ(t) is always less than or

equal toγ1(t), representing the instantaneous SNR at the first mobile relay. This

fact can easily be confirmed by choosing the value of the relaygainsGn according

to Gn = 1/
√

CnN0,n (n= 1,2, . . . ,N−1) [28, Eq. (35)], whereCn is a real valued

constant. By substitutingG2
n = 1

/
(CnN0,n) in (7), the resulting expression for the

instantaneous SNRγ(t) can be written in accordance with [16, Eq. (3)] as

γ(t) =
(

1
γ1(t)

+
C1

γ1(t)γ2(t)
+

C1C2

γ1(t)γ2(t)γ3(t)
+ · · ·+ C1C2 · · ·CN−1

γ1(t)γ2(t) · · ·γN(t)

)−1

. (8)

Hence, as the value ofGn increases, the value ofCn decreases and thus the value of

γ(t) approachesγ1(t) for any values oft. In the following, for the sake of simplicity,

we will assume a fixed noise powerN0 at the DMS. Hence, the instantaneous SNR

at the DMS is given by

γ(t) =
S(t)
N0

. (9)

For the calculation of the PDF of the capacity ofN∗Nakagami-m channels, we

need to find the PDFpΞ2(z) of the squaredN∗Nakagami-m processΞ2(t). Fur-

thermore, for the calculation of the LCR and the ADF of the capacity, we need

to find an expression for the joint PDFpΞ2Ξ̇2(z, ż) of the squared processΞ2(t)

and its time derivativėΞ2(t) at the same timet. By employing the relationship

pΞ2(z) = pΞ(
√

z)/(2
√

z) [21, Eq. (5-22)], the PDFpΞ2(z) can be expressed in terms

of the PDFpΞ(z) of theN∗Nakagami-mprocessΞ(t) in [17, Eq. (4)] as

pΞ2(z) =
1

z
N
∏

n=1
Γ(mi)

GN,0
0,N

[
z

N

∏
n=1

(
mn

Ώn

)∣∣∣∣∣
−

m1,m2,...,mN

]
, z≥ 0. (10)
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In (10),G[·] denotes the Meijer’sG-function [9, Eq. (9.301)]. By following a similar

procedure presented in [28, Eqs. (12)–(15)] and by applyingthe concept of trans-

formation of random variables [21, Eq. (7-8)], it can be shown that the expression

for the joint PDFpΞ2Ξ̇2(z, ż) under isotropic scattering conditions can be written as

pΞ2Ξ̇2(z, ż) =
1
4z

∫ ∞

x1=0
· · ·
∫ ∞

xN−1=0

p Ξ̇
2
√

Ξ

∣∣∣
√

Ξ χ́1···χ́N−1

(
ż

2
√

z

∣∣∣
√

z, x1, . . . ,xN−1

)

∏N−1
n=1 xn

× pχ́N

( √
z

∏N−1
n=1 xn

)
pχ́1

(x1) · · · pχ́N−1
(xN−1)dx1 · · ·dxN−1 (11)

for z≥ 0 and|ż|< ∞, where

p Ξ̇
2
√

Ξ

∣∣∣
√

Ξ χ́1···χ́N−1

(
ż

2
√

z

∣∣∣∣
√

z, x1, ...,xN−1

)
=

1√
2π

e
− ż

8zK2(z,x1,...,xN−1)

K(z,x1, . . . ,xN−1)
(12)

and

K2(z,x1, . . . ,xN−1) = βN


1+

z
N−1
∑

n=1

βn
βNx2

n(
N−1
∏

n=1
x2

n

)




N−1

∏
n=1

x2
n, (13a)

βn =
Ώnπ2

mn

(
f 2
maxn + f 2

maxn+1

)
, n= 1,2, . . . ,N . (13b)

Here, fmax1 and fmaxN+1 represent the maximum Doppler frequencies of the SMS

and DMS, respectively, whilefmaxn+1 denotes the maximum Doppler frequency of

thenth mobile relay MRn (n= 1,2, . . . ,N−1).

III. STATISTICAL PROPERTIES OF THECAPACITY OF N∗NAKAGAMI -m

CHANNELS

The instantaneous capacityC(t) of N∗Nakagami-mchannels is defined as

C(t) =
1
N

log2

(
1+ γs|Ξ(t)|2

)

=
1
N

log2

(
1+ γsΞ2(t)

)
(bits/s/Hz) (14)

whereγs = 1/N0. The factor 1
/

N in (14) is due to the reason that the relays MRn

(n = 1,2, . . . ,N− 1) in Fig. G.1 operate in a half-duplex mode, and therefore the

signal transmitted from the SMS is received at the DMS inN time slots. We can

consider (14) as a mapping of a random processΞ(t) to another random process
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C(t). Therefore, the results for the statistical properties of the processΞ(t) can be

used to obtain the expressions for the statistical properties of the channel capacity

C(t). Again, by applying the concept of transformation of randomvariables, the

PDFpC(r) of the channel capacityC(t) can be expressed in terms of the PDFpΞ2(z)

as

pC(r) =

(
N2Nr ln(2)

γs

)
pΞ2

(
2Nr −1

γs

)

=
N2Nr ln(2)

(2Nr −1)
N
∏

n=1
Γ(mi)

GN,0
0,N

[
2Nr −1

γs

N

∏
n=1

(
mn

Ώn

)∣∣∣∣∣
−

m1,m2,...,mN

]
(15)

for r ≥ 0. By integrating the PDFpC(r), the CDFFC(r) of the channel capacity

C(t) can be obtained by making use of the relationships in [9, Eq. (9.34/3)] and [3,

Eq. (26)] as

FC(r) =

r∫

0

pC(z)dz

=
1

N
∏

n=1
Γ(mi)

GN,1
1,N+1

[
2Nr −1

γs

N

∏
N=1

(
mn

Ώn

)∣∣∣∣∣
1

m1,m2,...,mN,0

]
, r ≥ 0. (16)

To find the LCR, denoted byNC(r), of the capacityC(t), we first need to find the

joint PDFpCĊ(z, ż) of C(t) and its time derivativėC(t). The joint PDFpCĊ(z, ż) can

be found by using the joint PDFpΞ2Ξ̇2(z, ż) given in (11) and by employing the re-

lationshippCĊ(z, ż) =
(

N2Nzln(2)
/

γs
)2

pΞ2Ξ̇2

(
(2Nz−1)

/
γs, N2Nzżln(2)

/
γs
)
. Fi-

nally, the LCRNC(r) can be found as follows

NC(r) =

∞∫

0

ż pCĊ(r, ż)dż

=
2NΦ√

2π

(
2Nr −1

γs

)mN− 1
2

∞∫

x1=0

· · ·
∞∫

xN−1=0

e
−

N−1
∑

n=1

mnx2
n

Ώn

(
N−1

∏
n=1

x2(mn−mN)−1
n

)

×K

(
2Nr −1

γs
,x1, . . . ,xN−1

)
e

−
mN(2Nr−1)

γsΏN
N−1

∏
n=1

x2
n

dx1 · · ·dxN−1 , r ≥ 0 (17)

whereΦ = ∏N
n=1mmn

n

/(
Γ(mn)Ώmn

n

)
. The expression for the LCRNC(r) in (25)

is mathematically very complex due to multiple integrals. However, by using the
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multivariate Laplace approximation theorem [15], it is shown in the Appendix that

the LCRNC(r) of the channel capacityC(t) can be approximated in a closed form

as

NC(r) ≈ (2π)N
2 Φ

π
√

N

(
2Nr −1

γs

)mN− 1
2

e
−N

(
mN(2Nr−1)

Φ̃

) 1
N 


N−1

∏
n=1

x̃2(mn−mN)−1
n√

mn
/

Ώn




×K

(
2Nr −1

γs
, x̃1, . . . , x̃N−1

)
, r ≥ 0 (18)

where

Φ̃ = γsΏN

N−1

∏
n=1

Ώn

mn
(19a)

and

x̃n =




mN
(
2Nr −1

)

Φ̃
(

mn
/

Ώn

)N




1
2N

, n= 1, . . . ,N−1. (19b)

The ADF, denoted byTC(r), of the channel capacity can be expressed as [14]

TC(r) =
FC(r)
NC(r)

(20)

whereFC(r) andNC(r) are given by (10) and (14), respectively.

IV. A SYMPTOTIC ANALYSIS

In this section, we will study the PDF, CDF, mean, and variance of the capacity

when the number of hopsN is large. Similarly to [17], we will apply the central

limit theorem of products [21] to obtain an accurate approximation for the PDF of

the N∗Nakagami-m process in (3). In the case whenN → ∞, we will denote the

N∗Nakagami-mprocessΞ(t) by Ξ∞(t). From [17], it follows that the PDF ofΞ∞(t)

is lognormal distributed

pΞ∞(z) =
1√

2πσ∞z
e
− 1

2σ2∞
(lnz−µ∞)

2

, z≥ 0 (21)

where

µ∞ = lim
N→∞

1
2

N

∑
n=1

[
Ψ(mn)− ln

(
mn

Ώn

)]
(22)

and

σ2
∞ = lim

N→∞

1
4

N

∑
n=1

Ψ(1)(mn) . (23)
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Here,Ψ(1)(·) is the first derivative of the Digamma functionΨ(·) [9, Eq. (8.360)].

In order to derive the PDF of the capacity ofN∗Nakagami-mchannels, we need

to find the PDFpΞ2
∞
(z) of the squaredN∗Nakagami-mprocessΞ2

∞(t). Again, by em-

ploying the relationshippΞ2
∞
(z) = pΞ∞(

√
z)/(2

√
z), the PDFpΞ2

∞
(z) can be obtained

as

pΞ2
∞
(z) =

1

2
√

2πσ∞z
e
− 1

2σ2∞
(ln

√
z−µ∞)

2

, z≥ 0. (24)

Hence, by using (24) and applying the same transformation technique presented in

Section III, the PDFpC(t) of the capacityC(t) can be approximated as

pC(r)≈
N2Nr ln2

2
√

2π(2Nr −1)σN
e
− 1

2σ2
N

(
ln
√

2Nr−1
γs

−µN

)2

, r ≥ 0 (25)

whereµN andσ2
N are obtained from (22) and (23), respectively, by using a finite

number of hopsN. Furthermore, by integrating the PDFpC(r) in (25), the CDF

FC(r) can be expressed as

FC(r) =

r∫

0

pC(z)dz

≈ N ln2

2
√

2πσN

r∫

0

2Nz

(2Nz−1)
e
− 1

2σ2
N

(
ln
√

2Nz−1
γs

−µN

)2

dz. (26)

Finally, the meanµC and the varianceσ2
C of C(t) can now be easily obtained as

µC =

∞∫

0

zpC(z)dz

≈ N ln2

2
√

2πσN

∞∫

0

2Nzz
2Nz−1

e
− 1

2σ2
N

(
ln
√

2Nz−1
γs

−µN

)2

dz (27)

and

σ2
C =

∞∫

0

(z−µC)
2pC(z)dz

≈ N ln2

2
√

2πσN

∞∫

0

2Nzz(z−µC)
2

2Nz−1
e
− 1

2σ2
N

(
ln
√

2Nz−1
γs

−µN

)2

dz (28)
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respectively. In the next section, it will be shown by simulations that the approxi-

mations obtained in (25)–(28) performs well for small numbers of hopsN.

V. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section, we will discuss the analytical results obtained in the previous sec-

tions. The validity of the theoretical results is confirmed with the help of simula-

tions. For comparison purposes, we have also shown the results for Rayleigh chan-

nels (mn = 1; n= 1,2, . . . ,N). In order to generate Nakagami-mprocessesχn(t) for

natural values of 2mn, the following relationship can be used [29]

χn(t) =

√√√√
2×mn

∑
l=1

µ2
n,l (t) (29)

whereµn,l (t) (l = 1,2, . . . ,2mn; n= 1,2, . . . ,N) are the underlying independent and

identically distributed (i.i.d.) Gaussian processes, andmn is the parameter of the

Nakagami-m distribution associated with thenth link of the multihop communi-

cation systems. The Gaussian processesµn,l (t), each with zero mean and vari-

ancesmnσ2
0 , were simulated using the sum-of-sinusoids model [22]. Themodel

parameters were computed using the generalized method of exact Doppler spread

(GMEDS1) [23]. The number of sinusoids for the generation of Gaussian pro-

cessesµn,l (t) was chosen to be 20. The parameterΩn was chosen to be equal to

2(mnσ0)
2, the values of the maximum Doppler frequenciesfmaxn were set to be

equal to 125 Hz, and the quantityγs was equal to 15 dB. The parametersGn−1

(n = 1,2, . . . ,N) and σ0 were chosen to be unity. Finally, using (3), (14), and

(29), the simulation results for the statistical properties of the channel capacity were

found.

The PDF pC(r) and the CDFFC(r) of the capacityC(t) of N∗Nakagami-m

channels are presented in Figs. G.2 and G.3, respectively. Also, the approxima-

tion results obtained in (25) and (26) are shown in Figs. G.2 and G.3, respectively.

Specifically, forN = 6 andN = 8, the approximation results are in a reasonable

fitting with the exact results. Furthermore, it can be observed in both figures that

an increase in the severity of fading (i.e., decreasing the value of the fading param-

etermn) decreases the mean channel capacity. Similarly, as the number of hopsN

in N∗Nakagami-m channels increases, the mean channel capacity decreases. The

influence of severity of fading and the number of hopsN in a N∗Nakagami-m

channels on the mean channel capacity is specifically studied in Fig. G.4. It can

also be observed that the mean capacity of multihop Rayleighchannels (mn = 1;

n= 1,2, . . . ,N) is lower as compared to that ofN∗Nakagami-m channels (mn = 2;
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n = 1,2, . . . ,N). Moreover, it can also be observed from Figs. G.2 and G.3 that

an increase in the value of the fading parametermn or the number of hopsN in

N∗Nakagami-mchannels results in a decrease in the variance of the channelcapac-

ity. This result can easily be observed in Fig. G.5, where thevariance of the capacity

of N∗Nakagami-m channels is studied for different values of the fading parameter

mn and the number of hopsN in N∗Nakagami-m channels. In Figs. G.4 and G.5,

we have also include the approximations obtained in (27) and(28), respectively.
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The results show that as the number of hopsN increase the approximation results

get in a close correspondence with the exact results. In addition, a carefully study

of Figs. G.2–G.5 also reveal that the approximations results given by Eqs. (25)–

(28) are more closely fitted to the exact results for larger values ofmn, e.g.,mn = 2

(n= 1,2, . . . ,N).

Figure G.6 presents the LCRNC(r) of the capacityC(t) of N∗Nakagami-mchan-

nels. It can be observed that at lower levelsr, the LCRNC(r) of the capacity of
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N∗Nakagami-m channels with lower values of the fading parametermn is lower as

compared to that of the channels with higher values of fadingparametermn. How-

ever, the converse statement is true for lower levelsr. On the other hand, increase

in the number of hopsN has an opposite influence on the LCR of the channel ca-

pacity as compared to the fading parametermn. Furthermore, Fig. G.6 illustrates

the approximated LCRNC(r) of the capacityC(t) given by (18). It is observed

that as the number of hopsN increases, the approximated LCR fits quite closely
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to the exact results. Specifically forN ≥ 4, a very good fitting between the exact

and the approximation results is observed. The ADFTC(r) of the capacityC(t) of

N∗Nakagami-mchannels is studied in Fig. G.7 for different values of the number of

hopsN and the fading parametermn. It is observed that an increase in the severity

of fading or the number of hopsN in N∗Nakagami-m channels increases the ADF

TC(r) of the channel capacity.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this article, we have presented a statistical analysis ofthe capacity ofN∗Nakagami-m

channels. Specifically, we have studied the influence of the severity of fading and

the number of hops on the PDF, CDF, LCR, and ADF of the channel capacity. We

have derived an accurate closed-form approximation for theLCR of the capacity.

For large number of hopsN, we have investigate the suitability of the assumption

that theN∗Nakagami fading distribution can be approximated by the lognormal dis-

tribution. The findings of this paper show that an increase inthe number of hops

N or the severity of fading decreases the mean channel capacity, while it results in

an increase in the ADF of the channel capacity. Moreover, at higher levelsr, the

LCR NC(r) of the capacity ofN∗Nakagami-m channels decreases with an increase

in severity of fading or the number of hopsN. However, the converse statement is

true for lower levelsr. Furthermore, the variance of the channel capacity decreases

by increasing the number of hops, while increase in the severity of fading has an

opposite influence on the variance of the channel capacity. It is also observed that

increasing the relay gains increases the received SNR at theDMS, however the re-

ceived SNR at the DMS is always less than or equal to the SNR at the first mobile

relay MR1. The analytical results are verified by simulations, whereby a very good

fitting is observed.

G. A Proof of (18)

We can obtain an approximate closed-form expression for (25) by applying a similar

technique as presented in [28]. By employing the result given by [28, eq. (A.3)],

the LCRNC(r) can be approximated as

NC(r)≈
2NΦ√

2π

(
2Nr −1

γs

)mN− 1
2

(2π)(N−1)/2 u(x̃)√
α

e−h(x̃) , r ≥ 0, (A.1)

where
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u(x̃) =

(
N−1

∏
n=1

x̃2(mn−mN)−1
n

)
K

(
2Nr −1

γs
, x̃1, . . . , x̃N−1

)
,

(A.2)

h(x̃) =
N−1

∑
n=1

mnx̃2
n

Ώn
+

mN
(
2Nr −1

)

γsΏN
N−1
∏

n=1
x̃2

n

, (A.3)

and x̃ = [x̃1, . . . , x̃N−1]. Moreover, the values of the parameters ˜x1, . . . , x̃N−1 pre-

sented in (19b) can be obtained by using [28, eq. (25)]. Furthermore, with the help

of [28, eq. (30)], we can easily show that the quantityα in (A.1) is given by

α = N22(N−1)
N−1

∏
n=1

mn

Ώn
. (A.4)

Finally, by substituting (A.2), (A.3), (A.4), and (19b) in (A.1), we obtain the ap-

proximate closed-form expression for the LCRNC(r) of the channel capacityC(t)

given by (18).
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Abstract — In this paper, we have studied the statistical properties of the

capacity of Rice channels for both maximal ratio combining (MRC) and equal

gain combining (EGC) schemes. We have analyzed the effect ofthe number of

diversity branches and the amplitude of the line-of-sight (LOS) components in

the diversity branches on the statistics of the channel capacity. Specifically, we

have derived analytical expressions for the probability density function (PDF),

cumulative distribution function (CDF), level-crossing rate (LCR), and average

duration of fades (ADF) of the capacity of Rice channels whenusing MRC and

EGC. It is observed that if the number of diversity branches or the amplitude

of the LOS components increases, then the mean channel capacity increases,

while the spread and the ADF of the channel capacity decreases. The pre-

sented results are very helpful for wireless communicationsystem designers to

optimize the receiver design for the case when spatial diversity combining is

employed.

I. INTRODUCTION

Diversity combining is widely accepted as an effective method to mitigate the ef-

fects of fading in wireless propagation environments [13].If, for example, spatial

diversity techniques are used, the received signals of all diversity branches are com-

bined in an intelligent way which results in an increase in the average received

signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) [26, 13, 15, 2] and hence the system throughput in-

creases. Spatial diversity combining techniques have gained considerable attention

in the past few decades due to their potential to improve the overall system perfor-

mance. Two of such combining techniques include MRC and EGC [13, 15]. The

performance analysis of EGC in Rayleigh channels can be found in [6, 3, 24]. For

Rice channels, the performance analysis of MRC and EGC is presented in [1, 21].

Moreover, the capacity analysis of Rice and Rayleigh channels with MRC can be

found in [2, 14, 11]. Furthermore, results for the bit error rate analysis for EGC
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in Nakagami and Weibull channels can also be found in the literature (see, e.g.,

[26, 25, 21] and the references therein). However, to the best of the authors’ knowl-

edge, the statistical properties of the capacity of mobile fading channels with MRC

or EGC have not been investigated so far.

This article deals with the derivation and analysis of the statistical properties of

the capacity of Rice channels with MRC and EGC. We have derived exact analytical

expressions for the PDF, CDF, LCR and ADF of the capacity of Rice channels for

the case when MRC is employed. Moreover, when EGC is used, theanalytical

expressions for the PDF, CDF, LCR, and ADF of the channel capacity are derived

using an approximation for the PDF of a sum of Rice processes.The PDF and CDF

of the channel capacity are very helpful to obtain the mean and the variance of the

channel capacity. On the other hand, the LCR and ADF of the channel capacity

provide an insight into the temporal variations of the channel capacity [9]. The

LCR of the channel capacity represents the average rate of up-crossings (or down-

crossings) of the channel capacity through a certain threshold level, while the ADF

is the average duration of time over which the channel capacity is below a certain

threshold level [12].

We have studied the results for different values of the number of diversity branches,

L, and the amplitude of the LOS components,ρ , in different Rice branches. More-

over, the results for the statistical properties of the capacity of Rayleigh and Rice

channels are also presented for comparison purposes. It is observed that an in-

crease in the value ofL or ρ increases the mean channel capacity for both MRC

and EGC. However, it results in a decrease in the variance of the channel capacity.

We have also observed that for any of the two aforementioned combining methods,

the capacity of Rice channels with a lower value ofL or ρ has a higher LCR at

low and medium signal levels. The ADF of the channel capacity, on the other hand,

decreases with an increase in the value of the parametersL or ρ . The analytical find-

ings are verified with the help of simulations revealing a very good fitting between

the theoretical and simulation results.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II and III, we will briefly

describe the MRC and EGC scheme in Rice channels, respectively. Section IV deals

with the derivation of the statistical properties of the capacity of Rice channels with

MRC. Section V presents the statistical properties of the capacity of Rice channels

with EGC. The analysis of the theoretical and simulation results is carried out in

Section VI. Finally, the conclusions are presented in Section VII.
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II. RICE CHANNELS WITH MRC

Let χl (t) denote a Rice process, which characterizes the received signal envelope in

thel th fading branch in anL-branch diversity system. Then, the instantaneous SNR

γ(t) at the combiner output in an MRC diversity scheme is given by [13]

γ(t) =
Ps

N0

L

∑
l=1

χ2
l (t) = γsΞ(t) (1)

whereγs = Ps
/

N0 denotes the average SNR of each branch,Ps is the total trans-

mitted power per symbol,N0 represents the variance of the additive white Gaussian

noise (AWGN) in the channel, andΞ(t) = ∑L
l=1 χ2

l (t). The PDF of the processΞ(t)
is given by [23]

pΞ(z) =

(
z
/

s2
)L−1

2

2σ2
0

e
− z+s2

2σ2
0 IL−1

(√
zs

σ2
0

)
, z≥ 0 (2)

whereσ2
0 denotes the variance of the underlying Gaussian processes in χl (t), In(·)

is the modified Bessel function of the first kind of ordern [10], s2 = ∑L
l=1ρ2

l , andρl

represents the amplitude of the LOS component in thel th diversity branch. Hence-

forth, without the loss of generality, we assume thatρl = ρ holds∀l = 1,2, ...,L, and

thuss=
√

Lρ . Under the assumption of isotropic scattering, the joint PDF pΞΞ̇(z, ż)

of Ξ(t) and its time derivativėΞ(t) can be written as [5]

pΞΞ̇(z, ż) =
z

L−1
2 e

− z+s2

2σ2
0
− ż2

8βz

2σ2
0

√
8πβzsL−1

IL−1

(√
zs

σ2
0

)
(3)

for z≥ 0 and|ż| < ∞. Here,β = 2(π fmaxσ0)
2 for isotropic scattering conditions

and fmax denotes the maximum Doppler frequency. Equations (2) and (3) will be

used in Section IV for the derivation of the statistical properties of the capacity of

Rice channels with MRC.

III. R ICE CHANNELS WITH EGC

For the case when EGC is employed at the receiver in anL-branch diversity system,

the instantaneous SNRγ(t) at the combiner output is given by

γ(t) =
Ps

LN0

(
L

∑
l=1

χl (t)

)2

=
γs

L
Ξ(t) (4)

where χl(t) denotes the received signal envelope in thel th Ricean branch and

Ξ(t)=
(
∑L

l=1 χl (t)
)2

. To derive the statistical properties of the capacityC(t) of Rice
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channels with EGC, we require the PDFpΞ(z) of the processΞ(t) and the joint PDF

pΞΞ̇(z, ż) of the processΞ(t) and its time derivativėΞ(t). However, the exact solu-

tion for the PDF of a sum of Rice processes and hence the PDFpΞ(z) of Ξ(t) are

still unknown. For overcoming this problem, different approximations have been

proposed in the literature [16, 4]. By using the approximation suggested in [16] for

the PDF of a sum of Rice processes and applying the concept of transformation of

random variables [17], the PDFpΞ(z) of the squared sum of Rice processesΞ(t)
can be expressed as

pΞ(z) ≈ 1√
8πzLσ2

χl

e
−(

√
z−Lµχl )

2

2Lσ2χl +Ka1,a2(z)

(
a0

2
√

za1

)
eK2

a1,a2
(z)/2[K2

a1,a2
(z)−3

]
,

z≥ 0. (5)

Here,Ka1,a2(z) =
(√

z/L−a2

/
a1

)
, µχl denotes the mean, andσ2

χl
represents the

variance of the Rice processχl (t) [20, Eq. (2.3-58)]. In this article, we have as-

sumed that all the Rice processesχl (t) have identical meansµχl and variancesσχl .

The constantsa0, a1, anda2 can be found using nonlinear least squares fitting with

the exact PDF, based on the interior-reflective Newton method [7]. The values of

these constants are given in Table H.1 for different numbersL of diversity branches

and for different values of the amplitudeρ of the LOS components.

Table H.1: Coefficients for the approximation
ρ = 0 ρ = 2

L a0 a1 a2 a0 a1 a2

2 0.0225 0.6474 1.7022 0.0071 0.9245 3.0028
3 0.0146 0.6498 2.1154 0.0047 0.9237 3.7713
4 0.0108 0.6513 2.4594 0.0035 0.9236 4.4058
5 0.0086 0.6529 2.7615 0.0028 0.9267 4.9539
6 0.0071 0.653 3.0319 0.0024 0.9276 5.449
7 0.0061 0.6542 3.282 0.002 0.928 5.904
8 0.0053 0.6541 3.5121 0.0018 0.9285 6.3303
9 0.0047 0.6539 3.7301 0.0016 0.9287 6.7264
10 0.0042 0.6538 3.9348 0.0014 0.9286 7.1009

The joint PDFpΞΞ̇(z, ż) can be expressed with the help of [22, Eq. (19)], [5,

Eq. (20)] and by using the concept of transformation or random variables [17] as
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pΞΞ̇(z, ż) =
e−

ż2
8Lzβ

√
8πzLβ

pΞ(z), z≥ 0, |ż|< ∞. (6)

In (6), β = 2(π fmaxσ0)
2 for isotropic scattering conditions. In Section VI, the

statistical properties of the capacity of Rice channels with EGC will be derived

using (5) and (6).

IV. STATISTICAL PROPERTIES OF THECAPACITY OF RICE CHANNELS WITH

MRC

The instantaneous capacityC(t) of Rice channels with MRC can be expressed

as [8]

C(t) = log2(1+ γ(t)) (bits/s/Hz). (7)

It can be observed that the expression in (7) represents a mapping of the random

processγ(t) to another random processC(t). Therefore, the statistical properties of

the channel capacity can be found with the help of the statistical properties of the

instantaneous SNRγ(t). To derive the expression for the PDF of the channel ca-

pacity, we first need to find the PDFpγ(z) of the instantaneous SNRγ(t) using the

relationpγ(z) =
(
1
/

γs
)

pΞ
(
z
/

γs
)
. Thereafter, applying the concept of transform-

ation of random variables, the PDFpC(r) of the channel capacityC(t) is obtained

usingpC(r) = 2r ln(2) pγ (2r −1) as follows

pC(r) =
2r ln(2)e

− 2r−1/γs+s2

2σ2
0 s1−L

2γsσ2
0

(
2r −1

/
γs
) 1−L

2

IL−1

(√
2r −1s
√γsσ2

0

)
, r ≥ 0. (8)

To find the CDFFC(r) of the channel capacityC(t), we will make use of the rela-

tionshipFC(r) =
∫ r

0 pC(x)dx [17]. After solving the integral, the CDFFC(r) of C(t)

can be expressed as

FC(r) = 1−QL


 s

σ0
,

√
2r −1

/
γss

σ2
0


 , r ≥ 0 (9)

whereQL(·, ·) represents the generalized Marcum Q-function [20, Eq. (2.3-36)].

The LCRNC(r) of the channel capacityC(t) is defined asNC(r)=
∫∞
0 ż pCĊ(r, ż)dż

[12], wherepCĊ(z, ż) denotes the joint PDF of the channel capacityC(t) and its

time derivativeĊ(t). The joint PDFpCĊ(z, ż) can be obtained usingpCĊ(z, ż) =

(2zln(2))2 pγγ̇ (2z−1,2zżln(2)) andpγγ̇(z, ż) =
(
1
/

γ2
s

)
pΞΞ̇

(
z
/

γs , ż
/

γs
)

as
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pCĊ(z, ż) =
2zln(2)√

(2r −1)8πβγs
e−

(2z ln(2)ż)2

8γsβ (2z−1) pC(z) (10)

for z≥ 0 and|ż| < ∞. The LCRNC(r) can now be obtained by substituting (10) in

NC(r) =
∫ ∞

0 ż pCĊ(r, ż)dż. After some algebraic manipulations, the LCRNC(r) can

finally be expressed in closed form as

NC(r) =

√
2β (2r −1)γs√

π2r ln(2)
pC(r), r ≥ 0. (11)

In order to find the ADFTC(r) of the channel capacityC(t), we will use the for-

mulaTC(r) = FC(r)
/

NC(r) [13], whereFC(r) andNC(r) are given by (9) and (11),

respectively.

V. STATISTICAL PROPERTIES OF THECAPACITY OF RICE CHANNELS WITH

EGC

For the case of EGC, the PDFpC(r) of the channel capacityC(t) is obtained us-

ing (4), (7), and by applying the concept of transformation of random variables.

Analogous to the MRC case, we will first find the PDFpγ(z) of the instanta-

neous SNRγ(t) by substituting the approximation in (5) in the relationship pγ(z) =(
1
/

γ́s
)

pΞ
(
z
/

γ́s
)
, whereγ́s = γs

/
L. Afterwards, the PDFpC(r) can be obtained

usingpC(r) = 2r ln(2) pγ (2r −1) as

pC(r)≈
2r ln(2)

γ́s





e
−(

√
2r−1/γ́s−Lµχl )

2

2Lσ2χl
√

8πLσ2
χl

(
2r−1

γ́s

) +
e−

K2
a1,a2

(
2r−1

γ́s

)

2

2a1

√
2r−1

γ́s

a0

[
K2

a1,a2

(
2r −1

γ́s

)
−3

]

× Ka1,a2

(
2r −1

γ́s

)}
(12)

for r ≥ 0. The CDFFC(r) of the channel capacityC(t) can now be obtained using

FC(r) =
∫ r

0 pC(x)dxas

FC(r) = 1−Q





√
2r −1

/
γ́s−Lµχl√

Lσχl



−a0

[
K2

a1,a2

(
2r −1

γ́s

)
−1

]
e−

K2
a1,a2

(
2r−1

γ́s

)

2

(13)

for r ≥ 0. In (13),Q(·) represents the error function [20, Eq. (2.3-10)].

The LCRNC(r) of the capacityC(t) of Rice channels with EGC is defined by

NC(r) =
∫ ∞

0 ż pCĊ(r, ż)dż. The joint PDFpCĊ(z, ż) in this case is obtained by using
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(6) and by employing the relationshipspCĊ(z, ż) = (2zln(2))2 pγγ̇ (2z−1,2zżln(2))

andpγγ̇(z, ż) =
(

1
/

γ́s
2
)

pΞΞ̇
(
z
/

γ́s , ż
/

γ́s
)

as

pCĊ(z, ż) =

√
γ́se

− (2z ln(2)ż)2

8Lβ γ́s(2z−1)

√
8πLβ (2z−1)

pC(z), z≥ 0, |ż|< ∞. (14)

By substituting (14) in
∫ ∞

0 ż pCĊ(r, ż)dż, the LCRNC(r) of the channel capacityC(t)

can be expressed in closed form as

NC(r) =

√
2(2r −1) γ́sLβ√

π2r ln(2)
pC(r), z≥ 0. (15)

Similarly, the ADFTC(r) of the channel capacityC(t) can be obtained usingTC(r)=

FC(r)
/

NC(r), while FC(r) andNC(r) are given by (13) and (15), respectively.

VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section, we will discuss the analytical results obtained in the previous sec-

tions. The validity of the analytical results will be verified with the help of sim-

ulations. For comparison purposes, we have also shown the results for Rayleigh

channels(ρ → 0) for both MRC and EGC. Moreover, we have also presented the

results for the classical Rayleigh and Rice channels which arise whenL = 1. In

order to generate the Rice distributed waveformsχl (t) (l = 1,2, ...,L), we have em-

ployed the sum-of-sinusoids model [18]. The model parameters were calculated

using the generalized method of exact Doppler spread (GMEDS1) [19]. The num-

ber of sinusoids for the generation of Rice distributed waveformsχl (t) was chosen

to beNl = 29+ l for l = 1,2, ...,L. The maximum Doppler frequencyfmax was

91 Hz, the SNRγs was equal to 15 dB, and the parameterσ0 was set to unity. Fi-

nally, using (1), (4), and (7), the simulation results for the statistical properties of

the channel capacityC(t) of Rice channels with MRC and EGC were obtained.

The PDFpC(r) of the capacity of Rice channels with MRC and EGC is shown

in Figs. H.1 and H.2, respectively, for different values of the number of diversity

branchesL and the parameterρ . Results show that in both cases an increase in the

amplitude of the LOS componentsρ or the number of diversity branchesL increases

the mean channel capacity. This fact is specifically studiedin Fig. H.3, where the

mean channel capacity is plotted against different values of the number of diversity

branchesL and for various values of the amplitude of the LOS componentsρ . It can

also be seen in Figs. H.1 and H.2 that increasing the parameter ρ and/orL decreases

the spread of the channel capacity. Figure H.3 also shows that the MRC diversity
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Figure H.1: The PDFpC(r) of the capacity of Rice channels with MRC.
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Figure H.2: The PDFpC(r) of the capacity of Rice channels with EGC.

scheme performs better than the EGC diversity scheme in terms of the mean channel

capacity.

The LCRNC(r) of the capacity of Rice channels with MRC is shown in Fig. H.4

for different values of the number of diversity branchesL and the parameterρ . It

is observed that at low signal levels the LCRNC(r) of the channels with lower

values of the amplitude of the LOS componentρ is higher as compared to that of

the channels with higher values ofρ . However, the converse statement is true for
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Figure H.4: The LCRNC(r) of the capacity of Rice channels with MRC.

higher signal levels. Moreover, an increase in the number ofdiversity branchesL

has a similar effect on the LCRNC(r) as the amplitude of the LOS components

ρ . For any value ofL, it is also observed that the maximum value of the LCR

NC(r) of the channels with lower values ofρ is higher as compared to the channels

with higher values ofρ . Figure H.5 depicts the LCRNC(r) of the capacity of Rice

channels with EGC. It can be seen that the parametersL andρ effect the LCRNC(r)
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Figure H.5: The LCRNC(r) of the capacity of Rice channels with EGC.
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Figure H.6: The ADFTC(r) of the capacity of Rice channels with MRC.

of the capacity of Rice channels with EGC in a similar fashionas for the case when

MRC is employed.

The ADFTC(r) of the capacity of Rice channels with MRC and EGC is shown

in Figs. H.6 and H.7, respectively. Apparently in both cases, an increase in the

amplitude of the LOS components or the number of diversity branches decreases the

ADF of the channel capacity. For all the presented results, the analytical expressions

are verified using simulations, whereby an excellent fittingis observed.
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VII. CONCLUSION

This article deals with the statistical analysis of the capacity of Rice channels for

both MRC and EGC diversity schemes. We have presented analytical closed-form

expressions for the PDF, CDF, LCR, and ADF of the channel capacity. The pre-

sented results are studied for different values of the amplitude of the LOS compo-

nents in the diversity branches and the number of diversity branches at the receiver.

We have observed that the amplitude of the LOS components andthe number of

diversity branches have a significant effect on the statistics of the channel capacity.

Specifically, an increase in the amplitude of the LOS components and/or the num-

ber of diversity branches increase the mean channel capacity. However, it results

in a decrease in the ADF of the channel capacity. The findings of this paper also

show that the MRC diversity scheme outperforms the EGC diversity scheme w.r.t.

the mean channel capacity. Moreover, at low signal levels, the LCR of the channel

capacity of channels with lower values of the amplitude of the LOS componentsρ
or the number of diversity branchesL is higher as compared to that of the channels

with higher values ofρ . While, the converse statement is true for higher signal

levels. The validity of the theoretical results is confirmedby simulations.
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Abstract — In this article, we have studied the statistical properties of the

capacity of Nakagami-m channels when spatial diversity combining, such as

maximal ratio combining (MRC) and equal gain combining (EGC), is em-

ployed at the receiver. The presented results provide insight into the statistical

properties of the channel capacity under a wide range of fading conditions in

wireless links usingL-branch diversity combining techniques. We have de-

rived closed-form analytical expressions for the probability density function

(PDF), cumulative distribution function (CDF), level-crossing rate (LCR), and

average duration of fades (ADF) of the channel capacity. Thestatistical prop-

erties of the capacity are studied for different values of the number of diversity

branches and for different severity levels of fading. The analytical results are

verified with the help of simulations. It is observed that increasing the number

of diversity branches increases the mean channel capacity,while the variance

and ADF of the channel capacity decreases. Moreover, systems in which the

fading in diversity branches is less severe (as compared to Rayleigh fading)

have a higher mean channel capacity. The presented results are very helpful

to optimize the design of the receiver of wireless communication systems that

employ spatial diversity combining.

I. INTRODUCTION

The received signal impairments, caused by multipath fading in wireless commu-

nication systems, can be reduced by diversity combining methods, such as MRC

and EGC [9, 11]. In diversity combining schemes, the received signals in different
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diversity branches are combined in a way that results in an increased signal-to-noise

ratio (SNR) [9, 11]. Hence, such methods increase the systemthroughput and there-

fore enhance the overall system performance. Due to these advantages, numerous

papers have been published dealing with the system performance and the capacity

analysis of Rayleigh and Rice channels (see, e.g., [2, 4, 1, 10] and the references

therein). On the other hand, the Nakagami-m process is considered to be a more

general channel model as compared to Rayleigh and Rice models because it can be

used to study the scenarios where the fading is more (or less)severe as compared

to Rayleigh fading. The generality of this model also derives from the fact that it

incorporates Rayleigh and Rice models as special cases. Results pertaining to the

statistical analysis of the signal envelope and the system performance analysis for

MRC and EGC in Nakagami-m channels can be found in [16, 18]. However, to

the best of the authors’ knowledge, there is still a gap of information regarding the

statistical analysis of the capacity of Nakagami-m channels with MRC and EGC.

The aim of this paper is to fill in this gap.

This paper deals with the derivation and analysis of the PDF,CDF, LCR, and

ADF of the channel capacity of Nakagami-m channels for both MRC and EGC.

The PDF can be helpful to analyze the mean channel capacity and the variance

of the channel capacity, while the LCR and ADF of the channel capacity give an

insight into the temporal behavior of the channel capacity.We have studied the

statistical properties of the channel capacity for different values of the number of

diversity branchesL and for different values ofm controlling the severity of fading

in Nakagami-m channels. We have also included the results for Rayleigh channels

(which arise for the case whenm= 1) for comparison purposes. It is observed that

for both MRC and EGC, an increase in the number of diversity branchesL increases

the mean channel capacity, while the variance and the ADF of the channel capacity

decrease. Moreover, an increase in the severity of fading results in a decrease in

the mean channel capacity, however the variance and ADF of the channel capacity

increase. It is also observed that at lower signal levels, the LCR is higher for chan-

nels with smaller values of the number of diversity branchesL or higher severity

levels of fading than for channels with higher values ofL or lower severity levels of

fading.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The MRC and EGC schemes in

Nakagami-m channels are briefly reviewed in Section II and III, respectively. In

Section IV, we present the derivation of the statistical properties of the capacity

of Nakagami-m channels with MRC. The statistical properties of the capacity of

Nakagami-m channels with EGC are discussed in Section V. The theoretical and
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simulation results are analyzed and illustrated in SectionVI. Finally, the conclu-

sions are presented in Section VII.

II. NAKAGAMI -m CHANNELS WITH MRC

The signal envelope in thel th branch of anL-branch diversity system can be charac-

terized by a Nakagami-mprocessζl (t). The PDFpζl
(z) of the Nakagami-mprocess

ζl (t) is given by [12]

pζl
(z) =

2mml
l z2ml−1

Γ(m)Ωml
l

e
−ml z

2

Ωl , z≥ 0 (1)

for l = 1,2, . . . ,L, whereΩl = E
{

z2
}

, ml = Ω2
l

/
Var
{

z2
}

, andΓ(·) represents the

gamma function [7]. In order to generate Nakagami-m processesζl (t), we have

used the following relation [17]

ζl (t) =

√√√√
2×ml

∑
i=1

µ2
i,l (t) (2)

whereµi,l (t) (i = 1,2, . . . ,2×ml) are the underlying independent and identically

distributed (i.i.d.) Gaussian processes, andml is the parameter of the Nakagami-m

distribution associated with thel th branch. The parameterml controls the severity

of the fading. Increasing the value ofml decreases the severity of fading associated

with thel th branch and vice versa. In this article, we have assumed that Ωl = 2ml σ2
0

for the sake of simplicity. Here,σ2
0 denotes the variance of the underlying Gaussian

processesµi,l (t) in ζl (t). In an MRC diversity system, the instantaneous SNRγ(t)
at the combiner output can be expressed as [9]

γ(t) =
Ps

N0

L

∑
l=1

ζ 2
l (t) = γsΛ(t) (3)

whereγs = Ps
/

N0 can be termed as the average SNR of each branch andΛ(t) =
∑L

l=1ζ 2
l (t). Here, Ps represents the total transmitted power per symbol, andN0

denotes the variance of the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN). The PDFpΛ(z)

of the processΛ(t) can be expressed using [3, Eq. (2)] as

pΛ(z) =
z∑L

l=1 ml−1e
− z

2σ2
0

(
2σ2

0

)∑L
l=1 ml Γ

(
∑L

l=1ml
) , z≥ 0. (4)
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Under the assumption of isotropic scattering, the joint PDFpΛΛ̇(z, ż) of Λ(t) and its

time derivativeΛ̇(t) at the same timet can be written as [18]

pΛΛ̇(z, ż) = pΛ(z)
1√

8πzσ2
ζ̇l

e
− ż2

8zσ2
ζ̇l , z≥ 0, |ż|< ∞. (5)

Here,σ2
ζ̇l
= (π fmax)

2 Ωl /ml denotes the variance of the processζ̇l (t) [18], where

ζ̇l (t) represents the time derivative of the processζl (t), and fmax is the maximum

Doppler frequency. In Section IV, we will use the results presented in (4) and (5)

to analyze the statistical properties of the capacity of Nakagami-m channels with

MRC.

III. N AKAGAMI -m CHANNELS WITH EGC

The instantaneous SNRγ(t) at the combiner output in anL-branch EGC diversity

system is given by [9]

γ(t) =
Ps

LN0

(
L

∑
l=1

ζl (t)

)2

=
γs

L
Λ(t) (6)

whereΛ(t) =
(
∑L

l=1ζl (t)
)2

, andζl (t) represents the received signal envelope in the

l th Nakagami-m branch. We again proceed by first finding the PDFpΛ(z) of the

processΛ(t) and the joint PDFpΛΛ̇(z, ż) of the processΛ(t) and its time derivative

Λ̇(t). However, finding the PDF of a sum of Nakagami-m processes∑L
l=1 ζl (t) is

still an open problem, and hence the PDFpΛ(z) of Λ(t) is thus unknown. One of

the remedies for this problem is to use an appropriate approximation to the sum

∑L
l=1ζl (t) to find the PDFpΛ(z) (see, e.g., [12, 5] and the references therein). In

this article, we have approximated the sum of Nakagami-mprocesses∑L
l=1ζl (t) by

another Nakagami-m processS(t) with parametersmS andΩS, as suggested in [5].

Hence, the PDFpS(z) of S(t) can be obtained by replacingml andΩl in (1) by mS

andΩS, respectively, whereΩS= E
{

S2(t)
}

andmS= Ω2
S

/(
E
{

S4(t)
}
−Ω2

S

)
. The

quantityE{Sn(t)} can be calculated using [5]

E[Sn(t)] =
n

∑
n1=0

n1

∑
n2=0

· · ·
nL−2

∑
nL−1=0

(
n

n1

)(
n1

n2

)
· · ·
(

nL−2

nL−1

)

×E[ζ n−n1
1 (t)]E[ζ n1−n2

2 (t)] · · ·E[ζ nL−1
L (t)]
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where

E[ζ n
l (t)] =

Γ(ml +n/2)
Γ(ml )

(
Ωl

ml

)n/2

, l = 1,2, . . . ,L. (7)

By using this approximation for the PDF of a sum∑L
l=1 ζl (t) of Nakagami-mproces-

ses and applying the concept of transformation of random variables [13, Eq. (7–8)],

the PDFpΛ(z) of the squared sum of Nakagami-mprocessesΛ(t) can be expressed

usingpΛ(z) = 1
/
(2
√

z) pS(
√

z) as

pΛ(z) ≈ mmS
S zmS−1

Γ(mS)Ω
mS
S

e
−mSz

ΩS , z≥ 0. (8)

The joint PDFpΛΛ̇(z, ż) can now be expressed with the help of [17, Eq. (13)], (8),

and by using the concept of transformation or random variables [13, Eq. (7–8)] as

pΛΛ̇(z, ż)≈
e
− ż2

8Lzσ2
ζ̇l

√
8πzLσ2

ζ̇l

pΛ(z), z≥ 0, |ż|< ∞. (9)

Using (8) and (9), the statistical properties of the capacity of Nakagami-mchannels

with EGC will be analyzed in Section VI.

IV. STATISTICAL PROPERTIES OF THECAPACITY OF NAKAGAMI -m

CHANNELS WITH MRC

The instantaneous channel capacityC(t) for the case when diversity combining

is employed at the receiver can be expressed as [6]

C(t) = log2(1+ γ(t)) (bits/s/Hz) (10)

whereγ(t) represents the instantaneous SNR given by (3) and (6) for MRCand

EGC, respectively. The expression in (10) can be consideredas a mapping of the

random processγ(t) to another random processC(t). Hence, the statistical proper-

ties of the instantaneous SNRγ(t) can be used to find the statistical properties of

the channel capacity. The PDFpγ(z) of the instantaneous SNRγ(t) can be obtained

using the relationpγ(z) =
(
1
/

γs
)

pΛ
(
z
/

γs
)
. Thereafter, applying the concept of

transformation of random variables, the PDFpC(r) of the channel capacityC(t) is

obtained usingpC(r) = 2r ln(2) pγ (2r −1) as follows

pC(r) =
2r ln(2)(2r −1)∑L

l=1 ml−1

Γ
(
∑L

l=1ml
)(

2σ2
0γs
)∑L

l=1 ml
e
− (2r−1)

2σ2
0 γs , r ≥ 0. (11)
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The CDFFC(r) of the channel capacityC(t) can be found using the relationship

FC(r) =
∫ r

0 pC(x)dx [13]. After solving the integral, the CDFFC(r) of C(t) can be

expressed as

FC(r) = 1− 1

Γ
(
∑L

l=1ml
)Γ

(
L

∑
l=1

ml ,
(2r −1)

2σ2
0γs

)
, r ≥ 0 (12)

whereΓ(·, ·) represents the incomplete gamma function [7, Eq. (8.350-2)].

The LCR of the channel capacity defines the average rate of up-crossings (or

down-crossings) of the channel capacity through a certain threshold level [8]. In or-

der to find the LCRNC(r) of the channel capacityC(t), we first need to find the joint

PDF pCĊ(z, ż) of the channel capacityC(t) and its time derivativėC(t). The joint

PDF pCĊ(z, ż) can be obtained usingpCĊ(z, ż) = (2zln(2))2 pγγ̇ (2z−1,2zżln(2)),

wherepγγ̇(z, ż)=
(
1
/

γ2
s

)
pΛΛ̇

(
z
/

γs , ż
/

γs
)
. The expression for the joint PDFpCĊ(z, ż)

can be written as

pCĊ(z, ż) =
2zln(2)√

(2z−1)8πσ2
ζ̇l

γs

e
− (2z ln(2)ż)2

8γsσ2
ζ̇l
(2z−1)

pC(z) (13)

for z≥ 0 and|ż| < ∞. The LCRNC(r) can now be obtained by solving the integral

in NC(r) =
∫ ∞

0 ż pCĊ(r, ż)dż. After some algebraic manipulations, the LCRNC(r)

can finally be expressed in closed form as

NC(r) =

√√√√2σ2
ζ̇l

γs(2r −1)

π22r(ln(2))2 pC(r), r ≥ 0. (14)

The ADF of the channel capacity denotes the average durationof time over which

the channel capacity is below a certain threshold level [8].The ADF TC(r) of the

channel capacityC(t) can be obtained usingTC(r) = FC(r)
/

NC(r) [9], whereFC(r)

andNC(r) are given by (12) and (14), respectively.

V. STATISTICAL PROPERTIES OF THECAPACITY OF NAKAGAMI -m CHANNELS

WITH EGC

For the case of EGC, the PDFpγ(z) of the instantaneous SNRγ(t) can be obtained

by substituting (8) inpγ(z) =
(
1
/

γ́s
)

pΛ
(
z
/

γ́s
)
, whereγ́s = γs

/
L. Thereafter, the

PDF pC(r) is obtained by applying the concept of transformation of random vari-
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ables on (10) as

pC(r) = 2r ln(2) pγ (2
r −1)

≈ 2r ln(2)(2r −1)mS−1

Γ(mS)
(
γ́s ΩS

/
mS
)mS

e
−mS(2

r−1)
γ́sΩS , r ≥ 0. (15)

By integrating the PDFpC(r), the CDFFC(r) of the channel capacityC(t) can be

obtained usingFC(r) =
∫ r

0 pC(x)dxas

FC(r)≈ 1− 1
Γ(mS)

Γ
(

mS,
mS(2r −1)

γ́sΩS

)
, r ≥ 0. (16)

The joint PDFpCĊ(z, ż) for the case of EGC can be obtained usingpCĊ(z, ż) =

(2zln(2))2 pγγ̇ (2z−1,2zżln(2)) andpγγ̇(z, ż) =
(

1
/

γ́s
2
)

pΛΛ̇
(
z
/

γ́s , ż
/

γ́s
)

as

pCĊ(z, ż)≈
2zln(2)√

(2z−1)8πLσ2
ζ̇l

γ́s

e
− (2z ln(2)ż)2

8Lγ́sσ2
ζ̇l
(2z−1)

pC(z) (17)

for z≥ 0 and|ż|< ∞. Now by employing the formulaNC(r) =
∫ ∞

0 ż pCĊ(r, ż)dż, the

LCR NC(r) of the channel capacityC(t) can be approximated in closed form as

NC(r)≈

√
2σ2

ζ̇l
γ́s(2r −1)

π
mmS(2r −1)mS

Γ(mS)(γ́sΩS)
mS

e
−mS(2

r−1)
γ́sΩS (18)

for z≥ 0. By usingTC(r) = FC(r)
/

NC(r), the ADFTC(r) of the channel capacity

C(t) can be obtained, whileFC(r) andNC(r) are given by (16) and (18), respectively.

VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS

This section aims to analyze and to illustrate the analytical findings of the previous

sections. The correctness of the analytical results will beconfirmed with the help of

simulations. For comparison purposes, we have also shown the results for Rayleigh

channels (obtained forml = 1, ∀l = 1,2, . . . ,L). Moreover, we have also presented

the results for the classical Rayleigh channels which arisewhenL = 1 andml =

1. The underlying Gaussian processesµi,l (t) (i = 1,2, . . . ,2×ml ) are generated

using the sum-of-sinusoids method [14]. The model parameters were calculated

using the generalized method of exact Doppler spread (GMEDS1) [15]. The number

of sinusoids for the generation of the Gaussian processesµi,l (t) was chosen to be

Ni = 29. The SNRγs was set to 15 dB, the maximum Doppler frequencyfmax was

91 Hz, and the parameterσ0 was equal to unity. Finally, using (3), (6), and (10),
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Figure I.1: The PDFpC(r) of the capacity of Nakagami-mchannels with MRC.
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Figure I.2: The PDFpC(r) of the capacity of Nakagami-mchannels with EGC.

the simulation results for the statistical properties of the channel capacityC(t) of

Nakagami-mchannels with MRC and EGC were obtained.

Figures I.1 and I.2 present the PDFpC(r) of the capacity of Nakagami-mchan-

nels with MRC and EGC, respectively, for different values ofthe number of di-

versity branchesL and severity parametersml . It is observed that in both cases an

increase in the number of diversity branchesL increases the mean channel capacity.

However, the variance of the channel capacity decreases. This fact is specifically
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Figure I.3: Comparison of the mean channel capacity of Nakagami-mchannels with
MRC and EGC.

highlighted in Figs. I.3 and I.4, where the mean channel capacity and the variance of

the capacity of Nakagami-mchannels, respectively, is studied for different values of

the number of diversity branchesL and severity parametersml . It can be observed

that the mean channel capacity and the variance of the capacity of Nakagami-m

channels are quite different from those of Rayleigh channels. Specifically for both

MRC and EGC, if the branches are less severely faded (ml = 1.5, ∀l = 1,2, . . . ,L)

as compared to Rayleigh fading (ml = 1, ∀l = 1,2, . . . ,L), then the mean channel

capacity increases, while the variance of the channel capacity decreases.

The LCRNC(r) of the capacity of Nakagami-m channels with MRC and EGC

is shown in Figs. I.5 and I.6 for different values of the number of diversity branches

L and severity parametersml . It can be seen in these two figures that at low signal

levelsr, the LCRNC(r) of the channels with lower values of the number of diversity

branchesL is higher as compared to that of the channels with higher values ofL.

However, the converse statement is true for high signal levels r.

The ADFTC(r) of the capacity of Nakagami-m channels with MRC and EGC

is shown in Figs. I.7 and I.8, respectively. The results showthat an increase in the

number of diversity branches decreases the ADF of the channel capacity. More-

over, an increase of the severity parametersml results in an increase in the ADF

of the channel capacity. The analytical expressions are verified using simulations,

whereby a very good fitting is found.
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VII. CONCLUSION

This article presents a statistical analysis of the capacity of Nakagami-m channels

for MRC and EGC diversity schemes. We have derived closed-form analytical ex-

pressions for the PDF, CDF, LCR, and ADF of the channel capacity of Nakagami-m

channels with MRC and EGC. The presented results show that the number of diver-
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Figure I.6: The normalized LCRNC(r)/ fmax of the capacity of Nakagami-m chan-
nels with EGC.
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Figure I.7: The normalized ADFTC(r) · fmax of the capacity of Nakagami-m chan-
nels with MRC.

sity branchesL and the severity of fading have a significant influence on the chan-

nel capacity. Specifically, increasing the number of diversity branches increases the

mean channel capacity, while the variance and the ADF of the channel capacity de-

creases. Moreover, an increase in the severity of fading in diversity branches results

in a decrease in the mean channel capacity. However, the ADF and the variance of
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Figure I.8: The normalized ADFTC(r) · fmax of the capacity of Nakagami-m chan-
nels with EGC.

the channel capacity increases. It is also observed that at lower signal levels, the

LCR is higher for channels with smaller values of the number of diversity branches

L or higher severity levels of fading than for channels with higher values ofL or

lower severity levels of fading. The analytical findings areverified using simula-

tions, where a very good agreement between the theoretical and simulation results

was observed.
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Abstract — In this article, we have studied the statistical properties of the

capacity of spatially correlated Nakagami-m channels for two different diver-

sity combining methods, namely maximal ratio combining (MRC) and equal

gain combining (EGC). We have first derived the statistical properties of the

signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) at the output of the diversity combiner, for both

MRC and EGC. Thereafter, with the help of the statistical properties of the

SNR, we have obtained analytical expressions for the probability density func-

tion (PDF), cumulative distribution function (CDF), level-crossing rate (LCR),

and average duration of fades (ADF) of the channel capacity.The statisti-

cal properties of the capacity are studied for different values of the number

of diversity branches and for different values of the receiver antennas sepa-

ration controlling the spatial correlation in the diversit y branches. It is ob-

served that an increase in the spatial correlation in the diversity branches of

an MRC system increases the variance as well as the LCR of the channel ca-

pacity, while the ADF of the channel capacity decreases. Moreover, for the

case of EGC, increasing the receiver antennas separation increases the mean

channel capacity, while the ADF of the channel capacity decreases. Further-

more, an increase in the spatial correlation increases the LCR of the channel

capacity at lower levels. The correctness of the theoretical results is verified by

simulations. The presented results are very helpful to optimize the design of

the receiver of wireless communication systems that employspatial diversity

combining techniques. Moreover, provided that the feedback channel is avail-

able, the transmitter can make use of the information regarding the statistics
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of the channel capacity by choosing the right modulation, coding, and power

to achieve the capacity of the wireless channel.

Keywords—Nakagami-m channels, spatial correlation, maximal ratio combin-

ing, equal gain combining, level-crossing rate, average duration of fades.

I. INTRODUCTION

The performance of mobile communication systems is greatlyaffected by the multi-

path fading phenomenon. In order to mitigate the effects of fading, spatial diversity

combining is widely accepted to be an effective method [16, 20]. In spatial diver-

sity combining, such as MRC and EGC, the received signals in different diversity

branches are combined in such a way that results in an increased overall received

SNR [16]. Hence, the system throughput increases and therefore the performance

of the mobile communication system improves. It is commonlyassumed that the

received signals in diversity branches are uncorrelated. This assumption is accept-

able if the receiver antennas separation is far more than thecarrier wavelength of the

received signal [29]. However, due to the scarcity of space on small mobile devices,

this requirement cannot be always fulfilled. Thus, due to thespatial geometry of the

receiver antenna array, the receiver antennas are spatially correlated. It is widely

reported in the literature that the spatial correlation hasa significant influence on

the performance of mobile communication systems employingdiversity combining

techniques (see, e.g., [17, 21, 8], and the references therein).

There exists a large number of statistical models for describing the statistics of

the received radio signal. Among these channel models, the Rayleigh [34], Rice

[28] and lognormal [6, 27] models are of prime importance, and are thoroughly in-

vestigated in the literature. Numerous papers have been published so far dealing

with the performance and the capacity analysis of wireless communication systems

employing diversity combining techniques in Rayleigh and Rice channels (e.g.,

[3, 8, 2, 19]). However, in recent years the Nakagami-m channel model [23] has

gained considerable attention due to its good fitness to experimental data and math-

ematically tractable form [9, 32]. Moreover, the Nakagami-mchannel model can be

used to study scenarios where the fading is more (or less) severe than the Rayleigh

fading. The generality of this model can also be observed from the fact that it in-

herently incorporates the Rayleigh and one sided Gaussian models as special cases.

For Nakagami-m channels, results pertaining to the statistical analysis of the signal

envelope at the combiner output in a diversity combining system, assuming spa-

tially uncorrelated diversity branches, can be found in [33]. Moreover, when using

EGC, the system performance analysis is reported in [30]. Inaddition, a large num-

ber of articles can also be found in the literature that studyNakagami-m channels
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in systems with spatially correlated diversity branches [1, 35, 36, 22, 31, 21, 18].

However, to the best of the authors’ knowledge, there is still a gap of information

regarding the statistical analysis of the capacity of spatially correlated Nakagami-m

channels with MRC and EGC. Specifically, second order statistical properties, such

as the LCR and the ADF, of the capacity of spatially correlated Nakagami-m chan-

nels with MRC or EGC have not been investigated in the literature. The aim of this

paper is to fill this gap.

This paper presents the derivation and analysis of the PDF, CDF, LCR, and

ADF of the capacity of spatially correlated Nakagami-m channels, for both MRC

and EGC. The PDF is helpful to study the mean channel capacityand the variance

of the channel capacity, while the temporal behavior of the channel capacity can be

investigated with the help of the LCR and ADF of the channel capacity. We have

analyzed the statistical properties of the channel capacity for different values of the

number of diversity branchesL and for different values of the receiver antennas sep-

arationδR controlling the spatial correlation in diversity branches. For comparison

purposes, we have also included the results for the mean and variance of the capac-

ity of spatially correlated Rayleigh channels with MRC and EGC (which arise for

the case whenm= 1). It is observed that for both MRC and EGC, an increase in

the number of diversity branchesL increases the mean channel capacity, while the

variance and the ADF of the channel capacity decrease. Moreover, an increase in

the severity of fading results in a decrease in the mean channel capacity, however

the variance and ADF of the channel capacity increase. It is also observed that at

lower levels, the LCR is higher for channels with smaller values of the number of

diversity branchesL or higher severity levels of fading than for channels with larger

values ofL or lower severity levels of fading. We have also studied the influence of

spatial correlation in the diversity branches on the statistical properties of the chan-

nel capacity. Results show that an increase in the spatial correlation in diversity

branches of an MRC system increases the variance as well as the LCR of the chan-

nel capacity, while the ADF of the channel capacity decreases. On the other hand,

for the case of EGC, increasing the receiver antennas separation increases the mean

channel capacity, whereas the ADF of the channel capacity decreases. Moreover, an

increase in the spatial correlation increases the LCR of thechannel capacity at lower

levelsr. We have confirmed the correctness of the theoretical results by simulations,

whereby a very good fitting is observed.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II gives a brief overview

of the MRC and EGC schemes in Nakagami-m channels with spatially correlated

diversity branches. In Section III, we present the statistical properties of the ca-
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pacity of Nakagami-m channels with MRC and EGC. Section IV deals with the

analysis and illustration of the theoretical as well as the simulation results. Finally,

the conclusions are drawn in Section V.

II. SPATIAL DIVERSITY COMBINING IN CORRELATED NAKAGAMI -m

CHANNELS

We consider theL-branch spatial diversity combining system shown in Fig. J.1,

in which it is assumed that the received signalsxl (t) (l = 1,2, . . . ,L) at the combiner

input experience flat fading in all branches. The transmitted signal is represented by

s(t), while the total transmitted power per symbol is denoted byPs. The complex

random channel gain of thel th diversity branch is denoted bŷhl(t) andnl (t) des-

ignates the corresponding additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) component with

varianceN0. The relationship between the transmitted signals(t) and the received

signalsxl (t) at the combiner input can be expressed as

x(t) = ĥ(t)s(t)+n(t) (1)

wherex(t), ĥ(t), andn(t) areL×1 vectors with entries corresponding to thel th

(l = 1,2, . . . ,L) diversity branch denoted byxl (t), ĥl(t), andnl(t), respectively. The

spatial correlation between the diversity branches arisesdue to the spatial correla-

tion between closely located receiver antennas in the antenna array. The correla-

tion matrix R, describing the correlation between diversity branches, is given by

R = E[ĥ(t)ĥH(t)], where(·)H represents the Hermitian operator. Using the Kro-

necker model, the channel vectorĥ(t) can be expressed asĥ(t) = R
1
2h(t) [13].

Here, the entries of theL× 1 vectorh(t) are mutually uncorrelated with ampli-

tudes and phases given by|hl (t)| andφl , respectively. We have assumed that the

phasesφl (l = 1,2, . . . ,L) are uniformly distributed over(0,2π ], while the envelopes
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Figure J.1: The block diagram representation of a diversitycombining system.
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ζl (t) = |hl (t)| (l = 1,2, . . . ,L) follow the Nakagami-m distributionpζl
(z) given by

[23]

pζl
(z) =

2mml
l z2ml−1

Γ(ml )Ω
ml
l

e
−ml z

2

Ωl , z≥ 0 (2)

whereΩl =E
{

ζ 2
l (t)

}
, ml =Ω2

l

/
Var
{

ζ 2
l (t)

}
, andΓ(·) represents the gamma func-

tion [14]. Here,E{·} and Var{·} denote the statistical expectation and variance

operators, respectively. The parameterml controls the severity of the fading. In-

creasing the value ofml decreases the severity of fading associated with thel th

branch and vice versa.

The eigenvalue decomposition of the correlation matrixR can be expressed as

R = UΛUH . Here, U consists of the eigenbasis vectors at the receiver and the

diagonal matrixΛ comprise the eigenvaluesλl (l = 1,2, . . . ,L) of the correlation

matrixR. The receiver antenna correlationsρp,q (p,q= 1,2, . . . ,L) under isotropic

scattering conditions can be expressed asρp,q = J0
(
bpq
)

[7], whereJ0(·) is the

Bessel function of the first kind of order zero [14] andbpq = 2πδpq
/

λ . Here,

λ is the wavelength of the transmitted signal, whereasδpq represents the spacing

between thepth andqth receiver antennas. In this article, we have considered a

uniform linear array with adjacent receiver antennas separation represented byδR.

Increasing the value ofδR decreases the spatial correlation between the diversity

branches and vice versa.

A. Spatially Correlated Nakagami-m Channels with MRC

In MRC, the combiner computesy(t)= ĥH(t)x(t), hence the instantaneous SNR

γ(t) at the combiner output in an MRC diversity system with correlated diversity

branches can be expressed as [11, 22, 16]

γ(t) =
Ps

N0
ĥH(t)ĥ(t) =

Ps

N0

L

∑
l=1

λl ζ 2
l (t) = γsΞ(t) (3)

where γs = Ps
/

N0 can be termed as the average SNR of each branch,Ξ(t) =
∑L

l=1 ζ́ 2
l (t), and ζ́l (t) =

√
λlζl (t). It is worth mentioning that although we have

employed the Kronecker model, it is shown in [22] that (3) holds for any arbi-

trary correlation model, as long as the correlation matrixR is non-negative definite.

The PDFpζ́ 2
l
(z) of processeśζ 2

l (t) follows the gamma distribution with parameters

αl = ml andβ́l = λl Ωl
/

ml [4, Eq. (1)]. Therefore, the processΞ(t) can be consid-

ered as a sum of weighted gamma variates. The PDFpΞ(z) of the processΞ(t) can
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be expressed using [4, Eq. (2)] as

pΞ(z) =
L

∏
l=1

(
β́1

β́l

)αl ∞

∑
k=0

δkz∑L
l=1 αl+k−1e−z/β́1

β́ ∑L
l=1αl+k

1 Γ
(
∑L

l=1αl +k
) , z≥ 0 (4)

where

δk+1 =
1

k+1

k+1

∑
i=1




L

∑
l=1

αl

(
1− β́1

β́l

)l

δk+1−l , k= 0,1,2... (5)

δ0 = 1, andβ1 = minl{βl} (l = 1,2, . . . ,L). Under the assumption of isotropic

scattering, the joint PDFpΞΞ̇(z, ż) of Ξ(t) and its time derivativėΞ(t) at the same

time t can be written as

pΞΞ̇(z, ż) = pΞ(z)
1√

2πσ2
Ξ̇

e
− ż2

2σ2
Ξ̇ , z≥ 0, |ż|< ∞ (6)

where σ2
Ξ̇ = 4βxz(π fmax)

2, fmax is the maximum Doppler frequency, andβx =

∑L
l=1

(
αl β́ 2

l

)/
∑L

l=1

(
αl β́l

)
. In Section III, we will use the results presented in (4)

and (6) to obtain the statistical properties of the capacityof Nakagami-m channels

with MRC.

B. Spatially Correlated Nakagami-m Channels with EGC

In EGC, the combiner computesy(t) = φHx(t) [17], whereφ = [φ1φ2, · · · ,φL]
T

and(·)T denotes the vector transpose operator. Therefore, the instantaneous SNR

γ(t) at the combiner output in anL-branch EGC diversity system with correlated

diversity branches can be expressed as [17, 5, 16]

γ(t) =
Ps

LN0

(
L

∑
l=1

√
λlζl (t)

)2

=
γs

L
Ψ(t) (7)

whereΨ(t) =
(

∑L
l=1 ζ́l (t)

)2
, while the processeśζl (t) follow the Nakagami-mdis-

tribution with parametersml andΏl = λl Ωl . Again we proceed by first finding the

PDF pΨ(z) of the processΨ(t) as well as the joint PDFpΨΨ̇(z, ż) of the process

Ψ(t) and its time derivativėΨ(t). However, the exact solution for the PDF of a

sum of Nakagami-m processes∑L
l=1 ζ́l (t) cannot be obtained. One of the solutions

to this problem is to use an appropriate approximation to thesum∑L
l=1 ζ́l (t) to find

the PDFpΨ(z) (see, e.g., [23] and [10]). In this article, we have approximated

the sum of Nakagami-m processes∑L
l=1 ζ́l (t) by another Nakagami-m processS(t)
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with parametersmS andΩS, as suggested in [10]. Hence, the PDFpS(z) of S(t)

can be obtained by replacingml andΩl in (2) by mS andΩS, respectively, where

ΩS= E
{

S2(t)
}

andmS= Ω2
S

/(
E
{

S4(t)
}
−Ω2

S

)
. Thenth order momentE{Sn(t)}

can be calculated using [10]

E{Sn(t)}=
n

∑
n1=0

n1

∑
n2=0

· · ·
nL−2

∑
nL−1=0

(
n

n1

)(
n1

n2

)
· · ·
(

nL−2

nL−1

)

×E{ζ́ n−n1
1 (t)}E{ζ́ n1−n2

2 (t)} · · ·E{ζ́ nL−1
L (t)} (8)

where

(
ni

n j

)
, for n j ≤ ni , denotes the binomial coefficient and

E{ζ́ n
l (t)}=

Γ(ml +n/2)
Γ(ml)

(
Ώl

ml

)n/2

, l = 1,2, . . . ,L. (9)

By using this approximation for the PDF of a sum∑L
l=1 ζ́l (t) of Nakagami-mproces-

ses and applying the concept of transformation of random variables [24, Eqs. (7–8)],

the PDFpΨ(z) of the squared sum of Nakagami-mprocessesΨ(t) can be expressed

usingpΨ(z) = 1
/
(2
√

z) pS(
√

z) as

pΨ(z) ≈ mmS
S zmS−1

Γ(mS)ΩmS
S

e
−mSz

ΩS , z≥ 0. (10)

The joint PDFpΨΨ̇(z, ż) can now be expressed with the help of [33, Eq. (19)], (10),

and by using the concept of transformation or random variables [24, Eqs. (7–8)] as

pΨΨ̇(z, ż)≈
e
− ż2

2σ2
Ψ̇

√
2πσ2

Ψ̇

pΨ(z), z≥ 0, |ż|< ∞ (11)

whereσ2
Ψ̇ = 4z(π fmax)

2∑L
l=1(Ώl

/
ml ). Using (10) and (11), the statistical proper-

ties of the capacity of Nakagami-mchannels with EGC will be obtained in the next

section.

III. STATISTICAL PROPERTIES OF THECAPACITY OF SPATIALLY CORRELATED

NAKAGAMI -m CHANNELS WITH DIVERSITY COMBINING

The channel capacityC(t) for the case when diversity combining is employed

at the receiver can be expressed as [12]

C(t) = log2(1+ γ(t)) (bits/s/Hz) (12)
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whereγ(t) represents the instantaneous SNR given by (3) and (7) for MRCand

EGC, respectively. The expression in (12) can be consideredas a mapping of the

random processγ(t) to another random processC(t). Hence, the statistical proper-

ties of the instantaneous SNRγ(t) can be used to find the statistical properties of

the channel capacity.

A. Statistical Properties of the Capacity of Spatially Correlated Nakagami-m Chan-

nels with MRC

The PDFpγ(z) of the instantaneous SNRγ(t) can be found with the help of

(4) and by employing the relationpγ(z) =
(
1
/

γs
)

pΞ
(
z
/

γs
)
. Thereafter, applying

the concept of transformation of random variables, the PDFpC(r) of the channel

capacityC(t) is obtained usingpC(r) = 2r ln(2) pγ (2r −1) as follows

pC(r) =
∞

∑
k=0

2r ln(2)δk (2r −1)∑L
l=1 αl+k−1e

− 2r−1
β́1

γs

(
β́1γs

)∑L
l=1 αl+k

Γ
(
∑L

l=1αl +k
)

L

∏
l=1

(
β́1

β́l

)αl

, r ≥ 0. (13)

The CDFFC(r) of the channel capacityC(t) can be found using the relationship

FC(r) =
∫ r

0 pC(x)dx [24]. After solving the integral, the CDFFC(r) of C(t) can be

expressed as

FC(r) = 1−
L

∏
l=1

(
β́1

β́l

)αl ∞

∑
k=0

δkΓ
(

∑L
l=1ml +k, (2

r−1)
β́1γs

)

Γ
(
∑L

l=1ml +k
) (14)

for r ≥ 0, whereΓ(·, ·) represents the incomplete gamma function [14, Eq. (8.350-

2)].

The LCR of the channel capacity defines the average rate of up-crossings (or

down-crossings) of the channel capacity through a certain threshold level [15]. In

order to find the LCRNC(r) of the channel capacityC(t), we first need to find the

joint PDF pCĊ(z, ż) of the channel capacityC(t) and its time derivativėC(t). The

joint PDFpCĊ(z, ż) can be obtained usingpCĊ(z, ż)= (2zln(2))2 pγγ̇ (2z−1,2zżln(2)),

wherepγγ̇(z, ż)=
(
1
/

γ2
s

)
pΞΞ̇

(
z
/

γs , ż
/

γs
)
. The expression for the joint PDFpCĊ(z, ż)

can be written as

pCĊ(z, ż) =
2zln(2)

/
(π fmax)√

(2z−1)8πβxγs
e
− (2z ln(2)ż)2

8γsβx(2z−1)(π fmax)2 pC(z) (15)

for z≥ 0 and|ż| < ∞. The LCRNC(r) can now be obtained by solving the integral

in NC(r) =
∫ ∞

0 ż pCĊ(r, ż)dż. After some algebraic manipulations, the LCRNC(r)
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can finally be expressed in closed form as

NC(r) =

√
2πβxγs(2r −1)

22r
(
ln(2)

/
fmax

)2 pC(r), r ≥ 0. (16)

The ADF of the channel capacity denotes the average durationof time over which

the channel capacity is below a certain threshold level [15]. The ADF TC(r) of

the channel capacityC(t) can be obtained usingTC(r) = FC(r)
/

NC(r) [15], where

FC(r) andNC(r) are given by (14) and (16), respectively.

B. Statistical Properties of the Capacity of Spatially Correlated Nakagami-m

Channels with EGC

For the case of EGC, the PDFpγ(z) of the instantaneous SNRγ(t) can be ob-

tained by substituting (10) inpγ(z) =
(
1
/

γ́s
)

pΨ
(
z
/

γ́s
)
, whereγ́s = γs

/
L. There-

after, the PDFpC(r) is obtained by applying the concept of transformation of ran-

dom variables on (7) as

pC(r) = 2r ln(2) pγ (2
r −1)

≈ 2r ln(2)(2r −1)mS−1

Γ(mS)
(
γ́s ΩS

/
mS
)mS

e
−mS(2

r−1)
γ́sΩS , r ≥ 0. (17)

By integrating the PDFpC(r), the CDFFC(r) of the channel capacityC(t) can be

obtained usingFC(r) =
∫ r

0 pC(x)dxas

FC(r)≈ 1− 1
Γ(mS)

Γ
(

mS,
mS(2r −1)

γ́sΩS

)
, r ≥ 0. (18)

The joint PDFpCĊ(z, ż), for the case of EGC, can be obtained usingpCĊ(z, ż) =

(2zln(2))2 pγγ̇ (2z−1,2zżln(2)) andpγγ̇(z, ż) =
(

1
/

γ́s
2
)

pΨΨ̇
(
z
/

γ́s , ż
/

γ́s
)

as

pCĊ(z, ż)≈
e
− ( 2z ln(2)ż/(π fmax))

2

8γ́s(2z−1)(∑L
l=1 Ώl

/
ml) 2z ln(2)

/
fmax√

(2z−1)8π3
(

∑L
l=1 Ώl

/
ml

)
γ́s

pC(z) (19)

for z≥ 0 and|ż|< ∞. Now by employing the formulaNC(r) =
∫ ∞

0 ż pCĊ(r, ż)dż, the

LCR NC(r) of the channel capacityC(t) can be approximated in closed form as

NC(r)≈

√√√√√
2π
(

∑L
l=1 Ώl

/
ml

)
γ́s(2r −1)

22r
(

ln(2)
/

fmax
)2 pC(r) (20)
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for r ≥ 0. By usingTC(r) = FC(r)
/

NC(r), the ADFTC(r) of the channel capacity

C(t) can be obtained, whileFC(r) andNC(r) are given by (18) and (20), respectively.

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS

This section aims to analyze and to illustrate the analytical findings of the previous

sections. The correctness of the analytical results will beconfirmed with the help

of simulations. For comparison purposes, we have shown the results for the mean

channel capacity and the variance of the capacity of spatially correlated Rayleigh

channels with MRC and EGC (obtained forml = 1, ∀l = 1,2, . . . ,L). Moreover,

we have also presented the results for classical Nakagami-m channels, which arise

whenL = 1. In order to generate Nakagami-m processesζl (t), we have used the

following relation [32]

ζl (t) =

√√√√
2×ml

∑
i=1

µ2
i,l (t) (21)

whereµi,l (t) (i = 1,2, . . . ,2ml) are the underlying independent and identically dis-

tributed (i.i.d.) Gaussian processes, andml is the parameter of the Nakagami-mdis-

tribution associated with thel th diversity branch. The Gaussian processesµi,l (t),

each with zero mean and variancesσ2
0 , were generated using the sum-of-sinusoids

method [25]. The model parameters were calculated using thegeneralized method

of exact Doppler spread (GMEDS1) [26]. The number of sinusoids for the gen-

eration of the Gaussian processesµi,l (t) was chosen to beN = 20. The SNRγs

was set to 15 dB, the parameterΩl was assumed to be equal to 2ml σ2
0 , the maxi-

mum Doppler frequencyfmax was 91 Hz, and the parameterσ2
0 was equal to unity.

Finally, using (21), (3), (7), and (12), the simulation results for the statistical prop-

erties of the capacityC(t) of Nakagami-m channels with MRC and EGC were ob-

tained.

Figures J.2 and J.3 present the PDFpC(r) of the capacity of correlated Nakagami-m

channels with MRC and EGC, respectively, for different values of the number of di-

versity branchesL and receiver antennas separationδR. It is observed that in both

MRC and EGC, an increase in the number of diversity branchesL increases the

mean channel capacity. However, the variance of the channelcapacity decreases.

This fact is specifically highlighted in Figs. J.4 and J.5, where the mean channel

capacity and the variance of the capacity, respectively, ofcorrelated Nakagami-m

channels is studied for different values of the number of diversity branchesL and

receiver antennas separationδR. The exact closed-form expressions for the mean

E{C(t)} and variance Var{C(t)} of the channel capacity cannot be obtained. There-

fore, results in Figs. J.4 and J.5 are obtained numerically,using (17) and (13).
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Figure J.2: The PDFpC(r) of the capacity of correlated Nakagami-mchannels with
MRC.
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Figure J.3: The PDFpC(r) of the capacity of correlated Nakagami-mchannels with
EGC.

It can be observed that the mean channel capacity and the variance of the ca-

pacity of Nakagami-m channels are quite different from those of Rayleigh chan-

nels. Specifically, for both MRC and EGC, if the branches are less severely faded

(ml = 2, ∀l = 1,2, . . . ,L) as compared to Rayleigh fading (ml = 1, ∀l = 1,2, . . . ,L),

then the mean channel capacity increases, while the variance of the channel capacity

decreases.
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The influence of spatial correlation on the PDF of the channelcapacity is also

studied in Figs. J.2 and J.3. The results show that for Nakagami-m channels with

MRC, an increase in the spatial correlation in the diversitybranches increases the

variance of the channel capacity, while the mean channel capacity is almost unaf-

fected. However, for the case of EGC, an increase in the spatial correlation de-
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creases the mean channel capacity and has a minor influence onthe variance of the

channel capacity. Figures J.4 and J.5 also illustrate the effect of spatial correlation

on the mean channel capacity and variance of the channel capacity, respectively, of

Nakagami-mchannels with MRC and EGC. For the sake of completeness, we have

also presented the results for the CDF of the capacity of correlated Nakagami-m

channels with MRC and EGC in Figs. J.6 and J.7, respectively.Figures J.6 and

J.7 can be studied to draw similar conclusions regarding theinfluence of diversity

branchesL as well as the spatial correlation on the mean channel capacity and the

variance of the channel capacity as from Figs. J.2 and J.3.

The LCRNC(r) of the capacity of Nakagami-mchannels with MRC and EGC is

shown in Figs. J.8 and J.9 for different values of the number of diversity branchesL

and receiver antennas separationδR. It can be seen in these two figures that at lower

levelsr, the LCRNC(r) of the capacity of Nakagami-mchannels with smaller values

of the number of diversity branchesL is higher as compared to that of the channels

with larger values ofL. However, the converse statement is true for higher levelsr.

Moreover, an increase in the spatial correlation increasesthe LCR of the capacity

of Nakagami-mchannels with MRC. On the other hand when EGC is employed, an

increase in the spatial correlation increases the LCR of thecapacity of Nakagami-m

channels at only lower levelsr, while the LCR decreases at the higher levelsr.

The ADFTC(r) of the capacity of Nakagami-m channels with MRC and EGC

is studied in Figs. J.10 and J.11, respectively. The resultsshow that the ADF of
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the capacity of Nakagami-m channels with MRC decreases with an increase in the

spatial correlation in the diversity branches. However, this effect is more prominent

at higher levelsr. While for the case of EGC, an increase in the spatial correlation

increases the ADF of the channel capacity. Moreover for bothMRC and EGC,

an increase in the number of diversity branches decreases the ADF of the channel
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capacity. The analytical expressions are verified using simulations, whereby a very

good fitting is found.
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VII. CONCLUSION

This article studies the statistical properties of the capacity of spatially correlated

Nakagami-m channels with MRC and EGC. We have derived analytical expres-

sions for the PDF, CDF, LCR, and ADF of the capacity of Nakagami-m channels

with MRC and EGC. The results are studied for different values of the number of

diversity branchesL and receiver antennas separationδR. It is observed that for

MRC, an increase in the spatial correlation increases the variance as well as the

LCR of the channel capacity, however the ADF of the channel capacity decreases.

On the other hand, when using EGC, as the receiver antenna separation increases

the mean channel capacity increases, whereas the ADF of the channel capacity de-

creases. Moreover, an increase in the spatial correlation increases the LCR of the

channel capacity at only lower levelsr. It is also observed that for both MRC and

EGC, an increase in the number of diversity branches increases the mean channel

capacity, while the variance and ADF of the channel capacitydecreases. The results

also show that at lower levels, the LCR is higher for channelswith smaller values

of the number of diversity branchesL than for channels with larger values ofL.

The analytical findings are verified using simulations, where a very good agreement

between the theoretical and simulation results was observed.
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Abstract — In this paper, we have studied the statistical properties of the

capacity of spatially correlated multiple-input multiple -output (MIMO) Rice

channels. We have derived an exact closed-form expression for the probability

density function (PDF) and an exact expression for the cumulative distribu-

tion function (CDF) of the channel capacity for single-input multiple-output

(SIMO) and multiple-input single-output (MISO) systems. Furthermore, an

accurate closed-form expression has been derived for the level-crossing rate

(LCR) and an accurate expression has been obtained for the average duration

of fades (ADF) of the SIMO and MISO channel capacities. For the MIMO

case, we have investigated the PDF, CDF, LCR, and ADF based ona lower

bound on the channel capacity. The results are studied for a different number

of transmit and receive antennas, but the proposed method can also be used

to investigate the influence of some key parameters on the channel capacity,

such as the antenna spacings of the transmitter and the receiver antenna ar-

rays, and the amplitude of the time-invariant line-of-sight (LOS) component.

The analytical expressions are valid for the well-known Kronecker model and

an LOS component orthogonal to the direction of motion of thereceiver. The

correctness of the derived expressions is confirmed by simulations.

I. INTRODUCTION

It is well known that the employment of multiple antennas at both the transmitter

and the receiver greatly improves the link reliability and increases the overall system
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capacity [6, 22]. Therein, it is shown that under idealized propagation conditions,

i.e., when the channel matrix has independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) en-

tries, the channel capacity increases linearly with the minimum of the number of

transmitter and receiver antennas. However, it is also wellknown that the gains in

the MIMO channel capacity are sensitive to the presence of temporal and spatial

correlations introduced by the propagation environment [21, 3]. Therefore, it is of

great importance to study the MIMO channel capacity under non-idealized propa-

gation conditions, i.e., when the elements of the channel matrix are correlated.

In the literature, different MIMO channel models have been proposed, which

take the correlations between the sub-channels into account. An overview of the

most commonly used MIMO channel models can be found in [1]. Inthis paper,

we have employed a popular separable correlation model known as the Kronecker

model [21, 5, 11]. Although it has been observed that the Kronecker model under-

estimates the channel capacity in some environments [15], it remains a cornerstone

of a large number of analyses [23].

Rice processes have intensively been used to model the random fluctuations of

the signal amplitude at the receiver. In case there is no LOS component between

the transmitter and the receiver, Rayleigh processes are commonly been used for

the modeling of fading in strongly dispersive urban environments. A Rice process

is a generalization of a Rayleigh process. Also, under a certain condition a Rice

process can approximate a Nakagami process. Hence, Rice processes are useful to

model the random signal fluctuations in various propagationenvironments.

The statistical properties of the MIMO channel capacity have been intensively

studied in the literature. For example, exact closed-form expressions for the ergodic

capacity and the complementary CDF of the capacity are derived in [25] for corre-

lated SIMO Rayleigh channels. Also in [25], accurate and closed-form capacity

expressions are derived for correlated SIMO Rice channels.In this paper, we have

studied the statistical properties of the capacity of correlated MIMO Rice channels.

By using the lower bound on the capacity of correlated MIMO Rice channels pre-

sented in [20], we have derived exact analytical expressions for the PDF, CDF, LCR,

and ADF of the capacity. In contrast to the PDF and CDF, the LCRand ADF pro-

vide useful information on the dynamic behavior of the capacity. The LCR of the

channel capacity describes the average number of up-crossings (or down-crossings)

of the capacity through a fixed level within a time interval ofone second. Analo-

gously, the ADF of the channel capacity is the expected valueof the length of the

time intervals in which the capacity is below a given level [9].
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The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we describe

briefly the MIMO channel model. A detailed study of the statistical properties of the

MIMO channel capacity is the topic of Section III. The analytical results obtained

in Section III will be compared with simulation results in Section IV. Finally, the

conclusions are drawn in Section V.

II. THE MIMO CHANNEL MODEL

Throughout the paper, we are dealing with MIMO frequency-nonselective mobile

channel models. The number of transmit and receive antennaswill be denoted by

NT andNR, respectively. The input-output relation for such a MIMO system can be

expressed as

y(t) = Ĥ(t)x(t)+n(t) . (1)

In this equation,x(t) is an NT × 1 transmit signal vector,y(t) is an NR× 1 re-

ceived signal vector,̂H(t) is the so-calledNR×NT MIMO channel matrix, andn(t)

is anNR× 1 additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) vector. We assume that the

components of the AWGN vectorn(t) are uncorrelated and that each element has

zero mean and variance (noise power) equal toN0. In this paper, we will apply

the well-known Kronecker model to describe the correlationbetween the elements.

According to the Kronecker model, the channel matrixĤ(t) can be expressed as

Ĥ(t) = R1/2
Rx

H(t)R1/2
Tx

(2)

whereRRx = E{Ĥ(t)Ĥ(t)H} andRTx = E{Ĥ(t)HĤ(t)} denote the transmit and the

receive correlation matrices, respectively, withE{·} as the expectation operator and

(·)H represents the Hermitian operator. In (2), the notation(·)1/2 denotes the matrix

square root. Furthermore,H(t) = [hi, j(t)] is anNR×NT complex random matrix

with i.i.d. entries. The complex entrieshi, j(t) can be expressed as

hi, j(t) = hI
i, j(t)+ jhQ

i, j(t) (3)

where the inphase and quadratic components ofhi, j(t) are denoted byhI
i, j(t) and

hQ
i, j(t), respectively. In this article,hI

i, j(t) andhQ
i, j(t) are real-valued Gaussian noise

processes with identical variancesσ2
hI

i, j
= σ2

hQ
i, j
= σ2. The mean ofhI

i, j(t) is denoted

by ρ , while the mean ofhQ
i, j(t) is equal to zero. It should be mentioned thatρ

denotes the amplitude of the LOS component of the received signal [17]. Since,

hi, j(t) is a complex Gaussian process with meanρ and variance 2σ2, the absolute
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value ofhi, j(t) (also denoted as envelope)

ξ (t) = |hi, j(t)|=
√

[hI
i, j(t)]

2+[hQ
i, j(t)]

2 (4)

follows the Rice distribution.

To express the MIMO channel matrix̂H(t) using the unitary-independent-unitary

(UIU) formulation [24, 14, 8, 23], we continue as follows. Let the eigenvalue de-

composition of the correlation matricesRRx andRTx be expressed as

RRx = URxΛRxU
H
Rx

(5)

RTx = UTxΛTxU
H
Tx

(6)

where the unitary matrixURx (UTx) consists of the eigenvectors of the correlation

matrix RRx (RTx). The diagonal matrixΛRx (ΛTx) contains the eigenvalues ofRRx

(RTx). After substituting (5) and (6) in (2), we can express the MIMO channel

matrix Ĥ(t) using the UIU formulation as

Ĥ(t) = URx(G⊙H(t))UH
Tx

(7)

whereG is a given deterministic coupling matrix, and the operator⊙ denotes the

element-wise Schur-Hadamard multiplication, i.e., the element-wise product of two

matrices. For the Kronecker model defined in (2), the coupling matrix G can be

expressed as

G = λ
1/2
Rx

(λ
1/2
Tx

)T (8)

where the vectorsλ1/2
Rx

andλ1/2
Tx

contain the square roots of the eigenvalues ofRRx

andRTx , respectively. In (8), the transpose operator is denoted by(·)T . Closed-

form expressions for the elements of the transmit and receive correlation matrices,

denoted byρT
pq andρR

mn, respectively, can be found by using Lee’s spatio-temporal

correlation model [12] under isotropic scattering conditions. From [4], we obtain

ρT
pq = J0(bpq) (9)

ρR
mn = J0(cmn) (10)

whereJ0(·) is the zeroth-order Bessel function of the first kind,bpq = 2πδpq/λ ,

andcmn= 2πdmn/λ . Here,λ denotes the wavelength of the transmitted signal. The

antenna spacing between thepth andqth transmit antenna is given byδpq, while

dmn represents the antenna spacing between themth andnth receive antenna. It

should be mentioned that (9) and (10) are only valid when the temporal correlation
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is neglected.

III. T HE MIMO CHANNEL CAPACITY

In this section, we study the capacity of the proposed MIMO channel model in

Section II. In case that the transmitter has no knowledge about the channel, whereas

the receiver has the perfect channel state information, thecapacityC(t), in bits/s/Hz,

is defined as

C(t) = log2

[
det

(
INR+

γs

NT
Ĥ(t)Ĥ(t)H

)]
(11)

where det(·) designates the determinant,INR is the identity matrix of orderNR, and

the quantityγs = P/N0 is the average signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Here,P is the

total transmitted power allocated uniformly to all the transmit antenna elements,

and againN0 represents the noise power. By substituting the UIU formulation (7)

in (11), and using the matrix determinant identity det(I +AB) = det(I +BA), the

MIMO channel capacityC(t) can be expressed as

C(t)= log2

[
det

(
INR+

γs

NT
(G⊙H(t))(G⊙H(t))H

)]
.

(12)

In [20], it is shown that a lower bound on the channel capacityC(t) can be expressed

as

Clb(t) = log2

(
1+

γs

NT

NR

∑
i=1

NT

∑
j=1

λRxiλTx j |hi, j(t)|2
)

(13)

whereλRxi andλTx j denote theith and jth eigenvalues of the correlation matrices

RRx andRTx , respectively. For the SIMO and MISO case, it is important tomention

that the lower boundClb(t) is equal to the capacityC(t) defined in (11) (or (12)).

Furthermore, it should be mentioned that (13) holds only forthe coupling matrixG

defined in (8) and when the i.i.d. nature of the entries of the MIMO channel matrix

H(t) can be exploited [20].

In order to study the statistical properties of the channel capacityClb(t), we

continue as follows. Let us defineY(t) = ∑NR
i=1∑NT

j=1 λRxiλTx j |hi, j(t)|2. To obtain

the PDF and CDF of the channel capacityClb(t), we need to find the PDF ofY(t).

Moreover, to obtain the LCR and ADF ofClb(t), we need to find the joint PDF

pYẎ(r, ṙ) of the processY(t) and its time derivativėY(t) at the same time instant.

Throughout the paper, we let the overdot of a process denote the time derivative. For

completeness, we mentioned that the PDF of the squared envelope|hi, j(t)|2 follows
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the non-central chi-square distribution given by [19]

p|hi, j (t)|2(r) =
1

2σ2e−(ρ2+r)/2σ2
I0
(√

r
ρ
σ2

)
, r ≥ 0 (14)

whereI0(·) is the zeroth-order modified Bessel function of the first kind. The pa-

rameterρ2 is the so-called non-centrality parameter of the distribution. From [13,

p. 116], the PDFpY(r) of Y(t) can be written as

pY(r) =
∞

∑
k=0

ck f (p+2k; r) , r ≥ 0 (15)

where

f (p+2k; r) =
r p/2+k−1e−r/2

2p/2+kΓ(p/2+k)
. (16)

Here,p= 2NRNT andΓ(·) is the gamma function [7, Eq. (8.310)]. The coefficients

ck can be calculated from the formulas

c0 = e−pρ2/4σ2
p

∏
j=1

(1/λ j)
1/2 (17)

ck = (2k)−1
k−1

∑
r=0

dk−rcr , k≥ 1 (18)

with

dk =
p

∑
j=1

(1−1/λ j)
k+kρ2/σ2

p/2

∑
j=1

(1/λ j)(1−1/λ j)
k−1 . (19)

To determine the vectorΛ = (λ1, . . . ,λp)
T , we define anNR×NT matrix A with

elementsAi j = λRxiλTx j . Hence,Λ = σ2vec([A,A]), where vec(A) represents a

vector formed by stacking all the columns ofA into a column vector. Note that

f (p+2k; r) represents the central chi-square distribution withn = p+2k degrees

of freedom.

By definingp(k)X (r) = f (p+2k; r), the PDFpY(r) of Y(t) can be expressed as

pY(r) =
∞

∑
k=0

ckp(k)X (r) . (20)

In [20], it is shown that the joint PDFpYẎ(r, ṙ) of Y(t) andẎ(t) can be approximated

as

pYẎ(r, ṙ)≈
∞

∑
k=0

ckp(k)
XẊ

(r, ṙ) . (21)
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Here, p(k)
XẊ

(r, ṙ) is defined in analogy to (20) as the joint PDF ofX(t) and Ẋ(t),

whereX(t) follows the central chi-square distribution withn = p+2k degrees of

freedom. Analogously to the central chi-square case [2], anexpression for the joint

PDF p(k)
XẊ

(r, ṙ) can be found. The calculation of the joint PDFp(k)
XẊ

(r, ṙ) is omitted

for brevity. The joint PDFpYẎ(r, ṙ) can now be written as

pYẎ(r, ṙ) ≈
∞

∑
k=0

ckr p/2+k−3/2e−r/(2σ2)−ṙ2/(16βπ2 f 2
maxσ2r)

2p/2+k+2π
√

βπ fmaxσ p+2k+1Γ(p/2+k)
,

r ≥ 0, |ṙ|< ∞ (22)

whereβ = ∑NR
i=1 ∑NT

j=1(λRxiλTx j)
2/(NRNT). It should be noted that (22) holds only

for isotropic scattering conditions.

A. PDF and CDF of the MIMO Channel Capacity

The PDF ofClb(t), denoted bypClb(r), can be found by using (15) and by ap-

plying the concept of transformation of random variables [16] as

pClb(r) =
2r ln(2)

γ ′
s

pY

(
2r −1

γ ′
s

)

=
∞

∑
k=0

ck2r ln(2)

γ ′
s

f (p+2k;(2r −1)/γ
′
s), r ≥ 0 (23)

whereγ ′
s= γs/NT . Furthermore, the CDFFClb(r) of Clb(t) can be expressed as

FClb(r) =
∫ r

0
pClb(x)dx

=
∞

∑
k=0

ck ln(2)

γ ′
s

∫ r

0
2x f (p+2k;(2x−1)/γ

′
s)dx, r ≥ 0. (24)

B. LCR and ADF of the MIMO Channel Capacity

The LCRNClb(r) of the channel capacityClb(t) is defined as

NClb(r) =
∫ ∞

0
żpClbĊlb

(r, ż)dż, r ≥ 0. (25)

Hence, to find the LCR of the channel capacityClb(t), the joint PDFpClbĊlb
(r, ṙ) of

Clb(t) andĊlb(t) is required. Thus, by applying the concept of transformation of

random variables, we obtain

pClbĊlb
(r, ṙ) =

(
2r ln(2)

γ ′
s

)2

pYẎ

(
2r −1

γ ′
s

,
2r ṙ ln(2)

γ ′
s

)
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≈
∞

∑
k=0

ck(2r ln(2))2e
− (2r ṙ ln(2))2

γ ′s16βπ2 f2maxσ2(2r−1)

γ ′
s
22p/2+k+2π

√
π fmaxσ p+2k+1Γ(p/2+k)

(
2r −1

γ ′
s

)p/2+k−3/2

×e
− 2r−1

γ ′s2σ2 , r ≥ 0, |ṙ|< ∞ . (26)

After substituting (26) in (25) and carrying out some algebraic computations, we

obtain the following closed-form solution

NClb(r) ≈
∞

∑
k=0

ck

√
βπ fmax

(
2r−1

γ ′s

)p/2+k−1/2
e
− 2r−1

γ ′s2σ2

2p/2+k−1σ p+2k−1Γ(p/2+k)
, r ≥ 0. (27)

Note thatNClb(r) is proportional tofmax, and hence, the normalization ofNClb(r)

onto fmax removes the influence of the vehicle speed.

Finally, by means of [10], the ADFTClb(r) of the channel capacityClb(t) is

obtained as

TClb(r) =
FClb(r)

NClb(r)
. (28)

An expression can directly be obtained forTClb(r) by using the results in (24) and

(27).

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, we present analytical and simulation results for the statistical proper-

ties of the capacity of various MIMO Rice channels. In order to generate mutually

uncorrelated Rice fading waveforms, we have used the sum-of-sinusoids princi-

ple. For the computation of the model parameters, we have applied the general-

ized method of exact Doppler spread (GMEDS1) [18]. In the designed Rice fading

channel simulator, the number of sinusoids wereN1 = 35 andN2 = 36. The vari-

ance of the two real-valued uncorrelated Gaussian noise processes was chosen to

beσ2 = 1. The maximum Doppler frequencyfmax was 91, the SNRγs was chosen

to be 17 dB, and the amplitude of the time-invariant LOS component wasρ = 1.

Unless otherwise stated, both the transmitter and the receiver antenna spacings are

taken to beλ/2, i.e.,δpq = |p−q|λ/2 anddmn= |m−n|λ/2. Firstly, we consider

the PDF of the capacity for a different number of receive and transmit antennas in

Figs. K.1–K.3. By comparing Figs. K.1 and K.2, we gather thatit is more important

for increasing the channel capacity to have a high number of receive antennas rather

than a high number of transmit antennas. In Figs. K.4–K.6, wehave presented the

normalized LCR of the capacity. In the SIMO and MISO cases, the spread of the

LCR of the capacity decreases with increasing the number of antennas. Similar
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Figure K.1: The PDF of the(1×NR) SIMO channel capacity.
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Figure K.2: The PDF of the(NT ×1) MISO channel capacity.

to the simulation results presented in [9] for the capacity of uncorrelated Rayleigh

SIMO (MISO) channels, the maximum LCR is nearly independenton the number

of receive (transmit) antennas. Finally, in Fig. K.7, we present the normalized ADF

of the MIMO channel capacity. This figure shows that the mean value for the length

of the time intervals in which the capacityClb(t) is below a given lengthr, is de-

creasing with the number of transmit and receive antennas. In all figures, a good

fitting between the analytical and the simulation results can be observed.
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Figure K.3: The PDF of the(NT ×NR) MIMO channel capacity.
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Figure K.4: The LCR of the(1×NR) SIMO channel capacity.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have studied the statistical properties ofthe capacity of spatially

correlated MIMO Rice channels. For the SIMO and MISO case, exact expressions

for the PDF and CDF are derived. In order to obtain a high mean value for the chan-

nel capacity, it is more important to have a high number of receive antennas rather

than a high number of transmit antennas. Furthermore, accurate expressions for the
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Figure K.5: The LCR of the(NT ×1) MISO channel capacity.
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Figure K.6: The LCR of the(NT ×NR) MIMO channel capacity.

LCR and ADF of the capacity are also obtained. For the MIMO case, we have de-

rived the PDF, CDF, LCR, and ADF of a lower bound on the channelcapacity. The

analytical expressions are valid for any number of transmitand receive antennas

under isotropic scattering conditions, and a time-invariant LOS component. The

analytical results are verified by simulations.
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Abstract — This paper studies the statistical properties of the channel ca-

pacity of spatially correlated Nakagami-m multiple-input multiple-output

(MIMO) channels. We have derived closed-form expressions for the proba-

bility density function (PDF), the cumulative distributio n function (CDF), the

level-crossing rate (LCR), and the average duration of fades (ADF) of the lower

bound on the channel capacity. In order to study the impact ofthe spatial cor-

relation on the channel capacity, the analysis of the statistical properties of

the channel capacity is carried out for different receiver antenna spacings. It

is observed that the antenna spacing has a significant influence on the spread

and maximum value of the PDF and LCR. The proposed method can be em-

ployed to study the statistical properties of the capacity of MIMO channels in

different fading environments. The correctness of the analytical expressions is

confirmed by simulations.

I. INTRODUCTION

MIMO systems have gained considerable attention in recent years due to their po-

tential to provide remarkable gain in the channel capacity [21, 7]. One of the reasons

for the gain in capacity is the assumption that the channel matrix has independent

and identically distributed (i.i.d.) entries. Under such ideal conditions, a linear in-

crease in the channel capacity w.r.t. the increase in the minimum of the number

of receiver and transmitter antennas is observed [21, 7]. However, such idealized

propagation conditions can rarely be found in real practice. It is shown in [24] and

multiple references therein that due to the spatial correlation between the MIMO

channel coefficients, realistic MIMO channels show a reduced channel capacity as

compared to the results found in [21] and [7]. It is thereforeof great practical and
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theoretical interest to study the capacity of MIMO systems when the elements of

the channel matrix are correlated.

In recent years, different channel models have been proposed in order to address

the problem of correlated fading in MIMO channels, e.g., [24, 25, 14, 10, 5, 8, 19,

23]. An overview encapsulating all the available channel models can be found in

[1]. In this paper, we have employed one of the most commonly used channel

models known as the Kronecker model [5, 8, 22]. This model, though restrictive to

some cases, provides an adequate framework for the information theoretic analysis

of MIMO channels.

In order to model the random fluctuations of the signal amplitude at the receiver,

several distributions have been proposed in the literature. The most commonly used

distributions include the Rayleigh and Ricean distribution for the modeling of fad-

ing in strongly dispersive urban environments. Results forthe channel capacity

and its statistical properties for Rayleigh-faded MIMO channels can be found in

[24, 8, 13]. However, in wireless communication systems it is common to come

across such scenarios where fading is more (or less) severe than Rayleigh fading.

For such cases, the Nakagami-m distribution has been widely accepted as an ap-

propriate statistical model to characterize fading in MIMOchannels due to its wide

range of applications, tractable analytical form, and having good fitness with exper-

imental results [4, 6, 26, 2]. Moreover, the Nakagami-m distribution inherently in-

cludes the Gaussian and the Rayleigh distributions as special cases, i.e., form= 0.5

and m= 1, respectively. Similarly, form> 1, the Nakagami-m distribution can

be used as a statistical model for MIMO channels where fadingis less severe as

compared to Rayleigh fading [26]. Hence, the Nakagami-m distribution can be

considered as an appropriate generalized statistical model for MIMO channels for

different fading conditions.

In this paper, we have studied the impact of the spatial correlation on the capac-

ity of Nakagami-m MIMO channels. Studies pertaining to unveil the dynamics of

the channel capacity can be very helpful to achieve higher data rates while keeping

the probability of error as low as possible. In mobile communication systems, the

LCR and ADF of the channel capacity are important characteristic quantities which

provide insight into the dynamic behavior of the channel capacity [8, 12]. The LCR

of the channel capacity describes the average number of up-crossings (or down-

crossings) of the capacity through a fixed level within a timeinterval of one second.

Analogously, the ADF of the channel capacity is the expectedvalue of the length

of the time intervals in which the capacity is below a given level [12, 11]. We have

presented a lower bound on the capacity of Nakagami-mMIMO channels. Based on
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this, we have derived closed-form expressions for the PDF, CDF, LCR, and ADF of

the capacity of spatially correlated Nakagami-mMIMO channels. Our analysis has

revealed that the spatial correlation of the antenna elements has a dominant effect

on the MIMO channel capacity.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we describe briefly

the Kronecker model for MIMO channels. In Section III, we have defined the

MIMO channel capacity and its lower bound. Furthermore, some important results

are derived which are then used in Section IV, where the focusis on the analysis of

the statistical properties of the channel capacity. The theoretical and the simulation

results are discussed in Section V. Finally, the conclusions are given in Section VI.

II. THE CHANNEL MODEL

We consider a flat fading MIMO channel withNT transmit andNR receive an-

tennas. The input-output relation for such a system is givenby

y(t)= Ĥ(t)x(t)+n(t) (1)

wherex(t) is an NT × 1 transmit signal vector,y(t) is an NR× 1 received signal

vector,Ĥ(t) is theNR×NT channel matrix, andn(t) is anNR× 1 additive white

Gaussian noise (AWGN) vector. The channel matrixĤ(t) is modeled using a sep-

arable correlation model referred to as the Kronecker modelgiven in [5, 8, 22],

i.e.,

Ĥ(t)= R1/2
Rx

H(t)
(

R1/2
Tx

)H
(2)

whereRRx is theNR×NR receive correlation matrix,RTx is theNT ×NT transmit

correlation matrix,(·)H represents the Hermitian operator, and(·)1/2 here represents

the matrix square root. In (2),H(t) is theNR×NT matrix with complex random

i.i.d. entrieshi, j(t). In this article, we have assumed that the envelope
∣∣hi, j(t)

∣∣ of

the complex entrieshi, j(t) follows a Nakagami-mdistribution given by

p|hi, j (t)|(r) =
2mmr2m−1

Γ(m)Ωm
e−

mr2
Ω , r ≥ 0 (3)

whereΩ = E
{

r2
}

, m= Ω2
/

Var
{

r2
}

, andΓ(·) represents the gamma function

[9]. Here,E{·} and Var{·} denote the expectation and the variance operator, re-

spectively. Moreover, the phase of the complex entrieshi, j(t) is considered to be

uniformly distributed between[−π ,π ]. The eigenvalue decomposition of the corre-

lation matricesRRx andRTx can be expressed as
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RRx = URxΛRxU
H
Rx

(4a)

RTx = UTxΛTxU
H
Tx

(4b)

whereURx (UTx) represents the eigenbasis vector at the receiver (transmitter) and

the diagonal matrixΛRx (ΛTx) comprise the eigenvalues of the correlation matrix

RRx (RTx). Substituting (4a) and (4b) in (2), we can express the MIMO channel

matrix Ĥ(t) using the unitary-independent-unitary (UIU) formulationas [24, 25,

14, 10, 22]

Ĥ(t) = U1/2
Rx

(G⊙H(t))U1/2H

Tx
(5)

where the matrixG is the element-wise square root of the eigenmode coupling ma-

trix G2 and⊙ denotes the element-wise product of two matrices. For the Kronecker

model defined in (2), the matricesG andG2 can be expressed as

G = λ
1/2
Rx

λ
1/2H

Tx
, G2 = λRxλ

H
Tx

(6)

whereλ1/2
Rx

andλ1/2
Tx

are the vectors containing the diagonal entries of the matrices

Λ
1/2
Rx

andΛ1/2
Tx

, respectively. The closed-form expressions for the transmit and re-

ceive antenna correlations under isotropic scattering conditions can be found in [3]

as

ρT
p,q = J0

(
bpq
)

(7a)

ρR
m,n = J0(cmn) . (7b)

whereρT
p,q (ρR

m,n) represent the transmit (receive) antenna correlation. In(7), J0(·)
is the Bessel function of the first kind of order zero,bpq = 2πδpq

/
λ , andcmn =

2πdmn
/

λ . Here,λ is the wavelength of the transmitted signal, whereasdmn and

δmn represent the spacing between the transmit and receive antenna elements, re-

spectively. It should be noted from (7) that, for the sake of simplicity, we have only

considered the spatial transmit and receive antenna correlations, while the temporal

correlation has been omitted.

III. T HE MIMO CHANNEL CAPACITY

In this section, we define the capacity of a MIMO channel represented by the

channel matrix in (5). It is assumed that the total transmitted power is constrained

to P. Furthermore, it is also assumed that the transmitter has noknowledge about

the channel, whereas the receiver has the perfect channel state information (CSI).

For such a scenario, the capacity of the MIMO system is given by [21, 7, 8, 8, 20]
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C(t) = log2

[
det

(
INR+

γs

NT
Ĥ(t)ĤH(t)

)]
(bits/sec/Hz) (8)

whereINR is the identity matrix of orderNR, andγs = P/N0 is the received signal-

to-noise ratio (SNR). Here,N0 represents the power spectral density (PSD) of the

AWGN vectorn(t), defined in(1) at the receiver. Substituting (5) in (8) and us-

ing the matrix determinant identity det(I +AB) = det(I +BA), the MIMO channel

capacityC(t) can be expressed as

C(t) = log2

[
det

(
INR+

γs

NT
(G⊙H(t))(G⊙H(t))H

)]
(9)

After substituting (6) in (9) and carrying out some algebraic manipulations, a lower

bound on the channel capacityC(t) can be expressed as (the proof is included in

Appendix L. A)

Clb(t) = log2

(
1+

γs

NT

NR

∑
i=1

NT

∑
j=1

λRx iλTx j
∣∣hi, j(t)

∣∣2
)
. (10)

Here, λRx i and λTx j are theith and jth entries of the vectorsλRx andλTx in (6),

respectively. Moreover,hi, j(t) are the i.i.d. entries of the matrixH(t). However, it

should be noted that (10) holds only for the eigenmode coupling matrixG2 defined

in (6) and when the i.i.d. nature of the entries of the matrixH(t) is exploited.

The mean channel capacity for a 4×4 MIMO system given by (9) and the mean

channel capacity of the lower bound represented by (10) are shown in Fig. L.1.

The parameters used for the simulation of (9) and (10) are discussed in detail in

Section V. Here,E{·} represents the expected value operator.

Let Xi j (t) = λRx iλTx j
∣∣hi, j(t)

∣∣2 andY(t) = ∑NR
i=1 ∑NT

j=1Xi j (t). In order to investi-

gate the statistical properties of the channel capacityClb(t), we need to find the PDF

pY(r) of Y(t) and the joint PDFpYẎ(r, ṙ) of the processY(t) and its time derivative

Ẏ(t) at the same time instant.1 By using the transformation of random variables and

(3), the PDF of the squared envelope
∣∣hi, j(t)

∣∣2 can be written as [15]

p|hi, j |2(r) =
rαΓ−1

Γ(αΓ)β αΓ
Γ

e−r/βΓ = Gr(αΓ,βΓ), r ≥ 0 (11)

whereαΓ = m, βΓ = Ω/m, andGr(αΓ,βΓ) represents the gamma distribution with

parametersαΓ andβΓ. The parametersm andΩ are defined below (3). Using (11),

1Throughout this paper, we will represent the time derivative of a process by an overdot.
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Figure L.1: Mean channel capacity of a 4×4 MIMO system and the lower bound
on the capacity.

we can write the PDFpXi j (r) of Xi j (t) as follows [15]

pXi j (r) = Gr(αΓ,βΓi j ) (12)

whereβΓi j = βΓλRx iλTx j . Note that the processY(t) can be considered as a sum of

weighted gamma variates. Hence, the PDFpY(r) of Y(t) is given by [2]

pY(r) =
NR

∏
i=1

NT

∏
j=1

(
βΓ1

βΓi j

)αΓ ∞

∑
k=0

δkrαΓ
′+k−1e−r/βΓ1

β αΓ′+k
Γ1 Γ(αΓ′+k)

=
∞

∑
k=0

ckGr(αΓ
′+k,βΓ1), r ≥ 0

(13)

where

ck =
NR

∏
i=1

NT

∏
j=1

(
βΓ1

βΓi j

)
δk (14a)

βΓ1 = mini j (βΓi j ) (14b)

αΓ
′ = NRNTαΓ (14c)

δk+1 =
αΓ

k+1

k+1

∑
l=1

[
NR

∑
i=1

NT

∑
j=1

(
1− βΓ1

βΓi j

)αΓ
]

δk+1−l , k= 0,1,2... (14d)

andδ0 = 1.
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By definingW(k)
G (r) = Gr(αΓ

′+ k,βΓ1), the PDFpY(r) of Y(t) can be written

as

pY(r) =
∞

∑
k=0

ckW
(k)
G (r) (15)

whereW(k)
G (r) represents the gamma distribution with parametersαΓ

′+k andβΓ1.

It is shown in Appendix L. B that the joint PDFpYẎ(r, ṙ) of Y(t) andẎ(t) can be

approximated as

pYẎ(r, ṙ)≈
∞

∑
k=0

ckW
(k)
GĠ

(r, ṙ). (16)

Here,W(k)
GĠ

(r, ṙ) is defined in analogy to (15) as the joint PDF ofX(t) and Ẋ(t),

whereX(t) follows the gamma distribution given by (11) with parameters αΓ
′+

k and βΓ1. The expression forW(k)
GĠ

(r, ṙ) can be found usingphi, j ḣi, j
(r, ṙ) in [26,

Eq. 13]. After substituting the expression forW(k)
GĠ

(r, ṙ) in (16), the PDFpYẎ(r, ṙ)

can be written as

pYẎ(r, ṙ) =
∞

∑
k=0

ckrαΓ
′+k−1e−r/βΓ1e

−
(

ṙ2

8σ̇2r

)

2
√

2πrσ̇β αΓ′+k
Γ1 Γ(αΓ′+k)

, r ≥ 0 (17)

whereck is defined in (14a) anḋσ is defined in [26, Eq. 11]. In the next section, we

will present the statistical properties of the channel capacity Clb(t) using the results

presented above.

IV. THE STATISTICAL PROPERTIES OF THEMIMO CHANNEL CAPACITY

The PDFpClb(r) of the channel capacityClb(t) can be found using (13) and by

applying the concept of transformation of random variablesas [15]

pClb(r) =
2r ln(2)

γ ′s
pY

(
2r −1

γ ′s

)

=
∞

∑
k=0

ck2r ln(2)
(

2r−1
γ ′s

)αΓ
′+k−1

e
−
(

2r−1
γ ′sβΓ1

)

γ ′sβ
αΓ′+k
Γ1 Γ(αΓ′+k)

, r ≥ 0 (18)

whereγ ′s = γs
/

NT . The CDFFClb(r) of the channel capacityClb(t) can now be

expressed usingFClb(r) =
∫ r

0 pClb(x)dx as

FClb(r) =
∞

∑
k=0

ck ln(2)

γ ′αΓ′+k
s β αΓ′+k

Γ1 Γ(αΓ′+k)

∫ r

0
2x(2x−1)αΓ

′+k−1 e
−
(

2x−1
γ ′sβΓ1

)

dx,

r ≥ 0. (19)
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The LCRNClb(r) of the channel capacityClb(t) is defined as [12]

NClb(r) =

∞∫

0

żpClbĊlb
(r, ż)dż, r ≥ 0. (20)

Thus, in order to find the LCR of the channel capacity, the joint PDF pClbĊlb
(r, ṙ)

of Clb(t) andĊlb(t) is required. Again by applying the concept of transformation

of random variables [15], the joint PDFpClbĊlb
(r, ṙ) can be obtained using (17) as

follows

pClbĊlb
(r, ṙ) =

(
2r ln(2)

γ ′s

)2

pYẎ

(
2r −1

γ ′s
,
2r ṙ ln(2)

γ ′s

)

=
∞

∑
k=0

ck

(
2r ln(2)

γ ′s

)2(
2r−1

γ ′s

)αΓ
′+k−1

e
−
(

2r−1
γ ′sβΓ1

)

2
√

2πrσ̇β αΓ′+k
Γ1 Γ(αΓ′+k)

e
−
(

(2r ṙ ln(2))2

8γ ′sσ̇2(2r−1)

)

(21)

for r ≥ 0, |ṙ| < ∞. After substituting (21) in (20) and carrying out some algebraic

calculations, we obtain

NClb(r) =

√
2
π

∞

∑
k=0

ck

(
2r−1

γ ′s

)αΓ
′+k−1/2

e
−
(

2r−1
γ ′sβΓ1

)

σ̇

β αΓ ′+k
Γ1 Γ(αΓ′+k)

, r ≥ 0. (22)

Finally, from (19) and (22), the ADFTClb(r) of the channel capacityClb(t) can

easily be calculated using [12]

TClb(r) =
FClb(r)

NClb(r)
. (23)

In the next section, we will compare our analytical findings with simulation results.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, we will present the analytical and simulation results for the sta-

tistical properties of the capacity of various Nakagami-mMIMO channels. In order

to generate different Nakagami-m fading waveformshi, j(t), we have used the fol-

lowing model [26]

hi, j(t) =

√√√√
2×m

∑
k=1

r2
k(t) (24)

whererk(t) (k= 1,2, ...,2m) are real-valued uncorrelated Gaussian distributed ran-

dom processes andm is the parameter of the Nakagami-m distribution. In order to
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generate these Gaussian distributed waveformsrk(t), we have employed the sum-

of-sinusoids principle [16]. For the computation of model parameters, we have used

the generalized method of exact Doppler spread (GMEDS1) [17]. The number of

sinusoids for the generation of Gaussian distributed waveformsrk(t) were chosen

to beNk = 29+k. The maximum Doppler frequencyfmax was 91 Hz, the SNRγs

was chosen to be 15 dB, and the parameterΩ for the Nakagami-m distribution was

set to be 2×m. Since our results are based on the isotropic scattering assumption,

thereforeσ̇ =
√

2π fmaxσ0 andσ0 = 1. Unless otherwise stated, the transmitter and

the receiver antenna spacings are taken to be 0.75λ . Using (24) in conjunction with

(10), the channel capacityClb(t) of Nakagami-m MIMO channel can be simulated.

Thereafter, the simulation results for the PDF, CDF, LCR, and ADF of the channel

capacity can be found.

The PDF, CDF, LCR, and ADF of the channel capacity for 2× 2, 4× 4, and

6×6 Nakagami-m MIMO channels are shown in Figs. L.2–L.5, respectively. The

value ofm for these results was set to 2. It can be observed from Figs. L.2 and

L.3 that as the number of antennas increases, the capacity ofthe system increases,

whereas the spread of the PDF of capacity decreases. On the other hand, with the

increase of the number of antennas, a decrease in the maximumvalue of the LCR

was observed as shown in Fig. L.4. Analogously, the conversestatement is true for

the ADF of the channel capacity presented in Fig. L.5. The PDF, CDF, LCR, and

ADF of the channel capacity for different values of receiverantenna spacingsdmn
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Figure L.2: The PDF of the capacity of Nakagami-m2×2, 4×4, and 6×6 MIMO
channels.
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Figure L.4: The LCR of the capacity of Nakagami-m2×2, 4×4, and 6×6 MIMO
channels.

for 2×2, 4×4, and 6×6 Nakagami-mMIMO channels are presented in Figs. L.6–

L.9, respectively. From these results it is obvious that theincrease in the receiver

antenna spacing results in the decrease in the variance of the PDF of channel ca-

pacity, while the mean channel capacity remains unaffected. However, increasing

the receiver antenna spacing results in the increase in the maximum value of the
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Figure L.6: The PDF of the capacity of Nakagami-m MIMO channels for different
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LCR. Moreover, as the receiver antenna spacing increase theADF of the channel

capacity remains unchanged for low levelsr, whereas for high levelsr, it results

in an increase of the ADF of the channel capacity. In all results presented here,

the simulation results are found to be in very good correspondence with analytical

results.
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Figure L.8: The LCR of the capacity of Nakagami-m MIMO channels for different
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VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have studied the statistical properties ofthe capacity of spatially

correlated Nakagami-m MIMO channels. We have derived the expressions for the

PDF, CDF, LCR, and ADF of the lower bound on the channel capacity. Moreover,

the influence of the spatial correlation on the capacity of the MIMO channels has
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Figure L.9: The ADF of the capacity of Nakagami-mMIMO channels for different
receiver antenna spacings.

been investigated. It has been observed that the increase inthe spatial correlation

increases the variance of the PDF of the channel capacity, but it has no effect on

the mean channel capacity. Moreover, increasing the spatial correlation results in a

decrease of the LCR of the channel capacity. Furthermore, asthe receiver antenna

spacing increases the ADF of the channel capacity remains unchanged for low levels

r, whereas for high levelsr, it results in the increase in the ADF of the channel

capacity. The theoretical results are verified using simulations and a very good

fitting of the analytical expressions and the simulation results is found.

L. A Proof of (10)

Consider the expression for MIMO channel capacity in(9)

C(t) = log2

[
det

(
INR+

γs

NT
(G⊙H(t))(G⊙H(t))H

)]
(A.1)

where the matrixG is given by
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G = λ
1/2
Rx

λ
1/2H

Tx

=




λ 1/2
Rx1 λ 1/2

Tx1 λ 1/2
Rx1 λ 1/2

Tx2 · · · λ 1/2
Rx1 λ 1/2

TxNT

λ 1/2
Rx2 λ 1/2

Tx1 λ 1/2
Rx2 λ 1/2

Tx2 · · · λ 1/2
Rx2 λ 1/2

TxNT
...

...
. . .

...

λ 1/2
RxNR

λ 1/2
Tx1 λ 1/2

RxNR
λ 1/2

Tx2 · · · λ 1/2
RxNR

λ 1/2
TxNT




(A.2)

where

λ
1/2
Rx

=
[
λ 1/2

Rx1 λ 1/2
Rx2 · · ·λ

1/2
RxNR

]T
(A.3a)

λ
1/2H

Tx
=

[
λ 1/2

Tx1 λ 1/2
Tx2 · · ·λ 1/2

TxNT

]
(A.3b)

and (·)T denotes the matrix transpose operator. Using (A.2), the expression for

(G⊙H(t))(G⊙H(t))H can be written as

(G⊙H(t))(G⊙H(t))H =



NT

∑
i=1

λRx1λTx ih1,i(t)hH
1,i(t)

NT

∑
i=1

λ 1/2
Rx1 λ 1/2

Rx2 λTx ih1,i(t)hH
2,i(t) · · ·

NT

∑
i=1

λ 1/2
Rx1 λ 1/2

RxNR
λTx ih1,i(t)hH

NR,i(t)

NT

∑
i=1

λ 1/2
Rx2 λ 1/2

Rx1 λTx ih2,i(t)hH
1,i(t)

NT

∑
i=1

λRx2λTx ih2,i(t)hH
2,i(t) · · ·

NT

∑
i=1

λ 1/2
Rx2 λ 1/2

RxNR
λTx ih2,i(t)hH

NR,i(t)

...
...

. . .
...

NT

∑
i=1

λ 1/2
RxNR

λ 1/2
Rx1 λTx ihNR,i(t)h

H
1,i(t)

NT

∑
i=1

λ 1/2
RxNR

λ 1/2
Rx2 λTx ihNR,i(t)h

H
2,i(t) · · ·

NT

∑
i=1

λRxNRλTx ihNR,i(t)h
H
NR,i(t)




.

(A.4)

Substituting (A.4) in (A.1) allows us to write the channel capacityC(t) as follows
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C(t) =

log2





det




1+ γs
NT

NT

∑
i=1

λRx1λTx ih1,i(t)hH
1,i(t)

γs
NT

NT

∑
i=1

λ 1/2
Rx1 λ 1/2

Rx2 λTx ih1,i(t)hH
2,i(t) · · ·

γs
NT

NT

∑
i=1

λ 1/2
Rx1 λ 1/2

RxNR
λTx ih1,i(t)hH

NR,i(t)

γs
NT

NT

∑
i=1

λ 1/2
Rx2 λ 1/2

Rx1 λTx ih2,i(t)hH
1,i(t) 1+ γs

NT

NT

∑
i=1

λRx2λTx ih2,i(t)hH
2,i(t) · · ·

γs
NT

NT

∑
i=1

λ 1/2
Rx2 λ 1/2

RxNR
λTx ih2,i(t)hH

NR,i(t)

...
...

. . .
...

γs
NT

NT

∑
i=1

λ 1/2
RxNR

λ 1/2
Rx1 λTx ihNR,i(t)h

H
1,i(t)

γs
NT

NT

∑
i=1

λ 1/2
RxNR

λ 1/2
Rx2 λTx ihNR,i(t)h

H
2,i(t) · · ·

1+ γs
NT

NT

∑
i=1

λRxNRλTx ihNR,i(t)h
H
NR,i(t)








.

(A.5)

By solving the determinant in (A.5), it can be shown that the expression for the

lower bound on the channel capacityC(t) in (A.5) can be written as

Clb(t) = log2

(
1+

γs

NT

NR

∑
i=1

NT

∑
j=1

λRx iλTx jhi, j(t)h
H
i, j(t)

)
. (A.6)

It can be observed that (A.6) only represents an approximation of (A.5), where the

entries with maximum contribution (i.e., entries with the termshi, j(t)hH
i, j(t)) are

kept and the cross product terms are omitted.

L. B Proof of (16)

Consider a stationary random processξ (t). The self-joint distribution of the process

ξ (t) at two different time instantst andt + τ is denoted bypξξ (x,xτ ;τ). Here,τ
represents the time difference betweenx andxτ . The orthogonal expansion of the

joint PDF pξξ (x,xτ ;τ) can be expressed as [18]

pξξ (x,xτ ;τ) = pξ (x)pξ (xτ)
∞

∑
n=0

εn(τ)Qn(x)Qn(xτ) (B.1)

where{Qn(x)}∞
1 is the set of orthogonal polynomials generated by the PDFpξ (x)

and the coefficientsεn(τ) are defined in [18, Eq. (4.88)]. For the case when lim
τ→0
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εn(τ)→ 1, and by using the orthogonality condition ofQn(x) given by

∞

∑
n=0

Qn(x)Qn(xτ) = δ (xτ −x) (B.2)

the joint PDFpξξ (x,xτ ;τ) can be expressed as

lim
τ→0

pξξ (x,xτ) = pξ (x)pξ (xτ)δ (xτ −x). (B.3)

In (B.2),δ (·) represents the Dirac’s delta function. Moreover, the jointPDFpξ ξ̇ (x, ẋ;τ)
of the a stationary random processξ (t) andξ̇ (t) can be expressed as [18]

pξ ξ̇ (x, ẋ;τ) = lim
τ→0

τ pξ ξ̇ (x−
τ
2

ẋ,x+
τ
2

ẋ;τ). (B.4)

By the analysis of the results presented in (B.1) to (B.4), the joint PDFpYẎ(r, ṙ) of

Y andẎ under the limit whenτ → 0 can be approximated as

pYẎ(r, ṙ)≈
∞

∑
k=0

ckW
(k)
GĠ

(r, ṙ). (B.5)
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Abstract — This paper deals with the analysis of statistical properties of the

capacity of spatially uncorrelated orthogonal space-timeblock coded (OSTBC)

Nakagami-m multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) channels. We have d e-

rived exact closed-form expressions for the probability density function (PDF),

cumulative distribution function (CDF), level-crossing rate (LCR), and aver-

age duration of fades (ADF) of the channel capacity. We have also investigated

the statistical properties of the approximated capacity ofspatially correlated

OSTBC Nakagami-m MIMO channels. The results are studied for different

values of the fading parameterm, corresponding to different fading conditions.

It is observed that an increase in the MIMO dimension1 or a decrease in the

severity of fading increases the mean channel capacity. While, a significant de-

crease in the mean channel capacity is observed with an increase in the spatial

correlation. The correctness of theoretical results is confirmed by simulations.

I. INTRODUCTION

Provision of multiple antennas at the receiver and transmitter allows the design of

multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) systems to exploitspatial diversity in order

to increase the spectral efficiency and to acquire a diversity gain [23]. One promis-

ing method to achieve the desired capacity is to use space-time coding techniques,

such as space-time trellis codes (STTC) [18] or space-time block codes (STBC)

1Throughout this paper, we will refer to the MIMO dimension asNR×NT , whereNR is the
number of receive antennas andNT denotes the number of transmit antennas.
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[1, 17]. One of the advantages of using OSTBC is that it transforms MIMO fad-

ing channels into equivalent single-input single-output (SISO) channels [9]. More-

over, being orthogonal in structure, maximum likelihood decoding can be applied

at the receiver that results in a significant decrease in the complexity of the receiver

structure, compared to the prevailing coding techniques (e.g., STTC) [17]. Studies

pertaining to the analysis of the capacity of OSTBC MIMO channels can be found

in [4, 11]. The outage performance and the error probabilityanalysis of OSTBC

MIMO systems have been studied in [21, 22, 10].

In this paper, we have extended the analysis of the statistical properties of the

capacity of uncorrelated OSTBC Rayleigh MIMO channels presented in [8] to un-

correlated OSTBC Nakagami-m MIMO channels. The Nakagami-m distribution

can be considered as a more general channel model compared toa Rayleigh chan-

nel as it incorporates scenarios where the fading can be more(or less) severe than

Rayleigh fading. Moreover, the one-sided Gaussian and the Rayleigh distribution

are inherently included in the Nakagami-m distribution as special cases, i.e., for

m= 0.5 andm= 1, respectively.

We have derived analytical expressions for the PDF, CDF, LCR, and ADF of

the channel capacity of uncorrelated OSTBC Nakagami-m MIMO channels. The

mean value and spread of the channel capacity has been analyzed with the help

of the PDF of the channel capacity. On the other hand, the analysis of the LCR

and ADF of the channel capacity is very helpful to study the temporal behavior of

the channel capacity. The LCR of the channel capacity provides the information

regarding the expected number of up-crossings (or down-crossings) of the channel

capacity through a certain threshold level in a time interval of one second. While,

the ADF of the channel capacity describes the average duration of the time intervals

over which the channel capacity is below a given level [6, 7].We have studied the

above mentioned statistical quantities for different values of the fading parameterm

and for different MIMO dimensions. It is observed that an increase in the MIMO

dimension or a decrease in the severity of fading results in an increase in the mean

channel capacity. The results for the PDF, CDF, LCR, and ADF of the capacity of

Rayleigh channels can be readily obtained as a special case from the findings in

[8] by settingm= 1. We have also investigated the capacity of spatially correlated

OSTBC Nakagami-m MIMO channels. For such channels, we have derived an

approximate expression for the channel capacity. Thereafter, the expressions for

the PDF, CDF, LCR, and ADF of the channel capacity are found. It is observed

that the spatial correlation significantly reduces the meanchannel capacity. We

have verified the theoretical results by simulations, whereby a very good fitting is
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observed.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we define briefly the

capacity of OSTBC Nakagami-mMIMO channels. Section III deals with the deriva-

tion of the statistical properties of the capacity of uncorrelated OSTBC Nakagami-m

MIMO channels. In Section IV, the statistical properties ofthe approximate capac-

ity of spatially correlated OSTBC Nakagami-m MIMO channels are investigated.

Section V aims at the validation and analysis of the obtainedresults with the help

of simulations. Finally, the conclusions are given in Section VI.

II. THE CAPACITY OF SPATIALLY UNCORRELATED OSTBC NAKAGAMI -m

MIMO CHANNELS

In this article, we have considered a MIMO system withNT transmit andNR re-

ceive antennas. The complex random channel gains are represented byhi(t) (i =

1,2, ...,NRNT). Moreover, we have assumed that the stochastic processeshi(t) are

mutually uncorrelated and the envelope|hi(t)| follows a Nakagami-mdistribution

p|hi |(z) =
2mmz2m−1

Γ(m)Ωm e−
mz2
Ω , z≥ 0 (1)

for i = 1,2, ...,NRNT , whereΩ = E
{
|hi(t)|2

}
, m= Ω2

/
Var
{
|hi(t)|2

}
, andΓ(·)

represents the gamma function [5]. The capacity of OSTBC MIMO systems can be

expressed as [15]

C(t) = log2

(
1+

γs

NT
hH(t)h(t)

)
(bits/sec/Hz) (2)

whereh(t) represents theNRNT ×1 complex channel gain vector with entrieshi(t)

(i = 1,2, ...,NRNT), (·)H denotes the Hermitian operator, andγs is the signal-to-

noise ratio (SNR). The channel capacityC(t) given by (2) can be written as

C(t) = log2

(
1+ γ ′s

NRNT

∑
i=1

χ2
i (t)

)
(bits/sec/Hz) (3)

whereγ ′s = γs
/

NT andχ2
i (t) = |hi(t)|2 (i = 1,2, ...,NRNT). Due to the assumption

that the envelope|hi(t)| is Nakagami-mdistributed, the squared envelopeχ2
i (t) fol-

lows the gamma distribution. LetΞ(t) = ∑NRNT
i=1 χ2

i (t), then the PDFpΞ(z) of Ξ(t)
can be expressed as [2]

pΞ(z) =
zNRNTm−1e−

z
β

β NRNTmΓ(NRNTm)
, z≥ 0 (4)
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whereβ = Ω /m is a parameter of the Nakagami-m distribution. In order to derive

the expressions for the LCR of the OSTBC Nakagami-m MIMO channel capacity,

we require the joint PDFpΞΞ̇(z, ż) of Ξ(t) andΞ̇(t) at the same timet. In this article,

the time derivative of a process is denoted by a raised dot. The joint PDFpΞΞ̇(z, ż)

can be expressed as [16]

pΞΞ̇(z, ż) =
zNRNTm−3/2e−

z
β e

− ż2
8βNz

2β NRNTmΓ(NRNTm)
√

2βNπ
(5)

for z≥ 0 and|ż| < ∞, where under isotropic scattering conditionsβN is given by

[19]

βN = 2(π fmax)
2. (6)

In the next section, we will derive the expressions for the PDF, CDF, LCR, and ADF

of the OSTBC Nakagami-mMIMO channel capacity.

III. STATISTICAL PROPERTIES OF THECAPACITY OF SPATIALLY

UNCORRELATED OSTBC NAKAGAMI -m MIMO CHANNELS

The channel capacityC(t) presented in (2) can be considered as a mapping of

a random vector processh(t) to another random process, namelyC(t). Hence, the

PDF pC(z) of the channel capacityC(t) can be found using the PDFpΞ(z) in (4)

and by applying the concept of transformation of random variables [12] as follows

pC(r) =
2r ln(2)

γ ′s
pΞ

(
2r −1

γ ′s

)

=
2r (2r −1)NRNTm−1 ln(2)e

− 2r−1
βγ ′s

(β γ ′s)
NRNTmΓ(NRNTm)

, r ≥ 0. (7)

The CDFFC(r) of the channel capacity can be found using

FC(r) =

r∫

0

pC(x)dx. (8)

By substituting (7) in (8) and doing some algebraic manipulations, the CDF of the

channel capacity can be expressed as

FC(r) = 1−
Γ(NRNTm, 1

β γ ′s
)

Γ(NRNTm)
, r ≥ 0 (9)
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whereΓ(· , ·) denotes the generalized gamma function [5]. The LCRNC(r) of the

channel capacity can be obtained by solving the following integral [7]

NC(r) =

∞∫

0

żpCĊ(r, ż)dż, r ≥ 0 (10)

where pCĊ(z, ż) is the joint PDF ofC(t) andĊ(t). The joint PDFpCĊ(z, ż) can

be obtained using (5) and by applying the concept of transformation of random

variables [12] as follows

pCĊ(z, ż) =

(
2zln(2)

γ ′s

)2

pΞΞ̇

(
2z−1

γ ′s
,
2zżln(2)

γ ′s

)

=

(
2zln(2)

γ ′s

)2 (2z−1
/

γ ′s
)NRNTm−3/2e

− (ż2z ln(2))2

8βNγ ′s(2z−1)

2β NRNTmΓ(NRNTm)
√

2βNπ
e
− 2z−1

βγ ′s ,

z≥ 0, |ż|< ∞. (11)

By inserting (11) in (10), the final expression for the LCR of the channel capacity

can be written as

NC(r) =

√
2βN

π

(
2r −1

/
γ ′s
)NRNTm−1/2e

− 2r−1
β γ ′s

β NRNTmΓ(NRNTm)
, r ≥ 0. (12)

The ADFTC(r) of the channel capacity can now be obtained using [7]

TC(r) =
FC(r)
NC(r)

(13)

whereFC(r) andNC(r) are given by (9) and (12), respectively.

IV. H IGH SNR APPROXIMATION OF THECHANNEL CAPACITY OF SPATIALLY

CORRELATED OSTBC NAKAGAMI -m MIMO CHANNELS

It is widely reported in the literature that a spatial correlation between the sub-

channels of a MIMO channel has a significant influence on the channel capacity.

At high SNR, the channel capacityCapp(t) of spatially correlated OSTBC MIMO

channels can be approximated as [15]

Capp(t)≈ log2det
(
γ ′shH(t)h(t)

)
+αR (14)
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where

αR = log2det(RRx)+ log2det(RTx)

= log2

(
NR

∏
i=1

λ (i)
RRx

)
+ log2

(
NR

∏
i=1

λ (i)
RTx

)
. (15)

HereRRx (RTx) is the full rankNR×NR (NT ×NT ) receiver (transmitter) correlation

matrix, det(·) denotes the matrix determinant, andλ (i)
RRx

(
λ (i)

RTx

)
represent the eigen-

values of the receiver (transmitter) correlation matrix. In (14), log2det
(
γ ′shH(t)h(t)

)

denotes the high SNR approximation of the channel capacityC(t) of OSTBC MIMO

channels andαR can be considered as a correction term added to the high SNR ap-

proximation due to the spatial correlation. The receive andtransmit antenna cor-

relations under isotropic scattering conditions can be expressed in closed form as

[3]

ρT
p,q

(
δpq
)

= J0
(
2πδpq

/
λs
)

(16a)

ρR
m,n(dmn) = J0

(
2πdmn

/
λs
)

(16b)

whereρT
p,q

(
δpq
) (

ρR
m,n(dmn)

)
represents the transmit (receive) antenna correlation

andJ0(·) is the Bessel function of the first kind of order zero. In (16a)and (16b),

δpq (dmn) represents the spacing between the receive (transmit) antenna elements

andλs is the wavelength of the transmitted signal. The statistical properties of the

approximated channel capacityCapp(t) of spatially correlated OSTBC Nakagami-m

MIMO channels presented in (14) can be found by following a similar procedure

as developed in the previous section for the channel capacity C(t) of spatially un-

correlated OSTBC Nakagami-m MIMO channels. The PDF, CDF, and LCR of the

channel capacityCapp(t) can be approximated as

pCapp(r)≈
2r−αR (2r−αR)

NRNTm−1 ln(2)e
− 2r−αR

βγ ′s

(β γ ′s)
NRNTmΓ(NRNTm)

, r ≥ 0 (17)

FCapp(r)≈
ln(2)

(β γ ′s)
NRNTmΓ(NRNTm)

r∫

0

2x−αRe
− 2x−αR

β γ ′s
(
2x−αR

)NRNTm−1
dx, r ≥ 0

(18)

NCapp(r)≈
(
2r−αR

/
γ ′s
)NRNTm−1/2e

− 2r−αR
β γ ′s

√
π
/

2βN β NRNTmΓ(NRNTm)
, r ≥ 0, (19)
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respectively. The ADF of the channel capacityCapp(t) can be found by substituting

(18) and (19) in (13).

V. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section, we will discuss the analytical results found in the previous section

and their validity will be tested by simulations. For the natural values of 2×m,

the Nakagami-m distributed waveforms are generated by employing the following

model [20]

|hi(t)|=

√√√√2×m

∑
k=1

r2
i,k(t) (20)

wherer i,k(t) (i = 1,2, ...,NRNT andk= 1,2, ...,2m) are zero-mean real-valued un-

correlated Gaussian distributed random processes with varianceσ2
0 , andm is the

parameter of the Nakagami-mdistribution. In order to generate these Gaussian dis-

tributed waveformsrk(t), we have applied the sum-of-sinusoids model [13]. The

model parameters are calculated from the generalized method of exact Doppler

spread (GMEDS1) [14]. The number of sinusoids used for the generation of the

Gaussian distributed waveformsrk(t) was selected to beNk = 29+ k. The max-

imum Doppler frequencyfmax was 91 Hz, the SNRγs was chosen to be 15 dB,

σ2
0 = 1, and the parameterΩ for the Nakagami-m distribution was set to be 2×m.

The transmit and the receive antenna spacings are taken to be0.4λs. Finally, us-

ing (3) and (14), the simulation results for the statisticalproperties of the channel

capacityC(t) andCapp(t) of OSTBC Nakagami-mMIMO channels are found.

The PDF and CDF of the channel capacityC(t) for 2× 2, 4× 4, and 6× 6

MIMO channels are shown in Figs. M.1 and M.2, respectively for different values

of the fading parameterm. It is observed that as the severity of fading decreases

(i.e., increasing the value ofm), the mean channel capacity increases for all MIMO

dimensions. However, the spread of the PDF decreases. Moreover, it can also

clearly be seen that increasing the MIMO dimension results in a prominent increase

in the channel capacity. The LCR and ADF of the channel capacity C(t) for 2×2,

4×4, and 6×6 MIMO channels are shown in Figs. M.3 and M.4, respectively for

different values of the fading parameterm. Figure M.3 shows that as the MIMO

dimension or the value of the fading parameterm increases, the spread of the LCR

curve gets narrower. Moreover, for low MIMO dimensions (e.g., 2×2) with small

values ofm, high LCR is observed at lower signal levels. However, for large MIMO

dimensions (e.g., 6× 6) with large values ofm, a high LCR is observed at high

signal levels. The ADF of the channel capacity, on the other hand, decreases with

an increase in the MIMO dimension or the fading parameterm at low and medium
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Figure M.1: The PDFpC(r) of the capacity of OSTBC Nakagami-m MIMO chan-
nels.
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Figure M.2: The CDFFC(r) of the capacity of OSTBC Nakagami-m MIMO chan-
nels.

signal levels.

Figures M.5–M.8 aim at the comparative analysis of the statistical properties of

the channel capacity of the uncorrelated OSTBC Nakagami-mMIMO channels and

the approximated channel capacity of the correlated OSTBC Nakagami-m MIMO

channels. The PDF and CDF of the channel capacity of 4×4 MIMO channels are
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Nakagami-mMIMO channels.

shown in Figs. M.5 and M.6, respectively, for different values of the fading pa-

rameterm. It can clearly be observed that the spatial correlation hasa noticeable

influence on the mean channel capacity. The LCR and ADF of the channel capac-

ity are presented in Figs. M.7 and M.8, respectively. It is apparent that the spatial

correlation shifts the maximum value of the LCR to lower signal levels. Hence, for
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Figure M.6: The CDFFC(r) of the capacity of spatially correlated OSTBC
Nakagami-mMIMO channels.

correlated systems the LCR of the capacity is higher for low signal levels compared

to uncorrelated systems. On the other hand, the ADF of the channel capacity of cor-

related systems is higher for all the signal levels comparedto uncorrelated systems.

For all the cases studied in this paper, the analytical results are found to be in very

good correspondence with the simulation results.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this article, we have studied the statistical propertiesof the capacity of uncor-

related OSTBC Nakagami-m MIMO channels. It is observed that the severity of

fading has a significant influence on the capacity of OSTBC systems. Specifically,

an increase in the MIMO dimension or a decrease in the severity of fading results
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in an increase in the mean channel capacity. However, it results in a decrease in

the ADF of the channel capacity at low and medium signal levels. We have also

investigated the statistical properties of the approximated channel capacity of spa-

tially correlated OSTBC Nakagami-mMIMO channels. It is observed that the spa-

tial correlation reduces the mean channel capacity of OSTBCNakagami-m MIMO

channels. The validity of all analytical results has been verified by simulations.
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Abstract — This article1 presents a thorough statistical analysis of the ca-

pacity of orthogonal space-time block coded (OSTBC) Nakagami-lognormal

(NLN) multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) channels. Th e NLN channel

model allows to study the joint effects of fast fading and shadowing on the sta-

tistical properties of the channel capacity. We have derived exact analytical

expressions for the probability density function (PDF), cumulative distribu-

tion function (CDF), level-crossing rate (LCR), and average duration of fades

(ADF) of the capacity of NLN MIMO channels. It is observed that an increase

in the MIMO dimension 2 or a decrease in the severity of fading results in an in-

crease in the mean channel capacity, while the variance of the channel capacity

decreases. On the other hand, an increase in the shadowing standard deviation

increases the spread of the channel capacity, however the shadowing effect has

no influence on the mean channel capacity. We have also presented approxima-

tion results for the statistical properties of the channel capacity, obtained using

the Gauss-Hermite integration method. It is observed that approximation re-

sults not only reduce the complexity, but also have a very good fitting with the

exact results. The presented results are very useful and general because they

provide the flexibility to study the impact of shadowing on the channel capacity

under different fading conditions. Moreover, the effects of severity of fading on

1The material in this paper is based on “On the Statistical Properties of the Capacity of OSTBC
Nakagami-Lognormal MIMO Channels”, by Gulzaib Rafiq and Matthias Pätzold which will appear
in the proceedings of 4th IEEE International Conference on Signal Processing and Communication
Systems, ICSPCS 2010, Gold Coast, Australia, December 2010.
c© 2010 IEEE.

2Throughout this paper, we will refer to the MIMO dimension asNR×NT , whereNR is the
number of receive antennas andNT denotes the number of transmit antennas.
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the channel capacity can also be studied. The correctness oftheoretical results

is confirmed by simulations.

Keywords—Nakagami-lognormal channels, MIMO, Land mobile terrestrial chan-

nels, channel capacity, shadowing effects, level-crossing rate, average duration of

fades.

I. INTRODUCTION

Multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) systems exploit spatial diversity by utiliz-

ing multiple antennas at the receiver and transmitter in order to increase the spectral

efficiency and to acquire a diversity gain [37]. To achieve the desired capacity in

MIMO channels, space-time coding techniques, such as space-time trellis codes

(STTC) [28] or space-time block codes (STBC) [2, 27] are considered to be an ef-

fective method. Among different space-time coding techniques, OSTBC has gained

much attention in recent years due to its orthogonal structure, which allows to use

maximum likelihood decoding at the receiver [27]. Hence, itresults in a decrease

in the complexity of the receiver structure. Another advantage of using OSTBC is

that it transforms MIMO fading channels into equivalent single-input single-output

(SISO) channels, which significantly simplifies the mathematical formulation of

MIMO channels [12]. Studies pertaining to the analysis of the capacity of OSTBC

MIMO channels can be found in [4, 14]. The outage performanceand the error

probability analysis of OSTBC MIMO systems have been studied in [35, 36, 13].

Moreover, the statistical properties of the capacity of OSTBC Nakagami-m MIMO

channels have been analyzed in [22].

The analysis presented in the aforementioned articles onlyconsiders fast fad-

ing in MIMO channels due to multipath propagation, where thelocal mean of the

received signal envelope is assumed to be constant [9]. While for land mobile terres-

trial channels, the local mean fluctuates due to shadowing effects [26]. Moreover,

shadowing can adequately be modeled by a lognormal process and can be incor-

porated in the channel model as a multiplicative process [26, 18, 29, 23]. Hence,

to study the joint effects of fast fading and shadowing in land mobile terrestrial

channels, the Suzuki process is considered to be a more appropriate channel model

[18]. A Suzuki process can be expressed as a product of a Rayleigh process and a

lognormal process. However, by employing a Nakagami-m process instead of the

Rayleigh process in a Suzuki process, we obtain a more general channel model re-

ferred to as the NLN channel model [29, 23], which contains the Suzuki process

as a special case whenm= 1. The generality of this model derives from the fact

that the one-sided Gaussian and Rayleigh processes are inherently included in the

Nakagami-m process as special cases, i.e., form= 0.5 andm= 1, respectively.
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Moreover, it can be used to study the scenarios where the fading is more (or less)

severe as compared to Rayleigh fading [15, 32].

For MIMO channels, the authors in [25] have proposed a channel model that

takes into account the joint effects of shadowing and fast fading. This model is

then employed in [34] to study the outage performance in OSTBC MIMO chan-

nels. The analysis in [25] and [34] is however restricted only to Rayleigh MIMO

channels. While in this article, we have considered a more general channel model

referred to as NLN MIMO channel model, where the fast fading in the MIMO chan-

nel is modeled by a Nakagami-m process as compared to the Rayleigh process in

[25]. Thereafter, we have analyzed the statistical properties of the capacity of NLN

MIMO channels for the case when OSTBC is employed. To the bestof the authors’

knowledge, the statistical properties of the capacity of OSTBC NLN MIMO chan-

nels have not been investigated so far. The NLN MIMO channel model provides

the flexibility to study the impact of shadowing on the channel capacity under dif-

ferent fading conditions. Moreover, the effects of severity of fading on the channel

capacity can also be studied.

This paper analyzes the statistical properties of the capacity of OSTBC NLN

MIMO channels for various levels of shadowing and for different MIMO dimen-

sions. We have derived exact analytical expressions for thePDF, CDF, LCR, and

ADF of the capacity of NLN MIMO channels. The mean value and spread of the

channel capacity has been analyzed with the help of the PDF ofthe channel capac-

ity. On the other hand, the analysis of the LCR and ADF of the channel capacity

is very helpful to study the temporal behavior of the channelcapacity. It is ob-

served that an increase in the MIMO dimension or a decrease inthe severity of

fading results in an increase in the mean channel capacity, while the variance of the

channel capacity decreases. Moreover, the shadowing effect has no influence on the

mean channel capacity, whereas an increase in the shadowingstandard deviation

increases the spread of the channel capacity. It is also observed that an increase in

either the shadow standard deviation or the MIMO dimension decreases the maxi-

mum value of the LCR of the channel capacity. Whereas, this effect decreases the

ADF of the channel capacity only at higher signal levels. We have also presented

approximation results for the statistical properties of the channel capacity using the

Gauss-Hermite integration method [24]. It is observed thatthe approximation re-

sults not only reduce the complexity, but also have a very good fitting with the exact

results.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we first give

a brief description of the NLN MIMO channel model. Thereafter, the capacity
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of NLN MIMO channels is formulated for the case when OSTBC is employed.

Section III presents the statistical properties of the capacity of OSTBC NLN MIMO

channels. Section IV deals with the analysis and illustration of the theoretical as

well as the simulation results. Finally, the conclusions are drawn in Section V.

II. THE CAPACITY OF OSTBC NLN MIMO CHANNELS

In this article, we have considered a MIMO system withNT transmit andNR receive

antennas. The input-output relation for such a system is given by

y(t)= Ĥ(t)x(t)+n(t) (1)

wherex(t) is an NT × 1 transmit signal vector,y(t) is an NR× 1 received signal

vector,Ĥ(t) is theNR×NT channel matrix, andn(t) is anNR× 1 additive white

Gaussian noise (AWGN) vector. In order to study the joint effects of fast fading

and shadowing in MIMO channels, the authors in [25] have proposed the following

MIMO channel model

Ĥ(t) = λ (t)H(t) (2)

whereH(t) is theNR×NT matrix with complex random independent and identically

distributed (i.i.d.) entrieshi, j(t), which model the fast fading in the channel between

the ith receive andjth transmit antenna. In addition to fast fading, it is assumed

that the local mean of the signal envelope fluctuates due to shadowing. Moreover,

shadowing can adequately be modeled by a lognormal processλ (t) and can be

incorporated in the channel model as a multiplicative process. Hence, the lognormal

processλ (t) is multiplied toH(t) in (2). Furthermore, shadowing influences the

signal envelope on large spatial scales as compared to the fast fading, thus it is

assumed that a single lognormal processλ (t) equally effects all the elements of

the matrixH(t) and is independent ofH(t). In [25], the authors have restricted the

analysis to Rayleigh channels, where the envelope
∣∣hi, j(t)

∣∣ is Rayleigh distributed.

However in this article, we have assumed that the envelope
∣∣hi, j(t)

∣∣ of the complex

entrieshi, j(t) follows a Nakagami-mdistribution given by

p|hi, j (t)|(r) =
2m

mi, j
i, j r2mi, j−1

Γ
(
mi, j
)

Ωmi, j
i, j

e
−mi, j r

2

Ωi, j , r ≥ 0 (3)

whereΩi, j = E
{
|hi, j(t)|2

}
, mi, j = Ω2

i, j

/
Var
{
|hi, j(t)|2

}
, andΓ(·) represents the

gamma function [6]. Here,E{·} and Var{·} denote the expectation and the vari-

ance operators, respectively. Moreover, the phase of the complex entrieshi, j(t) is
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considered to be uniformly distributed between[0,2π). The lognormal processλ (t)
in (1) can be expressed as

λ (t) = 10[σLν(t)+mL]/20 (4)

whereσL represents the shadowing standard deviation,mL denotes the area mean,

andν(t) is a zero-mean real-valued Gaussian process with unit variance. The PDF

pλ (z) of the lognormal processλ (t) can be written as

pλ (z) =
20

zσL
√

2π ln(10)
e
− (10log(z)−mL)

2

2σ2
L , z≥ 0. (5)

There exist numerous models in the literature for the spectral shape of the Gaussian

processν(t) in (4). In this article, we have assumed a Gaussian power spectral

density (PSD) for the Gaussian processν(t) given by [18], [20]

Sνν( f ) =
1√

2πσc
e
− f2

2σ2
c (6)

where the parameterσc controls the spread of the PSDSνν( f ) and can be expressed

in terms of the 3 dB cutoff frequencyfc asσc = fc/
√

2ln(2). We have assumed

that the value offc is much smaller than the maximum Doppler frequencyfmax, i.e.,

fmax/ fc ≫ 1. By taking the inverse Fourier transform ofSνν( f ), the ACFrνν(τ) of

the processν(t) can be expressed as

rνν(τ) = e−2(πσcτ)2. (7)

The capacity of OSTBC MIMO systems can be expressed as [21]

C(t) = log2

(
1+

γs

NT
λ 2(t)hH(t)h(t)

)
(bits/s/Hz) (8)

whereh(t) represents theNRNT ×1 vector formed by stacking the columns of the

NR×NT matrix H(t) one below the other. For simplicity, we will represent the en-

tries of the vectorh(t) ashi(t) (i = 1,2, ...,NRNT). It can clearly be seen that the

envelopes|hi(t)| are i.i.d. following the Nakagami-m distribution with the parame-

tersmi andΩi. In (8), (·)H denotes the Hermitian operator, andγs is the signal-to-

noise ratio (SNR). In order to generate Nakagami-mprocesses|hi(t)|, the following
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relation can be employed [32]

|hi(t)|=

√√√√
2mi

∑
n=1

µ2
n,i(t) (9)

whereµn,i(t) (n= 1,2, . . . ,2mi) are the underlying i.i.d. Gaussian processes, and

mi is the parameter of the Nakagami-m distribution associated with theith channel

hi(t). The parametermi controls the severity of the fading. Increasing the value of

mi decreases the severity of fading associated with theith channelhi(t) and vice

versa. In this article, we have assumed thatΩi = 2miσ2
0 for the sake of simplicity.

Here,σ2
0 denotes the variance of the underlying Gaussian processesµn,i(t) in |hi(t)|.

The channel capacityC(t) given by (8) can be written as

C(t) = log2

(
1+ γ ′sλ

2(t)
NRNT

∑
i=1

χ2
i (t)

)
= log2

(
1+ γ ′sΞ(t)

)
(bits/s/Hz) (10)

whereγ ′s= γs
/

NT , Ξ(t)= λ (t)∑NRNT
i=1 χ2

i (t), andχ2
i (t)= |hi(t)|2 (i =1,2, ...,NRNT).

Due to the assumption that the envelope|hi(t)| is Nakagami-m distributed, the

squared envelopeχ2
i (t) follows the gamma distribution. LetY(t) = ∑NRNT

i=1 χ2
i (t),

then the PDFpΞ(z) of Ξ(t) can be expressed using [3, Eq. (2)], (5), and by employ-

ing the relationshippΞ(z) =
∫ ∞
−∞ 1

/
|y| pY(z/y)pλ (y)dy [16] as

pΞ(z) =
10zά−1β−ά

√
2π ln(10)σLΓ(ά)

∫ ∞

0

(
1
y

)ά+1

e
− (10logy−mL)

2

2σ2
L e−

z
yβ , z≥ 0 (11)

whereά = ∑NRNT
i=1 αi andβ = Ωi

/
mi = 2σ2

0 . In order to derive the expressions for

the LCR of the OSTBC NLN MIMO channel capacity, we require thejoint PDF

pΞΞ̇(z, ż) of Ξ(t) andΞ̇(t) at the same timet. In this article, the time derivative of

a process is denoted by a dot notation. The joint PDFpΞΞ̇(z, ż) can be expressed

using [33, Eq. (35)], [18, Eq. (40)], and with the help of the relationshippΞΞ̇(z, ż) =∫ ∞
0
∫ ∞
−∞ 1

/
y2 pYẎ(z/y, ż/y− ẏz/y2)pλ 2λ̇ 2(y, ẏ)dẏdy[10] as

pΞΞ̇(z, ż) =
10zά−3/2β−ά

4π
√

βN ln(10)σLΓ(ά)

∫ ∞

0
y−ά−3/2 e−

z
yβ

K(z,y)
e
− (10logy−mL)

2

2σ2
L e

− ż2

8βNzyK2(z,y) ,

z≥ 0, |ż|< ∞ (12)
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where

K(z,y) =

√

1+
zγσ2

L

yβN(20/ ln(10))2 and γ =− r̈νν(τ)|τ=0 = (2πσc)
2 . (12b, c)

In (12), βN = 2(πσ0 fmax)
2 for isotropic scattering conditions [33]. In the next

section, we will derive the expressions for the PDF, CDF, LCR, and ADF of the

capacity of OSTBC NLN MIMO channels.

III. STATISTICAL PROPERTIES OF THECAPACITY OF OSTBC NLN MIMO

CHANNELS

The expression in (10) can be considered as a mapping of the random processΞ(t)
to another random processC(t). Hence, the statistical properties of the processΞ(t)
can be used to find the statistical properties of the channel capacity. By applying

the concept of transformation of random variables [16, Eq. (7–8)], the PDFpC(r)

of the channel capacityC(t) is obtained as follows

pC(r) =
2r ln(2)

γ ′s
pΞ

(
2r −1

γ ′s

)

=
10ln(2)2r (2r −1)ά−1

(γ ′sβ )ά
√

2π ln(10)σLΓ(ά)

∫ ∞

0

(
1
y

)ά+1

e
− 2r−1

γ ′syβ e
− (10logy−mL)

2

2σ2
L , r ≥ 0. (13)

The CDFFC(r) of the channel capacityC(t) can be found using the relationship

FC(r) =
∫ r

0 pC(x)dx [16]. After solving the integral, the CDFFC(r) of C(t) can be

expressed as

FC(r) = 1− 10/ ln(10)√
2πσLβ άΓ(ά)

∫ ∞

0

(
1
y

)ά+1

e
− (10logy−mL)

2

2σ2
L Γ

(
ά,

2r −1
yγ ′sβ

)
, r ≥ 0

(14)

whereΓ(·, ·) represents the incomplete gamma function [6, Eq. (8.350-2)].

The LCR of the channel capacity defines the average rate of up-crossings (or

down-crossings) of the channel capacity through a certain threshold level [8]. In the

literature, there exist numerous articles dealing with theanalysis of the LCR of the

received signal envelope and the channel capacity (see, e.g., [17, 26, 8, 5], and the

references therein). The analysis pertaining to the LCR of the received signal enve-

lope has applications in the finite-state Markov modeling (FSMM) of fading chan-

nels [31], the analysis of handoff algorithms [30], and estimation of packet error

rates [11]. In a similar fashion, using FSMM for the instantaneous capacity evolv-
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ing processC(t) and feeding the predicted capacity to the transmitter allows the

transmitter that adapts the transmission rate according tothe instantaneous channel

capacity to minimize the probability of errors. For single-input single-output (SISO)

channels, the LCRNC(r) of the channel capacityC(t) can be expressed in terms of

the LCRNX(r) of the received signal envelopX(t) asNC(r) = NX

(√
(2r −1)/γ ′s

)

(see Section N. A for the proof). However in order to find the LCR NC(r) of the

capacityC(t) of MIMO channels, we first need to find the joint PDFpCĊ(z, ż) of

the channel capacityC(t) and its time derivativėC(t). The joint PDFpCĊ(z, ż) can

be obtained as

pCĊ(z, ż) =

(
2zln(2)

γ ′s

)2

pΞΞ̇

(
2z−1

γ ′s
,
2zżln(2)

γ ′s

)

=
10(2zln(2))2(2z−1)ά−3/2

√
γ ′sβN4πσLβ−άΓ(ά)

∫ ∞

0
y−ά−3/2 e

− 2z−1
γ ′syβ

K
(

2z−1
γ ′s

,y
)e

− (10logy−mL)
2

2σ2
L

×e

− (2z ln(2)ż)2

8βN(2z−1)γ ′syK2
(

2z−1
γ ′s

,y

)

dy, z≥ 0, |ż|< ∞. (15)

The LCRNC(r) can now be obtained by solving the integral inNC(r)=
∫∞
0 ż pCĊ(r, ż)dż.

After some algebraic manipulations, the LCRNC(r) can finally be expressed as

NC(r) =
10(2r −1)ά−1/2√γ ′sβN

(γ ′sβ )άπ ln(10)σLΓ(ά)

∫ ∞

0

(
1
y

)ά+1/2

e
− 2r−1

γ ′syβ K

(
2z−1

γ ′s
,y

)

×e
− (10logy−mL)

2

2σ2
L , r ≥ 0. (16)

The ADF of the channel capacity denotes the average durationof time over which

the channel capacity is below a certain threshold level [8].The ADF TC(r) of the

channel capacityC(t) can be obtained using [9]

TC(r) =
FC(r)
NC(r)

(17)

whereFC(r) andNC(r) are given by (10) and (13), respectively.

A. Approximation of the statistical properties of the channel capacity using Gauss-

Hermite integration method

By letting (10logy−mL)
2 = 2σ2

Lx2, we can express the equations (13), (14),

and (16) as
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pC(r) =
2r ln(2)(2r −1)ά−1

(γ ′sβ )ά√πΓ(ά)

∫ ∞

−∞
e−x2

f1(r,x)dx, r ≥ 0 (18)

FC(r) =
1√

πβ άΓ(ά)

∫ ∞

−∞
e−x2

f2(r,x)dx, r ≥ 0 (19)

NC(r) =
(2r −1)ά− 1

2
√

2γ ′s
(γ ′sβ )άπΓ(ά)

/√
βN

∫ ∞

−∞
e−x2

f2(r,x)dx, r ≥ 0 (20)

respectively, wheref1(r,x), f2(r,x), and f3(r,x) are given by

f1(r,x) = e

(
− 2r−1

γ ′sβ

)
10−

√
2σLx+mL

10
10

−ά
(√

2σLx+mL
10

)

(21)

f2(r,x) = Γ

(
ά,

(2r −1)
/

γ ′sβ

10
√

2σLx+mL
10

)
10

−ά
(√

2σLx+mL
10

)

(22)

f3(r,x) = e

(
− 2r−1

γ ′sβ

)
10−

√
2σLx+mL

10
10

−(ά− 1
2)
(√

2σLx+mL
10

)

K

(
2r −1

γ ′s
,10

√
2σLx+mL

10

)
(23)

respectively. The integralsIi =
∫ ∞
−∞ e−x2

fi(r,x)dx (i = 1,2, and 3) in (18)–(20) can

now be approximated using the Gauss-Hermite integration method [24] as

Ii =
∫ ∞

−∞
e−x2

fi(r,x)dx≈
M

∑
m=1

Wm fi(r,ωm) (24)

whereωm, Wm, andM are the roots, weighting factors , and the order, respectively,

of the Hermite polynomialsHM(x) = (−1)Nex2
dM
/

dxM
(

e−x2
)

. HeredM/dxM

represents theMth order differentiation of the exponential functione−x2
with re-

spect tox. The approximation in (24) yields many advantages. Firstly, it allows to

get rid of the cumbersome integrals in (18)–(20), which reduces the complexity of

the results. Secondly, it is observed that using only a smallnumber of the termsM

in (24) provides a very good fitting with the exact results, specifically for Rayleigh-

lognormal MIMO channels (i.e., formi = 1) with smaller dimensions (e.g., 2x2).

Moreover, the values of the roots(ωm) and weighting factors(Wm) for a givenM

are constant irrespective of the integrande−x2
fi(r,x) (i = 1,2, and 3). The tables

containing the values ofωm andWm can easily be found in literature (see, e.g.,

[1]), or can be obtained numerically using numerical computation softwares, such

as MATLAB and MATHEMATICA.
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IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section, we will discuss the analytical results obtained in the previous section

and their validity will be tested by simulations. In order toinvestigate the influence

of shadowing on the capacity of OSTBC NLN MIMO channels, we have studied

the results for different values of the shadowing standard deviationσL, ranging from

1 dB to 10 dB. Specifically, the results forσL = 4.3 dB (urban environment [7]) and

σL = 7.5 dB (suburban environment [7]) are shown. For comparison purposes, we

have included a special case, namely the OSTBC Nakagami-m MIMO channels

(σL → 0 dB). Moreover, we have also presented the approximation results for the

statistical properties of the channel capacity given by (18)–(20) and (24). It is ob-

served in all cases that the approximation results match theexact theoretical results

very closely. Furthermore, we have also studied the impact of the MIMO dimen-

sion on the statistical properties of the channel capacity for bothσL = 4.3 dB and

σL = 7.5 dB.

The Nakagami-m distributed waveforms|hi(t)| (i = 1,2, ...,NRNT) are gener-

ated using (9). In order to simulate Gaussian processesµn,i(t) (n= 1,2, . . . ,2mi)

andν(t) in (9) and (4), respectively, we have applied the sum-of-sinusoids model

[17]. The model parameters are calculated from the generalized method of exact

Doppler spread (GMEDS1) [19]. The number of sinusoids used for the generation

of the Gaussian distributed waveforms was selected to beN = 21. The maximum

Doppler frequencyfmax was 91 Hz, the SNRγs was chosen to be 15 dB, andσ2
0 = 1.

Finally, using (2), (4) and (8), the simulation results for the statistical properties of

the capacityC(t) of OSTBC NLN MIMO channels were obtained.

Figures N.1 and N.2 present the PDF of the capacity of OSTBC NLN MIMO

channels for different values of the shadowing standard deviationσL and for differ-

ent MIMO dimensions, respectively. It is observed that an increase in the shadowing

standard deviationσL increases the spread of the channel capacity, while it has no

influence on the mean channel capacity. Moreover, an increase in the MIMO di-

mension results in an increase in the mean channel capacity,whereas the spread

of the channel capacity decreases. This fact is specificallyhighlighted in Figs. N.3

and N.4, where the mean channel capacity and the variance of the channel capacity,

respectively, are studied for different values of the shadowing standard deviationσL

and for different MIMO dimensions. We have also analyzed theinfluence of sever-

ity of fading on the mean channel capacity and the variance ofthe channel capacity.

The results show that as the fading severity increases, the mean channel capacity

decreases. However, this effect has an opposite influence onthe variance of the

channel capacity. For the sake of completeness, we have alsoillustrated the CDF
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Figure N.1: The PDFpC(r) of the capacityC(t) of OSTBC NLN MIMO channels
for different values of the shadowing standard deviationσL.
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Figure N.2: The PDFpC(r) of the capacityC(t) of OSTBC NLN MIMO channels
for different MIMO dimensions.

of the capacity of OSTBC NLN MIMO channels for different values of the shad-

owing standard deviationσL and for different MIMO dimensions in Figs. N.5 and

N.6, respectively. The results presented in Figs. N.5 and N.6 can be studied to draw

similar conclusions regarding the influence of shadowing standard deviationσL as

well as the MIMO dimensions on the mean channel capacity and the variance of the
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channel capacity as from Figs. N.1 and N.2.

Figures N.7 and N.8 highlight the influence of shadowing and MIMO dimen-

sions on the LCR of the channel capacity. It is observed that an increase in the

shadowing standard deviationσL or the MIMO dimension results in a decrease in

the maximum value of the LCR of the channel capacity, while the spread of the

LCR increases. Moreover, at low and medium signal levelsr, the channel capacity
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of systems with smaller MIMO dimensions has a higher LCR as compared to the

ones with larger MIMO dimensions. The ADF of the channel capacity for different

values of the shadowing standard deviationσL and for different MIMO dimensions

is presented in Figs. N.9 and N.10, respectively. It is observed that at higher sig-

nal levelsr, an increase in the shadowing standard deviationσL decreases the ADF
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of the channel capacity. However, the converse statement istrue for lower signal

levels. Moreover, an increase in the MIMO dimension has a similar influence on

the ADF of the channel capacity as the shadowing standard deviation σL. The an-

alytical expressions are verified using simulations, whereby an excellent fitting is

observed.
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V. CONCLUSION

This paper studies the statistical properties of the capacity of OSTBC NLN MIMO

channels for various levels of shadowing and for different MIMO dimensions. We

have derived exact analytical expressions for the PDF, CDF,LCR, and ADF of the

capacity of NLN MIMO channels. It is observed that an increase in the MIMO
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dimension or a decrease in the severity of fading results in an increase in the mean

channel capacity, while the variance of the channel capacity decreases. On the other

hand, the shadowing effect has no influence on the mean channel capacity; however

an increase in the shadowing standard deviation increases the spread of the channel

capacity. It is also observed that an increase in either the shadow standard deviation

or the MIMO dimension decreases the maximum value of the LCR of the channel

capacity. Whereas, this effect decreases the ADF of the channel capacity only at

higher signal levels. We have also presented approximationresults for the statistical

properties of the channel capacity obtained using the Gauss-Hermite integration

method. It is observed that the approximation results reduce the complexity as well

as fit very closely to the exact results. The correctness of the analytical results is

confirmed by simulations.

N. A Relationship between the LCR of the Received

Signal Envelop in SISO Channels and the LCR

of the Channel Capacity

Consider the received signal envelop in a SISO system denoted byX(t). The corre-

sponding channel capacity can be expressed asC(t) = log2

(
1+ γsX2(t)

)
, whereγs

denotes the average received SNR. The LCRNC(r) of the channel capacityC(t) is

defined as [8]

NC(r) =

∞∫

0

żpCĊ (r, ż)dż, r ≥ 0 (A.1)

wherepCĊ(z, ż) denotes the joint PDF ofC(t) andĊ(t). By applying the concept of

transformation of random variables [16, Eq. (7–8)], the joint PDF pCĊ(z, ż) can

be obtained usingpCĊ(z, ż) =
(
2zln(2)

/
γs
)2

pX2Ẋ2

(
(2z−1)

/
γs, (2zżln(2))

/
γs
)
,

wherepX2Ẋ2(z, ż)=
(
1
/
(4z)

)
pXẊ

(√
z, ż
/
(2
√

z)
)
. By substitutingpCĊ(z, ż) in (A.1)

and lettingẇ= (2zżln(2)
√γs)

/
(2
√

2z−1), the LCRNC(r) can be finally expressed

as

NC(r) =

∞∫

0

ẇ pXẊ

(√
2r −1

γs
, ẇ

)
dẇ= NX

(√
2r −1

γs

)
(A.2)

whereNX(r) is the LCR of the received signal envelopeX(t).
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